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FOREWORD 
The Lewis Research Center has a 37-year heri- 
tage of providing advances in aeronautical pro- 
pulsion from the research activities of its staff 
and its university and industrial grantees and 
contractors. These advances have helped create 
the preeminence in aeronautics that has contri- 
buted to our national defense, has provided swift, 
reliable transportation for our people and their 
goods, and has so greatly aided our position in 
international trade. 
Although the results of the Center's projects 
and programs are reported as they are obtained, 
from time to time a conference such as this one 
affords the opportunity for a broad overview and 
an in-depth interpretation of a large body of re- 
sults and for informal discussions about the sub- 
ject. 
We hope you will find the material given here- 
in informative and useful and that you will in- 
quire further about whatever may be important to 
you. 
John F. McCarthy, Jr. 
Director 
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I. AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY (ACEE) STATUS REPORT 
Donald L. Nored, James F. Dugan, Jr., Neal T. Saunders, 
and Joseph A. Ziemianski 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Efficient air transportation is of national concern since com- 
mercial aircraft constitute a primary‘ segment of public trans- 
portation. However, the viability of the U.S. air transporta- 
tion industry and its ability to handle future traffic growth 
are threatened by rapidly escalating fuel prices. Figure I-l, 
taken from Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) data (ref. l), illus- 
trates the recent trend in fuel prices. From 1973 to 1975, fuel 
prices essentially tripled internationally and doubled domesti- 
cally. They have since continued to increase about 12 percent 
each year. Such increases are directly reflected in the air- 
craft direct operating cost (DOC). 
The major elements of the DOC are shown in figure I-2 (ref. 2). 
The elements are expressed in cents per available ton-mile of 
the mix of passengers and cargo for each year. Before 1973, 
these elements were about equal in their contribution to DOC. 
Starting in 1973, however, with the OPEC embargo and the subse- 
quent large increases in fuel prices, these historical relation- 
ships changed. Fuel prices began to escalate faster than the 
rate of inflation and even faster than increased productivity 
could reduce them. As a result, not only has the total DOC in- 
creased, but fuel costs have become a much larger percentage of 
the DOC. For example, as shown in figure I-3 for the Boeing 727 
flying commercially in the domestic market, in 1973, fuel con- 
tributed about 26 percent of the DOC. By 1977, this fuel per- 
centage had increased to about 41 percent. 
The percentage of the DOC related to fuel is expected to contin- 
ue to increase in the future. Large increases in aircraft fuel 
needs are projected, as a result of an expected rapid growth in 
air travel. Aircraft fuel, however, is derived completely from 
petroleum, a dwindling national resource. Hence, scarcity of 
fuel and resulting higher prices are foreseen. This situation 
will be aggravated by various artificial (e.g., OPEC initiated) 
price increases. Commercial aircraft currently use over 10 bil- 
lion gallons of fuel per year (ref. 1). This is conservatively 
projected to more than double by the year 2000. Obviously, an 
increase in fuel supply would alleviate the problems of cost and 
availability. For this reason, there is interest in producing 
synthetic jet fuel from our large national resources of coal and 
oil shale. However, such synthetic fuel will not be available 
in large quantities for some years, and until it is, the air- 
craft industry must use its petroleum-based fuel more efficient- 
lY* Increases in fuel efficiency will help counteract the ef- 
fect of rising fuel prices on the DOC while also alleviating the 
critical problem of future fuel availability. 
To answer this need, NASA started the Aircraft Energy Efficiency 
(ACEE) program in 1976. This program is a focused reponse to 
the current importance of fuel effiency in aeronautics, for fuel 
conservation in general as well as for its effect on commercial 
aircraft operating economics. Included in the program are six 
major projects aimed at providing technology for more fuel- 
conservative aircraft and propulsion systems for future commer- 
cial airline service (ref. 3). Three of the projects - in the 
areas of aerodynamics and aircraft structures - are managed by 
the Langley Research Center. These aircraft-related projects 
are Energy Efficient Transport, Laminar Flow Control, and Com- 
posite Structures. The other three projects are propulsion re- 
lated, as indicated in figure I-4, and are managed by the Lewis 
Research Center. They are (1) Engine Component Improvement 
(ECI) , directed at improving the engine components and the per- 
formance retention of existing engines; (2) Energy Efficient 
Engine (E3), directed at providing the technology base for the 
next generation of turbofan engines; and (3) Advanced Turboprop, 
directed at advancing the technology of turboprop-powered air- 
craft to a point suitable for commercial airline service. It is 
these three projects that are discussed in this paper in some 
detail. 
ENGINE COMPONENT IMPROVEMENT 
The EC1 project is investigating the potentiai for reducing fuel 
usage in existing engines. It is these engines that will use 
the bulk of the commercial aircraft fuel between now and 1990. 
This project is expected to result in technology, by 1980 to 
1982, that will permit as much as a 5 percent fuel savings over 
the operational life of the engines. Such fuel savings will be 
achieved by improving engine performance as well as by mini- 
mizing engine performance degradation in service. Thus, the 
project has two parts: (1) performance improvement and (2) en- 
gine diagnostics (fig. I-5). 
Performance Improvement 
The performance improvement part of the EC1 project is directed 
at developing the technology for improved, more fuel-efficient 
engine components for early introduction into commercial ser- 
vice. The technical effort is being conducted by the manu- 
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facturers (General Electric and Pratt & Whitney) of the three 
engines that power most of the current commercial fleet (fig. 
I-6). These engines are the Pratt & Whitney JT8D - used on the 
Boeing 727 and 737 and the Douglas DC-9 - and the Pratt & 
Whitney JT9D and the General Electric CF6 - used on the Boeing 
747, Douglas DC-lo, and Airbus Industries A300. Derivatives of 
these latter two large, high-bypass-ratio engines will also 
power the newer airplanes such as the Boeing 757 and 767 and the 
Airbus Industries A310. 
The components being investigated are shown in figure I-7, and 
include most major components of the engine. The specific com- 
ponent improvements will be derived generally from improved 
aerodynamics, reduced clearances, more effective cooling, and 
improved materials. 
An extensive feasibility and screening analysis was conducted on 
a variety of concepts by both General Electric and Pratt & 
Whitney before a specific concept was selected (refs. 4 and 5). 
This analysis was a team effort, with each engine manufacturer 
being assisted by NASA, two aircraft manufacturers (Boeing and 
Douglas), and a number of airlines (United, American, TWA, Pan 
Am, and Eastern). Technical merits (e.g., performance, weight, 
and maintenance) as well as economic merits (e.g., airline re- 
turn on investment, direct operating cost, and payback period) 
were investigated. From considerations such as potential fuel 
savings, economic benefits, and cost of development, NASA se- 
lected 16 component improvement concepts for technology develop- 
ment by General Electric and Pratt & Whitney. 
For the JT8D engine, four concepts were selected (table I-l) for 
development: 
(1) An improved outer air seal for the high-pressure turbine 
(2) A new high-pressure-turbine blade cooling concept, where- 
in the cooling air is discharged at the root of the blade 
(3) An aerodynamically improved DC9/JT8D reverser stang 
fairing that incorporates advanced composite materials 
for lighter weight 
(4) Longer blades and abradable trenched rubstrips on the 
high-pressure compressor 
Concepts 1, 2, and 4 are being developed by Pratt & Whitney; the 
reverser stang fairing is to be developed by the Douglas 
Aircraft Co. 
Technology development has been completed on the improved JT8D 
outer air seal. Figure I-8 shows some features of the seal. 
Through the use of honeycomb seal material plus additional 
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knife-edges, an improved labyrinth arrangement was effectively 
added to the seal. Also, the blade cooling flow, which had been 
discharged completely from the blade tip, was rerouted to permit 
some discharge from the blade suction surface. Results have 
been obtained from back-to-back engine tests of both the current 
and improved configurations, as shown in figure I-9, over a 
range of thrust levels. At the normal (90 percent) cruise 
point, a specific fuel consumption (SFC) reduction of 0.6 per- 
cent was achieved. This reduction (though small) is equivalent 
to 6 percent of the total net income of the U.S. domestic air- 
lines in 1977 (at an average fuel cost of 50d/gailon). It is 
also equivalent to an airline fuel savings of 200 million gal- 
lons by the end of the century, if the seal is incorporated both 
into new-production JT8D engines and into older engines through 
retrofit, where economically feasible. 
For the JT9D engine, four concepts were also selected (table 
I-l) for development by Pratt & Whitney: 
(1) Active clearance control for the high-pressure turbine 
(2) A new fan incorporating only a single shroud along with 
low-aspect-ratio blades 
(3) Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings on the vane end walls 
in the high-pressure turbine 
(4) Ceramic outer air seals for the high-pressure turbine 
Development of the active clearance control concept has been 
completed. As indicated in figure I-10, this is a technique to 
reduce tip clearances during cruise by cooling, and hence 
shrinking, the case. During the transient portions of flight 
(takeoff and landing), the cooling air is reduced or elimi- 
nated. This increases the tip clearances between the turbine 
blade and shroud and minimizes the potential for rubbing. 
The current and improved JT9D configurations are shown in figure 
I-11. The significant features of the improved configuration 
are 
(1) A modified support ring that permits greater reduction 
in tip clearance 
(2) A doubling of the cooling flow 
(3) A new configuration for the air supply tubes that 
provides shorter impingement distances and a more 
effective use of the cooling air 
Results are shown in figure I-12 for back-to-back tests of the 
improved and current configurations. These results indicate 
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that cruise SFC can be reduced 0.65 percent over a wide range of 
cruise thrust settings. 
For the CF6 engine, eight concepts (table I-2) were selected: 
(1) A short-core nozzle that permits reduction in weight and 
scrubbing drag 
(2) A new front mount that improves the load distribution 
around the compressor case and results in reduced tip 
clearances 
(3) A new fan with improved aerodynamic design 
(4) Improved aerodynamics for the high-pressure turbine 
(5) Improved roundness control for the high-pressure turbine 
(6) Reduced compressor bleed by recirculation of air in the 
DC-10 cabin air-conditioning system 
(7) Active clearance control for the high-pressure turbine 
(8) Active clearance control for the low-pressure turbine 
Concept 6 is under development by the Douglas Aircraft Co.; all 
the other concepts are to be developed by General Electric. 
Technology development has been completed on the first three 
concepts. The changes in the core nozzle resulted in a 0.9 per- 
cent SFC reduction at cruise, as demonstrated by flight tests on 
both the DC-10 and A300 aircraft. The new front mount can pro- 
vide a 0.3 percent cruise SFC reduction. The improved fan can 
provide a 2.0 percent cruise SFC reduction. Figure I-13 lists 
the improved features for the new fan concept: basically, im- 
proved airfoils, rearward placement of the current single shroud 
to minimize blockage, and addition of a fan-case stiffening ring 
to keep the case round (hence, reducing tip clearances). Re- 
sults of sea-level engine tests are shown in figure I-14. The 
indicated 3.2 percent SFC reduction at 40 000 pounds of sea- 
level thrust is equivalent to a 2 percent cruise SFC reduction. 
According to a projection based on various market predictions by 
the engine manufacturers, the performance improvement part of 
the Engine Component Improvement project should provide the air- 
line industry with a cumulative fuel savings of at least 7 bil- 
lion gallons by the year 2000. This savings would occur if all 
the concepts complete the technology development phase success- 
fully, are carried through the certification phase by the manu- 
facturers, and are successfully introduced into commercial ser- 
vice on future engine models or through retrofit. 
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Engine Diagnostics 
The engine disagostics part of the EC1 project is directed at 
identifying and quantifying the sources of the performance de- 
terioration that occurs with time in the JT9D and CF6 engines. 
The effort will also provide design methodology and maintenance 
practices for minimizing such deterioration in current and fu- 
ture engines. As with performance improvement, NASA has major 
contracts with both Pratt & Whitney and General Electric for 
testing, data analysis, and modeling. 
The major contributors to performance degradation are shown in 
figure I-15. Examples of these degradation mechanisms are shown 
in figure I-16. In the cold section of the engine, foreign ob- 
ject damage, erosion, and surface roughness are significant. In 
the hot section of the engine, thermal distortion is one of the 
predominant degradation mechanisms - causing, for example, 
warpage or distortion of vanes. Clearance increases occur 
through the entire engine, as a result of blades rubbing with 
the outer shrouds. These clearance increases result in effi- 
ciency losses. 
In investigating these contributors to performance degradation, 
the general approach is as follows: 
(1) Gather existing (historical) data from airline in-flight 
recordings and from ground test cells at both airline 
and engine overhaul shops. (To date, this has been done 
for about one-third of the world's aircraft that use 
JT9D and CF6 engines.) Also, conduct inspections on a 
selected used parts that contribute to performance 
degradation. 
(2) Augment this information with special engine tests and 
inspections in order to evaluate the effects of de- 
teriorated components, and subsequent refurbishment, on 
both overall performance and engine module performance. 
(Overall performance deterioration was evaluated by se- 
curing an engine from an airline, testing it, conducting 
a complete teardown, and inspecting it. The engine was 
then refurbished and/or reassembled, retested, and re- 
turned to the airline. Module performance degradation 
was evaluated by tests before and after used modules 
were replaced.) 
(3) Assess the causes of performance degradation during the 
first flight or flights of the aircraft as the engine 
structure first responds to the flight environment 
(4) Assess the causes of long-term performance degradation 
as a function of both cycles and time 
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(5) Determine the effects of deteriorated parts on module 
performance 
(6) Establish statistical trends, analytical models, and 
design criteria, with associated correlations of the 
effect of maintenance practices on SFC losses 
The results of the module replacement and refurbishment test on 
the CF6 engine are shown in figure I-17. The numbers in paren- 
theses represent the number of test modules. Simply cleaning 
the fan blades and recontouring the leading edges resulted in a 
specific-fuel-consumption reduction of 0.3 percent. Replacing 
the low-pressure turbine with new or refurbished modules result- 
ed in a SFC reduction of 0.4 percent. The high-pressure-turbine 
resuits are not available yet, since testing and analysis are 
still under way. 
How the various performance degradation mechanisms - such as 
clearance increases, erosion and airfoil roughness, and thermal 
distortion - affect the cruise SFC deterioration of the JT9D 
engine modules is shown in figure I-18. These results, averaged 
for a large number of engines, are based on used-parts analysis 
and prerepair tests (i.e., the historical data). Clearance 
changes affect all the engine modules from the very first 
flight. As the engine matures, however, thermal distortion be- 
comes of significance for the high-pressure turbine, and erosion 
and airfoil roughness become of significance for the high- 
pressure compressor. Although the data indicate that the high- 
and low-pressure-turbine modules do not deteriorate much beyond 
the 1000th flight, this is only because these modules are nor- 
mally replaced every 1000 to 2000 flights. Thus, what is shown 
are deterioration values where the high-pressure turbine has 
been replaced between the 1000th and 3000th flights. 
Percent cruise SFC deterioration as a function of the number of 
flight cycles (where a flight cycle is a takeoff, flight, and 
landing) is shown in figure I-19. As evident, clearance in- 
creases cause more than 50 percent of the overall deterioration 
experienced in the JT9D engine. 
The major causes of these service-related changes in gas-path 
clearances are the loads on the engine in flight. These are 
nacelle aerodynamic loads, experienced during airplane rotation, 
as well as inertia loads, such as "g" and gyroscopic loads. 
These loads, schematically shown in figure I-20, cause the en- 
gine to bend and distort and the blade to rub against the outer 
shroud. They thus produce increased clearances and attendant 
performance losses. 
Pratt & Whitney and Boeing - in a cooperative program - used a 
NASTRAN finite-element structural model (fig. I-21) to analyze 
these flight-load effects on the JT9D engine. The NASTRAN model 
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was used to calculate the deflections or changes in clearances 
that occur throughout the engine, for both steady-state and dy- 
namic conditions. These clearance changes were then converted 
to performance losses. Shown in table I-3 are the NASTRAN theo- 
retical results. In the steady-state case, the nacelle aero- 
dynamic load affected all engine stages and contributed to about 
87 percent of the total performance loss. The other two loading 
conditions were of lesser significance. In the dynamic cases, 
such as wind gust and hard landings, there were no significant 
changes from the steady-state results. 
To provide a data base for validating the NASTRAN theoretical 
steady-state load results, Pratt & Whitney will subject a JT9D 
engine to a simulated aerodynamic loads test. Aerodynamic loads 
will be simulated by placing a series of supporting bands 
(bellybands) around the inlet. These bands will then be pulled 
to exert loads on the inlet to simulate nacelle loading condi- 
tions (fig. I-22). As the engine is run through a performance 
test, X-ray and laser proximity probes will be used to determine 
changes in tip clearances. Additional instrumentation will be 
added to the engine to determine the engine and module perfor- 
mance changes that occur as the aerodynamic loads are simulated. 
A summary of engine diagnostics results to date for both the 
JT9D and CF6 engines is shown in figure I-23. Shown are the 
statistically averaged engine performance deterioration trends 
as a function of engine cycles. There is about a 3 percent in- 
crease in SFC after 3000 flight cycles, and about 1 percent is 
recovered during a normal overhaul (which is typically done on 
the engine hot section). Many factors influence the shape and 
values of the curves: Airline overhaul practice, route struc- 
ture, derated takeoff, engine module mix, airplane model, and 
engine location are but a few. 
The output of the engine diagnostics effort is expected to pro- 
vide industry with data necessary to cost effectively restore 
the performance of current engines. The magnitude and location 
of performance deterioration will also be pinpointed, and the 
modular performance analyses techniques required to diagnose the 
related performance losses associated with the engine will be 
improved. For derivative and future engines, this effort - by 
identifying unique degradation mechanisms and developing usage- 
related deterioration models - will provide design tools for 
improving performance retention. 
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE 
The objective of the Energy Efficient Engine (E3) project is 
to provide an advanced technology base for a new generation of 
fuel-conservative turoofan engines for commercial transports. 
Specifically, this project involves aggressive development of 
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I- 
advanced component technologies, followed by integration and 
testing as complete systems. A technology readiness date of 
1983 has been set for completing these activities. At that 
time, the advanced component technologies will have been devel- 
oped and demonstrated to a point where they are suitable for use 
in a future commercial engine development. In the late 1980's, 
E3 technology could appear in new advanced commercial turbofan 
engines, or perhaps even a few years sooner in advanced deriv- 
ative versions of current engines. Benefits from E3 tech- 
nology would then start to accrue and would grow rapidly during 
the 1990's. 
Goals were established at the outset of the project to guide the 
selection of engine cycles and configurations and to serve as a 
focus for the technology efforts. These goals recognized that 
future engines must be not only fuel efficient, but also econom- 
ically attractive to the airlines and environmentally acceptable 
to the public. Goals for fuel savings are 
(1) At least a 12 percent reduction in SFC for newly manu- 
factured engines 
(2) At least a 50 percent improvement in performance reten- 
tion over the lives of the engines 
To provide economic incentives, NASA established a goal of at 
least a 5 percent reduction in the DOC. These fuel and economic 
goals are relative to current high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines 
(specifically, the JT9D-7A and the CF6-50C engine models). 
There is a high degree of uncertainty as to future environmental 
requirements. As a result, since any future advanced turbofan 
engine must meet the requirements prevailing at that time, NASA 
selected, as goals, the most stringent limits for noise and 
emissions that have been proposed to data by either the Federal 
Aviation Administration or the Environmental Protection Agency. 
These are the FAA's FAR-36 (1978) standards for noise and the 
EPA's proposed 1981 standards for emissions. 
The E3 project is being accomplished through parallel con- 
tracts with the two U.S. manufacturers of large, high-bypass- 
ratio engines: General Electric and Pratt & whtney. The effort 
itself is structured and scheduled as shown in figure I-24. The 
first element involves defining a baseline design for a future 
advanced propulsion system. This baseline design serves as a 
focus for defining technology needs, performance potential, com- 
ponent interfaces, and system trade-offs. To arrive at optimum 
cycle characteristics and engine configurations, both General 
Electric and Pratt & Whitney conducted trade-off evaluations, in 
which they concentrated on fuel usage and DOC for E3 technol- 
ogy engines operating on potential 1990-era aircraft. Each com- 
pany was assisted by Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed in conducting 
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these trade-offs. The initial design effort has been completed, 
but lower-level work will be conducted during the remainder of 
the project to support the experimental efforts and to use data 
from those efforts for refining the initial propulsion-system 
baseline design. Thus, an on-going appraisal of the technology 
status and potential will be obtained. Component technology 
needs have now been well defined, and work has started on the 
second element of the project. This element - which comprises 
the major portion of the project - involves design and extensive 
experimental development of the major engine components. The 
intent is to substantially improve the performance of each com- 
ponent. 
In the third element, the components will be integrated to as- 
sess their interactive effects and to work on those mechanical 
technologies that are unique to the integrated system. First, 
the high-pressure compressor, the combustor, and the high- 
pressure turbine will be assembled in a core (or high spool) 
package. Then the core will be integrated with the low-spool 
components (fan, booster or low-pressure compressor, low- 
pressure turbine, and mixer) and a metal "boilerplate" nacelle. 
This integrated core - low-spool package (ICLS) will then be 
tested to assess the overall performance, component interac- 
tions, and design integrity of the mechanical systems. 
General Electric Configuration 
The initial baseline propulsion-system design has been fin- 
ished. Figure I-25 illustrates General Electric's E3 config- 
uration, which resulted from that effort. Their configuration 
uses two spools plus a mixer and a long-duct nacelle. A mixer 
is included because, according to results from the initial per- 
formance analyses, exhaust-gas mixing offered the potential for 
about a 3 percent reduction in SFC from that of an unmixed en- 
gine. 
Table I-4 lists the cycle characteristics of General Electric's 
E3 configuration. As a comparison, values for General Elec- 
tric's reference engine - the CF6-50C - are also shown. 
bypass ratio of the E3 
The 
has been increased substantially, as 
has the compressor pressure ratio, over those of the CF6-50C. 
Turbine temperatures have been increased only moderately. Cycle 
trade-off studies indicated that, if the DOC and performance- 
retention goals are to be met, only moderate increases could be 
tolerated even with improved materials. A thrust of 36 500 
pounds was used to size the hardware for this project. The 
technologies, however, are scalable over a wide range; hence, 
commercial engines based on E3 technology could have whatever 
appropriate thrust is required to meet airline needs. For this 
particular configuration, General Electric predicts a 14.2 per- 
cent cruise SFC reduction over the CF6-50C SFC. 
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The advanced technologies needed for the high-pressure-core com- 
ponents are listed in figure I-26. 'The aggressive compressor 
design has a compression ratio of 23 in only 10 stages. So that 
it can achieve a polytropic efficiency of over 90 percent, it 
will have advanced, low-aspect-ratio, highly loaded airfoils and 
will be made of advanced materials. In addition, active clear- 
ance control will be used on stages 6 to 10 in order to achieve 
much tighter clearances than those used in current engines. 
The combustor is a two-zone, double-annular configuration. This 
rather complex configuration is required to meet the stringent 
emission goals, which will be very difficult to achieve on an 
engine with an overall pressure ratio of 36. This combustor 
requires several technology advances, including improved dif- 
fuser designs and a segmented (or "shingled") liner, in order to 
achieve longer life. 
The high-pressure turbine has two stages and is designeu for an 
efficiency of over 92 percent at maximum cruise conditions. 
This high efficiency requires a number of technology advances 
including low leakages, improved cooling concepts, and advanced 
active clearance controls. Also, several advances in materials 
and fabrication processes are required (directionally solidified 
blades, ceramic shrouds, and near-net-shape rotors that use hot 
isostatic pressing of powder-metallurgy alloys). 
Similar aggressiveness in technology advances is required for 
the General Electric low-spool components, as shown in figure 
I-27. Particularly important are the fan and the booster. The 
fan uses low tip speeds and a low placement of the midspan dam- 
per to achieve over 88 percent efficiency. The novel quarter- 
stage "island" booster design serves a dual function: It aids 
matching of the fan and core streams, and it centrifuges any 
foreign objects away from the core stream and thereby helps re- 
duce foreign-object-damage erosion in the core. The five-stage, 
low-pressure turbine has been specially configured to reduce 
noise. And, as in the high-pressure compressor and turbine, an 
active clearance control system will be used to permit closer 
running clearances. The mixer will be designed to achieve 75 
percent mixing effectiveness and very low pressure losses in a 
short length. 
Pratt & Whitney Configuration 
The Pratt & Whitney E3 design that resulted from the initial 
design and definition effort is illustrated in figure I-28. It 
is similar to the General Electric design in that it is a two- 
spool, mixed-flow configuration. This design, like General 
Electric's, has also stressed greater durability, performance 
retention, and ease of maintenance. Both designs feature a 
short, stiff, straddle-mounted core with five main bearings 
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located in easily accessible bearing compartments. Special 
attention also has been given to structural load paths in order 
to minimize the bending and twisting encountered in current en- 
gines, thus improving performance retention. Both designs also 
feature careful attention to active and passive clearance con- 
trol as an aid in retaining performance. 
The cycle characteristics of Pratt & Whitney's baseline design 
are listed in table I-5. Again, for comparison, values for 
their reference engine - in this case the JT9D-i'A - are also 
shown. The predicted cruise SFC reduction for the E3 design 
is 14.9 percent below that of the JT9D-7A. 
Advanced-technology features in the Pratt & Whitney E3 core 
configuration are shown in figure I-29. This core includes a 
lo-stage compressor with a compression ratio of 14. A number of 
advanced-technology features - including supercritical airfoils, 
trenched cases, and active clearance controls - help achieve a 
polytropic efficiency level of over 91 percent. The combustor 
also depends on a two-zone configuration for emissions control 
(in a similar manner to General Electric's combustor), but the 
Pratt & Whitney design has two burning zones arranged axially in 
series. Several technology advances are also planned for this 
combustor, including carburetor-type fuel nozzles and an ad- 
vanced liner configuration that uses improved cooling concepts 
and segmented panels to extend life. 
Pratt & Whitney selected a single stage for the hign-pressure 
turbine in order to gain the cost and maintenance benefits asso- 
ciated with fewer hot-section parts. However, a cooled turbine 
efficiency of over 88 percent must be reached if the total en- 
gine performance required for fuel savings is to be achieved. 
Reaching this high efficiency in a single stage will require ad- 
vances in several areas, including advanced airfoil designs for 
the transonic airflow in this turbine, improved cooling schemes, 
and several advanced materials. Pratt & Whitney's single- 
crystal alloys will be used for the blades and vanes. An im- 
proved active clearance-control system is also planned for this 
turbine. 
Advanced-technolo y 
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features in the iow-spool components of the 
Pratt & Whitney E design are shown in figure I-30. The fan 
blades are unshrouded. Eliminating the midspan dampers, used in 
the fan blades on all current engines, can improve efficiency 
and hence reduce SFC nearly 1 percent. However, the designs of 
unshrouded blades invariably result in very large, long-chord 
configurations that tend to increase engine weight. Thus, ad- 
vanced design approaches are needed to generate lighter weight 
fan-blade configurations that are resistant to both aeroelastic 
flutter and foreign-object damage. Pratt & Wnitney has devel- 
oped a promising design approach that uses hollow titanium air- 
foils, and work is now under way to develop the manufacturing 
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technology for such unique blades. To date, the most promising 
approach is to fabricate the hollow blades from diffusion-bonded 
titanium laminates. 
The other low-spool components include a four-stage, low- 
pressure compressor driven by a four-stage, counter-rotating, 
low-pressure turbine. The approach to exhaust-gas mixi,ng is 
also extremely aggressive, calling for a design mixing effec- 
tiveness of 85 percent and low pressure losses. These design 
goals are to be achieved by using a short, scalloped mixer to 
minimize the weight and drag penaities of the required long-duct 
nacelle. 
Component Technology 
The component design phase is well under way, and both General 
Electric and Pratt & Whitney are conducting technology investi- 
gations in support of their design work. Figure I-31 illus- 
trates an example of such work at General Electric in support of 
their fan-frame acoustic design. Current engines have about 
twice as many vanes as fan blades for minimum fan noise. Also 
they have an axial spacing of about 1 chord width between the 
vanes and blades, along with separate struts to carry loads to 
the fan case. In the E3 design, General Electric will use a 
lower vane-blade ratio, as indicated, and a much wider axial 
spacing. This design permits the vanes to be integrated with 
the struts and hence reduces fan weight and cost. 
Acoustic tests of these two configurations were recently con- 
ducted, and the results are shown in figure I-32 for perceived 
noise level as a function of acoustic angle. The upper plot 
shows results for the approach condition; the lower plot shows 
results for the takeoff condition. The two configurations gave 
very similar acoustic results. Thus, GE's E3 fan is being 
designed with a vane-blade ratio of about 1.1 and very wide 
axial spacing, as illustrated in figure I-31. 
Another important series of supporting technology tests con- 
ducted by GE involves the combustor design. GE's prime com- 
bustor design is the double-annular configuration, shown at the 
left in figure I-33. Principles of this two-zone design were 
established under NASA's Experimental Clean Combustor program. 
The results of that program, 
pressure conditions for E3, 
when extrapolated to the higher 
indicate that this configuration 
offers potential for meeting the stringent E3 emissions goals. 
However, the two separate combustion zones require rather com- 
plex staging of the valves that control the fuel-flow to each 
zone. Thus, GE proposed an alternative design involving a sim- 
pler single-annular configuration. A series of early tests were 
run on this single-annular configuration in order to assess its 
potential for meeting the E3 emissions goals. 
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The prime resutls of those tests are shown in figure I-34. 
Plotted are the emissions levels for carbon monoxide (CO), hy- 
drocarbons (HC), and oxides of nitrogen (NO,). The left bar 
in each pair shows single-annular combustor results from tests 
recently run as part of the E3 project. The right bar in each 
pair shows estimates for the double-annular combustor: These 
predictions are based on the earlier test results from the Ex- 
perimental Clean Combustor program. These results indicate that 
the single-annular combustor does not meet the E3 goals for CO 
and NO, emissions. Also, these differences might be increased 
with future broad-specification fuels. Thus, NASA has concluded 
that the more-complex double-annular combustor is needed to meet 
the stringent E3 emissions goals. All efforts are now directed 
at the double-annular configuration so that the low emissions 
levels that might be required in future engines can be demon- 
strated. 
Another example of the component technology efforts completed to 
date involves Pratt & Whitney's single-stage turbine. Early 
emphasis was on aerodynamic tests in an uncooied turbine-rig so 
that the best airfoil designs could be selected. Two combin- 
ations of vanes and blades were tested; figure I-35 shows the 
two blades. Results for the uncooled-rig tests are shown in 
figure I-36. Plotted are the measured efficiency levels as 
functions of airfoil span for the two airfoil combinations. 
Both designs achieved good efficiencies, but the 43-percent- 
reaction airfoils produced higher efficiencies. This reaction 
value was thus selected for the E3 turbine design. 
Benefits 
The fuel savings that have been predicted for the E3 engines 
are shown in figure I-37. These are the projections made for 
both engine designs by three major aircraft manufacturers: Boe- 
ing, Douglas, and Lockheed. Using the predicted SFC reductions 
of 14 to 15 percent, the aircraft companies predicted fuel 
usages for their own versions of advanced aircraft for various 
flight missions, and then they compared these to the predicted 
fuel usages for similar aircraft with current engines. Plotted 
are the differences in the fuel-usage estimates. (Note the or- 
dinate of the plot 
savings for E3 
starts at 10 percent.) The projected fuel 
ranges from 13 to 22 percent. The fuel savings 
increase with longer flight distances since the prime fuel sav- 
ings is achieved in the cruise portions of each flight mission. 
However, even the shorter-range flights with relatively short 
cruise durations show significant fuel savings. 
Projections were also made for the direct operating costs of the 
same aircraft-engine combinations, and a plot of these results 
is shown in figure I-38. As might be expected, the projected 
trends for DOC are similar to those for fuel savings since fuel 
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costs contribute about 40 percent to the direct operating 
costs. Also important in these DOC reductions was the emphasis 
both General Electric and Pratt & Whitney placed on minimizing 
maintenance costs. For example, the total numbers of airfoils 
in their engines were drastically reduced from the numbers in 
the reference engines. 
From the current status of the E3 project, these benefits ap- 
pear to be realistic. Present E3 designs indicate that ail 
goals are achievable, with the possible exception of the NO, 
emissions goal. The advanced technologies required to meet the 
goals are scheduled to be demonstrated by 1983. 
ADVANCED TURBOPROP 
The third ACEE propulsion effort, the Advanced Turboprop proj- 
ect, is directed at establishing the feasibility of radically 
improving propeller-driven propulsion systems to the point where 
they can be effectively applied to future commercial air trans- 
ports. Advanced turboprop propulsion systems promise extremely 
large fuel savings. And, with an aggressive technology develop- 
ment program - demonstrating the advanced technology in the late 
1980's - they would be available for the commercial air trans- 
ports of the 1990's. 
Turboprop-powered aircraft are not new, of course. Turboprops 
are used today in various military, business, and commuter air- 
craft, and at one time were used in medium-range commercial air 
transports. Figure I-39 shows the turboprop-powered Lockheed 
Electra, which was introduced into medium-range commercial ser- 
vice in the late 1950's. It was a major improvement over the 
reciprocating-engine, propeller-driven aircraft then in com- 
mercial service. 
Jet-powered aircraft, such as the Boeing 707 shown in figure 
I-40 (the first domestic commercial jet), were also introduced 
in the late 1950's. Such jet-powered aircraft offered better 
passenger comfort since they flew above the weather and had less 
noise and vibration in the cabin than the Electra. They were 
also faster. This, along with their larger size, provided 
greater productivity and convenience. And, they had newer en- 
gines with lower maintenance costs. The 707, and others like 
it, swept the market. Their major disadvantage was the higher 
fuel consumption of the turbojet engines. But, in an era of 
inexpensive fuel - around 5 to 10 cents a gallon at that time - 
the price of fuel was not a critical factor in propulsion-system 
selection. 
Figure I-41 illustrates this last point. Shown is the fuel con- 
sumption for various propulsion systems - expressed in gallons 
per mile to account for speed differences. These values are 
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plotted relative to the Electra engine fuel consumption. Also 
plotted are the dates of introduction into service (or possible 
introduction). Going from the Mach 0.6 turboprop-powered 
Electra to the Mach 0.8 turbojet-powered 707 resulted in a 50 
percent increase in fuel consumption. 
Since the first commercial turbojet was put into service, a num- 
ber of improvements have increased the efficiency of aircraft 
gas-turbine engines. Most significantly, the high-bypass-ratio 
turbofan engine has been a major factor in reducing fuel con- 
sumption. The Energy Efficient Engine promises another 15 per- 
cent reduction in fuel consumption, primarily througn better 
thermal efficiency. But the curve does appear to be flattening 
out, an indication of a maturing technology. 
Making the next significant step in fuel savings will necessi- 
tate a major increase in propulsive efficiency. Sucn an in- 
crease, about 15 percent at Mach 0.8, is offered by the advanced 
turboprop. Even larger savings would be possible at lower 
speeds. This propulsion-system concept will be considerably 
different, however, from the older, more conventional, Mach 0.6 
Electra system. Figure I-42 illustrates this difference. The 
advanced propeller concept is compared with the Electra propel- 
ler, to the same scale. The shape, size, and number of blades 
are all radically different. 
The major features of the advanced propeller concept are shown 
in figure I-43. 
lar'ge, 
The advanced propeller would be driven by a 
modern turboshaft engine and a gearbox. The blades of 
the propeller would be very thin and highly swept to minimize 
both compressibility losses and propeller noise during high- 
speed cruise. An area-ruled spinner and an integrated nacelle 
shape would also be used to minimize compressibility iosses in 
the propeller-blade hub region. A high power loading, and hence 
a relatively small propeller diameter, would be achieved by 
using 8 or 10 blades. A final feature worthy of note is that 
modern propeller blade fabrication techniques would be used to 
make the thin, highly swept, twisted blades. 
The basic reason for the advanced turboprop being such an at- 
tractive concept is its potential for high propulsive efficiency 
in the Mach 0.7 to Mach 0.8 speed range, as shown in figure 
I-44. Older model turboprops had relatively thick, unswept pro- 
peller blades and experienced rapid increases in compressibility 
losses above Mach 0.6. Current high-bypass-ratio turbofans 
exhibit their highest propulsive efficiency (about 65 percent) 
at cruise speeds somewhat above Mach 0.8. The new advanced 
turboprops are estimated to be about 20 percent more efficient 
than high-bypass-ratio turbofans at Mach 0.8. At lower cruise 
speeds, the efficiency advantage of the advanced turboprop is 
even larger. This high propulsive efficiency of the advanced 
turboprop makes it an attractive powerplant for many applica- 
tions. 
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A number of aircraft studies have been conducted to quantify the 
benefits promised by the advanced turboprop. Figure I-45 shows 
some of the passenger aircraft studied to date. Two aircraft 
are shown: a medium-range wide-body transport with four turbo- 
props mounted on the wing, and a shorter-range narrow-body 
transport with two turboprops mounted at the rear of the fuse- 
lage. Cargo airplanes and military patrol aircraft could also 
benefit from using advanced turboprops. In every study, the 
airplanes powered by advanced turboprops used much less fuel 
than competing turbofan-power airplanes. 
.These studies are summarized in figure I-46, where the trend in 
fuel savings with aircraft design range is shown. For short- 
haul aircraft, where takeoff and descent dominate the fuel frac- 
tion, the turboprop fuel savings can be as high as 30 percent. 
For medium-range aircraft, fuel savings are 15 to 20 percent. 
For very long-range aircraft, where cruise dominates the fuel 
fraction, turboprop fuel savings are 17 to 30 percent. These 
fuel savings for the turboprop are relative to a turbofan- 
powered aircraft with the same level of component technology. 
Thus, if an E3 turbofan will achieve a 15 percent fuel savings 
over a conventional turbofan in a new medium-range transport, a 
new turboprop with an E 3 level of component technology would 
achieve a 30 to 35 percent fuei savings. It is this very large 
fuel savings potential that prompted NASA to include the Ad- 
vanced Turboprop project in its ACEE program. 
The objective of this project is to develop the technology for 
efficient, reliable, and acceptable operation of advanced 
turboprop-powered aircraft at cruise speeds between Macn 0.7 and 
Mach 0.8. The turboprop goals of minimums of 15 percent fuel 
savings and 5 percent DOC improvement are relative to turbofans 
at equivalent levels of technology. The third turboprop goal is 
a cabin comfort level (noise and vibration) the same as that in 
modern turbofan-powered aircraft. 
To achieve these goals, Lewis began a phased Advanced Turboprop 
project in 1978. The major elements of phase I (an enabling 
technology and research phase) are shown in figure I-47. The 
first element - the propeller-nacelle - is concerned with pro- 
peller aerodynamics, acoustics, and structures. The second ele- 
ment addresses the cabin environment. Since the fuselage may be 
in the direct noise field of the propeller, the noise generated 
by the propeller must be attenuated by the cabin wall in order 
to provide a low-noise cabin environment. Also, the turboprop 
engines must be mounted in such a way that cabin vibration is 
low. The tnird major element of phase I, installation aerody- 
namics, is concerned with an accelerated, swirling propeller 
slipstream flowing over the wing. Here, there is the challenge 
of integrating propeller design with wing design to achieve the 
best combination of engine efficiency and aircraft lift-drag 
ratio. Also, airplanes powered by advanced turboprop engines 
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must be configured to have adequate stability and control. The 
fourth element involves the mechanical components of an advanced 
turboprop propulsion system: the engine drive, the gearbox, and 
the advanced propeller. These components must be designed and 
packaged in such a way that maintenance and reliability will be 
much improved over that experienced by the first generation of 
turboprop-powered aircraft. Since these four elements are so 
strongly interrelated, aircraft trade-off studies must be per- 
formed to obtain the match that will best achieve the goals of 
low fuel consumption, low operating cost, and passenger accep- 
tance. 
Propeller-Nacelle 
The advanced propeller technology program in phase I is outlined 
in table I-6. The plan is to test a matrix of eight 2-foot- 
diameter wind tunnel models. The range of the propeller design 
parameters is indicated in the table. Eight or 10 blades are 
used to keep the propeller diameter relatively small. Sweep at 
the blade tip as high as 60° will be investigated to determine 
its effect on propeller-generated noise at cruise. The tip- 
speed range results in transonic relative tip Mach numbers 
during Mach 0.8 cruise. The high-cruise power loading also re- 
sults in relatively small propeller diameters. Besides the ex- 
perimental work on propellers in phase I, an extensive analyti- 
cal effort is under way to upgrade prediction and design capa- 
bilities. 
Three blades have been tested and are shown in figure I-48. 
Each blade is extremely thin over much of its span for minimum 
compressibility losses during high-speed operation. Also, the 
blade aspect ratio is relatively low as a result of designing 
for a relatively small propeller diameter (i.e., high power 
loading). The blade on the left in the figure is straight, with 
Oo of tip sweep. The middle blade has 300 of tip sweep. 
The blade on the right, with 450 tip sweep, was designed with 
both refined aerodynamic and acoustic design methodology. In- 
deed, acoustics dictated the rather unique blade planform shape, 
which has a longer chord and more sweep than the other two 
blades. This high-sweep propeller model is shown in figure I-49 
installed in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel. All three pro- 
peller models were tested in this wind tunnel, and all were 
driven by the strut-mounted air-turbine propeller test rig shown 
in the background. 
Efficiency. - The measured efficiencies of all three propellers 
are shown in figure I-50 as a function of Mach number. At Mach 
0.8 conditions, measured efficiency improved as the tip sweep of 
the models increased. This confirms that blade sweep does re- 
duce compressibility losses. Also, efficiency improved as Mach 
number was reduced. 
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Shown in figure I-51 is a more complete Mach 0.8 performance map 
of the model with 450 sweep. Blade tip speed and blade pitch 
angle were changed during testing in order to define lines of 
constant power loading. An efficiency of 79.5 percent has 
special significance since this efficiency was assumed in the 
early studies that indicated the potentiai of the advanced tur- 
boprop. Measured propeller efficiencies exceeded 79.5 percent 
for a range of power loadings and tip speeds. Since each point 
on this map represents a unique set of values for propeller ef- 
ficiency, diameter, weight, and tip speed, an airplane trade-off 
study must be performed to select the best propeller design for 
a particular application. 
Noise. - The relative noise generated by the three propeller 
models, as measured in the wind tunnel, is shown in figure 
I-52. At Mach 0.8 design conditions, the propeller with a tip 
sweep of 45O was the quietest. Its peak sound pressure level 
was about 6 decibels lower than that of the straight blade. 
Because of the many unknowns involved in noise measurements in 
wind tunnels, particularly in measurements of absolute noise 
levels, NASA is proceeding with a program that will allow pro- 
peller noise to be measured in flight. 
A NASA JetStar aircraft that is being modified to accept a small 
propeller and its air-turbine drive atop the fuselage is shown 
in figure I-53. The 2-foot-diameter propeller will be driven by 
an air turbine, whose working fluid is main-engine bleed air. 
Microphones will be mounted in the JetStar's fuselage to record 
propeller noise generated at flight conditions from takeoff to 
Mach 0.8 cruise. Testing is scheduled to begin next year. The 
data from these tests will be used to upgrade propeller noise 
prediction programs. The data on noise level, spectral content, 
and directionality will constitute the input needed to work on 
fuselage attenuation of propeller noise. 
Structural techniques. - Propeller structural techniques are 
compared in figure I-54. Shown at the top of the figure is tne 
structural design for a current-production fiberglass blade. It 
has a fiberglass shell, a solid aluminum load-carrying spar, and 
foam fill. Blades like this were introduced into service in the 
early 1960's. On the bottom is shown an example of how an ad- 
vanced blade might be constructed. Materials and fabrication 
techniques are similar to those for current blades. In place of 
foam fill, however, honeycomb or some other material is used to 
give the thin blade more rigidity. This blade construction con- 
cept, along with others, will be analyzed in the coming year. 
Cabin Environment 
The noise inside the cabin depends mainly on the noise generated 
by the propellers and on the attenuation of this noise by the 
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fuselage wall and the cabin interior trim. These two conditions 
are interrelated, as shown in figure I-55. 
The maximum-cabin-noise goal is 75 decibels on the A scale 
(dBA). For a typical propeller design, sound pressure level in 
the cabin would be 90 decibels. With current conventional cabin 
treatment, exterior noise could be as high as 110 decibels. 
With improved fuselage design and cabin treatment, exterior 
noise of 140 decibels or more could be tolerated according to 
initial studies conducted by the Langley Research Center. How- 
ever, the price that must be paid for the higher noise attenu- 
ation is an increase in fuselage weight. 
Influencing cabin noise, of course, is the propeller noise 
level. At the moment, there is uncertainty in predicting noise 
level and also uncertainty in interpreting wind tunnel noise 
measurements. The absolute noise level of the three models 
tested thus far is somewhere in the shaded area with a possible 
lower bound of approximately 140 decibels. With improved pro- 
peller design, it may be possible to reduce the noise level to 
about 130 decibels. Since the two bars overlap, a number of 
solutions are possible for achieving the desired maximum noise 
level in the cabin. Thus, it will be necessary to conduct air- 
craft trade-off studies. Engine location is, of course, another 
variable in such studies. The optimizations are quite differ- 
ent, for example, when the turboprops are mounted at the rear of 
the fuselage rather than on the wing. 
Installation Aerodynamics 
The third major element of the Advanced Turboprop project is 
installation aerodynamics. So far only the question of drag has 
been addressed. Drag becomes of concern with the advanced tur- 
boprop because, at the Mach 0.7 to 0.8 cruise speeds of inter- 
est, large compressibility losses could be encountered on that 
area of the wing washed by the accelerated slipstream of the 
propeller. 
Preliminary results have been obtained with a propeller slip- 
stream simulator (fig. I-56). This figure shows a wing-body 
aircraft model installed in an Ames wind tunnel. There were no 
model turboprops directly on the aircraft model; instead, the 
ejector device directed a simulated propeller slipstream over 
the wing. By using this device, slipstream Mach number and 
slipstream swirl angle were varied independently. It is these 
two parameters that are peculiar to a turboprop installation. 
The results are shown in figure I-57 for two cruise Mach num- 
bers. The aircraft drag at a lift coefficient typical of cruise 
is the zero reference point. When the simulator was turned on, 
generating a Oo- swirl slipstream, the increase in drag was 
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about 2.5 percent. This level was maintained to swirl angles of 
70. At higher swirl angles, drag decreased as the wing re- 
covered some of the swirl and actually became negative between 
7O and 110. Since the amount of swirl of the slipstream 
increases as power loading is increased, propeller design se- 
lection must consider these slipstream effects. Wing design 
must also be optimized for the recovery of swirl. Such integra- 
tion may yield an installation drag for the turboprop equal to - 
or perhaps even lower than - that of the turbofan. 
Turboprop installation drag will be accurately assessed in the 
near future by testing an aircraft model with a 2-foot-diameter 
propeller, as shown in the artist's sketch of figure I-58. Data 
from this test will guide the integration of propeller design 
with wing design. 
Mechanical Components 
The fourth major element in the Advanced Turboprop project in- 
volves the mechanical components. This element was of partic- 
ular concern at the beginning of the project because of the high 
maintenance costs for the turboprop propulsion system on the 
Electra and the general feeling that turbofan maintenance costs 
would always be substantially lower. For this reason, the Lewis 
Research Center placed a contract with Detroit Diesel Allison 
(with Hamilton Standard as a subcontractor) to evaluate the 
Electra system. Results indicated that the 1970-era turboprop 
maintenance costs were indeed higher than those for the JT8D 
turbofan (a representative turbofan), but the difference was 
mainly in the core engine. The core engine of the turboprop was 
expensive to maintain largely because it was an older technology 
core originally designed for military application. It was 
therefore concluded that overall advanced-turboprop maintenance 
costs can be competitive with those of an advanced turbofan. 
Core maintenance costs, based on equal levels of technology, 
should be about equal. Preliminary conceptual designs were made 
to evaluate how turboprop maintenance costs couid be reduced. 
The advanced propeller and gearbox can be greatly improved by 
performing on-condition maintenance instead of scheduled 
overhauls, by using modular construction, and by emphasizing 
simplicity and reliability in design. 
Future Phases 
Results of the subscale testing part of phase I has been very 
promising. Progress has been achieved in developing design and 
prediction methodologies. This phase is an enabling technology 
effort that will take about 3 years to accomplish, with the in- 
tent being to establish the feasibility of concepts and a data 
base for future efforts. As a logical next step, NASA is plan- 
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ning large-scale component verification tests that will lead to 
flight verification (fig. I-59). To be evaluated are propel- 
ler fabrication, propeller flutter, scale effects relative to 
propeller-generated noise, and advanced fuselage-noise- 
attenuation concepts. Operational effects for a full range of 
flight conditions would be an important feature in demonstrating 
technological readiness. Thus, at the conclusion of the Ad- 
vanced Turboprop project, technology would be available for use 
in designing very efficient turboprop-powered commercial air- 
craft and in establishing commercial acceptance of this advanced 
system. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The technology readiness dates for the three Aircraft Energy Ef- 
ficiency propulsion projects are shown in figure I-60. By the 
dates shown, the technology required for beginning commercial 
development will be demonstrated. Such developments would be 
expected to yield the fuel savings indicated in the figure. 
Figure I-61 indicates the potential benefits of the three proj- 
ects in terms of both direct operating cost and fuel savings. 
DOC savings are, of course, important since future propulsion 
systems must be economically attractive to the airlines as we1.L 
as fuel efficient. 
There could be about a 5 percent fuel savings and a 3 percent 
DOC savings in derivative engines that use Engine Component Im- 
provement (ECI) technology. With a technology readiness data of 
1980 to 1982, this project will yield results that are extremely 
applicable to the near-term needs of the airlines. Energy Ef- 
ficient Engine (E3) benefits are about a 15 to 20 percent fuel 
savings and a consequent 5 to 10 percent DOC savings. These 
benefits could be realized by the late 1980's in new engines 
that use E3 technology to be demonstrated by 1983. Advanced 
turboprops are expected to provide about 30 to 35 percent fuel 
savings over current engines, if E3 technology is used for the 
turboshaft engine, with a possible 10 to 15 percent DOC sav- 
ings. These major gains could begin to be achieved in the 
1990's, if the technology is successfully demonstrated in the 
late 1980's. In a future where fuel prices (and possibly even 
fuel allocations) will influence aircraft design and selection, 
advanced turboprops are expected to play an important role. 
These three projects differ not only in their technology readi- 
ness dates but also in the level and type of technology that 
each is addressing. In going from the EC1 project to the E3 
project to the Advanced Turboprop project, the emphasis shifts 
from the near term to the far term, with progressively larger 
benefits, but also with more unknown technology, with higher 
degrees of risk, with more difficulties in integration with the 
aircraft, and with ultimate applications being clouded as usual 
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by market and economic uncertainties. The ACEE effort, however, 
represents a comprehensive approach to resolving these diffi- 
culties and unknowns and offers a number of technology options. 
And, if the ACEE technology advances prove as attractive as ex- 
pected, this program should have a major impact on future com- 
mercial air transportation systems. 
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.PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS 
PRATT & WHITNEY ENGINES 
CONCEPTS 
P & WA JTSD ENGINE 
HPT OUTER AIR SEAL 
NEW HPT BLADE 
REVERSER STANG FAIRING 
TRENCHED ABRADABLE HPC 
P & WA JT9D ENGINE 
HPT ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL 
NEWFANTECHNOLOGY 
HPT VANE THERMAL COATING 
HPT ABRADABLE OUTER SEAL 
% SK 
REDUCTION 
0. 6 
.9 
.5 
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1. 3 
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I 
L 
COMPLETION 
DATE 
SEP 1978 
JUL 1980 
SEP 1980 
DEC 1980 
NOV 1978 
JUN 1979 
FEB 1981 
OCT 1981 
cs-79-1534 
Table I-l 
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS 
GENERAL ELECTRIC ENGINE 
CONCEPTS 
GE CF6 ENGINE 
SHORT CORE NOZZLE 
NEW FRONT MOUNT 
IMPROVED FAN 
HPT AERO REFINEMENT 
HPT ROUNDNESS CONTROL 
REDUCED HPC BLEED 
LPT ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL 
HPTACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL 
% SFC COMPLETION 
REDUCTION DATE 
0. 9 FEB 1979 
.3 MAR 1979 
2. 0 MAY 1979 
1.3 JUL 1979 
.4 MAY 1980 
.7 SEP 1980 
.3 OCT 1980 
.6 AUG 1981 
cs-79-1535 
Table I-2 
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PROPULSION SYSTEM LOADS ANALYSIS RESULTS 
STEADY STATE 
AREA AFFECTED % OF TOTAL 
SFC LOSS 
ALL STAGES 87 
HPT STAGES 8 
FAN STAGE 5 
DYNAMIC 
NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE FROM STEADY STATE 
cs-79-2089 
Table I-3 
CYCLE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
GENERAL ELECTRIC’S ENGINES 
AT MAX CRUISE CONDlTlONS 
EXHAUST CONFIGURATION 
BYPASS RATIO 
FAN PRESS. RATlO 
COMPRESSOR PRESS. RATIO 
OVERALL PRESS. RATIO 
TURBINE TEMP, OF 
HOT-DAY TAKEOFF 
MAX CRUISE 
TAKEOFF THRUST, SLS-lb 
INSTALLED SFC, lbmlhrllbf 
cs-79-2065 
EEE CF6-5DC 
MIXED SEPARATE 
6. 9 4.3 
1. 61 1. 72 
22.6 12.9 
36.1 32. 0 
2450 2400 
2170 2080 
36 500 50 250 
0.572 0.666 
L=-14.%A 
Table I-4 
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CYCLE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
PRATT 8, WHITNEY'S ENGINES 
AT MAX CRUISE CONDITIONS 
EEE JT9D-7A 
EXHAUST CONFIGURATION 
BYPASS RATIO 
FAN PRESS. RATIO 
COMPRESSOR PRESS. RATIO 
OVERALL PRESS. RATIO 
TURBINE TEMP, OF 
HOT-DAY TAKEOFF 
MAX CRUISE 
TAKEOFF THRUST, SLS-lb 
INSTALLED SFC, lbmlhrllbf 
CS-79-2067 
MIXED SEPARATE 
6. 6 5.1 
1. 71 1.58 
13. 9 10. 0 
37. 4 25.4 
2495 2300 
2200 2000 
41 115 46 300 
0.576 0.677 
IA = -14.9% 3 
Table I-5 
ADVANCED PROPELLER TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 
PHASE I 
DESIGN MATRIX OF EIGHT 2-ft DIAM WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
NO. OF BLADES 8 OR 10 
SWEEP AT BLADE TIP, deg 0 TO 60 
TIP SPEED, ftlsec 600 TO 800 
(RELATIVE TIP MACH NO. 1 (1.0 TO 1.15) 
POWER LOADING, hplft2 26 TO 37.5 
(RELATIVE DIAMJ (1. 2 TO 1.0) 
USE DATA TO UPGRADE AERO, ACOUSTIC, & STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS & 
PREDICTION PROGRAMS 
CS-79-2155 
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ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE - GENERAL ELECTRIC ONFIGURATION 
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I I. EMISSION REDUCTION 
Donald A. Petrash, Larry A. Diehl, Robert E . Jones, 
and Edward J. Mularz 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
The quality of life in the United States and in particular the 
quality of the air we breathe came into focus as a national issue 
in the 1960's. The Congress in 1970 amended the Clean Air Act to 
include the control of undesirable gaseous pollutant emissions 
from aircraft engines. NASA responded by initiating an emissions 
reduction research and technology program in 1971. This program, 
the results obtained to date, and its future direction form the 
basis of this paper. In 1973 the Environmental Protection Agency 
issued aircraft engine gaseous pollutant emission standards, 
which were to be implemented by 1979. Since that time the EPA 
has continuously examined the effect of aircraft engine emissions 
on air quality and has closely followed the advancing technology 
for the control of these pollutants. Just last year, the EPA 
issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making that would amend the 
standards. Final action by the EPA has not yet been taken with 
respect to the proposed amended standards. 
The Gaseous Pollutant emission standards in effect today for new- 
ly manufactured engines are shown in table II-l. The three gas- 
eous emissions that are controlled are carbon monoxide, unburned 
hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen. Six engine ciasses for 
gas-turbine-powered aircraft have been established. The Tl class 
applies to turbofan engines of less than 8000 pounds thrust. 
Into this class fall most engines used in general-aviation air- 
craft. The T2 class applies to engines having thrust levels 
greater than 8000 pounds and for the most part applies to engines 
used in commercial aviation. The T3 and T4 classes are specific 
to the Pratt & Whitney JT3D and the JT8D engines. The T5 class 
applies to those engines used to power supersonic commercial air- 
craft, and the P2 class applies to turboprop engines. 
In 1971 NASA took several actions to address the issues of gas- 
eous pollutant emissions. A program was constructed that had 
both near-term and far-term objectives. The near-term program 
concentrates on achieving a large and immediate reduction in the 
pollutant emissions. It addresses engines classes Tl, T2, T4, 
and P2. This program, conducted largely under contract, is es- 
sentially complete. The far-term program has the overall goal of 
developing the technology necessary to define the minimum 
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pollutant emission levels that aircraft gas-turbine engines can 
achieve. This program is being conducted both at the Lewis Re- 
search Center and through research grants to universities and 
contracts with industry. 
NEAR-TERM PROGRAMS 
From 1970 to 1973 considerable effort was directed toward exam- 
ining various methods of controlling engine emissions. Most of 
this work, however, was conducted in simplified test rigs. No 
serious efforts to integrate these emission-reduction methods 
into actual aircraft-engine combustors had been undertaken. Tne 
purpose of the near-term program was to study the various 
emission-reduction schemes, choose the best of these and evaluate 
their potential in realistic engine combustor geometries. 
By way of background, figure II-1 illustrates schematically an 
aircraft-engine combustor of the type used in large turbofan en- 
gines. Below the sketch are bar graphs illustrating tne levels 
of pollutants typical of these engines. The characteristic fea- 
tures of these combustors are noted in the sketch. Tney have a 
single burning stage; the primary zone tends to operate fuel 
rich; and large amounts of air bypass the combustor primary zone 
and are admitted further downstream to cool and dilute the com- 
bustion products. These combustors all use a step-louver, film- 
cooled liner, and a large portion of the total combustor airflow 
is used to cool the liner. The emission levels shown are ex- 
pressed as values of EPAP (EPA parameter), and are obtained by 
integrating the engine emissions over the specified ianding and 
takeoff cycle. In general, emissions of carbon monoxide, total 
hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen are all substantially 
greater than the EPA standards. Smoke levels are low, well below 
the level of visibility, which reflects the work done to control 
smoke in the late 1960's and early 1970's. 
Figure II-2 shows the combustion characteristics that cause high 
pollutant-emission levels and identifies the various emission- 
reduction techniques that are used. 
At low-power conditions, typically engine idle, emissions of car- 
bon monoxide and hydrocarbons are predominant, primarily because 
of poor combustion efficiency. The combustion characteristics 
responsible for low-power emissions are quenching of the burning 
gases near the film-cooled liner walls and quenching of the burn- 
ing mixture with cold dilution airflows. The combustion stabil- 
ity of the flames is also low, primarily because of the low 
inlet-air temperature and pressure that characterize the idle 
operating mode. In addition, poor fuel atomization and distri- 
bution contribute to poor combustion stability and low combustion 
efficiency, which, in turn, contribute to greater emissions of 
unburned hydrocarbons. The emission-reduction techniques, 
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itemized on the right of figure 11-2, all result in a marked 
reduction in carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions. 
Increasing the burning zone residence time will allow time for 
the complete consumption of the hydrocarbon fuel and carbon mon- 
oxide. Reducing the flow velocity is one way to increase the 
residence time. Delaying the injection of dilution air will re- 
sult in a longer primary zone and hence increased residence 
time. Delayed mixing also reduces quenching effects caused by 
rapid cooling of the burning mixture. Increasing the burning- 
zone equivalence ratio, that is, adding more fuel to the burning 
zone, results in a higher local temperature, which accelerates 
the combustion reactions. Improvements in fuel atomization and 
distribution prevent large pockets of fuel-rich mixtures from 
occurring and make for smaller fuel droplets which can be more 
rapidly consumed. 
At high power conditions, typically takeoff and climb, the major 
pollutants are oxides of nitrogen and smoke. Carbon monoxide and 
hydrocarbons are present only in very small amounts, as com- 
bustion efficiency is virtually 100 percent. Oxides of nitrogen 
and smoke emissions are formed when residence times are long, 
when flame temperatures become very high due to the high air 
pressures and temperatures (which are typical of high-power oper- 
ation), and where there is poor local fuel distribution, which 
causes very-high-temperature, fuel-rich pockets or zones. These 
pollutants can be reduced by decreasing the combustor residence 
time so that they do not have time to form in any significant 
amount. This can be done by increasing the velocity or by en- 
hancing mixing, which effectively reduces the length of the burn- 
ing zone. Decreasing the equivalence ratio, that is, operating 
fuel lean, reduces the maximum flame temperature and the rate at 
which these pollutants are formed. Improving fuel atomization 
and distribution results in a more uniform mixture of the fuel 
and air. 
An examination of the emission-reduction techniques reveals an 
interesting conflict between those that reduce idle emissions and 
those that reduce high-power emissions (fig. 11-3): Witn tne 
exception of improved fuel atomization and distribution, the re- 
duction techniques are in opposition. As an example, to reduce 
low-power emissions, increased residence time is needed; however, 
to reduce high-power emissions, decreased residence time is 
needed. This poses a difficult combustor design dilemma. It is 
as if two different combustors, one for low power and one for 
high power, are required. 
The problems, then, were to determine if these conflicting 
approaches could be integrated into a real engine combustor with- 
out compromising performance and, if so, to determine to what 
level the resulting pollutants could be reduced. These were the 
questions to be answered by our near-term emission-reduction pro- 
gram. Put another way, the objectives of this program were to 
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investigate new combustor concepts with the potential for signif- 
icantly lower emission levels and to measure the emissions re- 
duction by engine test. Contracts were awarded to major aircraft 
engine manufacturers to devise and investigate new combustor con- 
cepts. In general, these contracts were for a multiphase pro- 
gram. The first phase consisted of the screening of a variety of 
new combustor concepts to determine those with the greatest 
emission-reduction potential. Those concepts so identified were 
refined in the second phase, and finally the best or most "engine 
ready" combustor design was tested in an engine to measure the 
emission reduction obtainable. Table II-2 shows the engine manu- 
facturers and the engines selected. The engines are arranged in 
order of increasing compressor pressure ratio. The EPA engine 
class designation is shown in the left column. 
Near-Term Program Results 
The results of the programs conducted with the engines in EPA 
class T2 are discussed herein. In general, these results are 
quite similar to those obtained for combustors in the other en- 
gine classes. Figure II-4 shows the Vorbix combustor used in the 
JT9D-7 engine. Vorbix is an acronym meaning vortex burning and 
mixing. A cross section of this combustor (fig. 11-4) shows that 
tnere has been a drastic departure from conventional combustors. 
The Vorbix combustor consists of two burning stages arranged in 
series: a pilot stage, for low-power emission control, and a 
main stage, for operation at all engine conditions beyond idle. 
The main stage is separately fueled; the pilot stage is the ig- 
nition source for the main stage. The bar graphs below the draw- 
ing compare the emissions of a production JT9D-7 combustor with 
those obtained with the Vorbix combustor tested in JT9D-7 en- 
gine. Carbon monoxide emissions were reduced by more than one- 
half; total hydrocarbon emissions were reduced by over a factor 
of 10; and oxides of nitrogen emissions were reduced by over one- 
half. A photograph of the Vorbix combustor is shown in figure 
11-5. 
Figure II-6 shows the double-annular combustor tested in an ex- 
perimental CF~-50 engine. This combustor also has two stages, 
but, here, the pilot and main stages are arranged in parallel, 
resulting in two annular burning zones. The pilot zone is used 
at all operating conditions and is designed to control low-power 
pollutants. The main zone is functional at all engine conditions 
above idle and is designed to reduce the high-power pollutants. 
The bar graphs compare the production CF6-50 combustor emissions 
with those of the double-annular combustor. Carbon monoxide 
emissions were reduced by about 40 percent; total hydrocarbons by 
a factor of 10; and oxides of nittrogen by about 30 percent. A 
photograph of the double-annular combustor is presented in figure 
11-7. 
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With the completion of the engine tests, several important 
achievements had been made. All the gaseous pollutants were sig- 
nificantly reduced with these controlled-emission combustors. 
These combustors operated the engines in which they were tested 
to full takeoff power levels and essentially met the required 
engine acceleration times. In general, combustor performance was 
excellent, considering the extent of these programs. These com- 
bustors are, of course, not ready for manufacture, and many tech- 
nical areas require further development. A major problem with 
these two-stage combustors is the coking of fuel in the main- 
stage fuel lines and injectors. This occurs when the engine is 
idling and no fuel is flowing through the main-stage injectors. 
Fuel in the lines or injectors is exposed to compressor-exit air 
temperatures for some time, resulting in the degradation of the 
fuel. This fuel degradation can become serious enough to affect 
the fuel flow and spray quality. Liner durability problems were 
encountered, particularly around the throat separating the pilot 
and main stages of the Vorbix combustor. The combustor exhaust- 
temperature pattern factor can be improved and needs more work. 
Figure II-8 summarizes the advances made to control pollutant 
emissions in these two programs. The combustor sketch illus- 
trates the typical features of controlled-emission combustors. 
Note the multiple stages: a pilot stage for engine idle emission 
control and a lean-burning main stage for all higher power oper- 
ating conditions. Air-blast fuel injectors are often used in the 
main stage to achieve fine fuel drops intimately mixed with com- 
bustion air. Since most of the air is now used in controlling 
the combustion process, very little air is available for dilution 
and temperature profile tailoring. Similarly, the amount of air 
available for liner film cooling is reduced, and other, advanced 
cooling schemes must be used. Emission performance is summarized 
below. Carbon monoxide was reduced about 5u percent; total hy- 
drocarbons by about a factor of 10; and oxides of nitrogen by 
about 35 percent. Good reductions were achieved in carbon 
monoxide and oxides of nitrogen emissions, but they may not be as 
low as may be required to meet emission standards. Total hydro- 
carbons on the other hand, virtually disappeared, which would 
suggest that no further work is needed to reduce levels of this 
pollutant. Another aspect of our near-term program concentrated 
on investigating other techniques to further reduce CarPOn 
monoxide emissions at low-power conditions. 
Idle Emissions Reduction Program 
As mentioned earlier, carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocaroons 
are emitted from combustors mainly during low-power, or idle, 
operating conditions. Quenching of the burning fuel and air 
before combustion is complete is the characteristic most re- 
sponsible for these emissions. Quenching takes place near the 
combustor liners and at the dilution air jets. In conventional 
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combustors, liners are cooled by injecting a film of air onto the 
liner wall. The interaction of combustion gases with this cool 
air film sup- presses the completion of the combustion process. 
Avoiding the use of this cool air film and allowing the liner 
surface to run hotter would greatly reduce the quenching of the 
reacting gases. 
Quenching can also be reduced by delayed mixing of the dilution- 
air jets with the combustion gases. If these dilution jets are 
placed further downstream, the chemical reactions of the burning 
zone can take place for a longer time, resulting in more complete 
combustion. 
With these facts in mind, the idle emissions reduction program 
had the objective of investigating new combustor concepts with 
potential for significantly lower engine-idle emissions. 
To achieve this objective a contract was awarded to an engine 
manufacturer to test and evaluate three new combustor concepts 
having unconventional design features. The testing and eval- 
uation of the combustor were confined to typical idle conditions; 
no attempt was made to operate the combustors at the more severe 
high-power conditions. The application of this technology to a 
practical combustor system could be realized by using variable- 
geometry schemes or by using one of these designs as the pilot 
stage of a multistage combustor. 
The three combustor designs were the hot-wall combustor, the 
recuperative-cooling combustor, and the catalytic-converter 
combustor. 
The main feature of the hot-wall combustor (fig. 11-9) is tne 
thermal barrier coating on the inside surface of the combustor 
liner to reduce wall quenching. These refractory coated 
surfaces, along, with impingement-cooled liners and no film cool- 
ing whatsoever, result in greatly reduced quenching losses at tne 
walls. Also, the secondary dilution-air jets are placed farther 
downstream to further reduce quenching. 
The main feature of the recuperative cooling combustor (fig. 
11-10) is that all of the primary combustion air is first sent 
through the annular passages of the combustion liners as im- 
pingement cooling air before being admitted into the combustor 
through the air swirlers of the dome or the primary dilution 
holes. Thus, the combustion air is first used to cool the liners 
and in this way picks up heat before entering the combustor. 
This air temperature enhancement reduces pollutant emissions by 
increasing combustion reaction rates. 
The catalytic converter combustor (fig. 11-11) consists of a con- 
ventional, initial burning zone followed by a ceramic honeycomb 
catalyst bed. The fuel is first burned in front of the catalyst 
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bed in a lean fuel mixture. The catalyst then acts as a cleanup 
reactor for the unburned hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide products 
in the combustion gas, resulting in very low emissions of these 
pollutants. A photograph of the actual catalyst bed used in this 
design is shown in figure 11-12. It consists of three sections 
of a ceramic honeycomb substrate cemented together and placed in 
a metal housing shaped to fit the 600 sector combustor test 
hardware. The ceramic honeycomb substrate is approximately 4 
inches deep and is impregnated with the catalyst material. 
In addition to the main features of each of the combustor 
designs, they all featured impingement-cooled liners with no 
film-cooling, and they used improved, air-blast fuel injectors 
for good fuel atomization, another factor in achieving low idle 
emissions. Finally, the primary-zone equivalence ratio of these 
concepts was designed to be very close to stoichiometric, and air 
dilution was delayed until far downstream for maximum reaction of 
fuel and air. 
The results of this experimental program are shown in figure 
II-13 in terms of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon 
emissions at the design idle condition. 'These results are 
compared with those of the controlled-emission combustor at a 
similar idle condition. All three combustor designs dramatically 
reduced carbon monoxide emissions and significantly reduced un- 
burned hydrocarbon emissions. The large reduction in idle 
emissions achieved by these concepts indicates the potential of 
this technology if it were to be applied into a full cOmbUStOr 
design for a gas turbine engine. 
Because the hot-wall combustor is the simplest, its design 
features are shown in figure II-14 as the pilot stage of a hypo- 
thetical multistage combustor. The refractory surfaces of the 
inner liner walls and the use of impingement cooling result in 
minimized wall quenching effects. The pilot stage is designed 
for optimum burning rates at the idle operation of the combustor. 
The projected emissions of such combustor operating in an engine 
over a standard landing-takeoff cycle are shown in the lower half 
of the figure. Carbon monoxide emissions are seen to be dra- 
matically reduced from the controlled-emission combustor. Un- 
burned hydrocarbon emissions are further reduced from the already 
low levels of the controlled-emission combustor. Oxides of ni- 
trogen are essentially unchanged from the controlled-emission 
combustor, as expected, because most of this pollutant is gen- 
erated during high-power operation. To realize the benefits of 
the reduced idle emissions, work must be undertaken to apply this 
technology into a full combustor system. 
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FAR-TERM PROGRAMS 
At high-power operation high flame temperature is the most im- 
portant factor in the formation of oxides of nitrogen. Experi- 
mental data as well as analytic predictions indicate that oxides 
of nitrogen emissions vary exponentially with flame temperature. 
Therefore, far-term efforts are concentrating on the technique of 
lean burning in which decreasing the combustion-zone equivalence 
ratio will lower the flame temperature with a resultant reduction 
in oxides of nitrogen. 
Reducing the combustion-zone equivalence ratio alone may not re- 
sult in the lowest possible oxides of nitrogen emissions unless 
several other factors are also considered. Because the local 
flame temperature is a significant factor in controlling oxides 
of nitrogen production, fuel distributions with locally rich full 
pockets must be avoided. This requires the fuel and air to be 
uniformly mixed throughout the combustion zone. In addition, it 
may be necessary to prevaporize the fuel. Large fuel droplets in 
the combustion zone are consumed by a diffusion flame that sur- 
rounds the evaporating droplets. This process takes place at 
near-stoichiometric conditions, and the high temperatures produce 
excessive oxides of nitrogen emissions. Thus, combustors with 
provisions to prevaporize the fuel and premix the fuel and air 
may be necessary to realize the full potential of lean-burning 
techniques. 
Low levels of oxides of nitrogen emissions obtainable by lean, 
premixed, prevaporized combustion have been demonstrated in ex- 
perimental flame-tube combustors. The essential features of this 
type of experiment are shown in figure 11-15. Fuel is injected 
into a preheated airstream upstream of a simple flame-holding 
device. A vaporization and mixing zone provides sufficient time 
for the fuel to completely vaporize and mix. In sucn a well- 
controlled experiment the fuel-air distribution at the flame 
holder is uniform. Order-of-magnitude reductions in oxides of 
nitrogen emissions have been obtained in experiments such as 
these. 
The concept of catalytic combustion offers the potential of even 
further reductions in pollutant emissions. By using a catalyst 
bed consisting of a ceramic honeycomb substrate impregnated with 
catalytic material, stable, efficient combustion occurs at even 
leaner overall equivalence ratios. When operating in idealized 
conditions, such as the flame-tube apparatus (fig. II-16), nearly 
pollutant-free combustion occurs. 
Even though lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion and catalytic 
combustion have the potential for achieving very low emission 
levels. Considerably more work is required before either tech- 
nology could be applied to aircraft engine combustion systems. 
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This then forms the basis for the far-term emission reduction 
program. 
The objective of our far-term program is to evoive the technology 
needed for the development of combustors with minimum pollutant 
levels. The achievement of this objective relies heavily on con- 
tinuing basic and applied research. The degree of risk and over- 
all level of complexity associated with the adaptation of ad- 
vanced techniques is more severe than that of the near-term pro- 
grams. Fundamental studies are viewed as a requirement to clos- 
ing the gaps in our understanding of key areas and to bringing 
the new technology to a point where a new approach to combustor 
design is practical. As discussed previously two techniques 
appear particularly attractive: The lean, premixed, prevaporized 
and the catalytic combustion techniques. In late 1979 contracts 
will be awarded to evolve and evaluate both of these combustor 
concepts. 
Before lean, premixed, prevaporized combustors can be used in 
aircraft engines, additional research is required in several 
areas. Shown in figure II-17 is a conceptual drawing of a lean, 
premixed, prevaporized combustor, which is a staged type of 
design. The pilot stage has been configured to include features, 
such as a hot-wall liner to minimize idle pollutants. The main 
stage looks much like a flame-tube rig and contains a fuel in- 
jector, a premixing and prevaporizing section, and a flame 
holder. To maintain a wide operating range, while burning as 
lean as possible, controi of the airflow as well as the fuel flow 
between the two stages may be required. To achieve this required 
airflow control, a variable geometry device has been included in 
the diffuser section. 
Key areas requiring additional study are also shown in the figure 
11-17. Combustor inlet airflow characteristics must be known to 
assure uniform fuel-air distributions. Engine transient cnar- 
acteristics must be identified and studied to avoid autoignition 
and flashback in the fuel-air mixing passage. Practical scnemes 
for varying the combustor geometry and controlling the operation 
of the combustor must be identified. Techniques for predicting 
and achieving the required fuei distribution and vaporization in 
the premixing section of the main stage as needed. Autoignition 
and flashback may also be problems there. More data on these 
phenomena are needed over the full range of engine operating con- 
ditions, including transients. Other areas of the combustor also 
require study. Lean stability and altitude relight capability 
need special attention with these advanced concepts. Because 
most of the combustor airflow must pass through the main stage to 
satisfy the lean burning requirement, the amount of air available 
to cool the combustor liner will be less tnan tnat of current 
technology combustors. It therefore appears likely that advanced 
liner cooling schemes will be required to avoid liner durability 
problems. 
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Digital engine controls will likely be required for the addi- 
tional complexity of variable geometry. It is expected that 
full-authority digital-control technology will be available in 
the future. However, additional study is needed to examine the 
control aspects of variable geometry combustors and to establish 
transient response requirements. 
Figure II-18 indicates the areas requiring research for catalytic 
combustors. In general, all of the problem areas associated with 
premixed combustion apply equally well to the catalytic con- 
cepts. Problems unique to this concept include the activity of 
the catalytic materials over wide operating ranges, long-term 
degradation and poisoning of the catalyst, and thermal durability 
of the catalyst during continuous and cyclic operation of the 
catalyst bed. While considerable progress has been made in the 
last few years on research into catalyst and substrate materials, 
considerably more is required. It is not the purpose of this 
paper to fully document the results to date of these fundamental 
studies in support of our far term program. However, three 
studies that highlight some of the activities have been selected 
for discussion. 
Studies of the influence of flame-holder geometry on emissions 
and performance have been undertaken. Figure II-19 shows the 
flame zone structure for six flame-holder designs that have been 
evaluated. The designs tested included wire grids, perforated 
plates, cones, and C-gutters. These open-duct burning photo- 
graphs were taken only for visualization purposes. Actual test- 
ing was done at high pressure in an enclosed flame-tube rig. 
Figure II-20 presents data from a high-pressure, lean, premixed, 
prevaporized flame-tube experiment. Emissions of oxides of ni- 
trogen are shown as a function of the adiabatic flame temper- 
ature. When this experiment was completed, several milestones 
had been passed. First, flame-tube experiments were for the 
first time conducted at pressures well above 10 atmospheres. In 
fact, these flame-tube experiments were successfully conducted at 
pressures to 30 atmospheres and inlet-air temperatures comparable 
to those of modern engines. Second, although previous data had 
shown an inconsistentency in oxides of nitrogen emissions with 
increasing pressure, this experiment demonstrated that, from 10 
to 30 atmospheres, pressure had no effect on oxides of nitrogen 
emissions in lean, premixed, prevaporized, combustors when cor- 
related against adiabatic flame temperature. Third, this experi- 
ment verified the emission levels projected from lower pressure 
tests. 
Tests are also underway to determine the characteristics of 
boundary-layer autoignition and flashback phenomena in premixed 
fuel-air streams. As discussed earlier, an understanding of 
autoignition and flashback phenomena are important in the design 
and operation of the premixer section. Figure II-21 is a photo- 
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graph taken through the viewing port of a high-pressure 
flame-tube apparatus with a quartz liner. A variety of test 
plates can be mounted in the premixed stream to map the auto- 
ignition and flashback limits of various boundary-layer profiles 
for high inlet temperature and pressure conditions. In this par- 
ticular photograph the inlet temperature and pressure were such 
that autoignition of the fuel-air mixture occurred in the 
boundary layer. In another view taken from a high-speed movie 
sequence (fig. II-22), the flame was observed on the upper 
surface propagating upstream through the boundary layer. When 
the inlet-air temperature and pressure are further increased, 
autoignition occurs in the free stream. An example of this 
phenomenon is shown in figure 11-23. Details of the combustion 
on the test plate as well as residual droplet burning may also be 
seen. Studies of this type apply to both premixed and catalytic 
combustion. 
Looking into the future, we can pro-ject engine emission levels 
for lean, premixed, prevaporized and catalytic combustors. The 
drawing of the combustor in figure II-24 shows some essential 
features of these designs. The combustor is staged, has variable 
geometry, and has optimized pilot-stage technology. In the main 
stage lean combustion occurs downstream of the flame holder or, 
in the case of a catalyic combustor (see insert), in the catalyst 
bed. 
The bar graphs of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons show achiev- 
able levels which are based on the successful integration of 
optimized pilot-stage features such as those discussed pre- 
viously. The emission-control strategies used here were aimed at 
oxides of nitrogen reduction. The third set of bar graphs shows 
that, in terms of tne integrated EPA parameter, oxides of ni- 
trogen levels may be further reduced from the previous 
controlled-emission techniques by a factor of 3 to 4. It is in- 
teresting to note that the pilot stage, which is necessary for 
engine startup and wide-range operation, may contribute more 
oxides of nitrogen during engine idle than the main stage con- 
tributes during high-power operation. Thus, the pilot stage is 
limiting the minimum achievable oxides of nitrogen emission 
levels for the specified landing-takeoff cycle used in computing 
the EPA parameter. 
The actual levels may be somewhat different when these emission- 
control techniques are developed into operational engine hard- 
ware: Tradeoffs between emissions, performance, altitude-relight 
capability, durability, maintainability, and complexity will be 
evaluated in future experimental programs. Tne influence of the 
actual engine environment as opposed to carefully controlled rig 
experiments will be considered. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The combustion systems found in engines today may well be 
markedly different in the future if low-pollutant-emission com- 
bustion systems are required. Current combustors are char- 
acterized by burning in a single stage, film-cooled liners, 
single-plane fuel injection, and rich burning in the primary 
zone. Current combustors are all fixed-geometry systems. The 
prospective minimum pollutant combustors are far different. 
First, multiple stages will be needed to reduce both low-power 
and high-power emissions. Advanced liner-cooling concepts will 
be used, particularly in the pilot stages, to reduce quenching 
and to control low-power (idle) emissions. The main stage will 
burn lean to reduce oxides of nitrogen by reducing the flame 
temperature. To fuel the two stages multiple-point fuel in- 
jection will be needed. And last, variable geometry will be in- 
corporated to optimize overall combustion system performance. 
Much work, however, still needs to be done before these advanced 
systems can be considered for actual application. Quite ob- 
viously there is a price to pay: Low pollutant emission com- 
bustion systems are more complex. 
These complexities arise from the very items that distinguish the 
advanced combustor from the current combustor, that is, the need 
for more injectors to fuel the multiple-burning stages, tne more 
complex liner cooling required, and the variable geometry. The 
price for this complexity will be higher initial cost. There are 
benefits however, the most significant of which is the drastic 
reduction in pollutant emissions. Because of the lower flame 
temperatures and uniform burning, the combustor-exit pattern 
factor should be improved over that in current engines, thereby 
resulting in longer turbine life. Additionally, hot streaks in 
the combustor should be minimized, thereby increasing combustor 
liner life. The ability to vary the airflow distribution in the 
combustor through the use of the variable geometry should improve 
the altitude relight characteristics of the system. 
At present we are a long way from realizing the potential of 
these advanced combustion systems. Research and technology 
programs indicated that dramatic reductions in the pollutant 
emissions of gas turbine engines can be achieved in the near 
term. Taking that technology and developing it into practical 
flight systems remains to be accomplished. Continuing research 
and technology programs must be pursued to validate that the min- 
imum pollutant emission levels found in rig tests can in fact be 
realized in gas-turbine engine combustion systems. 
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GASEOUS EMISSION STANDARDS 
ENGINE CLASS POLLUTANT" 
HC CO NO, 
Tl TURBOJET/TURBOFAN LESS THAN 8000 lb THRUST 1.6 9.4 3.7 
T2 TURBOJET/TURBOFAN GREATER THAN 8000 lb .8 4.3 3.0 
THRUST 
T3 P&WJT3D .8 4.3 3.0 
T4 P & W JT8D .8 4.3 3.0 
T5 TURBOJET/TURBOFAN ENGINES FOR SUPERSONIC 3.9 30.1 9.0 
AIRCRAFT 
P2 TURBOPROP ENGINES 4. 9 26.8 12. 9 
"T STANDARDS AS lb/l000 lb THRUST-hr/CYCLE 
P STANDARDS AS lb/l000 hp-hr/CYCLE 
Table II-I 
cs-/Y-175s 
NEAR TERM EMISSION REDUCTION PROGRAM 
SCOPE 
ENGINE MANUFACTURER ENGINE 
CLASS 
P2 DETROIT-DIESEL-ALLISON 501-D22-A 
Tl GARREll AIRESEARCH TFE-731-2 
T4 PRAll & WHITNEY JT8D-17 
T2 PRAll & WHITNEY JT9D-7 
T2 GENERAL ELECTRIC CF6-50 
cs-79-1747 
Table II-Z 
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CURRENTCOMBUSTORS 
PRIMARY ZONE -/ 
& FILM-COOLING AIR 
10 5 10 
5 5 
0 LI'Itl 0 0 
2Or 
0 
SMOKE NO. 
CS- icl-: j j,Y 
CO, EPAP Tl-lC, EPAP NO,, EPAP 
Figure II-1 
COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS 
OPERA’ilNG 
CwDlTlONS 
COMBUSTlON 
CHARACTERlSllCS 
POLLUTANTS REDUCTlON 
TECHNIQUES 
LOW POWER/IDLE QUENCHING CARBON MONOXIDE INCREASE RESIDENCE TIME 
POOR COMBUSTION UNBURNED REDUCE FLOW VELOCITY 
STABILITY HYDROCARBONS & DELAY MIXING 
POOR FUEL INCREASE EQUIV RATIO 
ATOMIZATION & IMPROVE FUEL ATOMIZATION 
DISTRIBUTlON 8, DISTRIBUTION 
HIGH POWER/ 
TAKEOFF 
EXCESS RESIDENCE 
TIME 
HIGH FLAME TEMP 
POOR LOCAL FUEL 
DISTRIBUTION 
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III. NOISE REDUCTION 
Charles E. Feiler, John F. Groeneweg, Francis J . Montegani, 
John P. Raney*, Edward J . Rice, and James R. Stone 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Aircraft noise has been a major national environmental concern 
for a number of years. One indication of the public pressure to 
reduce noise is the number of major airports around the world 
that have noise restrictions. Some data are shown in figure 
III-1 for the years 1968, 1973, and 1978 (ref. 1). In 10 years 
the number of airports with restrictions doubled. The restric- 
tions take several forms: curfews on nighttime operations; 
flight routing and operating restrictions; and the use of pref- 
erential runways. During this time, the Federal Aviation Admin- 
istration (FAA) has issued increasingly stringent noise certifi- 
cation standards that are critical design constraints on new 
aircraft. To help with the problem, NASA has been engaged in 
research-and-technology studies to advance the state of tne art 
in aircraft noise reduction. The primary noise source is the 
turbofan engine. 
Propulsion noise research is focused on understanding the turbo- 
fan engine's noise-producing components so that noise can be 
reduced in efficient and economical ways that do not penaiize 
the engine performance or weight significantly. An additional 
objective is to develop prediction procedures for each source 
that will allow aircraft noise to be estimated accurately. 
The noise sources from a turbofan engine are illustrated in fig- 
ure 111-2. The sources are botn internal and external to the 
engine. The internal sources are the fan, the compressor, the 
turbine, the combustor, and flow over the support struts. The 
last three sources have usually been considered collectively as 
engine core noise. Sound from the internal sources must prop- 
agate through the engine ducts and nozzles, where it can be re- 
duced with acoustic treatment. Thus, acoustic treatment and the 
sound propagation in ducts are very important elements in engine 
noise reduction. 
*NASA Langley Researcn Center, Hampton, Va. 
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The external noise sources are the high-velocity jets mixing 
with each other and with the ambient air. An important aspect 
of the engine noise problem is the effects of flight on the var- 
ious noise sources. As will be shown, the effects of flight, or 
forward velocity, differ with the noise source. 
The discussion presented nerein is based on recent research. 
The topics discussed are fan noise, acoustic suppression, jet 
noise technology, combustor noise, and aircraft noise prediction. 
FAN NOISE 
The fan is a dominant noise source in current high-bypass-ratio 
turbofan engines, particularly during the landing approach. 
Furthermore, advanced turbofan design studies, such as those 
associated with the Energy Efficient Engine program, indicate 
that the fan will continue to be a dominant noise source in fu- 
ture engines. The ultimate objectives of fan noise research are 
to propose noise-reducing fan design features that are compat- 
ible with good aerodynamic performance and to experimentally 
confirm the acoustic effectiveness of those designs. Our ap- 
proach includes research to understand the generation mechanisms 
and to describe in detail the fan source characteristics. De- 
scribing the source is important because propagation, suppres- 
sion, and radiation all strongly depend on the initial condi- 
tions at the source. An important constraint on experimental 
work in static facilities is that the test environment must lead 
to noise levels that correctly simulate flight. 
Two primary source mechanisms that are addressed in research to 
reduce fan noise are shown in the turbofan cross section in fig- 
ure 111-3. Rotor-stator interactions in the form of rotor wakes 
and vortices impinge on the stators and can be particularly im- 
portant noise generators at the subsonic tip speeds that occur 
during landing approach. The corresponding narrowband spectrum 
is shown in the upper portion of figure 111-4. The blade 
passing tone and its harmonics, which are due to periodic inter- 
actions of the rotor wakes with the stator blades, are super- 
imposed on the broadband levels that result from interactions 
involving random flow disturbances. Rotor-alone noise produc- 
tion occurs because of nonuniformities in the rotor-locked shock 
wave patterns which form at the leading edges at supersonic tip 
speeds. These patterns radiate multiple pure tones during take- 
off and have a spectrum of the type shown in the lower portion 
of figure 111-4. Multiple pure tones can occur at all multiples 
of the shaft rotation frequency, and some of the individual tone 
levels often exceed the level of the blade passing frequency and 
its harmonics. 
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One of the concepts that has been investigated to reduce shock- 
generated, multiple-pure-tone noise is to sweep the rotor-blade 
leading edges. An experimental swept-rotor fan designed to ex- 
plore the acoustic performance of swept blades is shown in fig- 
ure 111-5. The acoustic design of this fan was performed by 
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., and the aerodynamic and mechanical 
designs were done by the Lycoming Division of AVCO Corp. (refs. 
2 and 3). The fan was acoustically tested at the NASA Lewis 
Research Center (ref. 4). The blade leading edges are swept 
forward to midspan and then backward to the tip in order to lim- 
it the maximum blade stresses at the blade roots. These stress- 
es would be unacceptably high if the sweep were only in one di- 
rection. 
The aerodynamic concept involved, which is used in supersonic 
swept-wing aircraft, is shown in figure 111-6. The components 
of the blade leading-edge Mach numbers are shown in the planform 
view of tne swept blade, and the variation of these components 
along the blade span is shown in the plot. Distance along the 
span is plotted vertically to correspond with the blade sketch. 
It is the component of Mach number normal to the blade leading 
edge tnat controls leading-edge shock formation. The sweep rate 
at each spanwise location is designed to keep the normal com- 
ponent of blade-inlet relative Mach number subsonic over the 
entire span. Even though the total inlet relative Mach number 
is supersonic over tne outer three-fourths of the swept blade, 
tne normal component is limited to a maximum Mach number of 
about 0.9. Except for blade end effects and the sweep reversal 
point, this should eliminate a major portion of the strong 
leading-edge shock system and thereby reduce the multiple-pure- 
tone noise. 
The acoustic results obtained with this swept design are shown 
in figure 111-7. The multiple-pure-tone power levels for a un- 
swept fan and the swept-rotor fan are compared as a function of 
fan-tip relative Mach number. Rotor sweep delayed the onset of 
multiple pure tones to higher Mach numbers (about 1.25 instead 
of 1.0) and reduced the levels over a large portion of the tip- 
speed range, including speeds representative of takeoff. These 
initial results are encouraging, and refinement of the aerody- 
namic design may lead to further multiple-pure-tone reductions. 
In addition to the rotor-alone and rotor-stator interaction 
sources, another strong source of noise is present in all static 
testing: rotor interaction with inflow disturbances, as shown 
in figure 111-8. The rotor blades cut externally produced tur- 
bulence, wakes, or vortices that are drawn into the inlet. At 
subsonic tip speeds, this source often obscures or completely 
masks the rotor-stator interaction source. 
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The reasons for the prominence of the inflow source statically 
and its greatly reduced importance in flight (ref. 5) are illus- 
trated in figure 111-9. The nature of the fan-inlet fiow field 
for static and flight cases is shown on the left side of figure 
111-9, and the corresponding fan spectra are shown on the 
right. Statically, turbulence in the atmosphere and wakes and 
vortices from the proximity of the test stand and ground plane 
are dr,awn into the inlet through greatly contracting stream 
tubes. The contraction intensifies transverse turoulent fluctu- 
ations and stretches the disturbances axially so that the rotor 
blades cut each intensified disturbance many times. Tone bursts 
are generated that appear as a strong blade passing tone and 
harmonics in the fan spectrum. In contrast, with forwara veloc- 
ity in flight, the stream tubes no longer contract to intensify 
and elongate atmospheric turbulence, and test-stand and ground- 
plane disturbances are not present. Thus, for fan stages that 
have been designed to limit noise caused by rotor-stator inter- 
action, the tone levels - particularly those of the fundamental 
tone - are greatly reduced. 
To eliminate extraneous inflow disturbances during static 
passive inflow control devices of the type shown in figure 
tests, 
III-10 are being developed (refs. 6 to 8). A hollow, hemi- 
spherical structure surrounds the fan inlet to damp incoming 
turbulence and to smooth out local distortions. The structure 
consists of layers of honeycomb and screen. The honeycomb cells 
are essentially alined along streamlines, and the size of the 
structure (about 4 fan diameters) was chosen to keep the pres- 
sure drop low and to avoid affecting the acoustic transmission 
to the far field. The frontal view shows that a segmented con- 
struction was used to approximate a hemisphere. 
The segmented honeycomb surface of the inflow control device is 
shown in figure 111-11. This device has been studied in both 
indoor anechoic chamber fan tests and outdoor engine tests. 
Figure III-12 shows the device mounted around the fan inlet in 
the Lewis anechoic chamber. 
Typical aeroacoustic results obtained in the anechoic chamber 
tests are shown in figure III-13 in terms of measured inlet tur- 
bulence intensities and scales and the narrowband fan noise 
spectra. With inflow control the transverse turbulence inten- 
sities were reduced by more than a factor of 5. Axial length 
scales were also reduced and this indicates much less axial 
elongation of inflow disturbances. The narrowband spectra show 
large fan-tone reductions, particularly at the blade passing 
frequency. The fan tested was designed to minimize rotor-stator 
interaction and the results show that a large portion of the 
rotor-inflow disturbance noise that controlled the tone levels 
without inflow control was removed. 
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Development of inflow control methods (ref. 9) is also pro- 
ceeding on the outdoor engine stand shown in figure 111-14. A 
JTlSD engine is shown fitted with the inflow control device. An 
exhaust muffler is used so that the inlet noise can be measured 
separately. These tests are part of an intercenter program in- 
volving the Lewis, Ames, and Langley Research Centers. Related 
NASA-sponsored work is also going on at engine and aircraft man- 
ufacturers. The purposes of the program are to measure the ef- 
fects of forward velocity on fan noise and to develop static 
test methods that correctly simulate the measured flight be- 
havior. A key feature of the program is the use of the same 
turbofan engine source in four test situations: the outdoor 
static engine tests and the indoor anechoic chamber fan tests, 
both to be done at Lewis; wind tunnel tests at Ames; and flyover 
noise measurements at Langley. The flight noise will be ob- 
tained by using an OV-1 aircraft as a flying testbed, as il- 
lustrated in figure 111-15, which shows an artist's conception 
of the planned JT15D engine installation under the wing. The 
flight results will serve as the standard by which the adequacy 
of the ground-test methods can be verified. 
As the inflow control methods are perfected, the rotor-stator 
interactions and any other sources controlling flight fan noise 
will be clearly revealed in static tests. These are the sources 
to be minimized by fan design. They also define the source 
characteristics that are the starting point for acoustic sup- 
pressor analyses and experiments. 
ACOUSTIC SUPPRESSION 
Basic research on noise suppressors is aimed at making tnem more 
efficient. It is believed that the weight gains and engine per- 
formance losses they cause can be reduced. This research is 
going on at the NASA Langley and Lewis Research Centers and at 
all the major engine and airframe companies. 
Summary of Sound Propagation Theory 
The components of suppressor analysis are shown in figure 
111-16. The noise source is pictureu at the far right. The 
characteristics of the source must be known to build a good sup- 
pressor. Some of the other phenomena are illustrated as the 
sound waves move to the left. Tne sound is scattered at tne in- 
terface between the hard wall and the acoustic liner. 'The sound 
is absorbed as it passes through tne liner. More details of the 
liner as a boundary condition are shown later. The usual duct 
geometry includes a variable area so tnat the sound is scattered 
and reflected, and possibly refracted because of the velocity 
gradients. The sound reaches the inlet lip, is furtner scat- 
tered, and finally radiates to the far field. The far-field 
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sound level directivity is most important since the far field is 
where the observer is located. All the elements mentioned have 
an influence on far-field directivity. One approach to solving 
the complete problem is to attack the entire system at once by 
using numerical techniques. This is a long-range solution that 
will not be considered here. Just a few of the elements on this 
figure are briefly discussed here. 
A simplified picture of a single sound wave traveling in a duct 
is shown in figure 111-17. Of course, many such waves at dif- 
ferent angles would be present. Two angles associated with this 
wave are very important. The incidence angle of the wave on the 
liner is labeled. The other angle, between the wavefront normal 
and the duct axis, is called the axial propagation angle. The 
incidence angle correlates the optimum wall impedance (ref. 10); 
the axial propagation angle is related to the far-field radi- 
ation direction (ref. 11). The two angles, together with the 
wall impedance, determine the suppression that can be obtained. 
The correlation of optimum resistance with incidence angle is 
shown in figure III-18 (from ref. 10). All possible modes or 
angles of propagation were considered. Frequency and Mach num- 
ber were held constant. A cylindrical duct was used with three 
boundary-layer thicknesses. For each boundary-layer thickness 
the calculated "best resistance for maximum damping" is very 
well correlated. Also, the boundary layer has an effect only 
for incidence angles above 650, which corresponds essentially 
to axial propagation. Similar correlations could be shown for 
the other component of wall impedance - the imaginary part, or 
reactance. Equations are available to describe the optimum im- 
pedance behavior illustrated here (ref. 12). 
The axial propagation angle can be used to modify the existing 
inlet radiation theory, which is quite limited. Only zero flow 
or the same flow inside and outside the duct can be handled 
exactly. In a static engine test, there is a large flow Mach 
number in the inlet but essentially zero flow outside the duct. 
The radiation theory must therefore be modified (ref. 11). The 
results of such a modification are shown in figure III-19 (ref. 
13) I in which sound pressure level is plotted against the angle 
from the inlet axis. Forty-one rods mounted in front of the 
rotor of a JT15D engine produced a single mode or angle of 
propagation to keep the experiment simple. The previous theory, 
which does not fit the data, is shown by the dashed line. The 
modified theory, which uses the axial propagation angle and fits 
the data quite well, is shown by the solid line. An additional 
correction for refraction appears necessary when the principal 
lobe of radiation falls near the inlet axis (ref. 13). 
The improvement in liner efficiency with the newer suppressor 
concepts is illustrated in figure III-20 (from ref. 14). Sound 
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power reduction in the highest l/3-octave band is plotted 
against the liner length-diameter ratio. The two liners were 
tested on Quiet Engine C and the Lycoming YF-102 engine, which 
happened to be the available engines at the time of the tests. 
The old liner (plane-wave design) was quite long and was tested 
in three lengths. .The new liner (spinning-mode design) was very 
short and only one length was used. The increased suppression 
was quite dramatic, about a 3-to-l improvement. This improve- 
ment comes about by a better match of the liner to the estimated 
properties of the noise source. 
Extended-Reaction Liners 
The final subject covered is sound propagation within the sup- 
pressor material itself and the resultant effect on the far- 
field sound pressure level suppression. As illustrated in fig- 
ure III-21 the liner acts as a boundary condition that must be 
applied to the propagating sound waves within the duct. 
Two broad distinctions in the type of liners that can be built 
are shown in figure 111-22. On the left is shown a liner made 
of perforated plate bonded to honeycomb. This is a point- 
reaction liner, which means that sound can travel in the liner 
only in the direction normal to the liner. This type of sup- 
pressor provides an acoustic impedance type of boundary con- 
dition (as implied in fig. 111-21) and is the liner commonly 
used in aircraft applications. Other variations could use wire 
mesh or other fibers bonded to the faceplate. The point- 
reaction liner is often called a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) 
liner. A second type of liner, called an extended-reaction 
liner or bulk absorber, is shown on the right. Sound is free to 
travel in all directions in the bulk absorber, and impedance 
boundary conditions no longer apply. The wave equation must be 
solved both in the bulk material and in the duct, and these 
solutions must be matched at the common interface. Tne bulk 
absorber has been known for quite some time to provide a wider 
attenuation bandwidth than the point-reaction liner. The prob- 
lems with this liner have been associated with its wicking prop- 
erties, or the ease with which it soaks up water, oil, and 
fuel. This causes.the liner to lose its sound-absorbing prop- 
erties and can also be a safety problem. Recent work at NASA 
Langley (ref. 15) and in the aircraft industry has shown that 
some fibrous materials can be made nonwicking and thus flight- 
worthy. Therefore, a detailed study of the physics of bulk 
absorbers is justified and is being done under a university 
grant at the University of Texas, Austin, and under a contract 
with Hersh Acoustical Engineering, as well as in house. 
A Lycoming YF-102 engine on a test stand where bulk absorber in- 
lets were tested is shown in figure 111-23. The large aft 
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suppressor assures that aft fan and jet noise do not contaminate 
the inlet noise. Three densities of Kevlar were tested in the 
inlet suppressor panels over the full speed range of the engine. 
The sound power attenuation as a function of frequency is shown 
in figure III-24 for the best bulk-absorber and perforated-plate 
honeycomb liners that were tested. More extensive results are 
reported in reference 16. Both liners were designed for a blade 
passing frequency of 5000 hertz, and their attenuations are 
about the same at that frequency. At higher and lower frequen- 
cies the bulk absorber has a larger attenuation. The higher 
frequency improvement can be explained by the difference in the 
acoustic reactance between the two materials. However, at the 
lower frequencies both materials have about tne same acoustic 
impedance characteristics. The extended-reaction properties of 
the Kevlar liner must be invoked to explain the low-frequency 
improvement. 
Just a few of the efforts to better understand the details of 
suppressor performance have been discussed in this paper. This 
improved understanding has resulted in better suppressors, and 
it can be expected that even more efficient suppressors will 
evolve. 
JET NOISE TECHNOLOGY 
For jet-powered aircraft the most important noise source at 
takeoff is usually the jet exhaust noise. Considerable researcn 
has been conducted over the last several years on the jet noise 
problems of subsonic aircraft. This section summarizes some re- 
cent advances in jet noise technology applicable to advanced 
supersonic cruise aircraft and progress toward understanding 
flight effects on jet engine exhaust noise. 
Inverted-Velocity-Profile Coannular Jets 
A few years ago, inverted-velocity-profile coannular jets were 
identified as a breakthrough in jet noise suppression applicable 
to advanced supersonic cruise aircraft (e.g., ref. 17). As il- 
lustrated in figure 111-25, this approach is to exhaust the 
higher velocity stream through an annulus, with the lower ve- 
locity stream in the middle. Such velocity profiles can be ob- 
tained by crossducting the fan and core streams (e.g., ref. 18) 
or by burning in the fan duct and thereby increasing the fan 
stream velocity above that of the core stream (e.g., ref. 19). 
Engines incorporating tnese approaches are further described in 
paper XI, SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY. 
The noise benefits of the inverted velocity profile are shown in 
figure III-26. The normalized peak perceived noise level is 
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plotted against the mass-averaged jet velocity (ideal specific 
thrust) for several of the many configurations tested (refs. 20 
and 21). A reference curve is also shown for a hypotnetical, 
perfectly mixed conical nozzle. For all these coannular nozzle 
data, the outer-stream velocity is 1.5 to 2.0 times that of the 
inner stream. Noise reductions with the coannular nozzles, 
relative to the conical nozzles, generally improve as the ratio 
of the inner diameter to the outer diameter of the outer stream 
increases. The area ratio and the velocity ratio between the 
two streams also influence the noise levels at a given mass- 
averaged velocity. Further results are discussed in references 
20 to 32. 
Since the noise is a complicated function of flow-field and 
geometric parameters, it is necessary to go beyond simple plots 
such as figure III-26 to correlate the data (e.g., refs. 33 to 
35). The complexity of the inverted-velocity-profile jet- 
noise-generating processes is illustrated in figure 111-27. As 
many as four noise-generating regions must be considered. The 
low-frequency noise is generated well downstream of the nozzle, 
where the two flows have mixed and can no longer be distin- 
guished; this is the merged region. The higher frequency jet 
mixing noise is generated near the nozzle exit, where the in- 
dividual jets can still be identified: this is tne premerged 
region. When either or both streams are supersonic, noise can 
be generated by turbulent eddies passing through shock waves: 
thus, we must in general consider both inner-stream and outer- 
stream shock noise. 
We have developed empirical models relating these noise-gener- 
ating processes to those of a simple conical nozzle (refs. 33 to 
35). Small-scale, plugless, coaxial-nozzle experimental spectra 
(ref. 30) are compared with predictions based on the empirical 
model of reference 33 in figures III-28 and 111-29. In figure 
111-28, sound pressure level is plotted against frequency for an 
angle of 120°, in the rear quadrant. For this case both 
streams are supersonic, so all four noise sources must be con- 
sidered. But it is the jet mixing noises that dominate. The 
shock noises, predicted by an empirical modification to the 
theory of Harper-Bourne and Fisher (ref. 36), contribute some- 
what in the high-frequency range, but not as much as the pre- 
merged mixing noise. Figure III-29 shows results for the same 
conditions, but in the forward quadrant at 75O. Shock noise 
becomes much more important here. The inner-stream shock noise 
dominates the midfrequency range and determines the peak sound 
pressure level. The outer-stream shock noise controls the hign- 
frequency range. Although the relative contributions of tne 
various sources differ in the forward and rear quadrants, the 
spectra at both angles are predicted with good accuracy. 
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Typical results for an engine with a coannular plug nozzle are 
shown in figure 111-30. The perceived noise level is plotted as 
a function of angle at a typical sideline distance. The symbols 
denote model-scale experimental data obtained by General Elec- 
tric under NASA Lewis sponsorship (contract NAS3-19777) scaled 
up,to engine size. The solid curve represents the total noise 
predicted from the empirical model of reference .33, the dash- 
dotted curve represents the predicted mixing noise from both the 
merged and premerged regions, and the dasned curve represents 
the predicted shock noise from both streams. Although the jet 
mixing noises are most important in this case, the shock noises 
do contribute somewhat in the forward quadrant. At higher power 
settings and in flight, the shock noises become even more im- 
portant and can contribute significantly to the effective per- 
ceived noise level. 
As discussed in paper XI, SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY, 
these results have now been verified statically at larger scale 
on the NASA/General Electric variable-cycle-engine testbed. It 
is also quite significant that the inverted-velocity-profile 
noise oenefits have been verified under simulated flignt 
conditions in model-scale tests conducted by Pratt & Whitney 
under NASA Lewis sponsorship (ref. 37). 
Flight Effects on Jet Noise 
The subject of flight effects on jet noise has been a rather 
controversial one in recent years. Some of the terminology 
needed to describe flight effects is defined in figure 111-31. 
The cases considered herein are level flyovers at an airplane 
velocity of VU. The observer is located at an angle 8 from 
the engine inlet axis. In the present discussion, only the ef- 
fect of flight on the overall sound pressure level is con- 
sidered. Spectral effects, whicn usually are not very signif- 
icant, are not discussed. Only conventional engines are con- 
sidered, although analogous results have been obtained with 
inverted-velocity-profile jets. 
According to classical jet noise theory, in-flight jet noise 
should foilow a fairly simple relation, as the velocity arrows 
at the bottom of figure III-31 suggest. For a given absolute 
jet velocity Vj (shown by the upper, longer arrow), in- 
creasing the flight velocity VU (shown by the lower arrow) 
reduces the velocity of the jet relative to the air. This re- 
duces the shear, and therefore the noise shouid be less in 
flight. 
The current interest in flight effects was greatly stimulated a 
few years ago when Rolls-Royce (refs. 38 and 39) reported 
results like those shown in figure 111-32, where the overall 
sound pressure level is plotted as a function of angle. The 
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static case is shown by the solid curve, and the corresponding 
flight case is shown by the dash-dotted curve. The noise in the 
rear quadrant was reduced, as expected. However, in some cases, 
such as the one shown here, the noise in the forward quadrant 
increased in flight. Further confusing the issue is the fact 
that model-jet simulated flight tests indicate that in-flight 
noise should be reduced at all angles, as shown by the dasned 
curve. Studies conducted or sponsored by NASA suggest that 
these apparent anomalies can be resolved when the engine in- 
ternal noise is considered (refs. 40 to 46). The internal noise 
is amplified in the forward quadrant in flight by a sufficient 
amount (ref. 47) that the total in-flight noise exceeds the 
static level even though the jet noise is reduced. 
As can be inferred from the preceding discussion, the type of 
flight effects to be expected depends on the relative levels of 
jet mixing noise and internal noise. To demonstrate this point, 
figure III-33 shows the flight effects for engines with differ- 
ent levels of internai noise relative to jet mixing noise. On 
the left are overall sound pressure level (OASPL) data as a 
function of angle for an HS-125 airplane with a Viper 610 engine 
at relatively low jet velocity, about 1100 feet per second (ref. 
38); this represents relatively "high" internal noise. The pre- 
dictions are based on semiempirical NASA methods (ref. 43). For 
this case a forward-quadrant noise increase is both predicted 
and observed. On the right is a similar plot for a DC-9 air- 
plane with refanned JT8D engines at a jet velocity of about 1500 
feet per second (ref. 41); this represents relatively "low" in- 
ternal noise. For this case, noise reductions in flight are 
predicted and observed at all angles. Comparing improved pre- 
diction methods (ref. 48) with flight data shows agreement, with 
a standard deviation of about 1.5 decibels. 
The major developments in jet noise technology can be summarized 
as follows: Inverted-velocity-profile noise reductions have 
been demonstrated for a wide range of nozzle geometries at model 
scale and have now been verified statically at larger scale on 
the variable-cycle-engine testbed. Furthermore, inverted- 
velocity-profile noise reductions have been verified under 
simulated flight conditions in model-scale tests. Flight 
effects have proven to be predictable with reasonable accuracy 
wnen all the noise sources are properly accounted for. 
COMBUSTOR NOISE 
After the fan and the jet, the engine core is tne next most sig- 
nificant source of noise. Figure III-34 shows data from the 
YF-102 engine that illustrates this fact. When fan noise is 
reduced, the engine noise signature tends to be dominated by 
low-frequency noise, which is shown in figure III-34 as acoustic 
power data. This low-frequency noise comes from the jet and the 
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core. Moreover, the levels of the jet.and core noises are com- 
parable and intersect somewhere in the normal operating range of 
the engine, as shown. As a result, at low engine power set- 
tings, core noise tends to dominate. Low-frequency core noise 
is essentially all from the combustor. Consequently, this dis- 
cussion focuses on combustor noise generation and propagation. 
Research for other engine noise sources is fairly mature and is 
focused on specific critical problems. Combustor noise research 
at Lewis is in a formative stage characterized by rather general 
objectives at this time. These objectives include the acquisi- 
tion of a valid noise data base and information on the nature of 
combustor noise generation and propagation. From this infor- 
mation, empirical or analytical models of noise generation and 
propagation can be developed to give a predictive capability 
that in part will support the NASA noise prediction objectives 
discussed here. The entire program, of course, points toward 
the ultimate goal of developing noise reduction methods. 
Examination of engine operation reveals a number of problem 
areas associated with combustor noise research. Principal among 
these is the combustor itself. Since the combustor is an acous- 
tic source, the noise generated is influenced by the environment 
in which it operates - in acoustical terms, by the impedances at 
its boundaries. Operation of a combustor outside an engine in 
general will be acoustically different from in situ operation. 
Therefore, definitive information on combustor noise-generation 
characteristics must be derived from actual engine operation. 
Once the noise is generated, it must propagate through the tur- 
bine and then through the nozzle, both of which can subject it 
to attenuation. It then propagates through the flow and snear 
layers of the jet, where refraction and scattering are possible, 
before it radiates to the far field. Obviously, actual engine 
operation also is the only definitive source of combustor far- 
field noise. This creates an additional problem area since it 
requires some ingenuity to discriminate and measure only combus- 
tor noise in the presence of the other engine noises. 
As a practical matter, testing engines is costly and this pro- 
hibits parametric investigations. Therefore, component tests 
are mandatory in conducting research. (This is true of com- 
bustor source noise research as well as of turbine and nozzle 
propagation research.) Combustor component tests allow para- 
metric investigations of noise-generating mechanisms at tol- 
erable cost. Also, they can be used to obtain acoustic power 
measurements. However, since it is likely that a combustor will 
generate a different noise in a rig than in an engine, an im- 
portant problem associated with component testing is the need to 
understand any anomalies of combustor operation in test rigs. 
Some preliminary findings relating to this point are given in 
reference 49. 
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Direct Measurement of Combustor Far-Field Noise 
by Correlation Techniques 
An important problem is the detection and measurement of only 
combustor far-field noise in the presence of noise from other 
engine sources. Figure III-35 schematicaliy illustrates the 
YF-102 engine and microphones used to obtain far-field noise. 
The usual method of obtaining engine comoustor: noise is to meas- 
ure the total noise signature and then to use the properties 
shown in figure III-34 to infer from the changing slope of the 
data with engine speed when the noise is dominated by the core. 
This method has obvious drawbacks, one of which is the limited 
range of power settings for which it is useful. 
A more direct way of measuring far-field comuustor noise from an 
engine has been demonstrated. It has the advantage of being 
more definitive than the traditional method and is not limited 
to engine power settings where combustor noise is dominant. The 
method makes use of internal fluctuating pressure and the total 
far-field noise to obtain the far-field combustor noise. 
Some results from YF-102 engine tests are shown in figure III- 
36. The top graph shows the coherence between the internal and 
far-field signals. The coherence is the square of the cross- 
spectrum between the internal and far-field signals normalized 
by the product of the internal and far-field spectra. It is the 
frequency-domain analog of tne cross-correlation function. The 
coherence function can have a value only between 0 and 1 and can 
be interpreted in this case as the fraction of mean-square 
acoustic energy in the far-field signal due to the internal sig- 
nal. In the bottom graph, the upper curve is the engine total 
far-field spectrum as measured directly by a single far-field 
microphone. By applying the coherence function to this spec- 
trum, that portion which is identifiable with the combustor is 
extracted, as shown. This measurement technique is not novel, 
but this is thought to be its first use to obtain combustor 
noise from a complete engine. A significant contributor to the 
success of the technique was the development of the probes used 
to obtain the fluctuating internal pressure. This method pro- 
vides a direct way of measuring combustor far-field noise from 
engines in order to contribute to a valid data base. This work 
is discussed more completely in references 50 to 52. 
Combustor Acoustic Power 
A central problem in the combustor noise field is to determine 
the acoustic energy generated by the source. An analytical cap- 
ability to do this is far beyond the state of the art, and cur- 
rent efforts are directed at developing empirical methods from 
test data. Figure III-37 shows much of the available data 
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L- 
and how the acoustic power generated is related in some manner 
to the heat release rate. Data have been generated for a vari- 
ety of combustor types, and these data are largely from com- 
ponent rig tests. Equally important as the quantity and variety 
of data is the discovery of normalizing parameters for the 
acoustic power and the heat release rate that collapse the data 
onto a reasonable curve. The normalizing parameters are not ex- 
plicitly noted, for simplicity, but they involve the various de- 
sign and operational variables of the combustors. Although some 
data scatter remains, it is not unreasonable considering the 
wide variety of combustors included and the present state of the 
art. This empirical correlation is a significant step toward 
developing a combustor model. The correlation and its develop- 
ment are discussed fully in reference 53. 
In addition to combustor far-field noise and combustor source 
acoustic power, propagation of low-frequency core noise through 
the turbine, nozzles, and jet flow is receiving attention. Sig- 
nificant programs have been completed or are under way in these 
areas under contracts to the General Electric Co. and the 
Lockheed-Georgia Co. Recent work completed is reported in ref- 
erences 54 and 55. 
AIRCRAFT NOISE PREDICTION: STATUS AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS 
Designers of new aircraft have been forced in recent years to 
accept propulsion noise as a critical design constraint. Trade- 
offs among many variables, including noise, must be considered 
before an aircraft that meets all mission requirements emerges 
from the preliminary design process. An accurate, validated 
system for aircraft noise prediction is clearly required. 
As indicated in figure 111-38, aircraft noise prediction is 
based on three calculations. First, the aircraft trajectory 
must be calculated from engine cycle and aerodynamic data. 
Next, the noise characteristics of the various propulsion system 
components must be calculated and summed. Finally, atmospheric 
propagation and ground effects must be calculated to represent 
the properties of the noise that actually reaches an observer 
(or microphone) on the ground. 
A comprehensive computer program, the Aircraft Noise Prediction 
Program (ANOPP), that implements the steps showrin tEe first 
figure has been developed by NASA (ref. 56). The diagram shown 
in figure III-39 illustrates the computational flow. From en- 
gine cycle and aircraft aerodynamic data, the aircraft tra- 
jectory is computed as a function of time. From the engine 
thermodynamic state variables together with certain physical 
data, the component noise characteristics are calculated. For 
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example, the noise-critical parameters required by the 
combustor-noise prediction module include the mass flow rate, 
the combustor inlet temperature and pressure, and the turbine 
inlet and exhaust temperatures. For each time interval or air- 
craft position, the component noise characteristics are calcu- 
lated and summed to give the total noise produced by the en- 
gine. Propagation and ground effects are then calculated to 
produce received-noise characteristics in the form of l/3-octave 
spectra at one or more arbitrary observer .positions. Levels for 
any of the subjective noise scales are then calculated and 
plotted. 
The ANOPP noise prediction modules have been developed by the 
Langley, Lewis, and Flight Research Centers and are maintained 
and updated by Langley and Lewis. 
ANOPP is currently operational at Langley, where it is also 
available to other NASA Centers through remote terminal access. 
ANOPP is available to other users through the Control Data Corp. 
Cybernet commercial data processing network. 
Some recent comparisons of ANOPP-predicted noise levels with 
measured data are shown in figures III-40 to 111-42. The first 
comparison, shown in figure 111-40, is for the turbojet-powered 
Concorde. There is good agreement between calculated and meas- 
ured perceived noise levels plotted as a function of the direc- 
tivity angle to the engine inlet 8. The spectra at a direc- 
tivity of 130° agree well up to about 1 kilohertz. The dis- 
crepancy at higher frequencies may be due to the omission of 
turbomachinery noise from the calculated levels. 
The next comparison, shown in figure 111-41, is for the low- 
bypass-ratio-powered DC-g. The calcuiatlons for tone-corrected 
perceived noise levels agree well with the measured data except 
for peak levels at a directivity of 120° where a 3- to 5-PNdB 
difference exists. ANOPP underpredicts the effective perceived 
noise level try 1.2 EPNdB. Tne precilcted and measured spectra at 
a directivity angle of 120° would be neariy coincident except 
for tne unexplained consistent difference in level. 
The final comparison, shown in figure 111-42, is for the high- 
bypass-ratio-powered DC-10 at takeoff. The tone-corrected per- 
ceived noise levels and spectral comparisons show a slight av- 
erage overprediction. ANOPP overpredicts the effective per- 
ceived noise level by 1.6 EPNdB. The noise levels shown in this 
figure are based on data from McDonnell-Douglas, who also made 
the ANOPP calculations. 
For all the previous aircraft, NASA had no role in the data 
acquisition and reduction process; and, for all cases, the 
values of the noise-critical parameters were not availaule as 
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recorded data but were estimated by,others ex post facto. Con- 
sidering the uncertainties inherent in. the measured noise levels 
and in the estimated values of the engine cycle parameters, the 
agreement between the measured flyover noise levels and the 
ANOPP-predicted levels is encouraging. However, because severe 
economic penalties result from each decibel of noise design mar- 
gin, the highest level of pre,diction accuracy is absolutely es- 
sential. ANOPP should continue to be developed until this goal 
has been met. 
As indicated, propulsion noise must be treated as a critical 
constraint during the preliminary aircraft design process. The 
application of ANOPP to preliminary design systems studies or 
parametric analyses is illustrated in figure 111-43. 
A few of the key dimensionless variables are the thrust-weight 
ratio T/W, which sizes the propulsion system; the lift-drag 
ratio CL/CD I which represents the aircraft's aerodynamic 
characteristics; and the normalized specific thrust T/fiCa r 
which is an indicator of source noise. The interrelationships 
among these and other dimensionless variables must be carefully 
studied before the ultimate compromise between noise at the FAA 
certification points, performance, and economics can be reached. 
System trade-off studies involving aircraft noise often result 
in the identification of noise-qenerating phenomena or propa- 
gation effects that require individual research before final 
conclusions can be reached. The role of ANOPP in identifying 
critical noise research areas has been illustrated in a recent 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) study related 
to future SST noise standards. 
As indicated in figure 111-44, the effects of shock cell noise, 
advanced or automated flight procedures, and excess ground at- 
tenuation all emerged from the ICAO study as areas with unac- 
ceptably high levels of uncertainty. For example, the intensity 
of shock cell noise when the exhaust nozzle is operating at off- 
design conditions is not fully understood. Likewise, the noise 
reductions actually obtainable from the use of flight-profile 
optimizing techniques have never been demonstrated. Finally, 
the actual amount of excess ground attenuation, expecially at 
shallow angles, is the subject of a great deal of controversy. 
Research activities that focus on each of these phenomena are in 
progress at the Langley Research Center. 
The value of ANOPP for design studies and, consequently, for 
quantifying the benefits of proposed noise reduction technology 
has been established. The Langley and Lewis Research Centers 
are committed to continued cooperative development and improve- 
ment of ANOPP for application to future parametric and pre- 
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liminary design studies of advanced aircraft system concepts. 
This would include executive system improvements, new prediction 
modules, and component and system vaiidation. 
SUMMARY 
Fan Noise 
Shock-related multiple-pure-tone noise from fans can be con- 
trolled to some extent by sweeping the rotor-blade leading 
edges. The concept is also applicable to the high-speed tur- 
boprop (see paper I, ACEE Status Report). 
Inflow control devices appear to be an adequate approach to sim- 
ulating the in-flight characteristics of fan noise in static 
testing. Experiments relating to the development of inflow con- 
trol devices have also provided a great deal of insight into the 
several sources of fan noise that had not been fully appreciated. 
Acoustic Suppression 
Substantial advances have been made in understanding suppressor 
behavior and in simplifying suppressor concepts. The results 
show that, when the various factors in a suppressor design are 
adequately accounted for, there can be a large improvement in 
suppressor performance. It now appears that improved under- 
standing of suppression, coupled with the new understanding of 
fan source noise, will soon permit us to achieve the long- 
standing objective of jointly optimizing the acoustic sup- 
pression and the fan design for low noise. 
Jet Noise Technology 
The noise reductions associated with inverted-velocity-profile 
coannular jets have been demonstrated for a large number of noz- 
zle geometries at model scale and have now been verified at 
larger scale on the variable-cycle-engine testbed. 'These 
inverted-velocity-profile noise reductions have also been ver- 
ified under simulated flight conditions in model-scale tests. 
Flight effects on jet noise and low-frequency noise are now 
fairly well understood, with experimental static-to-flight noise 
increments agreeing with prediction within a standard deviation 
of about 1.5 decibels. 
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Combustor Noise 
Combustor noise has been fairly well defined over the past few 
years. The sampling of results discussed is representative of a 
larger collection of new data and findings that has been devel- 
oped. These new findings relate to the combustor acoustic power 
generation, acoustic transmission through the turbine and noz- 
zle, and the development of new measurement techniques and a 
data base. From these new results a fairly comprenensive model 
of combustor noise can be developed. This is a necessary step 
toward reducing this noise. 
Aircraft Noise Prediction 
A working ANOPP computer program is now avallable that appears 
to provide an acceptable level of accuracy for CTOL aircraft 
with low- or high-bypass-ratio engines and for SST aircraft. 
The usefulness of the program in defining areas needing research 
has also been demonstrated. 
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IV. ALTERNATIVE JET AIRCRAFT FUELS 
Jack Grobman 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
The first paper in this conference discusses NASA's research ef- 
forts to evolve energy-efficient aircraft technology and empha- 
sizes tne fact that jet fuel costs have become the dominant fac- 
tor affecting aircraft direct operating costs. The diminishing 
reserves of petroleum aggravate the problem of rising costs and, 
in addition, lead to concern about how we will be able to meet 
the growing need for jet fuel in the future. 
This paper discusses the changes in jet fuel properties that may 
occur in the future as a result of shifts in the supply and de- 
mand for fossil fuels, the effects that varying fuel properties 
would have on aircraft engines and fuel systems, and, finally, 
the technology that would be required to use these fuels. 
POTENTIAL CHANGES IN FUEL PROPERTIES 
The options that we might have for producing jet fuel in the 
future are illustrated in figure IV-l. For the present, the 
aircraft industry is totally dependent on petroleum as a source 
of jet fuel. Jet fuel is currently produced by straight distil- 
lation followed by mild nydrotreating for removal of sulfur. 
Trends in the aromatic content of jet fuel produced in this man- 
ner are shown in figure IV-2. Aromatics, which have about half 
the hydrogen content of saturated hydrocarbons, have undesirable 
combustion characteristics as a jet fuel. An increase in aro- 
matic content results in a corresponding reduction in the hydro- 
gen content of a jet fuel. Tne average aromatic content has 
increased steadily over the past several years. This increase 
is due to the increased proportion of high-aromatic crude oils 
being used to produce jet fuel (ref. 1). The aromatic content 
is limited to a maximum of 20 percent by the current ASTM Jet A 
fuel specification; however, Jet A produced from some of the 
available sources of crude oil exceeds this limit. Jet A re- 
fined from a heavy Arabian crude oil has had aromatic contents 
as high as 22 percent, and projections indicate that Jet A re- 
fined from Alaskan crude oil may have aromatic contents as high 
as 25 percent. A waiver currently in effect permits the limited 
use of jet fuels with aromatic contents as high -as 25 percent. 
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There is increasing pressure to raise the specification limit 
for aromatic content as a result of these trends. 
As the demand for the middle-distillate fuels such as jet fuel, 
diesel fuel, and heating oils increases, the supply of these 
natural distillation products will De exceeded by the demand 
(fig. IV-l). Then it will become necessary to crack the heavier 
ends of the barrel to increase the middle-distillate pool. 
Energy-intensive hydrocracking will be required to iimit the 
aromatic content of jet fuel produced in this manner (ref. 2). 
As the supply of natural petroleum diminishes, the next likely 
domestic source of fossil fuel would be shale oil. The produc- 
tion of jet fuel from shale oil requires relativeiy severe hy- 
drotreating to remove undesirable impurities and to upgrade the 
hydrogen content. For shale oil, nitrogen removal is particu- 
larly important because of the relatively large quantity of or- 
ganic nitrogen present in comparison with that in petroieum. 
Nitrogen is undesirable because it reduces the chemical stabil- 
ity of the fuel and because it may be converted to the pollu- 
tants oxides of nitrogen (NOx) during combustion. Ultimately 
the Nation's large reserves ot coal could be used as a source of 
jet fuel. The use of coal syncrudes, which have very high con- 
centrations of aromatics, would require even more severe hydro- 
genation for the production of jet fuel. The cost of producing 
jet fuel to current specifications will certainly rise as we use 
less desirable feedstocks and more-energy-intensive refining 
processes. Rising production costs will be an increasing incen- 
tive to broaden jet fuel specifications in order to minimize 
energy consumption and reduce total fuel costs. 
The degrees to which fuel properties may change within the next 
20 years are shown in table IV-1 (ref. 3). The ranges of prop- 
erties for a potential broad-specification fuel are compared 
with those for a typical current Jet A fuel. These are the more 
significant changes to be expected in terms of their effects on 
aircraft engines and fuel systems. The increase in aromatic 
content is approximately equivalent to the reduction in hydrogen 
content. Increasing the final boiling point as indicated gener- 
ally leads to the increase in freezing point shown. The thermal 
stability, which is a measure of the degree to which the fuel 
may be heated without incurring deposits within the fuel system, 
might become marginal in terms of current-day standards. The 
properties of the potential broad-specification fuel approach 
those of a number 2 diesel fuel. 
The feasibility of using cryogenic fuels such as liquid hydrogen 
is being studied (ref. 4); however, tne use of this fuel is a 
long way off. The general consensus is that liquid-hydrocarbon 
fuels will be used to fuel jet aircraft for many years to come, 
but that less stringent specifications may be necessary in the 
future for the reasons discussed previously. Therefore the al- 
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ternative jet aircraft fuels considered in this paper are liq- 
uid-hydrocarbon fuels with the range of properties indicated for 
the potential broad-specification fuel in table IV-l. 
EFFECTS OF FUEL PROPERTY CHANGES ON AIRCRAFT ENGINES AND FUEL 
SYSTEMS 
The effects that the property changes shown in table IV-1 would 
have on the performance and durability of aircraft engines and 
fuel systems are discussed in references 5 to 7. Reduced hydro- 
gen content along with lower volatility and higher viscosity 
would adversely influence the combustion characteristics of jet 
fuel. A higher concentration of reactive constituents would 
lower the thermal stability of the fuel. A higher freezing 
point along with a higher viscosity would adversely influence 
the low-temperature flow and pumping characteristics. 
Combustion Characteristics 
Decreases in hydrogen content have a pronounced effect on ex- 
haust smoke and liner temperatures. Combustor tests have been 
conducted with prepared fuel blends having varying hydrogen con- 
tents. At simulated cruise and takeoff conditions typical for a 
JT8D engine, exhaust smoke increases significantly as the hydro- 
gen content of the fuel decreases (fig. IV-3). 'l'here is a cor- 
responding effect of hydrogen content on maximum liner tempera- 
ture (fig. IV-4). As the hydrogen content is lowered, the flame 
becomes more sooty and more luminous: tnus the neat radiated to 
the liner walls is increased. The rate of increase in maximum 
liner temperature as the hydrogen content is lowered is much 
greater at cruise tnan at takeoff. The increases in liner wall 
temperature at cruise would have a larger influence on liner 
durability because of the much larger exposure time during 
cruise. Higher liner temperatures reduce liner life as a result 
of accelerated metal fatigue ana oxidation. Other combustor 
performance and durability criteria that could be adversely af- 
fected by reduced hydrogen content, lower volatility, and higher 
viscosity include ignition and relight capability, gaseous ex- 
haust emissions, and carbon deposition. 
Fuel Thermal Stability 
The effects of reactive constituents in the fuel on tnermal sta- 
bility were discussed at a recent workshop sponsored by the 
Lewis Research Center. The amount of reactive constituents in 
the fuel may increase as fuel specifications are broadened or as 
fuel is produced from alternative sources such as snale oil or 
coal (ref. 8). Figure IV-5 shows tubes that were heated to var- 
ious temperatures with fuel flowing over the outside of them. 
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They represent heated passages within a fuel injector or fuel- 
oil heat exchanger. The figure illustrates what can occur with 
jet fuels that are not thermally stable at the temperatures they 
encounter on their way through the fuel system to the combus- 
tor. The deposits shown on the tubes result from the auto-oxi- 
dation of the reactive constituents in the fuel. Deposit build- 
up in a fuel injector may cause nonuniform fuel sprays, which 
can lead to local hotspots on the liner or nonuniformities in 
the exit temperature profile. The effects of both temperature 
and nitrogen content of the fuel on the rate of deposit forma- 
tion are illustrated in figure IV-5. As the temperature in- 
creases, the rate of deposition increases, and at similar tem- 
perature levels, the fuel with the higher nitrogen content has a 
much higher rate of deposition. 
Similar results, shown in figure IV-6, were obtained in tne 
study described in reference 9. The effect of temperature on 
the deposit formation rate for a Jet A fuel containing negligi- 
ble amounts of nitrogen is compared with that for a Jet A fuel 
doped with 0.1 percent nitrogen. Both fuels display a rapid 
increase in deposit formation rate as temperature is increased, 
but the fuel containing 0.1 percent nitrogen shows a much 
greater acceleration of deposit formation rate with increasing 
temperature. 
Fuel Pumpability at Low Temperature 
Fuel stored in aircraft tanks can reacn very low temperatures 
during long flights. Figure IV-7 shows a correlation of in- 
flight minimum fuel temperatures for Boeing 707 and 747 aircraft 
flying polar route missions. Data were obtaineci from about 1100 
missions. Each mission was greater than 4000 nautical miles. 
The probability that the temperature of fuel in the tank will 
fall below a given minimum value is plotted against minimum fuel 
temperature. The minimum temperature that the fuel may reach 
during flight is lower than -150 F for half of these missions. 
For 10 percent of these flights, the temperature may be lower 
than -300 to -40O F. The differences in temperature between the 
two types of aircraft are mainly attributed to differences in 
flight Mach number or flight envelope. For a probability of 1 
day per year, the minimum fuel temperature is as low as about 
-45O to -55O F. Airlines have always avoided potential fuel 
freezing problems by using fuels with low freezing points and, 
when necessary, altering flight conditions. 
Lockheed conducted an experimental study under a NASA contract 
to determine the flow behavior of fuels cooled below their 
freezing points in a simulated flight environment. The experi- 
mental fuel tank simulator used for this study is shown in fig- 
ure IV-8. It represents a section of a Lockheed L-1011 wing 
tank. Cooling was provided at the top and bottom of an insula- 
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ted tank to simulate the in-flight cooling of the upper and 
lower surfaces of a section of the wing. Fuel sloshing could be 
simulated by rocking the tank with a mechanical agitation sys- 
tem. After being cooled, fuel was discharged from the tank by 
the boost pump. Conditions in the tank were observed through 
viewing ports on each side of the tank. Figure IV-9 shows an 
interior view of the tank loaded with a test fuel at a tempera- 
ture above the freezing point of the fuel. A surge box was lo- 
cated at the inlet to the boost pump to maintain a constant 
pressure head. Ejector tubing connected to the pump inlet pro- 
vided a means for removing fuel from the bottom of the tank. 
Temperature was measured at various locations by thermocouples. 
Stringers were located at the top and bottom to simulate the 
structural design of the wing tank. The effects of cooling a 
fuel below its freezing point are illustrated in figure IV-lo, 
which shows the frozen and liquid fuel remaining in the tank 
after pumpdown. During the initial part of the pumpdown, the 
two-phase mixture of wax and liquid fuel may be removed by the 
boost pump, but eventually the pump inlet becomes plugged by 
this slushy mixture, and the remaining fuel cannot be pumped 
from the tank. The low-temperature flow behavior of fuels in 
the fuel-tank simulator was assessed by measuring the percentage 
of a full load of fuel that could not be pumped from the tank as 
temperature was lowered. The percentage of fuel held in the 
tank was a function of boundary-layer temperature, as shown in 
figure IV-11. The boundary-layer temperature was measured about 
l/2 inch from the lower surface of tne tank. Data are shown for 
three fuels. While the boundary-layer temperature for a specif- 
ic percentage of fuel holdup is lower for both lower-freezing- 
point fuels, the rate of increase in fuel holdup as the bound- 
ary-layer temperature is reduced is different. The holaup for 
the Jet A fuel refined from a paraffinic petroleum increases 
more rapidly as the boundary-layer temperature is reduced than 
that for either tne naphthenic Jet A or the broad-specification 
fuel. This may be attributed to the larger concentration of 
high-molecular-weight, long-chain paraffin waxes contained in 
this fuel. This kind of research data enables us to have a bet- 
ter understanding of tne low-temperature behavior of fuels in 
aircraft fuel systems. Nevertheless, for the present, any 
amount of solid fuel formed in tne fuel tank is unacceptable to 
an airline and is avoided by routinely maintaining the fuel tank 
temperature about 5 o F above the freezing point of the fuel 
being used. 
COMBUSTOR AND FUEL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
The potential problem areas described previously are identified 
in the sketch of a typical combustor shown in figure IV-12. The 
higher liner temperatures associated with the use of fuels with 
higher aromatic content could be reduced or tolerated by evolv- 
ing improved construction, improved cooling effectiveness, ad- 
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vanced alloys, or ceramic coatings. Increasing the proportion 
of air used to cool the liner would be unacceptable, however, 
because this approach would reduce the amount of air available 
for control of the exit temperature profile. Increasing coolant 
airflow might also increase carbon monoxide and unburnea-hydro- 
carbon emissions. 
Approaches which are successful in reducing exhaust emissions, 
such as lean burning or improved fuel atomization (paper II), 
can also be effective in reducing liner temperature by minimiz- 
ing luminous flame radiation. These approaches could also pre- 
vent carbon deposition and reduce exhaust smoke. Multizone com- 
bustion or variable geometry, besides enabling the control of 
emissions at both high and low power levels, could also ensure 
reliable ignition and relight. Several multizone designs, in- 
cluding the Pratt & Whitney vorbix and the Generai Electric dou- 
ble annular combustors, are described in paper II. A cutaway 
drawing of the double annular combustor is shown in figure IV- 
13. During idling and at low power, fuel is fed only to the 
outer annulus, and combustion occurs in a relatively fuel-rich 
zone. At high power levels, fuel is fed to both the inner and 
outer annuli, and combustion occurs at relatively fuel-lean con- 
ditions. Both the double annular and vorbix combustors have 
been evaluated with several fuel blends varying in hydrogen con- 
tent (refs. 10 and 11). The liner temperatures measured in 
tests of the double annular and vorbix multizone combustors are 
compared with data from several production combustors in figure 
IV-14. Since the various data were not all obtained at the same 
combustor-inlet conditions, the data are plotted as the differ- 
ence between maximum liner temperature and combustor-inlet tem- 
perature. The curves for the production combustors exhibit a 
strong dependence of maximum liner temperature on hydrogen con- 
tent of the fuel. 'The data for the multizone combustors show a 
relative insensitivity of maximum liner temperature to hydro- 
gen content. Most of these data were obtained in combustor rig 
tests at pressures of 10 atmospheres or less; however, the two 
data points shown were obtained in the evaluation of the double 
annular combustor in the CF6-50 engine at takeoff conditions. 
While these findings represent limited laboratory tests and 
their practicality requires demonstration in a full development 
program, they do indicate that it may be possible to make impor- 
tant advances in the ability of aircraft gas turbine engines to 
use low-hydrogen-content fuels. 
Additional combustor design concepts for broad-specification 
fuels being evaluated under a NASA contract with General Elec- 
tric are shown in figure IV-15. Several variations of the dou- 
ble annular combustor are being investigated. Both of the modi- 
fied configurations shown employ improvements in fuel nozzle 
design, including air atomization. A shorter main combustion 
stage is incorporated in one configuration to reduce liner sur- 
face exposure and to minimize smoke and NO, emissions. Pre- 
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mixing of fuel and air in the main stage will be studied in the 
second configuration to reduce luminous flame radiation and ex- 
haust emissions. 
Prevention of Fuel System Fouling 
Preventing fuel gumming and coking in the engine fuel system 
becomes more and more difficult as compressor discharge tempera- 
tures increase as a result of increasing engine pressure ratios 
or as fuel systems become more complex as a result of multistage 
combustion. Many approaches to preventing fuel system fouling 
are already in use. For example, designers attempt to limit tne 
maximum fuel temperature by insulating the parts of the fuel 
manifold exposed to high temperatures. 'The controi of reactive 
constituents in the fuel is attempted by the addition of antiox- 
idants during the final stages of refining. However, furtner 
design improvements must be sought to limit fuel exposure tem- 
perature. Research is needed to obtain a oetter understanding 
of the effects of constituents in the fuel on fuel degradation. 
The dissolved oxygen in the fuel plays an important part in 
these reactions. While the removal of this oxygen may be im- 
practical, more efficient antioxidant additives could be devel- 
oped and the removal of certain reactive or catalytic impurities 
might be effective. Fuel system purging could be investigated 
as a means of minimizing fuel deposits in multizone combustors. 
Fuel System Technology for Fuels With Higher Freezing Points 
Modifications to aircraft fuel systems that mignt be necessary 
to permit the use of a higher-freezing-point fuel are being in- 
vestigated (refs. 12 and 13). A number of fuel tank heating 
sources plus insulation have been evaluated as approacnes to 
keeping the fuel in the tanks above tne freezing point (fig. 
IV-16). Insulation of the fuel tanks is currently not practical 
because it entails a large weight penalty; however, future air- 
craft wing designs may permit the use of effective lightweight 
insulation. The use of a tailpipe heat exchanger is undesirable 
because of design complexity. Fuel heating by means of compres- 
sor air bleed has the disadvantage of having a relatively high 
cycle penalty. The use of either boost pump recirculation or a 
heat exchanger in the cabin air conditioning system is limited 
by the amount of heat tnat either could provide. Two systems 
are considered worthy of further study: the lubrication oil 
heat exchanger and an electric heat excnanger powered by an 
engine-driven generator. 
The existing lubrication oil heat exchanger system would be mod- 
ified by adding a second heat exchanger that would return heated 
fuel to the tank (fig. IV-17). The recirculation valve could be 
shut off when fuel tank heating would not be required. This 
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system has the advantages of using existing components, being 
low in cost, having a low cycle penalty, and being a simple sys- 
tem requiring only a relatively minor modification to the exist- 
ing lubrication oil heat rejection system. The calculated f uei 
temperatures for a long-range flight using this system are com- 
pared with the temperatures for an unneated fuel tank in figure 
IV-18. Heating the fuel permits the minimum in-flight fuel tem- 
perature to be raised from about -4tj” to -2S” F. The latter 
value points out the disadvantage of this system. The heat re- 
jection limit of about 2800 Btu per minute would not be applica- 
ble to fuels with freezing points greater than -300 F, allow- 
ing for a 5 o F operating margin. In addition, the heat avaii- 
able would be variable and woula depend on the engine operating 
point. 
The electrical fuel heating concept would overcome these disad- 
vantages by providing much higher heating rates to permit the 
use of fuels with freezing points up to 00 F (fig. IV-19). 
Heater control would be independent of engine operating point, 
and this system would be adaptable to layover heating oy means 
of auxiliary ground power. In-flight power would be obtained by 
installing a generator on each engine. An inert fluid would be 
heated by an electric resistance heater. The heated fluid would 
then be pumped to another heat exchanger in order to reject heat 
to the fuel tank. A disadvantage of this system is that it in- 
volves major modifications and additions to the engines and air- 
craft. Furthermore tnere would be a significant weight penalty 
and a cycle penalty when the system is used. The judgment to 
use such a fuel heating system will depend partly on the rela- 
tive cost reduction of using a broad-specification fuel compared 
with its installation and operating costs. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Projected shifts in the supply and quality of refinery feed- 
stocks warrant the consideration of broadening jet aircraft fuel 
specifications. Advanced combustor and fuel system technologies 
that will be required to counteract adverse fuel property ef- 
fects if fuel specifications are broadened are currently being 
evaluated. A considerable effort will be necessary by both gov- 
ernment and industry to assemble the data base that must be de- 
veloped in order to establish an acceptable tradeoff between 
future fuel specifications and aircraft engine tecnnology. 
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POTENTIAL CHANGES IN FUEL PROPERTIES 
PROPERM CURRENT POTENTIAL BROAD- 
JET A SPEC FUEL 
AROMATICS, voi % 17- 25 30- 35 
HYDROGEN, wt% 14 - 13.5 13.0 - 12.5 
FINAL BOILING POINT, OF 500 - 530 550- 630 
FREEZING POINT, OF -5o- -40 -3o- -20 
THERMAL STABILITY ACCEPTABLE MARGINAL 
cs-79-1558 
Table IV-1 
JET FUEL PRODUCTION ALTERNATIVES 
SPECIFICATlnNq 
Figure IV-1 
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TRENDS IN AROMATIC ONTENT OF COMMERCIAL JET A FUEL 
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Figure IV-2 
EFFECT OF HYDROGEN CONTENT OF FUEL ON 
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Figure IV-3 
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EFFECT OF HYDROGEN CONTENT OF FUEL 
ON MAXIMUM LINER TEMPERATURES 
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EFFECT OF FUEL NITROGEN CONTENT 
ON THERMAL STABILITY 
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LOW TEMPERATURE FUEL TANK SIMULATOR 
Figure IV-8 
Figure IV-9 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF FUEL TANK SIMULATOR 
FUEL COOLED DOWN BELOW FREEZING PT 
Figure IV-10 
LOW TEMPERATURE FUEL TANK BEHAVIOR 
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COMBUSTOR TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED TO USE 
BROAD-SPEC FUELS 
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Figure IV-12 
BLE ANNULAR COMBUSTOR 
Figure IV-13 
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EFFECT OF HYDROGEN CONTENT OF FUEL ON LINER 
TEMPERATURE FOR DIFFERENT COMBUSTORS 
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COMBUSTOR DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR BROAD-SPEC FUELS 
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Figure IV-15 
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V. MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY 
Robert A. Signorelli, Thomas K. Glasgow, Gary R. Halford, 
and Stanley R. Levine 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
There are several major thrusts of our materials and structures 
research for aircraft turbine propulsion systems. First, we 
must understand the materials and structures performance limi- 
tations, particularly for the hot section of the engine in which 
these limitations limit the life of components. To do so, it is 
necessary to understand the failure modes for components such as 
blades, vanes, and combustors and how they are affected by the 
environment for such components. 
Second, we are attempting to improve the materials used for such 
components using several approaches. Turbine components with 
high strength at higher temperatures are being achieved through 
the application of directional structures. Improved coatings 
are being applied to hot section parts to increase oxidation and 
corrosion resistance. The higher specific properties of com- 
posite materials are being applied to increase strength and 
stiffness with reduced weight. Also, more cost effective pro- 
cessing such as near net shape powder methods are being applied 
to disks. 
Third, we are attempting to employ these advanced materials more 
effectively by developing more accurate life prediction tech- 
niques. These techniques will enable the designer to predict 
component life more accurately in advance of service and also to 
incorporate advanced structural concepts in design. 
In addition to these structural concepts, structures work is an 
area of growing importance at Lewis. We are increasing our ef- 
fort and resources in this area, and in the future we anticipate 
that there will be much to report in the field of engine struc- 
tural dynamics. 
In this paper, hot section components are discussed first since 
they operate under a severe combination of stress, temperature, 
and environmental attack. After describing the various aspects 
of our program to improve materials and structures for the hot 
section, the work directed toward improving the intermediate 
temperature and cold section components of turbine engines will 
be discussed. 
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HOT SECTION COMPONENTS 
We consider first the major structural materials requirements 
for the engine hot section components. Because of the com- 
plexity of the loadings imposed and the environmental conditions 
to which these components are exposed, it is vital to understand 
the nature of these requirements in order for the engine de- 
signer to proceed effectively. 
Material Requirements 
There are three major structural materials requirements for hot 
section components: strength, thermal fatigue resistance, and 
resistance to environmental attack. 
Strength. - The traditional strength requirements are, of 
course, short time yield and tensile strengtn. At high use tem- 
peratures, long time creep and rupture strength become an ad- 
ditional important consideration. Strengtn requirements gen- 
erally dictate the sizing of a component part. Since the his- 
toric trend is to increase use temperatures, it is mandatory 
that alloys be identified that have higher strength to keep pace 
with these higher use temperatures. Examples of such alloys 
will be discussed in a later section. 
Thermal fatigue. - The second and third requirements are not as 
familiar as the first. This is primarily because thermal fa- 
tigue and environmental attack are more complex phenomena and 
are not as readily understood. Thermal fatigue cracking, 
nevertheless, is a common failure mode in hot section components 
of gas turbine engines. An example involving a film-cooled in- 
let guide vane is shown in figure V-l. Thermal fatigue cracks 
have initiated and propagated as a direct result of the cyclic 
thermal strains caused by the repeated heating and cooling on 
each engine startup and shutdown cycle. Thermal fatigue in en- 
gines usually involves a combination of fatigue and creep which 
can interact to seriously reduce cyclic lifetime. 
Figure V-2 dramatizes the cyclic life degradation brought about 
by the interaction of creep with fatigue. At lower temperatures 
and short times per cycle, the creep effect is not present and 
the cracking mode is transgranular and representative of clas- 
sical fatigue cracking. However, as the temperature and the 
time per cycle increase, the creep influence increases and the 
cracking shifts to the more detrimental intergranular mode fol- 
lowing along transverse grain boundaries (ref. 1). As may be 
seen from the figure, cyclic life is reduced substantially. By 
recognizing the mode of thermal fatigue cracking, we are in a 
much better position to cope with this crucial problem by pro- 
viding materials with no transverse grain boundaries and by 
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developing life prediction methods which can accurately account 
for the creep-fatigue interaction. 
Environmental attack. - In addition to being mechanically de- 
manding, the gas turbine environment is chemically aggressive 
toward materials. High temperatures, pressures, gas velocities, 
and severe thermal cycles can cause rapid oxidation attack. Im- 
purities in the gas stream can further accelerate the process by 
inducing hot corrosion and erosion. These reactions can also 
accelerate the creep-fatigue cracking process. Since the oxi- 
dation process is unavoidable, the approach to controlling envi- 
ronmental attack is to select materials which react slowly to 
form an adherent, protective corrosion product. 
Three basic modes of oxidation attack are possible (ref. 2) as 
shown in figure 3. For parabolic oxide growth, an adherent ox- 
ide is required. In this case, a plot of oxide thickness 
squared against time is linear. Hence, the term parabolic oxide 
growth. NiO, which forms on most turbine blade alloys, grows 
parabolically at unacceptably high rates. Cr203, which is 
volatile, can be useful as a protective scale at lower hot sec- 
tion temperatures but not at the highest temperatures. Here 
nonvolatile oxides such as Al203 are most desirable. How- 
ever, because of a thermal expansion mismatch with turbine mate- 
rials, Al203 is subject to spalling. 
In figure V-4, the hot corrosion and erosion failure modes (ref. 
2) are illustrated. These potentially more aggressive modes of 
environmental attack are induced by impurities in the air and 
fuel. The hot corrosion process is caused by the reaction of 
airborne impurities, such as sea salt with sulfur, in the fuel. 
At certain temperature, pressure, and concentration levels, so- 
dium sulfate and other salts can condense as a liquid phase, 
react with and flux protective oxide scales, and cause rapid 
sulfidation attack of turbine alloys. Because the hot corrosion 
process is induced by a liquid, it can be far more damaging than 
oxidation even though the temperature is typically several hun- 
dred degrees lower. 
A second potentially catastrophic problem can be caused by im- 
purities which form heavy solid deposits. Such deposits can 
plug film cooling holes and lead to component overtemperature. 
Finally, the impact of carbon or ingested dirt particles on tur- 
bine components causes metal loss via the erosion process. 
The seriousness of the hot corrosion problem for the first-stage 
vanes of a helicopter gas turbine is illustrated in figure V-5. 
Here, hot corrosion attack along the leading edges has con- 
tributed to the formation of longitudinal cracks. In addition, 
heavy impurity deposits have formed near pressure surface film 
cooling holes. 
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Improved Hot Section Component Materials 
Of the hot section components, turbine blades are subject to the 
most severe combination of temperature, stress, and oxidation 
and corrosion attack. Consequently, a substantial portion of 
the materials effort at NASA Lewis is devoted to turbine blade 
applications. Figure V-6 illustrates the use temperature trend 
for turbine blade materials. Some specific data points are 
shown for alloys subjected to typical blade operating conditions 
of 30 000 psi stress and a rupture life of 5000 hours. Conven- 
tional cast alloys with random polycrystalline microstructure 
developed in the 1950's and 1960's had use temperatures ranging 
from 14000 to 16000 F under these conditions. 
Directional structures. - To go to higher temperatures for the 
same stress and life, materials having distinct directional 
structures are being developed. These include single crystal 
superalloys, oxide dispersion strengthened superalloys (ODS), 
and fiber reinforced superalloys (FRS). Beyond the metals, ce- 
ramic materials offer considerable potential, though at this 
time we do not have the design skills required for their use as 
turbine blades. However, their use for stationary or nonload 
bearing components such as seals and coatings will occur much 
sooner than shown in figure V-6. 
Two of the cast directional structures under development in our 
Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE) program at Garrett 
AiResearch are shown in figure V-7. The first blade is a con- 
ventional casting; it has randomly oriented grain boundaries 
hidden in this view by a coating applied for oxidation pro- 
tection. By directional solidification, the grain boundaries 
are alined in the major stress direction. And, of course, in 
the single crystal there are no grain boundaries to weaken the 
blade. 
In past practice, to maintain a turbine inlet temperature of 
19200 F the conventional casting required cooling air and thus 
the complexity of casting a hollow blade. If directional so- 
lidification is used, a simpler, solid blade capable of with- 
standing the same turbine inlet temperature can be employed with 
no cooling as shown in the figure. If a single crystal blade is 
used, it is anticipated that the turbine inlet temperature can 
be increased to 19650 F without requiring cooling (ref. 3). 
Oxide dispersion strengthened superalloys. - For higher use tem- 
peratures a new development, an oxide dispersion strengthened 
superalloy, offers considerable potential. In oxide dispersion 
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strengthened alloys such as MA-6OOOE, the traditional superalloy 
strengthening mechanisms are augmented by a dispersion of fine, 
stable oxide particles (ref. 4). The particles are especially 
effective in improving high temperature properties. 
The process steps by which an oxide dispersion strengthened 
superalloy is made are shown in figure V-8. Metal powders, ele- 
mental and prealloyed, are mixed together with oxides in a high 
energy stirred mill which kneads the fine oxides thoroughly into 
the metal. The very homogeneous powder that results is sealed 
in cans and consolidated by extrusion. Optionally, hot rolling 
may follow. Finally, the hot worked product is given its elon- 
gated microstructure by recrystallization in a thermal gradient. 
The macro and microstructures of the oxide dispersion strength- 
ened alloy MA-6000E are shown in figure V-9. The highly elon- 
gated grain structure shown in the macrograph is oriented in the 
direction of highest applied stress. It can be noted that there 
are essentially no transverse grain boundaries available at 
which thermal fatigue cracks can initiate. The microstructure 
shows both cubic gamma prime precipitates, the traditional 
strengthening phase in superalloys, and the very fine oxide par- 
ticles that are within both the gamma prime and gamma phases. 
This oxide dispersion strengthened alloy MA-6000E has generated 
a great deal of interest among engine manufacturers, particular- 
ly for the smaller engines that are relatively difficult to cool. 
The stress rupture properties of this alloy account for much of 
this interest (fig. V-10). The grain structure of each alloy is 
illustrated schematically in the figure. Alloy B-1900 is typi- 
cal of current conventionally cast gas turbine blades. Direc- 
tionally solidified cast alloys, polycrystalline and single 
crystal, provide some advantage. And the addition of an oxide 
dispersoid adds a considerable increment so that one can envi- 
sion using the oxide dispersion strengthened alloys at temper- 
atures of 2000° F or higher. 
It should be mentioned that extending the use temperature of 
superalloys to higher values aggravates the oxidation attack. 
Alloy MA-6000E will require a coating for extended life at high 
temperature. As will be discussed later, the process required 
to identify the best alloy/coating combination has already begun. 
In addition to the improved stress rupture capability, the oxide 
dispersion strengthened alloy MA-6000E has demonstrated very 
good thermal fatigue resistance (fig. V-11). Thermal fatigue 
testing is conducted by alternately immersing wedge-shaped spec- 
imens in hot and cool fluidized beds. Thermally induced strains 
crack typical current blade materials after relatively few cy- 
cles. For example, B-1900 and directionally solidified Mar 200 
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cracked after only 800 and 2300 cycles, respectively. MA-6000E 
is still being tested and has yet to show any cracks after 6500 
cycles (ref. 5). It must already be considered among the very 
best of thermal fatigue resistance materials. 
Another hot section component, the combustor, may use a differ- 
ent ODS alloy. Work on the advanced combustor is being per- 
formed by Pratt & Whitney in our Materials for Advanced Turbine 
Engines (MATE) program. As shown in figure V-12, the outside 
cooler portion of the combustor is to be formed of the conven- 
tional alloy Hastelloy X. The interior, hotter portion will be 
lined with an ODS sheet alloy based on the FeCrAlY or the 
NiCrAlY system (ref. 6). Another use for oxide dispersion 
strengthened alloys is as vanes: in fact, one alloy is already 
specified as bill-of-material in an advanced military engine. 
Fiber reinforced superalloys. - The next higher level of use 
temperature (fig. V-6) capability, above that of the oxide dis- 
persion strengthened alloys, is occupied by the fiber reinforced 
superalloys (FRS). These are composite materials in which we 
can take advantage of the high strength at high temperature of 
reinforcing fibers, such as tungsten, and the ductility of 
superalloys as a matrix to achieve an outstanding combination of 
properties. The lOOO-hour density-compensated rupture strength 
of several fiber reinforced superalloy or FRS composites is 
shown in figure V-13 along with a typical superalloy for com- 
parison. The relative strength advantage of each composite is 
controlled by the wire used to reinforce the superalloy. The 
composite using unalloyed tungsten lamp filament, such as 218 
alloy wire, achieves a modest improvement, while the composite 
with WReHfC alloy wire, developed as part of the Lewis Research 
Center FRS program, has more than a fourfold advantage in 
strength - density at 20000 F over conventional superalloys 
(refs. 7 and 8). 
In addition to high temperature strength, FRS has the added ad- 
vantages of high thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion 
as shown in figure V-14. The high thermal conductivity of tung- 
sten provides a typical FRS composite with a thermal conductiv- 
ity about twice that of conventional superalloys (ref. 9). This 
advantage can be used to increase the effectiveness of cooled 
turbine components by increasing life at a given cooling airflow 
or by reducing cooling airflow to increase engine efficiency. 
The lower thermal expansion of FRS compared with nickel and co- 
balt superalloys also aids in reducing the severity of the 
creep-fatigue interaction discussed previously. 
A question that has been addressed is how such a complex com- 
posite blade would be fabricated. Figure V-15 shows schemati- 
cally the process employed for turbine blade fabrication. This 
process is based on the technology evolved for boron-aluminum 
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fan blades. A filament mat and matrix alloy foil are combined 
to form composite monotape, which is cut into plies. These 
plies are stacked in a die and then diffusion bonded at temper- 
ature to form a blade. 
Figure V-16 shows how a cooled turbine blade has been made using 
a modification of the basic process just described. A solid 
steel core was used along with monotapes and root blocks. After 
diffusion bonding, the steel core was removed by acid leaching 
to form a hollow internal cavity. An impingement cooling insert 
can be used to provide more complex cooling passages to improve 
cooling effectiveness. The photograph in figure V-17 shows a 
JT-9D blade with an unmachined oversized base fabricated using 
this process. The blade, about 4 inches long, was designed to 
the same external contour as the bill-of-material blade and to 
within 10 percent of the weight of the superalloy blade (ref. 
10). The wall thickness was modified to take advantage of com- 
posite properties. This illustrates the feasibility of fab-. 
ricating cooled hot section parts such as blades and vanes using 
the FRS process concept. 
Other hot section parts such as combustor liners are attractive 
candidates and are being explored for possible application of 
FRS. Unfortunately, as the operating temperature goes up, the 
severity of environmental effects such as oxidation and hot cor- 
rosion also increases. 
Improved Environmental Protection Systems 
The development of stronger alloys, often at the expense of re- 
sistance to the oxidation and hot corrosion attack processes, 
has made surface protection problems extremely challenging. 
Metallic coatings. - Over the past 15 years, metallic coating 
selection criteria have been devised by a combination of ana- 
lytical and experimental approaches. 
Figure V-18 shows a simplified oxidation resistance map on the 
left for three key elements affecting the oxidation resistance 
of superalloys nickel, chromium, and aluminum (ref. 11). Most 
cast superalloys fall in the poor area and the lower part of the 
fair area. The two composition areas exhibiting good oxidation 
resistance define two major coating classifications. Simple 
aluminide coatings, which have compositions near the apex of the 
diagram, are typically formed by reaction between the alloy and 
a source of aluminum (ref. 12). Overlay or add-on coatings, 
which can be deposited by such methods as electron-beam evapo- 
ration (ref. 13) or cladding (ref. 14), typically fall near the 
center of the diagram. 
A second factor to consider in coating selection is hot corro- 
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sion resistance. As discussed previously, hot corrosion is 
caused by impurities in the air reacting with sulfur' in the fuel 
to form a condensed fluxing liquid. The hot corrosion map (ref. 
15) for the same three elements near the apex of the diagram can 
be undesirable for hot corrosion protection while coating compo- 
sitions falling across the center of the diagram are good. The 
most favorable coating for a given application can be selected 
by properly balancing coating composition with additional fac- 
tors such as ductility (ref. 16) and processing cost. The need 
for high ductility at low temperature generally favors composi- 
tions near the center of the maps while cost considerations 
favor aluminide coatings having compositions near the apex. The 
same principles can also be applied in the selection of cobalt- 
base coating compositions (ref. 17). 
The significant degree to which metallic coatings can extend ox- 
idation life compared to bare superalloys is illustrated by the 
burner rig data of figure V-19. Here, life in a Mach 1 burner 
rig is plotted as a function of temperature. Simple aluminide 
coatings which fall toward the lower end of the coated specimen 
range offer more than a fourfold extension of life (ref. 18) 
whereas overlay coatings offer as much as a fiftyfold extension 
in life. The effectiveness of overlay coatings as protection 
against hot corrosion is illustrated in figure V-20. Here spec- 
imen weight loss (ref. 19) in a Mach 0.3, Jet A fueled burner 
rig is shown. Hot corrosion is induced by injecting sea salt at 
a 5 ppm concentration based on air flow. In this accelerated 
test, most uncoated cast nickel-base alloys suffer immediate and 
rapid hot corrosion attack. A NiCrAlY overlay affords protec- 
tion for 1100 hours. 
Coatings are also highly effective in suppressing the initiation 
of creep-fatigue induced cracks as illustrated in figure V-21 by 
the log scale plot of cycles to crack initiation. The data were 
obtained in a fluidized bed (ref. 20). The random poly- 
crystalline cast MM-200 alloy exhibits low life. The addition 
of an aluminide coating more than doubled life. Directional 
solidification to obtain a more crack resistant strulcture dra- 
matically improves thermal fatigue resistance. The addition of 
an overlay coating to this stronger alloy more than doubled 
life. 
Our current efforts in metallic coatings are aimed at developing 
better coatings for airfoil cooling passages, improving plasma 
spray deposited coatings so that they are equivalent in per- 
formance to the more costly electron beam evaporated coatings, 
and developing coatings for advanced alloys such as MA-6000E. 
Thermal barrier coatings. - Another concept undergoing rapid de- 
velopment is the thermal barrier coating (refs. 21 to 24). The 
conventional metallic coated blade illustrated on the left in 
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figure V-22 can operate in gas turbines under conditions where 
the gas temperature is above the high temperature strength capa- 
bility of the superalloy and even above its melting point be- 
cause of air cooling. If a 15-mil insulating oxide ceramic 
layer or thermal barrier is added (as shown on the right in fig. 
V-22), the difference between the gas and metal temperatures can 
be increased by 200 o to 600° F without additional cooling. 
The vital glue that locks the oxide onto the superalloy is an 
oxidation resistant metallic bond coating as can be seen from 
the optical photom,icrograph. Both the bond coat and the oxide 
layers shown in figure V-22 were deposited by a plasma spray 
process. The concepts discussed earlier for metallic coating 
selection are also being applied to bond coat selection. Be- 
sides proper selection of the bond coat composition, the selec- 
tion of the oxide composition is key to the durability of the 
NASA thermal barrier coating (refs. 21 and 23). 
Because of the large temperature drop through the oxide layer, 
thermal barrier coatings are not just another new family of pro- 
tective coatings. The thermal barrier coating is a revolution- 
ary concept that can be applied to turbine airfoils in many 
ways. An example of the calculated benefits of a lo-mil oxide 
coating applied to the cooled components of a high bypass engine 
is shown in table V-l. Cooling air reductions to the first and 
second stages are shown in the center column as a percent of 
engine airflow. The 6.1 percent total cooling air saving yields 
a net thrust specific fuel consumption improvement of 1.3 per- 
cent. Alternatively, blade life can be improved by more than 
four times at the baseline coolant flow because of lower metal 
temperatures and less severe transient thermal stresses. 
Looking ahead, thermal barrier coatings may also provide gains 
in efficiency by permitting higher gas temperatures without in- 
creasing the coolant flow. Thus, thermal barrier coatings can 
greatly extend the capability of conventional superalloys as 
well as of advanced material concepts such as single crystals, 
ODS superalloys, and FRS alloys. 
The durability of the thermal barrier coating is illustrated by 
the cyclic Mach 1 burner rig data shown in figure V-23. The 
Zr02 12 weight percent Y2O3 NASA coating lasts about l-hour 
cycles at a surface temperature of 26400 F. This is the coat- 
ing that survived on turbine blades for 500 cycles between full 
power and flameout in a J-75 engine (ref. 25). Reducing the 
yttria content to 8 weight percent to obtain a tougher, stronger 
oxide resulted in a dramatic life improvement as shown by the 
two lower bars in figure V-23. This improved coating lasted 
2000 hours without failure at a 400 higher surface tempera- 
ture. Finally, at a surface temperature of 28600 F, which is 
well above levels anticipated in any current engine, the coating 
survived over 700 l-hour cycles. 
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Recent JT-9D engine tests conducted on a cooperative basis with 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (ref. 26) indicate that the original 
1976 NASA coating is not yet engine ready as an add-on for 
first-stage turbine blades. Currently, our efforts are directed 
toward improving coating durability by further composition and 
process refinement, and toward developing a design methodology 
which treats the coating and airfoil as an integral system. The 
aerodynamic and heat-transfer aspects of thermal barrier coat- 
ings are covered in the TURBOMACHINERY TECHNOLOGY paper of this 
conference proceedings. 
Abradable seal materials. - Besides applying our understanding 
of the environmental resistance of NiCrAl alloys to coatings, we 
have used it to develop an improved first-stage turbine abrad- 
able shroud material. This powder metallurgy material, known as 
Genaseal, was developed under NASA contract by the General Elec- 
tric Company (ref. 27). 
An engine-tested shroud segment filled with Genaseal is compared 
to two types of shroud segments filled with Bradelloy in figure 
V-24. The Genaseal segment is in better condition than either 
of the Bradelloy segments. Genaseal offers improved abrad- 
ability and oxidation resistance at temperatures about 1500 F 
above Bradelloy. Consequently, turbine efficiency can be im- 
proved by reducing the cooling air to the shrouds. Also, tur- 
bine efficiency can be retained by preferential wear of the 
shrouds rather than wear of the blades during rubs. Genaseal is 
now the bill-of-material shroud in one aircraft gas turbine en- 
gine and is under consideration for a number of others. The de- 
velopment of an even higher temperature capability oxide ceramic 
turbine shroud is covered in the MECHANICAL COMPONENTS paper of 
this conference proceedings. 
Development of Life Prediction Methods 
Of prime importance to the engine designer is the availability 
of techniques for predicting the life of engine hot section com- 
ponents. The creep-fatigue behavior is one major aspect that 
must be taken into account in order to achieve accurate compo- 
nent life prediction in advance of service. 
Strainrange Partitioning. - A promising method has been under 
development at the NASA Lewis Research Center during the past 
several years called Strainrange Partitioning (ref. 28). The 
method serves two primary functions: it is a method for char- 
acterizing the creep-fatigue behavior of materials, and then, 
once characterized, it can be used to predict the thermal fa- 
tigue lives of components made of those materials. 
The creep-fatigue behavior of any material which undergoes 
cyclic inelastic deformation can be characterized by means of 
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the Strainrange Partitioning method. Figure V-25 represents the 
relationship between the cyclic strainrange imposed on a lab- 
oratory test specimen and the number of times the cycle can be 
repeated before failure occurs by cracking. Four curves are 
shown; each represents whay may happen when creep is imposed in 
different ways. When no creep is present, the uppermost curve, 
which represents the pure fatigue condition, results. Creep im- 
posed in only the compressive half of the cycle reduces the cy- 
clic life. Creep in both the tensile and compressive halves of 
the cycle gives rise to further life reductions. .Finally, when 
only tensile creep occurs, the greatest life loss is suffered, 
and the lower bound on cyclic life is established. Any con- 
ceivable reversed strain cycle can be broken down or partitioned 
into components of the four types of strainrange shown. 
by employing a damage rule, 
Then, 
the lifetime of any cycle can be 
predicted. 
Considerable experience has been gained in using Strainrange 
Partitioning to characterize the creep-fatigue behavior of high 
temperature engineering alloys. An international symposium 
(ref. 29) was held recently during which organizations from six 
NATO nations presented the results of a 2-year evaluation pro- 
gram of Strainrange Partitioning. By and large, the method 
proved to be a satisfactory approach for characterizing the 
creep-fatigue resistance of high temperature alloys. 
To date, over 50 engineering alloys have been studied using the 
Strainrange Partitioning method of characterization. In gen- 
eral, the cyclic lives can be correlated to within a factor of 
2. Considering that the scatter in cyclic life measurements is 
also on the order of a factor of 2, the correlation capabilities 
of the method are highly satisfactory. 
The second important aspect of Strainrange Partitioning is its 
ability to predict thermal fatigue lives. The method is cur- 
rently being used to predict the cyclic lifetimes of hot section 
components which are life limited by thermal fatigue cracking. 
Under contract, the General Electric Company will be applying 
the method to the life prediction of a CF6-6 first-stage high 
pressure turbine blade squealer tip. Over the past few years 
Pratt & Whitney has been making life predictions of combustor 
liners in high bypass ratio engines using a rudimentary form of 
Strainrange Partitioning (ref. 30). A recently initiated con- 
tract program with Pratt & Whitney calls for a more sophisti- 
cated use of the method in making liner life calculations. 
Figure V-26 illustrates the severity of thermal fatigue cracking 
in combustor liners. Cracks have initiated and propagated from 
the lip edge of the louvered liner construction. The accuracy 
with which the thermal fatigue lives of combustor liners can be 
predicted is shown in figure V-27 (ref. 31). Observed lives are 
on the order of a few thousands of cycles to failure, with vari- 
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ations due to different flight missions. These missions result 
in different operating temperatures, strainranges, and times. 
Strainrange Partitioning takes into account these variations di- 
rectly and accordingly predicts greater or lesser lives depend- 
ing on the severity of the flight mission. Predicted lives 
agree with the observed lives to within factors of 2 as indi- 
cated in the figure. This accuracy is considered remarkably 
good since the correlation of laboratory specimen data is also 
within a factor of 2. 
Oxidation and corrosion prediction. - Considerable progress has 
also been made in developing techniques for predicting the de- 
gree of environmental attack at high temperatures. At NASA 
Lewis a technique known as COREST (corrosion estimation) has 
been developed for predicting oxidation attack of bare super- 
alloys. COREST is available as a computer program (ref. 32). 
With COREST the depth of oxidation attack can be estimated from 
weight change data. Estimated depths of oxidation attack for a 
number of high temperature alloys were calculated by using an 
early version of COREST, and these estimations are compared with 
actual depths of attack in figure V-28 (ref. 33). In many cases 
the measured values exceed the estimated values because the es- 
timation does not take grain boundary oxidation into account. 
However, most actual values fall within a factor of 3 of the 
predictions. COREST can also be applied to predict long-time 
depth of attack from short-time oxidation data. 
In the area of hot corrosion, we are in the early stages of de- 
veloping a method for predicting attack of bare superalloys. 
The basis for this method is a series of statistically designed, 
loo-hour, Mach 0.3 burner rig experiments. The variables are 
the corrosive elements and their concentration and the tem- 
perature. In figure V-29 good agreement between predicted 200- 
hour attack and measured attack is shown for four superalloys 
exposed to a complex combination of corrosive elements. These 
limited results are most encouraging. 
The prediction of coating life is far more complex than for bare 
metals. The microstructure of an as-deposited NiCrAlY coating 
on an oxide dispersion strengthened superalloy is shown on the 
left in figure V-30. The protective oxide scale forming ele- 
ments, aluminum and chromium, are concentrated in the darkly 
etched particles. After 200 hours of cyclic Mach 0.3 burner rig 
exposure at 20000 F, shown on the right of figure V-30, some 
protective elements are consumed by the oxidation reaction as 
can be seen from the disappearance of the darkly etched phase 
from the thin layer at the surface. However, the diffusion re- 
action between the coating and alloy has resulted in a greater 
loss of coating protective capability than has the reaction with 
the environment. We have developed a method for predicting the 
diffusion reaction kinetics in simple model alloy systems (ref. 
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34). Further research with this method and adaptation of the 
environmental attack like prediction methods already discussed 
.are key approaches to obtaining a comprehensive coating life 
prediction methodology. 
INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE COMPONENTS - DISKS 
Disks operate at lower temperatures than the hot section compo- 
nents thus far discussed. However, they are a critical compo- 
nent in that failure poses a serious threat to safe aircraft 
operation. Until recently, disk materials were confined to 
wrought alloys and these provided definite limitations as to 
strength, fabricability,. and cost. However, with the advances 
in powder metallurgy techniques, very significant progress is 
being made in this area as well. 
The requirements for alloys to be used as disks are somewhat 
different from those of the hot section components. Environ- 
mental attack, for example, is minimized by the lower tempera- 
tures. Since disks are highly loaded parts, the first concern 
must be with strength - especially uniformity of strength - so 
that we can design to the greatest advantage without some small 
weaker area developing a crack prematurely. Disks are large and 
heavy; therefore, cost, including material use efficiency, is a 
factor. And the loading on a disk is cyclic, so fatigue resis- 
tance must also be considered. 
The traditional practice of manufacturing disks has been to cast 
and then forge. This process wastes material. Also, nonuni- 
formities inherent in the casting process are carried through 
forging and weaken production disks. The powder metallurgy pro- 
cess offers the potential of increased alloy additions without 
harmful segregation. Work on this process has also been part of 
NASA's MATE program. 
The process itself is illustrated in figure V-31. Prealloyed 
metal powders are loaded into a can shaped like the final pro- 
duct. The powder is consolidated by the combined effects of 
heat and pressure in a hot isostatic press. After removal of 
the can by etching, only minimal machining is required to bring 
the part into the shape necessary for quality assurance by sonic 
inspection. It should be noted that the scale marker below the 
two disks in figure V-31 is 12 inches long. So the diameter of 
the disks is 19 inches, more than double that which had previ- 
ously been processed by powder metallurgy techniques. 
A finished disk made by the powder metallurgy process is il- 
lustrated in figure V-32. This disk would be used in a large 
commercial engine to hold the first stage of blades. As already 
indicated, the primary advantage of making the disk by powder 
metallurgy is uniformity; highly alloyed parts can be made with 
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confidence that all portions are similar in strength (ref. 35). 
The process is also conservative of materials, reducing machin- 
ing by 34 percent, and is projected to result in cost savings on 
the order of 25 percent., 
As part of the continuing efforts at NASA Lewis to provide mate- 
rials for hotter and more efficient engines, we are seeking to 
identify advanced disk materials. These are evaluated at tem- 
peratures well above current disk use temperatures. Consequent- 
ly, the creep-fatigue mechanisms described previously become 
very important. As shown in table V-2, the ultimate tensile 
strength attainable has been increased from about 180 000 for 
conventional wrought disk alloys to 221 000 pounds per square 
inch by means of powder metallurgy materials. Also, the number 
of cycles to first crack has increased dramatically from 8000 to 
165 000 cycles (ref. 36). Unfortunately, the number of cycles 
to propagate such cracks to test specimen failure has decreased 
It would, of course, be desirable to improve all the alloy 
properties. As is the case in all our material programs, deter- 
mining the optimum balance of properties for a component, in 
this case a disk, continues to be a major area of investigation. 
COLD SECTION COMPONENTS 
Thus far the hot section and the intermediate temperature engine 
components have been discussed. It is appropriate to conclude 
by considering some of the advances being made with composite 
materials for the engine cold section components. Some of the 
components where composites can and to some extent are being 
used in this part of the engine include rotating fan blades and 
static structures such as the frame-containment ring and the ex- 
haust nozzle flaps. 
A number of benefits can be gained by using composites, both 
polymer matrix and metal matrix, for these components. The 
lower density of composites combined with their greater stiff- 
ness and strength permits designers to tailor these materials to 
meet component requirements while improving performance and de- 
creasing component weight. In addition, costs may be reduced by 
decreasing the number of parts needed for an engine. For exam- 
ple, the number of blades per stage or the number of stages may 
be reduced, thereby lowering costs. 
Fan Blades 
The major impediment to using composite fan blades remains that 
of inadequate resistance to large object foreign object damage 
(refs. 37 and 38). Figure V-33 show; a number of design varia- 
tions and materials combinations under study to apply composites 
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to fan blades. The designs include solid and hollow blades, a 
spar-shell configuration with a leading edge or central spar, 
and a composite patch design wherein the midspan damper is re- 
moved and a composite patch substituted for vibration dampening. 
Three types of composite materials are being used - polymer ma- 
trix, boron-aluminum, and superhybrids. The latter is a combi- 
nation of polymer and metal matrix composites. Improvements are 
being made to overcome the foreign object damage limitation to 
composite fan blades. 
Engine Static Structures 
There is a more immediate opportunity for application of compos- 
ites to static engine structures. Figure V-34 illustrates a 
graphite-epoxy fan frame for a quiet, clean, short-haul experi- 
mental engine (QCSEE) program (refs. 39 and 40). The QCSEE pro- 
gram conducted by NASA has been described in previous confer- 
ences held at NASA Lewis. It is expected that weight savings up 
to 30 percent can be achieved by this approach compared to cur- 
rent frames. The composite frame includes a composite contain- 
ment ring. This component is designed to prevent a failed fan 
blade from penetrating the engine case. A heavy steel ring has 
been replaced by a lightweight fiber composite to satisfy the 
containment requirement. 
Figure V-35 shows a recent application of a graphite-polyimide 
composite for the nozzle flaps of the F-100 engine. The stand- 
ard flaps are titanium, and the substitution of composite flaps 
is intended both to increase service life and to decrease 
weight. The figure shows a composite flap installed in an F15 
aircraft at Edwards Air Force Base to evaluate service perfor- 
mance. In addition to flaps, graphite-polyimide composites are 
being applied to the thrust reverser stang of the JT-8D engine 
on the DC-9 aircraft. PMR polyimide, developed at the Lewis Re- 
search Center, is used as the matrix for that component. 
Thus, composites appear to have a bright future for achieving 
significant increases in component durability, reducing weight, 
and ultimately engine cost. Further research in this area is 
continuing to fully realize their potential. 
SUMMARY 
The advances of materials and structures for propulsion systems 
are now summarized. 
We have made major strides in developing a better understanding 
of hot section component failure modes such as thermal fatigue 
and environmental attack, and we have used this understanding to 
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provide components with improved performance potential. Direc- 
tionally structured materials, such.as ODS superalloys and FRS, 
have demonstrated the potential for significant increases in hot 
section component use temperature (up to 21000 F). Coatings, 
both metallic and thermal barrier, can be used to increase the 
use temperature by retarding environmental attack and by ther- 
mally insulating components. Improved materials for abradable 
seals permit increases in service temperature (as much as 150° 
F) with reduced leakage losses. Accurate life prediction tech- 
niques for failure modes, such as thermal fatigue, oxidation, 
and corrosion, are being developed for use by designers to uti- 
lize more of the service life potential of the improved mate- 
rials for the engine hot section components. 
Powder metallurgy fabrication processing of disks, one of the 
key intermediate temperature engine components, permits lower 
fabrication costs and increased strength up to 220 ksi at 
12000 F. Cold section components can be made lighter and 
stiffer by using composite materials. Composites also afford 
the potential for reduced cost through reduction of the number 
of required parts. 
Thus, it is apparent that major strides are being made in ad- 
vancing the state-of-the-art of the engine materials and struc- 
tural concepts which are so key to achieving the performance 
gains desired in advanced turbine engines. 
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF 10 MIL THERMAL BARRIER 
COATINGS ON HIGH BYPASS ENGINE 
COMPONENT COOLANT REDUCTION, TSFC, 
% ENGINE AIRFLOW % 
1ST VANES 4.2 -0.4 
1ST BLADES 1.2 -. 4 
2ND VANES .6 -. 3 
2ND BLADES 1 L -2 A 
6. 1 -1.3 
ALTERNATIVELY, 4X LIFE IMPROVEMENT AT BASEUNE 
COOLANT FLOW. 
cs-79-1612 
Table V-l 
ADVANCED DISK ALLOY PROPERTIES 
12CJll’ F UTS, ksi 
CYCLES TO 
INITIAL CRACK 
CYCLES TO 
PROPAGATE 
CRACK TO 
FAILURE 
WROUGHT 
WASPALOY 
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8000 
725 
WROUGHT POWDER POWDER 
ASTROLOY METALLURGY METALLURGY 
IN 100 NASA II-B7 
197 196 
24 000 64000 
265 75 
221 
165 000 
<lO 
Table V-2 cs-79-1509 
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THERMAL FATIGUE CRACKS 
IN COOLED INLET GUIDE VANE 
Fig1 we V- 
CYCLIC LIFE IS REDUCED BY CREEP 
AT TRANSVERSE GRAIN BOUNDARIES 
TRANSGRANULAR (FATIGUE) 
CYCLIC 
LIFE 
INTERGRANULAR (CREEP) 
INCREASING TEMP OR INCREASING TIME/CYCLE cs-79-1497 
Figure V-2 
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SCHEMATIC OF 
PARABOLIC 
OXIDE GROWTH 
MODES OF OXIDATION ATTACK 
OXIDE 
VAPORIZATION 
OXIDE 
SP/iLLING 
SCHEMATIC OF MODES OF HOT CORROSION/EROSION ATTACK 
GASEOUS REACTION 
LIQUID DEPOSITION. 
OXIDE FLUXING - 
HOT CORROSION 
LIQUID/SOLID LIQUID OR 
DEPOSlTlON - SOLlD IMPACT - 
FOULING EROSION 
CULPRITS: Na, Cl, S 
cs-79-1620 
Ca, P, Mg 
Figure V-4 
CARBON, ASH, DIRT 
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HOT CORRODED TURBINE VANES 
Figure V-5 
PROJECTED USE TEMPERATURES FOR TURBINE 
BLADE MATERIALS 
2600 - 
2400 - 
2200 - 
BER REINFORCED 
UPERALLOY (FRS) 
-OXIDE DISPERSION 
STRENGTHENED 
SUPERALLOY (ODS) “5:“Ru”c”T;;; 
I. 
SINGLE CRYSTAL SUPERALLOYS 
‘-MAR M-200 + Hf 
1200 I I 
1950 l%O 1970 1980 1990 2ooO 
cs-79-1510 
Figure V-6 
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CAST TURBINE BLADES 
CONVENTIONAL DIRECTIONALLY SINGLE 
CASTlNG SOLIDIFIED CRYSTAL 
1920’ F 1920’ F 1%5’F 
COOLING NO COOLING NO COOLING 
REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED cs-79-1579 
Figure V-7 
MECHANICAL ALLOYING PROCESS 
HIGH ENERGY MILL 
0 
UNIFORMLY 
ALLOYED 
POWDER 
HOT EXTRUSION e 
HEATING ELEMENT 
HOT ROLLING cs-79-1298 
GRADIENT ANNEALING 
FigureV-8 
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MACRO AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF AN OXIDE DISPERSION 
STRENGTHENED SUPERALLOY,MA-6000E 
EXTRUDED HOT ROLLED 
I 
Figure V-9 
I 
1 w cs-79-1507 
USETEMPERATURE ADVANTAGE OF ODS SUPERALLOYS 
21wr 1000 hr LIFE AT 15 DDO psi 
2ow 
1900 I 
TEMP, 
OF 
1800 
t 
1700 
1600 t- 
cs-79-1511 
B-1900 D. S. 
MAR M-200 
+ HI 
SINGLE 
CRYSTAL 
MAR M-247 
I 
i 
ODS 
MA- 
Figure V-10 
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SUPERIOR THERMAL FATIGUE RESISTANCE OF 
MA-6000E ODS SUPERALLOY 
MAR-M200 DS SINGLE CRYSTAL 
MAR-M2OOt Hf + NiCrAlY OVERLAY 
ODS MA-6000E 
ODS MA-6ODCE + NiCrAlY OVERLAY 
DS MAR-MZDO 
FLUIDIZED BED 
B-1900 
3 min - 3 min 
I 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5ooO 6000 7000 
CYCLES TO FIRSTCRACK CS-79-1297 
Figure V-11 
EXPERIMENTAL SEGMENTED ODS COMBUSTOR DESIGN 
Figure V-12 
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STRENGTH ADVANTAGE OF TUNGSTEN FIBER 
REINFORCED SUPERALLOY(FRS) 
1000 hr 
STRESS/DENSITY 
CS-79-1525 
TEMP: 200@ F 
SUPERALLOYS 218 W-1-112 Th02 W-Re-Hf-C 
Figure V-13 
RELATIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
AND THERMAL EXPANSION ADVANTAGE 
OF FRS OVER SUPERALLOYS 
CONDITION: TYPICAL TURBINE BLADE TEMPS 
2 
THERMAL 
CONDUCTlVlTY 1 
CS-79-1528 
SUPER- FRS 
ALLOY COMPOSITE 
FRS SUPER- 
COMPOSITE ALLOY 
Figure V-14 
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FIBER REINFORCED SUPERALLOY' 
FABRICATION PROCESS 
FILAMENT MAT ALLOY FOIL MONOTAPE 
;-u CUTPf,ESFCK 1 / AS-PRESSED 
BLADE 
DIFFUSION BOND 
CS-79-1516 
Figure V-15 
COMPOSITE BLADE ASSEMBLY SCHEMATIC 
TRAILING k 
STEI 
SUPERALLOY -4 
OUTSERTS Lfl .;I 
& INSERTS 
L LEADING EDGE PLIES 
FORMED AROUND CORE 
Figure V-16 
CS-79-1526 
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COOLED FIBER REINFORCED SUPERALLOY 
TURBINE BLADE 
Figure V-17 
METALLIC COATING SELECTION METHOD 
OXIDATION RESISTANCE HOT CORROSION 
AT 2OD@ F RESISTANCE 
50 100 
NICKEL CONTENT, at % 
GOOD 
FAIR 
NICKEL CZNT, at. % 
Figure V-18 cs-79-1305 
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METALLIC COATINGS EXTEND OXIDATION LIFE 
OF SUPERALLOYS 
MACH 1 BURNER,1 hr AT TEMP= 3 min AT RT 
TEMP, 20Do 
OF 
1900 - UNCOATED 
1800 I I 
10 100 1000 10 000 
LIFE, hr CS-79-1615 
Figure V-19 
METALLIC COATINGS EXTEND HOT CORROSION 
LIFE OF SUPERALLOYS 
M 0.3 BURNER RIG, 1 hr AT 900°C= 3 min AT RT; 5 ppm SEA SALT 
/ \ 
ALLOYS 
I I I 
0 4cm 800 1200 1600 
hr 
CS-79-1613 
Figure V-20 
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METALLIC COATINGS EXTEND THERMAL FATIGUE 
LIVES OF SUPERALLOYS 
FLUIDIZED BED TEST; 2000’ F (3 mid = 600’ F (3 min) 
1 DS + NiCrAlY COATlNG I 
DIRECTIONALLY SOLIDIFIED (DS) MAR M-200 
I 
I 
10 100 1000 10 000 
CYCLES TO CRACK INITIATION CS-79-1617 
Figure V-21 
SCHEMATIC OF THERMAL BARRIER COATING CONCEPT 
COATED CONVENTIONAL AIRFOIL THERMAL BARRIER COATED AIRFOIL 
CS-79-1622 
COOLING I 
AIR 
I 
SUPERALLOY I 
METALLIC i 
COATING 
I 
I 
r I 
/‘- 
-.- 
COOLING AIR 
-SUPERALLOY 
BOND COAT 
OXIDE 
SUPERALLOY 
Figure V-22 
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THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS OFFER LONG LIVES AT 
VERY HIGH TEMPERATURES 
MACH 1 BURNER RIG; 1 hr HOT= 70’ F (30 set) 
SURFACE 
TEMP 
2640' F 
Zr02. 8Y 203 INiCrAlY 2680' F 
Zr02. 8Y203/NiCrAIY 2860' F 
I I 
0 500 1000 1500 ’ 2m 
CYCLES TO FAILURE CS-79-1614 
Figure V-23 
GENASEALIS IMPROVED SHROUD MATERIAL 
CF6-5K ENGINE GROUND TEST RESULTS 
BRA- 7 BRADELLOY 
Figure V-24 
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CHARACTERIZATION F CREEP-FATIGUE B HAVIOR 
BY STRAINRANGE PARTITIONING 
CYCLIC STRAIN 
RANGE 
rN0 CREEP 
,‘r COMPRESSIVE CREEP ONLY 
,///,-TENSILE & COMPRESSIVE CREEP 
CYCLES-TO-FAILURE CS-79-1502 
Figure V-25 
THERMAL FATIGUE CRACKS IN COMBUSTOR LINER 
cs-79-1496 
Figure V-26 
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ACCURACY OF STRAINRANGE PARTITIONING IN PREDICTING 
COMBUSTOR LINER LIFE IN HIGH BYPASS RATIO ENGIN'ES 
10 
1 
PREDICTED LIFE, 
CYCLES 
cs-79-1503 
10 1111 I 1111 I Ill1 
cao 10 ooo 10 100 1 
OBSERVED LIFE, CYCLES 
FigureV-27 
PRED #lCTlON OF OXIDATION ATTACK BY COREST 
ESTIMATED 
DEPTH OF 
AllACK 
1000 
100 
1 
10 
h 
ISOTHERMAL 
CYCLIC 
1: 
1 10 100 1000 
MAX MEASURED DEPTH OF ATTACK cs-79-1619 
FigureV-28 
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PREDICTION OF HOT CORROSION ATTACK 
MACH 0.3 BURNER RIG, 1 hr 1740' F= 3 min RT, 200 CYCLES 
FUEL IMPURITIES IN ppm: 0.9 Na, 0.9 K, 0.45Ca, 0.45 Mg 
PREDICTED 
DEPTH 
OFATrACK 
CS-79-1616 MEASURED DEPTHOFAllACK 
Figure V-29 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUBSTRATEREACTIONS 
DEGRADE COATINGS 
AS-DEPOSITED NiCrAlY COATING AFTER. 200 hr AT 2000° F 
CS-79-1621 
Figure V-30 
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HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING OF LARGE DISK 
FILLED 
CONTAINER 
cs-79-1506 
HOT INSPECTION SHAPE 
ISOSTATIC 
PRESS 
Figure V-31 
ADVANTAGES: 
UNIFORMITY 
34% CHIP REDUCTlON 
2% COST REDUCTlON 
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COMPOSITE FAN BLADE 
MATERIALS 
DESIGN VARlATlONS 
& DESIGNS 
MATERIAL COMBINATIONS 
GRAPHITE 
GLASS EPOXY 
KEVLAR 
BORON I 
POLYIMIDE 
SOLID 
HOLLOW 
LEADING EDGE 
SPAR 
CENTRAL 
SPAR 
COMPOSITE PATCH 
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BORON/ALUMINUM 
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CS-79-1527 
Figure V-33 
COMPOSITE FAN FRAME/CONTAINMENT RING 
- --l---Y 
Figure V-34 
CS-79-1524 
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COMPOSITE NOZZLE FLAP FOR F-100 ENGINE 
Figure V-35 
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VI. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID MECHANICS OF INTERNAL FLOW 
David N. Bowditch, William D. McNally, Bernhard H. Anderson, 
John J . Adamczyk, and Peter M. Sockol 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Computational fluid mechanics, a method for determining the in- 
ternal flows of a propulsion system, shares many solution tech- 
niques with external-flow computations. However, internal flows 
present unique problems that require different procedures in 
applying those solution techniques or, in some cases, completely 
different approaches. Some of these problems are illustrated by 
the variable-cycle propulsion system for supersonic cruise shown 
in figure VI-l. The internal flows of this propulsion system 
include supersonic, transonic, and subsonic flows in the inlet 
and nozzle and speed variations from subsonic to supersonic on a 
single fan blade row. The viscous layers are very important for 
internal flows. This is particularly true where the annulus 
heights are small and the adverse pressure gradients are large, 
such as in a compressor or an inlet, which can have pressure 
ratios of 20 or higher. The latter stages of the compressor 
encounter boundary layers over a major portion of the passage. 
These boundary layers interact with the flow-field curvature to 
create secondary flows in the blade rows. Therefore, the pro- 
pulsion-system flow analysis poses many problems that are dif- 
ferent from those encountered in computing the external flows 
around the aircraft. This paper discusses some major solution 
techniques for internal computational fluid mechanics and pre- 
sents some examples from the Lewis Research Center program. It 
then discusses the major steps involved in developing a large 
computer code. 
Until recently, internal aerodynamics has relied on a combina- 
tion of analysis and empirical correlations that were obtained 
from many hours of testing. Testing is becoming increasingly 
expensive as component performance becomes more demanding in 
order to satisfy the requirements of complex engines such as the 
variable-cycle engine in figure VI-l. While the cost of testing 
has been increasing, the relative computation cost has been de- 
creasing, as shown in figure VI-2, where the relative computa- 
tion cost for many of the computers introduced in the last 25 
years is plotted at the year each new computer became available. 
A value of 1 corresponds to the IBM 360-67 cost. Currently, 
computation costs are one-hundredth of that cost and are still 
declining. Therefore, internal computational fluid mechanics 
becomes more attractive as computation costs continue to decline. 
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The goals for the Lewis program include rapid simulation of com- 
plex flows combined with detailed flow-field descriptions. Com- 
putations provide much more detailed information about the flow 
than most researchers can afford to measure. The goals also in- 
clude simulation of flows that are too costly to duplicate ex- 
perimentally and rapid configuration optimization. Meeting 
these goals will reduce the cost, time, and risk to arrive at 
improved designs. 
SOLUTION TECHNIQUES USED IN INTERNAL COMPUTATIONAL 
FLUID MECHANICS 
The major solution techniques used in internal computational 
fluid mechanics are shown in figure VI-3. The most complex 
equations are the full viscous equations. Solving these equa- 
tions for turbulent flow requires calculating all the eddies 
shown in the upper left of figure VI-3. This photograph was 
taken with a camera that was moving with the flow. Even with 
the special-purpose computers currently planned, solving these 
equations would require so long that it could only be done for 
research in fluid mechanics. 
Therefore, the first of many efforts to model the flow is done 
in a manner that simplifies the equations so that they can be 
solved more quickly. The effect of the eddies on the flow is 
simulated with a turbulence model so that the viscous profiles 
shown on the right in figure VI-3 can be calculated. This gives 
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes, or viscous, equations. 
These are still complex enough that current computers can only 
economically calculate relatively simple two- and three-dimen- 
sional flows. 
For less time-consuming solutions, more modeling is needed to 
obtain the methods shown at the bottom of figure VI-3. Addi- 
tional modeling can provide faster viscous marching methods. By 
separating the viscous layer from the free-stream flow, we can 
model each separately and can still obtain certain interactions 
by using interacting free-stream - viscous methods. By neglect- 
ing all viscous effects and using numerical inviscid methods, we 
can concentrate the computation effort on defining the shocks 
and the large flow gradients in regions like the leading edge of 
a compressor blade. For some time-dependent flows, such as 
those associated with flutter and forced vibration, solutions 
must be obtained in seconds. Therefore, further modeling is re- 
quired to obtain analytical methods. In the following discus- 
sion, these methods are described, and examples from the Lewis 
program are presented. 
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Analytical Methods for Unsteady Flow 
Unsteady linearized aerodynamic theory has been used at Lewis to 
analyze the onset of supersonic flutter in axial-flow fan and 
compressor stages. These models assume that detailed steady- 
state flow physics is not required to model supersonic flutter. 
In addition, the unsteady flow field generated by the blades is 
viewed as a small perturbation superimposed on a steady base 
flow. From these assumptions, analytical solutions were devel- 
oped for the supersonic flutter problem (refs. 1 to 3). These 
solutions are computationally efficient and, hence, can be used 
in conjunction with large structural dynamic codes to perform 
parametric aeroelastic design studies. 
In figure VI-4 the flutter regions analyzed at Lewis are shown 
superimposed on a typical fan performance map. The abscissa on 
this figure is the weight flow entering the fan. The ordinate 
is the ratio of exit to inlet total pressure. A typical oper- 
ating line is shown. The stable operating range of the machine 
extends up to the stall line. A region of supersonic unstalled 
flutter extends from near the stall line to wide-open discharge. 
This unstalled flutter region forms a barrier that potentially 
limits the design of efficient, high-speed fan stages. At high 
back pressure the flutter mode in the unstalled flutter region 
is usually the bending mode. At low back pressure the flutter 
mode is primarily torsion. At moderate back pressure the flut- 
ter mode tends to be a combination of the two. The flutter re- 
gion shown paralleling the stall line is supersonic stall flut- 
ter. The flutter mode in this region is primarily the bending 
mode. 
Supersonic unstalled flutter. - The supersonic flutter analyses 
developed at Lewis analyze the unsteady flow field surrounding a 
cascade of airfoils like those in the tip region of a high-speed 
fan or compressor. A physical model of the cascade flow field 
at low back pressure is shown in figure VI-5. The relative Mach 
number approaching and exiting the cascade is supersonic. The 
shock waves in the entrance, passage, and exit regions are weak 
and oblique. An analytical model of this flow field is shown on 
the right of the figure. The steady flow is a uniform, super- 
sonic stream entering and exiting the cascade. The airfoils in 
the cascade are represented as flat plates oscillating in simple 
harmonic bending and torsional motion. This motion is the 
source of the unsteady flow perturbations. 
A physical model of the flow field at moderate back pressure is 
shown in figure VI-6. The entrance-region shock structure is 
essentially unchanged from its configuration at low back pres- 
sure. In the exit region of the passage a normal shock exists. 
Downstream of this shock the flow field is subsonic. In the 
analytical model the steady flow entering the cascade is a uni- 
form supersonic stream. A normal shock located at the exit of 
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the passaqe takes the flow down to a uniform subsonic stream. 
The airfoils are again assumed to be harmonically oscillating 
flat plates. The shape and position of the shock at an instant 
in time are determined as part of the solution. 
A physical model of the flow field at high back pressure is 
shown in figure VI-7. At this level of back pressure, the nor- 
mal shock is located at the entrance, with subsonic flow down- 
stream. In the analytical model the steady flow entering the 
cascade is again a uniform, supersonic stream shocked down to a 
uniform, subsonic stream by the normal shock at the passage en- 
trance. The motion of this shock, as in the previous model, Is 
determined as part of the solution. The airfoils in the cascade 
are flat plates harmonically oscillating in time. 
The results of applying these three analytical models to a cas- 
cade of airfoils oscillating in torsional motion are shown in 
figure VI-8. The aerodynamic work performed by the airstream on 
an airfoil during a cycle of motion is shown as a function of 
interblade phase angle at three levels of back pressure. The 
interblade phase angle parameter is directly related to the rel- 
ative displacement between adjacent airfoils in a cascade. If 
this parameter is Oo or 3600, all the airfoils in the cascade 
oscillate in unison; if this parameter is 1800, alternate air- 
foils in the cascade oscillate in unison. When the aerodynamic 
work is positive, the airstream is supplying energy to the air- 
foils. Unless this energy is dissipated by damping within the 
rotor structure, any small motion imparted to the cascade will 
cause it to flutter. When the aerodynamic work is negative, the 
airfoils are supplying energy to the airstream. Hence, any 
small motion imparted to the airfoils will be quickly damped. 
These results show that in moving from a region of high back 
pressure to a region of low back pressure, the aerodynamic work 
becomes positive and this positive work causes torsional flut- 
ter. This result is consistent with the experimental observa- 
tions shown in figure VI-4. 
The results of the analytical models applied to a cascade of 
airfoils in bending are shown in figure VI-g. At low and moder- 
ate back pressures the aerodynamic work is always negative. 
Hence, bending flutter should not occur at these operating con- 
ditions. However, if the cascade were operated at high back 
pressure the analysis predicts that the aerodynamic work would 
become positive over a range of interblade phase angle. If 
damping in the rotor assembly is not sufficient to dissipate 
this energy, the cascade will experience bending flutter. The 
prediction of supersonic unstalled bending flutter at high back 
pressure is consistent with the experimental observations shown 
in figure VI-4. Experimental measurements are currently being 
obtained in the Detroit Diesel Allison supersonic cascade wind 
tunnel to validate the supersonic unstalled flutter analyses. 
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Supersonic stalled bending flutter. - As the operating point of 
the fan stage is moved toward its stall limit, supersonic 
stalled bending flutter can occur. The flow-field model for 
this flutter regime is shown in figure VI-lo. The flow ap- 
proaching the cascade is supersonic. The analytical model for 
this flow field represents the cascade as a deforming actuator 
disk that changes the direction and energy of the flow. The 
motion of an airfoil in the cascade is represented by a combina- 
tion of simple harmonic bending and chordwise motion. This mo- 
tion is related to the deformation of the actuator disk in space 
and time. Strong detached shocks exist near the stall line at 
the entrance to the cascade. The strength of these waves is 
sufficient to cause the turbulent boundary layer on the suction 
surface of the airfoils to separate. The effects of these 
shocks and the separated flow regions on the unsteady flow field 
are modeled by using empirical rotor-blade-element loss and 
turning correlations. 
Results of a study using this supersonic stalled flutter model 
are shown in figure VI-11. The cascade geometry and the steady- 
state flow field were chosen to represent the tip region of the 
General Electric Fan C from the NASA Quiet Engine Program. The 
maximum aerodynamic work predicted over the entire range of in- 
terblade phase angle is shown as a function of weight flow and 
wheel speed. Also shown is the estimated energy dissipated in 
the rotor assembly during a cycle of motion. Flutter is assumed 
to occur if the aerodynamic work exceeds the energy dissipated 
in the structure. Transforming this stability boundary to the 
Fan C performance map yielded the results shown in figure 
VI-12. The agreement between theory and experiment is quite 
good. Currently, General Electric, under contract to NASA, is 
performing aeroelastic experiments on a l/3-scale model of Fan 
C. This program will supply additional data for validating the 
semi-empirical stalled flutter model. 
Current Lewis in-house research in unsteady aerodynamics in- 
volves developing analytical models to assess the effects of 
airfoil geometry on flutter and developing analyses to predict 
unsteady air-loads caused by flow irregularities. 
Numerical Inviscid Methods 
Several methods of solving the full inviscid equations are shown 
in figure VI-13. The full inviscid equations, or Euler equa- 
tions, cannot handle viscous dissipation such as boundary layers 
or mixing. However, they do retain the ability to handle total- 
pressure variations, entropy changes across shock waves, and 
compressibility. Solving these equations for subsonic flow re- 
quires successive calculations through the mesh to relax the 
solution or to march it in time to converge to a steady-state 
solution. Time-marching solutions, discussed in a later sec- 
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tion, are applicable to either subsonic or supersonic flow. If 
the flow is supersonic, it can also be simulated with the method 
of characteristics. By further modeling the flow to get the 
potential equations, solutions ar,e limited to isentropic flow. 
Finite difference methods can be used to simulate compressible 
flows with weak shocks. Further modeling to an incompressible 
flow allows paneling procedures to be used. Examples of these 
methods are described in the following sections. 
Three-dimensional paneling method. - The three-dimensional 
paneling method represented in figure VI-i4 was recently ac- 
quired by Lewis from Douglas Aircraft Corp. so that we could 
design three-dimensional subsonic inlets (ref. 4). Paneling 
methods are different from all the other steady-state techniques 
to be described in that any solution can be a linear combination 
of four fundamental solutions. 
The fundamental solutions require a large amount of computer 
time. However, for a given inlet geometry, the solution for any 
combination of angle of attack, yaw, and inlet mass flow can be 
obtained quickly by properly combining the four fundamental so- 
lutions. This computational technique is thus ideally suited 
for parametric studies. 
This new analysis gives Lewis the ability to predict the nonuni- 
form pressure on three-dimensional inlets like the scoop inlet 
shown in the figure. The surface static pressure is for the 
inlet operating at zero angle of attack. The pressure distribu- 
tion at the top of the inlet indicates an overexpansion and re- 
compression. The pressure distribution at the side of the inlet 
shows less overexpansion, and that at the lower lip shows almost 
no overexpansion. By combining these pressure distributions 
with boundary-layer analysis, it is possible to estimate the 
operating limits of the inlet. 
Two-dimensional potential-flow finite difference method. - An- 
other potential-flow problem on which progress has been made is 
the solution to the full potential-flow equation for two-dimen- 
sional blade-to-blade flow through compressor blade rows. A 
calculation obtained with a finite difference relaxation solu- 
tion, developed at Lewis, to the full potential equation is 
shown in figure VI-15. The solution is for flow through a cas- 
cade of thin blades at a 60° setting angle and a 30 angle of 
attack. One of the keys to the success of this new method is 
the use of a unique body-fitted solution grid that is drawn on 
the blades at the left side of the figure. The effect of the 
solution grid used on the accuracy of the computed results is 
discussed in more detail later. Calculated results are present- 
ed in figure VI-15 in terms of blade-surface relative Mach num- 
ber as a function of distance along the blade chord. These re- 
sults show the ability of the method to automatically capture 
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shocks in the transonic region of the flow field. In the past, 
when time-marching techniques were used with the Euler equa- 
tions, this type of calculation took much more computer time. 
Three-dimensional method of characteristics. - Potential-flow 
solutionssa?~d for subsonic and transonic flows, but the 
method of characteristics is used primarily for supersonic 
flows. The three-dimensional method-of-characteristics analysis 
presented in figure VI-16 was developed at Purdue University 
(refs. 5 and 6) and is used for computing the flow field in 
supersonic, mixed-compression inlets operating at the angle of 
attack. In this method, the shock waves are computed by a dis- 
crete shock-wave-fitting scheme. 
At the bottom of figure VI-16, the centerbody surface static 
pressures on the windward and leeward sides are plotted as a 
function of distance from the cowl lip. These results are for a 
mixed-compression inlet operating at Mach 3.3 and 3O angle of 
attack. The data for the leeward side are compared with the 
solid calculated line. Good agreement is obtained to just ahead 
of the second shock pressure rise. At this point, viscous ef- 
fects apparently feed the shock pressure rise forward over a 
wide region. Although the current inviscid analysis predicts 
significant differences between the windward and leeward sides, 
a viscous interaction must be added to obtain better agreement 
at the second shock near the inlet throat. This additional ef- 
fort is currently planned for next year. 
Three-dimensional time-marching methods. - Time-marching solu- 
tions to the full inviscid, or Euler, equations are very useful 
for analyzing transonic flows with shock waves and have been 
used at Lewis for analyzing propeller and compressor flow fields. 
Transonic propeller: The three-dimensional solution developed 
at Ames for the eight-bladed turboprop configuration shown in 
figure VI-17 will be used to support design studies for the Ad- 
vanced Turboprop Project Office. Calculating the flow through 
the blade passage starts with an initial guess of the flow field 
in a coordinate system attached to the blade and progresses 
through time to a steady-state solution. 
For this transonic propeller operating at a free-stream Mach 
number of 0.8 and a relative tip Mach number of 1.15, static- 
pressure distributions are shown in figure VI-18 for the hub, 
mean, and tip sections. All the distributions reveal substan- 
tial regions of supersonic flow along the blade section. The 
sharp changes in the static-pressure coefficient at the hub, 
mean, and tip sections of the blade indicate that the shock ex- 
tends over the entire span. Substantial spanwise variation in 
blade loading is indicated by the differences in the areas be- 
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tween the suction- and pressure-surface curves. Experiments are 
planned to provide test data to verify this computer code. 
1800-Foot-per-second rotor: Another time-marching solution has 
been developed for NASA at MIT (refs. 7 and 8). This code is 
for analyzing flow in a three-dimensional compressor blade row, 
such as the one shown in figure VI-19. This solution of the 
full inviscid (Euler) equations permits analysis of three-dimen- 
sional flow with strong shocks in a rotating blade row that con- 
tains midspan dampers. The general three-dimensional solution 
region includes the interblade passage and the nearby entrance 
and exit regions. 
A midpassage flow surface in the hub-to-shroud direction is also 
shown. Figure VI-20 shows a contour plot of pressure on this 
midpassage flow surface for an 1800-foot-per-second-tip-speed 
fan. The darker regions indicate high pressure and low velocity 
and the lighter regions, low pressure and high velocity. The 
closely spaced contours near the front of the passage show the 
bow shock, which crosses the passage to the suction side of the 
blade. The contour lines around the damper indicate flow decel- 
eration on the upper side and flow acceleration on the bottom 
side. This flow variation is caused by a negative flow inci- 
dence at the damper of approximately 5O. This information can 
be used to reset the damper for lower losses. 
1600-Foot-per-second rotor: The time-marching technique has 
been applied to calculating three-dimensional flow in a 1600- 
foot-per-second-tip-speed fan rotor. A blade-to-blade surface 
for flow near the tip of this blade row is shown in figure 
VI-21. Calculated and experimental results are compared for 
this blade in figure VI-22. 
The experimental results at the right in figure VI-22 were ob- 
tained at MIT with a unique laser-fluorescence technique in 
which seed particles in the test gas are excited with a flat 
sheet of laser light. The resultant fluorescent illumination is 
photographed and can be directly related to the density of the 
flow. These experimental results show the presence of two 
shocks in the passage: a strong normal shock at the exit region 
and a detached bow shock crossing the passage from the leading 
edge of the upper blade to the suction surface of the adjacent 
blade. The presence of two shocks in the passage was unexpect- 
ed, yet the calculated contours shown at the left in the figure 
confirm that two shocks should be present. These are evident 
from the concentration of density contours at the exit region of 
the passage and also at the leading edge. The analytical den- 
sity ratio across the bow shock is in agreement with experiment 
to within 2 percent; the agreement is within i0 percent for the 
in-passage shock. 
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Interacting Free-Stream - Viscous Methods 
About 70 years ago, Prandtl divided flow near surfaces into a 
free-stream region and a viscous region, as shown in figure 
VI-23. This permitted modeling in each region and simplified 
each solution technique. In many internal flows, it is often 
desirable to determine the interaction between the viscous and 
free-stream regions. There are many ways to determine this in- 
teraction, but only boundary-layer displacement of the inviscid 
flow region and matched fluid properties at the interface be- 
tween the two regions are described here. 
Boundary-layer displacement - two-dimensional cascade. - The 
prediction of fluid turning and loss for two-dimensional blade 
sections is a key ingredient in most compressor design systems. 
Figure VI-24 shows schematically the inviscid and viscous re- 
gions in a two-dimensional cascade flow and indicates the possi- 
ble presence of a separation near the trailing edge. In this 
vicinity the coupling between viscous and inviscid effects can 
be quite strong. The present method uses separate finite-dif- 
ference solutions in each region and couples them by means of 
the displacement effect, which is modeled as a surface injection 
of fluid (ref. 9). 
Experimental and analytical values of fluid turning angle and 
loss coefficient are compared as a function of angle of attack 
in figure VI-25 for subsonic flow in a cascade. Also shown is 
the location of the calculated separation point on the blade 
suction surface. Although the agreement with the data, for both 
turning and loss, is only qualitative, the results show that the 
strong upturn in the experimental and predicted losses corre- 
sponds to the rapid shift of the separation point toward the 
leading edge. Work on this method is continuing at Iowa State 
University. 
Boundary-layer displacement - blade-passage end wall. - Another 
boundary-layer displacement approach is being developed here at 
NASA Lewis to analyze flows in the end-wall regions of axial 
compressors. Most losses in turbomachinery occur in these end- 
wall regions. The flow along the end wall of a rotating blade 
row is shown in figure VI-26. A two-dimensional turbulent ve- 
locity profile is shown at the inlet. The turning of this flow 
by the blades generates a passage vortex that in turn modifies 
the local blade loading and produces a three-dimensional veloc- 
ity profile at the exit. The present method (ref. 10) uses a 
pitch-averaged, integral, boundary-layer procedure in the vis- 
cous region. This procedure uses an approximate solution for 
the secondary flow in order to evaluate many of the three-dimen- 
sional effects. The inviscid solution is currently obtained 
from a quasi-one-dimensional model. The two solutions are iter- 
atively coupled by means of the displacement effect. 
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Experimental and analytical values of equivalent blockage and 
end-wall loss are shown in figure VI-27 as a function of axial 
distance for flow through a cascade. For this case the dramatic 
increase in blockage inside the passage is well predicted by the 
method, but the agreement for end-wall loss is only qualitative. 
Supersonic-subsonic viscous interaction method. - A different 
approach to the interaction of the viscous layer with the free 
stream is used in the supersonic-subsonic viscous interaction 
method depicted in figure VI-28. The method was initially de- 
veloped in a joint program between Lewis and Case Western Re- 
serve University (refs. 11 and 12). The numerical solution for 
the flow in the supersonic viscous region is obtained by apply- 
ing the method of characteristics to a system of equations that 
includes some viscous terms. The system of equations for the 
subsonic viscous region includes, in addition to the classical 
boundary-layer terms, the effects of transverse curvature and 
normal pressure gradients. Coupling the supersonic and subsonic 
viscous regions at the interface requires an iteration to match 
the streamwise and normal velocities as well as the static and 
total pressures and temperatures. 
Although this interaction analysis is still under development at 
Lewis, some preliminary results are shown in figure VI-29. The 
calculation was performed on an axisymmetric waisted body, which 
is shown in the lower part of the figure. The upper part of the 
figure shows Mach number profiles plotted as a function of dis- 
tance from the surface at various stations along the waisted 
body. The calculation was able to pick up the embedded shock 
wave emanating from the waist region. It is in this particular 
region that it is very important to include the normal pressure 
gradients across the boundary layer in the viscous solution. 
Viscous Methods 
The fully viscous methods under study at Lewis include both the 
viscous marching methods and the full Reynolds-averaged viscous 
equations (fig. VI-30). The solutions to the Reynolds-averaged 
viscous equations require successive calculations through the 
mesh in order to relax the solution or to march it in time to a 
steady solution. They typically require very long run times. 
Since run time increases with the number of mesh points in the 
flow, only a moderate number can be used and this results in 
limited flow resolution. Through flow modeling the problem can 
be partially separated into two steps: An inviscid solution is 
used to obtain upstream effects on the subsonic flow field, and 
then the viscous equations are marched down the flow field to 
define the viscous effects. Faster run times for these marching 
methods permit the use of more mesh points, and this results in 
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better flow resolution. Some recent results from these viscous 
marching methods and a solution to the full Reynolds-averaged 
viscous equations are described in the following section. 
Axisymmetric viscous marching method. - An axisymmetric viscous 
marching method (refs. 13 and 14) was developed at United Tech- 
nologies Research Center to analyze annular flows in configura- 
tions like the nozzle depicted in figure VI-31. This method 
treats the entire flow field in any annular duct with a single 
set of viscous equations. It constructs a mesh like that shown 
in the figure, with the stream function as the normal coordinate 
and the velocity potential as the streamwise coordinate. Since 
the inviscid-flow streamlines approximate the viscous-flow 
streamlines, the fully viscous equations can be reduced to a set 
of boundary-layer-like equations that can be solved by a forward 
marching method. The solution mesh for the curved nozzle shown 
in figure VI-31 is a typical mesh that is necessary to properly 
resolve the flow. 
Velocity profiles at different stations within the curved nozzle 
are shown in figure VI-32. Because of channel diverqence, the 
flow initially diffuses until it nearly separates on the inner 
wall. Then the flow rapidly accelerates and the boundary layer 
thins as the flow turns. Finally the flow rapidly diffuses un- 
til it again nearly separates at the nozzle exit. Also clearly 
evident in the figure is the significant flow shift from one 
side of the passage to the other. 
Three-dimensional viscous marching method. - An application of 
viscous marching methods to three-dimensional flows is described 
in figure VI-33. This method, developed by Scientific Research 
Associates, was specifically designed for configurations with 
large geometric curvature (refs. 15 and 16). Such flows are 
common in both diffusers and turbomachinery. Another variation 
of this numerical analysis, which uses generalized coordinates 
(refs. 17 and 18), can compute flows in duct geometries with 
cross-sectional transitioning and off-set bends. 
The ability of the present method to predict the formation and 
development of secondary flows is of primary interest here. A 
sample calculation was made on a circular-arc duct with a square 
cross section (fig. VI-33) in order to evaluate the present 
state of development of this method. For this calculation, a 
20x20 mesh was used in the transverse plane and 45 streamwise 
stations were used in the forward marching direction. This gave 
a step size THETA of 5.00. The flow was assumed to be symmet- 
ric about the half-span plane. 
A computer motion picture made of the calculations shows the 
development of the secondary flows in the transverse planes. 
Sample frames from this motion picture are shown in figure VI-34 
for angular positions (THETA) of the cross plane every 300. 
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Initially, there is no secondary flow entering the bend (THETA = 
0) l The secondary flows along the top and bottom surfaces begin 
to move toward the suction surface so that at THETA = 300 two 
large counter-rotating vortices have been well established. 
These secondary flows are caused by the transverse pressure gra- 
dients associated with the turning of the primary flow. By 
THETA = 600, a second vortex pair has been formed close to the 
pressure, or right, surface. This vortex pair is convected to- 
ward the suction, or left, surface so that by THETA = 900 it 
has merged with the first vortex pair. A third vortex pair is 
forming near the plane of symmetry close to the pressure sur- 
face. This vortex pair builds up in strength (THETA = 1200) 
and moves toward the main vortex pair. This allows a smaller 
vortex pair to form in the corner near the pressure surface 
(THETA = 1500). This vortex pair grows in strength (THETA = 
1800) and translates toward the suction surface to join the 
initial vortex pair (THETA = 2100). 
These results demonstrate the complexity of geometry-driven sec- 
ondary flows that stem from the curvature and the associated 
pressure field. To verify that the calculations represent a 
real flow, we have begun an experimental effort to obtain Dop- 
pler velocimeter measurements in a similar configuration. 
Forced mixer nozzle: In support of the Lewis Engine Component 
Improvement program, a three-dimensional compressible viscous 
marching code is under development at Scientific Research Asso- 
ciates. It will be used to analyze the flow in lobed mixer noz- 
zles of the type depicted in figures VI-35 and VI-36. In the 
lobed mixer nozzle, the hot core flow passes up through the 
lobed section and the cooler fan flow passes down through the 
valleys. Very simply, this nozzle increases mixing by providing 
a much greater interface between the hot core flow and cooler 
fan flow. By mixing the core and fan flows in this manner, a 
small but significant performance gain can be realized. The 
level of the gain depends on the trade-offs between the degree 
of mixing of the two streams and the viscous losses incurred in 
the mixing process. 
The present analysis concentrates on the actual mixing process 
downstream of the lobe exit plane. Although the present analy- 
sis is preliminary in that only laminar flow is considered, it 
addresses the important underlying fundamentals of lobed mixer 
flows. 
A sample laminar calculation was performed with this preliminary 
deck in order to evaluate the overall method in its present 
state of development and to demonstrate the potential of this 
method for predicting the flow and the mixing process in lobed 
mixers. The solution was computed for the geometry shown in 
figure VI-36. The Reynolds number based on the hot-stream ve- 
locity and the inlet casing diameter was 900, the Mach number 
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of the inlet plane was 0.35 in both streams, and the temperature 
ratio between the streams was 2. Because of nozzle symmetry, 
only a pie-shaped computational segment covering a half lobe had 
to be analyzed. The computational mesh within this segment con- 
sisted of 20 points in the radial direction and 10 points in the 
circumferential direction. A computer motion picture was made 
showing the development of total temperature and streamwise vor- 
ticity at successive axial stations. Several simulated frames 
showing profiles of temperature and streamwise vorticity are 
presented as figure VI-37. The locations are identified by the 
station number, which increases from 0 at the lobe exit to 32 at 
the mixer nozzle exit. 
At station 0, there is no streamwise vorticity, and the total- 
temperature plots clearly define the lobe geometry. As the so- 
lution begins to move downstream, there is relatively little 
change in the total temperature. Vortices are generated on both 
sides of the radial interface between the core flow and the fan 
flow (station 6). As the solution progresses downstream, the 
vortices initially generated in the core flow dissipate and the 
fan vortex pairs dominate (station 12). As the vortex pairs 
intensify near the end of the plug (station 19), faster mixing 
appears to take place. The overall effect is to enhance mixing. 
The vortex intensity and resulting enhanced mixing are probably 
due to the curvature of the flow at the end of the plug. This 
suggests that the centerbody shape is important to the mixing 
process through the generation of streamwise vorticity. Down- 
stream of the plug (station 32), the streamwise vorticity dissi- 
pates. 
Three-dimensional full viscous method. - -- - The final example is a 
solution to the full Reynolds-averaged viscous equations. The 
solution is for flow in a blade passage of the centrifugal im- 
peller shown in figure VI-38. 
There is currently considerable interest in centrifugal compres- 
sors for small jet engines and for automotive applications. The 
flows in these devices are quite complex and often contain large 
separated regions. The present technique was developed under an 
NASA contract with Therm0 Mechanical Systems (ref. 19). It 
solves the steady viscous equations, first on blade-to-blade 
surfaces that are swept from hub to shroud and then on cross- 
sectional surfaces that are swept from inlet to exit. By alter- 
nating between these two sweep directions, the full solution can 
eventually be obtained. The method is quite time consuming and 
takes several hours on the fastest computer that is now avail- 
able. 
A velocity-profile plot of the solution on a blade-to-blade sur- 
face of a centrifugal impeller is shown in figure VI-39. The 
calculation is for laminar flow and exhibits a large separation 
on the suction surface near the trailing edge. A turbulence 
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model has recently been added to the code, and further develop- 
ment is now under way. 
DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER CODE 
The steps in the development of a computer code and some of its 
key elements are shown in figure VI-40. Developing a code from 
a basic algorithm to a design-analysis code can take many years 
and includes geometry and graphics work that may have little to 
do with fluid mechanics. The process usually starts with the 
basic algorithm, which is a numerical scheme to solve the appro- 
priate equations for a relatively simple geometry and flow. For 
example, the initial code may only treat laminar flow on a flat 
plate. To extend that capability to more practical flows and to 
obtain what we call a research code require considerable effort. 
Initial and boundary conditions, a turbulence model, and more 
complex geometry and mesh are all part of this effort. 
Geometry and Mesh 
Geometry and mesh generation are often a major roadblock to the 
use of a research code. The geometry often needs to be quite 
detailed and smooth, and the mesh characteristics often affect 
the computed results. Therefore, computer assistance is fre- 
quently needed to overcome this barrier. 
Enrichment techniques. - Experience with three-dimensional po- 
tential-flow paneling techniques has indicated that the large 
number of panels depicted on the right in figure VI-41 are re- 
quired to describe the inlet geometry in sufficient detail to 
obtain an accurate calculation. Typically, over a thousand 
panels can be necessary for complex inlet geometries. However, 
it is difficult and time consuming to input all the necessary 
information by hand. Therefore, techniques have been developed 
at Lewis to smooth and enrich the input geometry, that is, to 
input a few points and have the computer enrich and construct 
the necessary number of panels. 
Effect of mesh geometry. - In addition to describing the geome- 
try of a configuration to the computer, there is the subsequent 
problem of generating an appropriate grid, if a finite-difference 
solution is to be used. In numerical code development, the so- 
lution grid, or mesh, can greatly influence the accuracy of the 
calculated results. Shown in figure VI-42 are two finite-dif- 
ference meshes applied to the same cascade of thin blades. At 
the left is a conventional sheared mesh of throughflow lines and 
blade-to-blade lines that has been used successfully with a num- 
ber of numerical methods. When applied with the new full-poten- 
tial relaxation scheme described previously, this mesh yielded 
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the surface Mach number distribution in figure VI-43. The ter- 
minal shock expected at the end of the supersonic zone was com- 
pletely smeared by the numerical algorithm applied on this 
sheared mesh. The spike near the blade trailing edge is another 
result of the poor performance of the sheared mesh. A proposed 
solution to this shock resolution problem was the application of 
a less conventional wraparound mesh, shown at the right in fig- 
ure VI-42. Although this mesh is more difficult to generate, it 
has the advantages of grid lines nearly normal to the blade sur- 
face in a direction alined with the shock and of clustering grid 
points near the leading and trailing edges of the blades, where 
flow gradients are strong. The improved resolution of the ter- 
minal shock to the supersonic bubble is very evident in figure 
VI-44, which now has the solution for the wraparound mesh super- 
imposed on the original solution for the sheared mesh. 
Graphics and Data Handling 
In addition to dealing with complex geometries and generating 
grids tailored to finite-difference schemes, there is the prob- 
lem of extracting meaningful information from the tremendous 
volume of output generated by the large three-dimensional and 
viscous codes. Sophisticated computer graphics and data-han- 
dling techniques such as those shown in figure VI-45 are re- 
quired to alleviate this problem. These techniques include 
profile development, x-y plots, contour representation, geometry 
and vector plots, streamline tracing, and three-dimensional 
function representation. To make graphical techniques available 
to all Lewis flow analysis codes, we have modified them to build 
a standard bulk data file. This file can be accessed by any of 
the graphical techniques represented in this figure. 
It is also very important that the engineer have a variety of 
graphical hardware available to display data. These might in- 
clude a Calcomp plotter, cathode ray tubes, microfilms, and mo- 
tion pictures. Color capability must also be included because 
it can be used very effectively to enhance the meaning of graph- 
ical representations. 
Much work still has to be done in developing data-handling and 
graphics techniques, particularly for three-dimensional steady 
and unsteady flow fields. 
Benchmark Experiments 
In addition to the coding efforts previously outlined, there is 
the important problem of verifying the accuracy of the codes. 
Carefully planned and executed (benchmark) experiments are re- 
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quired to prove that the models incorporated in the coding rep- 
resent the physics of the real flows. 
Effective benchmark experiments have the following characteris- 
tics: First, they are conducted in simple geometries that iso- 
late a particular flow phenomenon. The flow situation is sim- 
plified initially so that various aspects of the numerical algo- 
rithm can be verified. Geometry and boundary and initial condi- 
tions are clearly defined. Redundant measurements are often 
conducted with differing kinds of instrumentation in order to 
give credibility to the results. Finally, the results must be 
well documented and available to everyone. NASA Lewis recog- 
nizes the extreme importance of this type of activity and will 
be emphasizing benchmark experiments in the near future. 
Design-Analysis Codes 
A large effort is required to obtain a verified production 
code. However, for the designer to use this code, additional 
assistance is needed. The code can require long computer run 
times; and therefore, for efficient use, the number of full so- 
lutions obtained must be minimized. This can be done by using 
the interpolation and optimization techniques described in the 
following paragraphs. 
Numerical optimization procedures. - So that long-running codes 
can be used for design, procedures must be developed to aid the 
user in selecting an optimum configuration. A numerical optimi- 
zation procedure was developed at Lewis so that the computer 
could be used, instead of the wind tunnel, to search for the 
best inlet bleed configuration. This computer code is dia- 
grammed in figure VI-46. Data are introduced to initialize the 
decision variables, which are the bleed rates at the shock - 
boundary-layer interaction regions. The optimization routines 
make changes in these decision variables, and these changes are 
evaluated by the aerodynamic programs, subject to the objective 
and constraint functions. The objective function in this prob- 
lem is maximum range; the constraint function is avoiding bound- 
ary-layer separation. This process is repeated until an opti- 
mum, or final, design has been reached. 
The variation in range decrement and total bleed rate as a func- 
tion of the number of iterations is shown in figure VI-47. For- 
ty iterations were required to obtain a minimum range decrement, 
or a maximum range. The bleed rate obtained in the wind tunnel 
for a Mach 2.5 mixed-compression inlet agreed with the results 
of the computer optimization procedure. This was accomplished 
in about 30 minutes of computing time on the Univac 1110; this 
compares to several weeks of varying the individual bleed zones 
on the inlet model in the lo- By iO-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. 
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Fast-perturbation solutions for design. - There is also a need 
toassist the designer in using long-running codes throughout 
the design process. Information from existing solutions can be 
used to predict other solutions at slightly perturbed flow con- 
ditions or with slight changes in geometry. This approach is 
particularly helpful in blade profile design, where parametric 
studies are often conducted over a range of flow conditions and 
geometry perturbations. 
A method has been developed for NASA Lewis by Nielsen Engineer- 
ing (ref. 20). In this method, perturbation solutions can be 
obtained easily and rapidly for changes in a number of flow and 
geometry parameters. 'These solutions use previously calculated 
base solutions from the longer running codes. In figure VI-48, 
the two dashed-line solutions represent the two base solutions 
obtained with traditional analysis codes. These were run on a 
parabolic-arc blade profile for angles of attack of 3.00 and 
4.00. The perturbation code, which uses information from 
these base solutions, was then run to obtain a solution at an 
angle of attack of 3.750. This solution is represented by the 
circular symbols in the figure, and it was obtained in less than 
1 percent of the computer time used by either of the base solu- 
tions. So that its accuracy can be evaluated, It is compared in 
the figure to a third full-base solution for an angle of attack 
of 3.750; and it is evident that the agreement is excellent. 
Results for perturbations of other variables show just as good 
agreement in the same short computer time. This code will soon 
be extended to perturb several design variables simultaneously. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As discussed in the examples, many internal flows can now be 
analyzed by using computational fluid mechanics. A large effort 
is required to develop the computer codes needed to analyze 
these flows from.a basic algorithm to a code that can be used 
reliably for designing aircraft hardware. Most of the results 
discussed in the text are from codes that are only part way 
through that development cycle. Therefore a lot of work is 
still required to compile,the library of codes needed to analyze 
all the internal flows in a propulsion system. The Lewis Re- 
search Center is convinced that the effort is worthwhile and is 
currently constructing the Research Analysis Center shown in 
figure VI-49 to house new computer faciiities that will support 
this work. The results of the effort should allow the designer 
to produce a better product cheaper, faster, and with less risk. 
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VII. TURBOMACHINERY TECHNOLOGY 
Cavour H. Hauser, Jeffrey E. Haas*, Lonnie Reid, 
and Francis S. Stepka 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
The goal of Lewis Researcn Center studies of turbomachinery is 
to provide the basic technology for the design of tne fan, com- 
pressor, and turbine components for future advanced aircraft en- 
gines. These engines will be quieter and more efficient and 
will require less maintenance largely because of improvements in 
their turbomachinery components. The example of an advanced en- 
gine shown in figure VII-l is one of the engines of the Aircraft 
Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program. Tnese engines represent the 
next forward step in engine component improvement. A wide range 
of research activities to support the ACES program and to de- 
velop further advanced design concepts for each of the turbo- 
machinery components is underway. An understanding of the basic 
flow characteristics in compressors and turbines and the heat- 
transfer phenomena in cooled turbines is necessary to our goal. 
This understanding is being attained through a combination of 
analytical studies and new experimental techniques. 
The core compressor and the high-pressure turbine are the key 
elements in the heart of the engine. They have a large effect 
on engine performance, on fuel consumption, and on maintenance 
costs. The results of research projects for these two compo- 
nents are presented herein. The attainment of improved engine 
cycle efficiency requires increased pressure ratio for the core 
compressor and higher inlet temperature in the turbine. Ad- 
vanced engines will achieve greater economy through overall 
pressure ratios as high as 40 to 1 and turbine inlet tem- 
peratures to 3000° F. 
For the core compressor the aerodynamic blading design tech- 
niques must be refined so that the required high-pressure ratios 
can be obtained with high overall efficiency. Further, the com- 
pressor must be designed to avoid engine flow instability and to 
retain its good performance even after thousands of hours of op- 
eration. Losses in efficiency due to erosion and wear of compo- 
nents should be reduced. Significant cost reductions may 
*u.s. Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM), 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
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be attained if tne total number of blades in the compressor can 
be reduced. With higher tip speed a higher pressure ratio per 
stage may be attained. In the inlet stages the blading must be 
tailored to accept high-Mach-number flow if high efficiency is 
to be obtained. Low-aspect-ratio blades, that is, blades that 
have relatively long chord as compared with their radial span, 
are effective in extending the useful flow range of high-Mach- 
number, highly loaded stages. For middle and rear stages the 
through-flow velocities are not constant over the blade height, 
but fall off in the hub and tip region. Stages in which the 
blade profiles in the end-wall regions are designed to account 
for this velocity profile are being studied. A recessed casing 
contour over the rotor blading is shown to reduce tip clearance 
losses. 
The laser velocimeter has recently been applied to the measure- 
ment of local velocities within the rotating blades of experi- 
mental compressor stages. Some early results show that measured 
velocities verify calculated values from analytical codes. 
For the hign-pressure turbine minimizing the cooling require- 
ments for the desired increased temperatures is the dominant en- 
gineering challenge. Overhaul and replacement of the turbine 
hot parts is the largest cost in the long-term maintenance of an 
engine. Thus increased turbine durability is a high priority 
goal. For the turbine temperatures of interest, film cooling, 
where the coolant is bled out over the blade surfaces, is re- 
quired. Cooled-blade configurations must be evolved so that the 
minimum coolant flow is required and so that a minimum penalty 
in aerodynamic efficiency, due to the coolant discharge over the 
blade surface, are incurred. Recent progress in heat-transfer 
studies on cooling, ceramic thermal barrier coatings, and the 
effect of the film-coolant effluent on the turoine aerodynamic 
performance, are discussed. Finally, as for the compressor, it 
has been found that turbine tip clearance losses can be reduced 
with a recessed casing. 
CORE-COMPRESSOR INLET STAGE STUDY 
An experimental study was made to evaluate the performance of 
inlet stages of an advanced core compressor. These stages have 
high blade loadings and must operate in a transonic-flow en- 
vironment. Rotor blading must be designed to accommodate high 
supersonic inlet relative Mach numbers and to diffuse the flow 
to subsonic exit velocities. To achieve good efficiency and 
flow range with these stages, it is necessary to carefully 
consider the flow physics within the blade row and to establish 
a rationale for the selection of the blade design parameters. A 
model of transonic flow through a compressor rotor-blade row is 
shown in figure VII-2. For supersonic inlet relative Mach num- 
bers a bow shock exists at the blade leading edge and extends 
upstream of the adjacent blade. The bow shock is followed by a 
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series of expansion waves. The blade-passage throat occurs a 
short distance downstream of the passage shock. For these high- 
ly loaded blade rows the velocity just downstream of the passage 
shock is subsonic. These subsonic velocities must be diffused 
to a lower velocity at the exit of the blade passage. 
In the design of the blading it is necessary to minimize the 
amount of supersonic expansion ahead of the passage shock to 
avoid high shock losses and severe shock-boundary-layer inter- 
action. This can be achieved by minimizing the amount of flow 
turning or blade camber ahead of the passage shock. The blade 
passage throat area must be large enough to pass the design mass 
flow. The throat size is strongly influenced by the selection 
of camber distribution. The requirement of low blade camber 
ahead of the passage shock necessitates relatively high camber 
downsream of the passage shock to achieve the overall flow 
turning through the blade row. The blade surface pressure dis- 
tributions for this transonic flow model are shown in figure 
VII-3 where the ratio of local static pressure to the inlet 
relative total pressure is plotted as a function of blade chord. 
The pressure gradients on the blade pressure surface are rela- 
tively mild. However, the pressure gradients on the suction 
surface are quite severe and merit special considerations. Near 
the blade leading edge the flow is subsonic, due to the strong 
bow shock. The sharp drop in static pressure near the leading 
edge on the suction surface corresponds to local acceleration of 
the flow to supersonic conditions. This is followed by a grad- 
ual drop in static pressure, which represents the supersonic 
expansion or flow acceleration on the suction surface. The 
large pressure rise is indicative of the strong shock. The flow 
condition just downstream of the shock is subsonic. The static 
pressure rise from that point to the blade exit is indicative of 
the amount of subsonic diffusion that is required to reach the 
blade-exit conditions. 
Blade surface pressure distributions are shown in figure VII-4 
for two blades with the same design blade shape and with the 
same inlet and exit flow conditions, but with different chord 
lengths. The strength of the shock or sharp static-pressure 
rise on the suction surface is the same for both blades. How- 
ever, the static-pressure rise from downstream of the shock to 
the blade exit, or subsonic diffusion, occurs over a longer dis- 
tance for the blade with the longer chord. Therefore, the rate 
of subsonic diffusion is lower for the blade with the longer 
chord. This lower rate of diffusion reduces the tendency for 
severe boundary-layer separation and high diffusion losses and 
implies that long-chord, or low-aspect-ratio, blading might per- 
form well for these high-Mach-number, highly loaded stages. 
An experimental evaluation of the effects of blade aspect ratio 
has been made using two high-Mach-number, highly loaded stages 
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that are suitable as inlet stages of an advanced core compres- 
sor. The rotors for the compressors are shown in figure VII-5. 
One rotor has low-aspect-ratio blading; the other nas moderate- 
aspect-ratio blading. Both compressors were designed for a 
pressure ratio of 2.05, a rotor tip speed of 1500 feet per sec- 
ond, and a rotor-inlet relative Mach number of 1.48. A photo- 
graph of corresponding individual rotor blades is shown in fig- 
ure VII-6. The aspect ratio is 1.2 for the low-aspect-ratio 
blade and 1.6 for the moderate-aspect-ratio blade. These stages 
were tested in the Lewis single-stage compressor facility (fig. 
VII-7). 
A performance comparison of the two stages is shown in figure 
VII-S. Performance data are presented at speeds from 0.5 of 
design speed to design speed. The low-aspect-ratio stage has a 
substantially greater flow range than the moderate-aspect-ratio 
stage. Both stages have about the same maximum flow for a given 
speed but the low-aspect-ratio stage operates at a much lower 
flow and higher pressure ratio before it encounters the stall 
limit. The overall efficiency levels for the two stages are 
comparable. The results from this particular study show that 
for this high pressure ratio and hign-inlet-relative Mach number 
good efficiency and stall margin can be achieved with low aspect 
ratio blading. 
CORE-COMPRESSOR MIDDLE AND REAR STAGE STUDIES 
Reduced Losses in End-Wall Regions 
Research studies on the middle and rear stages of core compres- 
sors are aimed at reducing the losses in the end-wall regions 
near the hub and tip of the blades and also reducing tne tip- 
clearance losses. Some fundamental experimental studies of 
these areas are being carried out in a contract program with the 
General Electric Co. using the facility shown in figure VII-g. 
Because the flow in compressor rear stages is subsonic, the per- 
formance of these stages may be modeled in this low-speed, 
large-scale facility where detailed measurements of the flow can 
be obtained. The rig includes survey instrumentation that ro- 
tates with the rotor blades, allowing loss source to be ident- 
ified. Tests are conducted using four successive, identical 
stages (fig. VII-lo), so that the forward stages set up a true 
multistage environment for the latter stages and typical multi- 
stage loss mechanisms are simuiated. The primary objective of 
the program is to develop middle- and rear-stage blade designs 
with improved efficiency through reduced losses in the end-wall 
boundary-layer regions. Blade design concepts that show promise 
of reducing these end-wall losses are evaluated. 
Part of the study is aimed at an evaluation of the best distri- 
bution of velocity over the surfaces of the rotor blades. Two 
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rotor-blade designs (rotor A and rotor B) are compared. In 
figure VII-11 the blade-tip profiles are superimposed, and the 
design velocity distributions on these two profiles are com- 
pared. The velocity distributions were calculated using a 
blade-to-blade analysis code; the velocity field over a circum- 
ferential surface between adjacent blades was analyzed. The 
blade profile for rotor A is standard, having essentially cir- 
cular arc curvatures over the suction and pressure surfaces. 
Rotor B was designed for the same velocities and flow angles 
both upstream and downstream of the blade row but the distri- 
bution of camber is changed to give higher blade loading in the 
rear portion and a more rapid diffusion of the velocity along 
the suction surface near the trailing edge. For the velocity 
distribution of rotor B, the maximum difference in velocity be- 
tween the suction and pressure surfaces is reduced. This cor- 
responds to a smaller pressure difference from the pressure to 
the suction surface across the tip of the blade over the forward 
portion of the blade chord. It is thought that this reduced 
pressure difference will reduce the strength of the tip clear- 
ance leakage vortex and thereby reduce the resulting losses. 
The objective of the second part of the study was to determine 
what distribution of axial velocity from the hub to the tip over 
the blade height would give the better performance. Two differ- 
ent stators were designed (stator A and stator B) to vary the 
velocity distribution (fig. VII-12). The axial velocity compo- 
nent is generally lower in the hub and tip regions, and the 
radial distribution for stator A is conventional. Stator B is 
designed to give the design axial velocity distribution shown in 
figure VII-12 with higher velocities over the midportion of the 
passage and lower velocities in the hub and tip regions than 
stator A. Stators A and B have essentially the same airfoil 
sections, but the sections in the hub and tip regions of stator 
B are twisted toward the tangential direction, which increases 
the flow angle 6 in these regions. These changes in twist at 
the extremities of stator B are evident in figure VII-13. The 
axial velocity distribution has less effect on rotor blade 
angles, and the two rotors were designed for either of the ve- 
locity distributions. 
To evaluate the relative performance for the two stators, the 
measurements were taken in the third stage of the four-stage 
group. These measurements confirmed that the desired velocity 
distributions had already been set up for each case by the inlet 
guide vanes and the first two stages. Thus the performance com- 
parison of the stages with stators A and B is an evaluation of 
which of these two radial distributions of axial velocity is 
preferable. 
The relative performances of the two stages are presented in 
figure VII-14. For these low-speed experimental stages perfor- 
mance is expressed in terms of pressure coefficient and flow 
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coefficient. Pressure coefficient is the rise in casing static 
pressure normalized by one half the density times the square of 
the tip speed. The flow coefficient is the ratio of inlet axial 
velocity to tip speed. The stage performance of rotor A-stator 
A is considered as the baseline. The various combinations of 
rotors and stators were run, but rotor B-stator B gave the best 
overall performance. Apparently, the design characteristics for 
both rotor B and stator B were desirable. This stage had higher 
pressure coefficient at each flow, a greater flow range at high 
efficiency, and a more desirable pressure coefficient character- 
istic as stall conditions were approacned. Tne drop in pressure 
coefficient at low flow for rotor A-stator A probably results 
from a significant flow breakdown and separation, which has been 
observed to occur in the hub region. 
Reduced Tip Clearance T,oss 
The effect of a casing with a recessed clearance configuration, 
as shown in figure VII-15, was evaluated for rotor B-stator B. 
Such a recessed clearance has proved effective in reducing the 
tip clearance losses in turbines. Tne actual running clearance 
is the same for tne standard casing and for the recessed clear- 
ance configuration. In tne recessed clearance configuration, 
the blade is longer so that the tip is line-on-line with the up- 
stream and downstream casing. As indicated in figure VII-16, 
the recessed clearance? configuration apparently does reduce the 
losses in the tip cletirance region. A further small increase in 
efficiency at the ni.gher flows and a nigner pressure coefficient 
over the whole range of flow was obtained with tne recessed 
clearance. 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATItiG OF ANALYTICAL CODES 
With the laser Doppler velocimeter, detailed measurements 
throughout the blade passages for both the rotor and the stator 
may be obtained. This makes possible direct verification of the 
analytical codes and thereoy gives a far more comprenensive un- 
derstanding of the complex physical phenomena occuring within 
the blade rows of turbomachinery. It is most promising. 
A photograph of the velocimeter installed in the compressor 
facility of figure VII-7 is shown in figure VII-17. The com- 
pressor test section is on the left. Two laser beams are pro- 
jected through a window in tne compressor casing and cross one 
another at a point within the rotating blade row. The velocity 
of microscopic particles passing through this intense point of 
light is measured by the instrument. 
The data shown in figure VII-18 are direct reproductions of on- 
line output from the velocimeter. The location of the meas- 
urement station is shown in the two diagrcilgs of figure VII-1Y. 
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As indicated, the circumferential survey of figure VII-18 was 
taken at a station about one-third chord length downstream of 
the blade leading edges and near the blade tip. The axial com- 
ponent of velocity VZ is plotted against circumferential posi- 
tion stations for each blade passage. The cross-hatched regions 
represent the blade locations. Each of the points of this plot 
represents the measured axial velocity within the blade pas- 
sage. Similar measurements of the tangential velocity are ob- 
tained so that the distribution of the relative velocity across 
the blade passage can be calculated. This relative velocity 
distribution averaged over 20 blade passages is shown in the 
lower plot. Measurements are taken at other stations through 
the passage to obtain the relative velocity contour plots shown 
in figure VII-20. A blade-passage flow analysis code was used 
to obtain the velocity contours shown on the left. In this case 
the agreement with the measured contours on the right is quite 
good. Codes that can be used at higher velocities where there 
are shock patterns in the passage are under development. The 
ability to obtain detailed velocity measurements throughout the 
blade passages is an invaluable aid in verifying the results of 
analytical design codes. 
TURBINE COOLING 
The gas temperature levels of current and advanced engines are 
above the melting point of turbine-blade materials; turbine 
cooling is, therefore, required. This cooling is provided by 
air that is bled from the engine compressor and ducted to the 
base of blades and then through cooling passages within tne 
blades. Bleeding air from the compressor, however, results in 
engine performance losses. Tne primary research objective is to 
provide the technology to minimize the cooling requirements and 
thus these losses. It is desired to obtain a fundamental under- 
standing of the flow and heat-transfer phenomena for the more 
effective cooling methods and to improve the accuracy of pre- 
dicting blade-wall temperatures so that the cooling air is ef- 
fectively distributed. 
Cooled blades will typically use combinations of cooling metn- 
ods. For example, the blade in figure VII-21 is convectively 
cooled in the midchord region by the airflow througn radial pas- 
sages. Part of this air passes through holes in an internal 
wall to impinge and cool the leading edge. It is then ejected 
through holes in the blade wall to form an insulating film layer 
on the blade surface. The other part of the air from the mid- 
chord is directed to passages in the rear to convectively cool 
the trailing edge. 
The various methods of cooling or insulating turbine blade walls 
are schematically illustrated in figure VII-22. Convection 
cooling with augmented surface area is tne simplest means of 
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cooling. Another method is impingement cooling, wnerein air 
from a row, or many rows of small holes from an insert within a 
blade, impacts the blade wall and reduces its temperature. For 
advanced engines tnese cooling methods alone are not adequate at 
some locations on the airfoil and need to be combined witn local 
film cooling, wherein the addition of a thin layer of cool air 
insulates the blade from the hot gas stream. For temperatures 
envisioned for future engines full-coverage film cooling con- 
sisting of additional film cooling air from a multitude of small 
holes will be required. A thermally more efficient extension of 
full-coverage film cooling is transpiration cooling, wherein a 
cool layer of air is deposited on the blade surface after pass- 
ing through a porous or woven wall material. Another method of 
reducing blade wall temperatures is to insulate the blade from 
the hot gases by a thermal barrier, tnat is, a low conductivity 
ceramic coating deposited on the gas side of the blades. 
The need for the more effective cooling methods is indicated in 
figure VII-23. Coolant flow requirements rise rapidly for con- 
vection cooling when turbine-inlet gas temperatures and pres- 
sures increase. The conditions of current engines are indicated 
by tne vertical line on the abscissa. (>bviousiy, more complex 
cooling methods, for example, full-coverage film cooling or 
transpiration cooling, will be required to reduce cooling-air 
flow requirements in future engines. The use of thermal-barrier 
coatings on cooled turbine parts can further reduce the 
cooling-air requirements. 
Although neat-transfer studies have been conducted for all of 
the methods depicted in figure VII-22, only research results on 
impingement cooling, full-coverage film cooling, and the 
thermal-barrier coating will be discussed. 
Impingement Cooling 
In order to effectively utilize impingement cooling, the inter- 
relationship of flow and geometry variables on heat transfer 
must be known. The schematic of an impingement-cooled wali con- 
figuration in figure VII-24 shows that, in addition to the im- 
pingement jet flow, a crossflow of cooling air is often pres- 
ent. This air is from previous cooling of the blade upstream of 
the jet array or from the flow that has accumulated with dis- 
tance downstream of the initial impinging jets. The research on 
impingement cooling discussed herein was conducted under a grant 
to Arizona State University. Experimental studies were con- 
ducted at conditions that simulate those of advanced core tur- 
Dine vanes. Some of the variables under investigation included 
arrangements of the jet arrays, hole spacing, hole-diameter-to- 
wall-distance ratios, and impingement-to-crossflow velocity 
ratios. 
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A photograph and a schematic of the test apparatus are shown in 
figures VII-25 and VII-26. Air enters the plenum, exits through 
hole arrays in an interchangeable jet plate, and then impinges 
upon the test wall. The test wall consists of individually 
heated and insulated copper strips. The local heat-transfer 
coefficients for each strip are obtained from measurements of 
the electrical heat input into the strip and the temperatures of 
the strip and impinging air. For the tests described herein, 
only the test strips beneath the jet plate were used. 
One of the purposes of the investigation was to evaluate the 
relative cooling effectiveness of in-line rows of jets and stag- 
gered rows of jets. Initial results are shown in figure VII-27 
where the change in relative heat-transfer coefficient with dis- 
tance is plotted. High coefficients are desirable so that heat 
will be taken from the blade wall and reduce wall metal tem- 
peratures. The results show that the coeficient is highest at 
the first row of holes and then decays with distance downstream 
for both the in-line and staggered jet arrays. Of greater sig- 
nificance, and contrary to initial expectations, the in-line jet 
array is more effective than the staggered array for the same 
coolant flow rate and hole density. At the farthest downstream 
row of jets the in-line array has a 60 percent higher heat- 
transfer coefficient than the staggered array. This superiority 
of the in-line array was greatest when the hole density was the 
highest, that is, when the hole spacings were four and five di- 
ameters and when the jet-to-wall distances were two and three 
hole diameters. Test are continuing to obtain more data on this 
cooling method. The current study is concentrated on developing 
the analysis that will correlate the many variables in the in- 
vestigation so that optimum impingement-cooling configurations 
can be designed. 
Full-Coverage Film Cooling 
Research on full-coverage film cooling has been conducted to ob- 
tain the experimental thermal performances of selected film- 
cooling hole arrays and to develop analytical methods to predict 
their performances. The study was conducted under a contract 
with Stanford University. A photograph and a schematic of the 
test appratus are shown in figures VII-28 and VII-29. In the 
test tunnel film-cooling air and main-stream gas-flow conditions 
simulate those over a turbine vane. Cooling air is injected in- 
to the main stream through 11 rows of holes in the test wall. 
The film-cooling holes extend over only the initial portion of 
the tunnel length. The tunnel test wall consists of individ- 
ually insulated and heated copper strips. The heat-transfer 
coefficient for each strip is obtained (as in the impingement 
cooling study) from measurements of the electrical energy input 
to the individual strips and of the temperatures of the strip 
and main-stream air. This apparatus gives the flexibility to 
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investigate various hole geometries, spacings, and orienta- 
tions. The two hole arrays discussed herein are shown in figure 
VII-30. The holes in both arrays are inclined 300 to the wall 
surface. The array on the righthas these holes alined in the 
direction of the. main-stream flow (in-line injection). The 
holes in the other array are alined at an angle of 450 to the 
main stream (compound-angle injection). The compound-angle in- 
jection was included in the study because Lewis flow- 
visualization studies indicated that improved cooling might be 
obtained. 
The results of detailed measurements of the reiative heat- 
transfer coefficients as a function of distance downstream of 
the test-section inlet for no air injection and for in-iine and 
compound-angle injection are given in figure VII-31. For these 
data, which represent conditions on the gas-side surface of a 
turbine blade, a low coefficient is desirable so that less heat 
will be transferred from the gas stream to the blade wall and 
thus give lower blade metal temperatures. Clearly, in-line in- 
jection significantly reduces the heat-transfer coefficient. 
Compound-angle injection is even more effective beyond 25 hole 
diameters downstream of initial injection. However, beyond the 
region of film injection, the heat-transfer coefficient for the 
compound-angle injection increases rapidly. 
As part of the study at Stanford, a two-dimensional boundary- 
layer computer program called STANCOOL was developed to predict 
heat-transfer coefficients with film cooling. Figure VII-32 
shows a comparison of analytical predictions with experimental 
heat-transfer coefficients for no injection and for in-line hole 
injection. The agreement is good. For no film injection the 
prediction line runs through the experimental data. For film 
injection the cyclic pattern of the predicted local coefficients 
across each of the strips (between rows of film cooling holes) 
agrees well with the measured average coefficients for the in- 
dividual strips. 
To evaluate the performance of the in-line and compound-angle 
hole arrays on an actual turbine vane a Lewis investigation was 
conducted using the turbine cascade shown in figure VII-33. One 
of the vanes in the center of the cascade had five rows of in- 
line holes and another had five rows of compound-angle holes on 
the suction surface. The schematic of the airfoil in the figure 
shows the location of the rows of holes. Downstream of each row 
a copper strip with thermocouples was installed to obtain the 
average spanwise temperature for each row. The results of the 
test confirmed the superiority of the compound-angle injection 
over the in-line injection for all of the rows. Evidence of 
this superiority is shown in figure VII-34 in the plots of cool- 
ing effectiveness as a function of mass flux ratio for the sec- 
ond and last row of holes on the vanes. Cooling effectiveness 
is the ratio of the reduction of vane metal temperature 
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below the gas temperature to that ideally possible at a given 
cooling-air temperature. The mass flux ratio is proportional to 
cooling-air flow rate. The superiority of the compound-angle 
injection is particularly evident at mass flux ratios above 
about 0.5 for the last row of holes where the cooling effec- 
tiveness of the in-line injection begins to decline while that 
of the compound-angle injection increases. 
Thermal-Barrier Coating 
The thermal-barrier coating is a means for reducing blade metal 
temperatures and/or coolant flow. The two-layered, thermal- 
barrier coating applied to a convection-cooled turbine blade is 
shown in figure VII-35. The first layer is a metallic bond coat 
that is typically about 0.004 inch thick, and the second layer 
is yttria stabilized zirconia that is typically 0.005 to 0.020 
inch thick. 
Figure VII-36 shows turbine vane leading-edge metal wall temper- 
atures obtained over a range of coolant-to-gas-flow ratios in a 
research engine for both an uncoated vane and one with a 0.011 
inch thickness of the ceramic. The circles and squares are ex- 
perimental data and the lines are analytical predictions. The 
gas temperature for these tests was 25000 F and the cooling- 
air temperature was 115O F. The results illustrate that sig- 
nificant reductions of as much as 340 o F in vane wall metal 
temperatures were obtained with the coating. The tests also 
showed the ability to predict this reduction analyticaliy, thus 
indicating that the thermal conductivity data for the plasma- 
sprayed-on coating is adequate for design purposes. The figure 
also shows that at a given metal temperature a threefold reduc- 
tion in coolant flow was obtained. 
Although large metal temperature or coolant-flow reductions can 
be obtained with the coating, there was concern about the effect 
of the coating on aerodynamic loss. Figure VII-37 shows the 
kinetic energy loss coefficient (which is a measure of loss in 
aerodynamic efficiency) for coated and uncoated vanes as ob- 
tained in a cold-air cascade. The data show that the as-sprayed 
coating gave very high losses compared with an uncoated vane. 
However, when the coating was smoothed by abrasive poiishing, 
the loss was only about 0.7 of a point larger than that for the 
uncoated vane. This loss was attributed to tne 38 percent 
thicker trailing edge caused by the coating. Redesign of the 
blade for a thinner trailing edge would reduce this loss. 
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TURBINE COOLING AERODYNAMICS 
Ejecting air from film-cooling holes such as tnose shown on the 
vane in figure VII-38 disturbs the boundary layers along the 
blading and end walls and causes significant decreases in tur- 
bine efficiency. The design problem becomes one of devising 
means for ejecting the coolant from the blaciillg and end walls so 
that it effectively insulates the blade yet causes a minimum 
disturbance to the boundary layers. 
Two-Dimensional Cascade Program 
Several programs to investigate the effect of film-cooiant in- 
jection on stator-vane performance have been conducted using the 
cascade shown in figures VII-39 and VII-40. This CaSCade con- 
sists of 12 constant-section vanes, the middle three of which 
are cooled. The main-stream air enters the cascade from the 
right, and the air that is used to simulate coolant is intro- 
duced to the middle three vanes through the coolant manifold and 
associated piping. A survey probe is mounted downstream of the 
blading and traverses parallel to the plane of the vane trailing 
edges. The flow is discharged from the cascade through exhaust 
piping attached to the cascade base. Variables that have been 
investigated in the research programs include coolant hole size, 
the angle orientation of the coolant holes witn respect to both 
the vane surface and the main-stream flow direction, and the lo- 
cation of the coolant ejection holes on the vane surface. 
One of the experimental film-cooled vanes is shown in figure 
VII-41. There were 12 rows of coolant holes oriented in-line 
with the main-stream - 6 rows on the pressure surface and 6 rows 
on the suction surface. There were about 80 holes per row. The 
blading was hollow and of constant cross section. 
A summary of the effect of coolant ejection from individual lo- 
cations on vane efficiency is shown in figure VII-42. In these 
tests the coolant was ejected individually from each of the 12 
rows of coolant holes. These tests were conducted for a condi- 
tion where the coolant temperature was equal to the main-stream 
temprature and the coolant pressure was equal to the main-stream 
pressure. The numbers in the figure refer to the percentage 
loss in efficiency for a 1 percent coolant flow from each row of 
coolant holes. For example, a value of 0.20 indicates that the 
vane efficiency would decrease by 0.20 percent for 1 percent 
coolant ejection from that row of coolant holes alone. For this 
vane configuration the largest losses occurred on the suction 
surface, particularly in the region of maximum diffusion. In 
this region the local surface static pressure is lower than the 
static pressure downstream of the vane. Ejecting coolant into 
the boundary layer in this region of diffusion where an adverse 
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pressure gradient exists thickens the boundary layer consider- 
ably and causes large loss in vane efficiency. 
It is of interest to know whether the total vane efficiency loss 
can be predicted by adding the individual single-row losses. 
Figure VII-43 shows that the single-row results do add together 
quite well. This figure compares the additive single-row losses 
with the multirow losses for coolant holes open on the pressure 
surface, on the suction surface, and around the entire vane. 
The numbers next to the blocks for the additive, single-row re- 
sults indicate the location of the film cooling hole rows. The 
good agreement for all three cases indicates that coolant ejec- 
tion from upstream rows of coolant holes has little effect on 
coolant ejected from downstream coolant rows. 
Analytical methods that can be used to predict the effect of 
coolant on the aerodynamic performance are being developed. A 
comparison of results from one of these methods (the previously 
mentioned S.TANCOOL computer analysis) with experimental results 
is shown in figure VII-44. The STANCOOL results, given in terms 
of efficiency loss, are compared with experimentally obtained 
efficiency losses from different multirow coolant ejection loca- 
tions. The case where the coolant holes were sealed (labeled 
"solid vane" in the fig.) is included as a reference. The next 
two bars show the predicted loss with the holes open only on the 
suction surface and then on the pressure surface. The last bar 
indicates that, with the use of all of the coolant holes, the 
efficiency loss is 5 percent. The STANCOOL program predictions 
agree very well with the experimental data. 
Another observation can be made from these results. If the 
solid vane loss of 2 percent is subtracted from each of the 
other three cases, the remaining loss is that due to the film 
cooling. It can be seen that the individual film cooling losses 
for the suction and pressure surfaces add together to equal the 
total cooling loss. 
Stator End-Wall Film Cooling 
In another program the effect of stator end-wall film cooling on 
stator-vane performance was investigated in a cold-air, full- 
annular cascade. In figure VII-45 the end-wall coolant-hole 
patterns can be seen on the hub and tip hollow vane rings. Fig- 
ure VII-46 shows the arrangement of tne end-wall cooling noles 
with respect to the vane passage. Again, it is desirable to 
eject the coolant with the least disturbances of the main-stream 
flow. 
The radial variation in vane total-pressure ratio witn and with- 
out end-wall coolant is compared in figure VII-47. The coolant 
and main-stream pressures were equal, resulting in a l-percent 
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coolant flow. The low momentum coolant apparently migrates to 
the passage vortex regions that are formed from the movement of 
secondary flows in the vane passage and increases the losses as 
compared with those for the solid end walls. This increase in 
total-pressure loss corresponds to an approximate 0.8 percent 
decrease in vane efficiency. Other configurations are being 
studied in an effort to reduce these losses. 
Effect of Temperature Ratio on Vane and Turbine Efficiency 
The results presented thus far have been from cold-air experi- 
mental studies where air at or near the same temperature as the 
main-stream flow was used to simulate cooling air. The tests 
were conducted in this manner because the test facility and test 
hardware costs were markedly lower and because the tests could 
be performed more rapidly and with fewer problems. However, a 
questions arises as to whether these tests accurately model the 
actual engine operating condition. A method was developed to 
predict the aerodynamic performance at actual engine operating 
conditions from results obtained where the coolant and main- 
stream temperatures were equal. The primary assumption used in 
this method is that the aerodynamic performance at the actual 
engine operating condition will be modeled if the ratio of the 
coolant momentum to that of the main-stream flow is held con- 
stant between the test condition and the engine operating condi- 
tion. 
The results from this prediction method are first compared with 
experimental data for a full film-cooled vane (fig. VII-48). 
The vane efficiency is plotted against the ratio of the main- 
stream temperature to the coolant temperature. In a core tur- 
bine application this ratio will approach a value of three. 
shown in this figure is the variation in vane efficiency for 
three values of coolant-supply to main-stream total-pressure 
ratio. The agreement between the results of the prediction 
method and the experimental data is good. At a pressure ratio 
of 1, which is typical of a first-stage vane, the efficiency is 
constant with temperature ratio. At higher pressure ratios, 
which correspond to coolant ejected from downstream vanes in a 
multistage turbine, the efficiency increases with increasing 
temperature ratio. 
The results from this prediction method are compared with exper- 
imental data for a core turbine in figure VII-49. As with the 
vane results, there is good agreement. Of special interest is 
that the turbine efficiency remains almost constant as the tem- 
perature ratio increases. This indicates that the performance 
at the actual temperature ratio condition can be modeled quite 
well from reduced temperature ratio results. 
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TURBINE ROTOR TIP CLEARANCE EFFECTS 
The problem of maintaining good aerodynamic efficiency with film 
cooling of the stator and rotor blading is the most critical 
problem associated with the core turbine. However, because the 
core turbine has small-blade-height, low-aspect-ratio blading, 
other aerodynamic design considerations are also important. As 
in the core compressor, the rotor tip losses are significant. 
Several studies have been conducted at Lewis to investigate the 
rotor-tip clearance loss. Two rotors that were tested are shown 
in figure VII-50. 
Two tip-clearance configurations were investigated. The inset on 
the left in figure VII-51 shows a recessed casing configura- 
tion. In this configuration the rotor-blade tip was in line 
with the upstream and downstream casing, and the tip clearance 
was varied by changing the casing recess depth. In the conven- 
tional, reduced-blade-height configuration, which is shown in 
the inset on the right, the casing was not recessed, and the tip 
clearance was varied by cutting back the rotor-blade height. 
The tip-clearance losses for the two configurations are compared 
in figure VII-52. The recessed casing configuration was tested 
with the 5-inch tip-diameter rotor. The reduced-blade-height 
configuration was tested with both rotors. For a given rotor 
tip clearance, the loss for the recessed-casing configuration is 
less than the loss for the reduced-blade-height configuration. 
The difference in loss for the two rotors having a reduced- 
blade-height configuration is attributed to a difference in the 
level of rotor reaction. Using a recessed-casing configuration 
instead of a reduced-blade-height configuration could result in 
a core turbine efficiency improvement of approximately 1.0 to 
1.5 percent. 
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VIII. MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
William J. Anderson, Robert C. Bill, John J. Coy, 
and David P. Fleming 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
The term mechanical components incorporates machine elements 
such as bearings, gears, seals, clutches, and shafts or rotors. 
In this paper, some research on bearings, gears, seals, and 
rotor dynamics (spe fically high-speed balancing and dampers) 
is reported. This L-;earch pertains to problems in both air- 
craft turbine engines and helicopter transmissions. 
TURBINE ENGINES 
In turbine engines, the concerns are with main-shaft bearings, 
dampers, shaft seals, and gas-path seals at the tips of the com- 
pressor and turbine blades and between the compressor stages. 
The locations of these components are shown in figure VIII-l. 
Main-Shaft Bearings 
In turbine engines, main-shaft bearings are eitner ball or 
cylindrical-roller bearings. In present engines, they are re- 
quired to operate at DN values up to about 2.4 million. DN is a 
speed severity parameter consisting of the product of bearing 
bore diameter, D, in millimeters, and the rotative speed, N, in 
rpm. Engine designers would like to have main-shaft bearings 
with a DN capability of 3 to 3.3 million for advanced engines. 
Extensive work has been done in conjunction with the General 
Electric Company to define and solve the probiems associated 
with operating ball bearings at 3 million DN. Approximately 
70 000 operating hours have been accumulated at 3 million DN. 
The bearing design and lubrication problems associated with op- 
erating at 3 million DN have been solved, but catastrophic frac- 
turing of the bearing inner ring occurs as a result of fatigue 
pitting. Figure VIII-2 shows one-half of the inner ring of a 
ball bearing run at 3 million DN. Fatigue pitting is the normal 
failure mode for rolling bearings. At lower speeds, it is a 
benign type of failure which can be detected by small chips in 
the oil. The bearing is then replaced. At very high speeds, 
the hoop stress in the rotating ring causes minute cracks in the 
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fatigue pits to propagate through the ring and cause fracture 
and complete failure. 
Engine bearings are traditionally made of through hardened 
steels, which have low fracture toughness. One approach to this 
problem might be to use carburized materials with a hard surface 
layer and a soft core. Tapered roller bearings made of carbu- 
rized materials are currently being tested at high speeds for 
transmission applications. This research may have application 
to engine bearing problems. 
The problem of bearing material fracture toughness is one that 
is confined to the extremely high speeds contemplated for fu- 
ture, advanced engines. A much more mundane problem that is 
present every day in the operation of all machinery is dirt in- 
gestion into the lubrication system. With the steady improve- 
ments that have been made in bearing material quality, more and 
more failures are traceable to contaminants in the lubrication 
system. For this reason, a research program was conducted to 
determine the effect of lubricant filtrat.ion on bearing life. 
Figure VIII-3 shows the bearing fatigue life results for these 
tests. The lives are statistical lives, each being obtained 
with a group of 65-millimeter ball bearings. First a new, clean 
oil was used to determine a baseline life. Then a test series 
was run with the oil purposely contaminated to simulate the nor- 
mal operating conditions of a turbine engine in a real environ- 
ment. A different filter size was used for each of four test 
groups. Using a 105-micrometer filter resulted in premature 
failure due to severe wear. With progressively finer filter 
mesh sizes, fatigue life continued to improve, although the 
gains were modest. In fact, even with the finest (3-pm) filter, 
fatigue life was only about one-half as long as when the system 
was perfectly clean and free of contaminants. Although the im- 
provement in fatigue life with finer filtration was rather mod- 
est in these tests, it may be more significant in other systems. 
Another factor was the dramatic difference in appearance among 
the bearings in the different groups. Bearing surface distress 
and wear were much more prevalent in the tests run with coarser 
filters, indicating that wear could be the mode of failure for 
many of the longer running bearings with coarser filtration. 
Normally 30- to 40-micrometer filters are used in aircraft en- 
gine and transmission lubrication systems. Use of finer filters 
could result in increased bearing life. 
Shaft Seals 
In present engines, shaft seals operate at sliding speeds up to 
approximately 450 feet per second. Usually noncontact labyrinth 
seals are used because of wear and durability proolems associ- 
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ated with contact or rubbing seals. Engine designers would like 
to nave contact seals capable of operating at 700 to 800 feet 
per second. Sliding velocities of conventional contact seals 
are limited by the wear and heat generation associated With 
high-speed rubbing. The development of self-acting or film- 
riding seals has been pioneered at NASA. Early work on self- 
acting seals which incorporate Rayleigh pads to create a sepa- 
rating film was reported at the 1975 Aeronautical Propulsion 
Conference (ref. 1). Figure VIII-4 shows the spiral-groove 
self-acting seal, which utilizes shallow spiral grooves in the 
face of the stationary seal member to pump fluid and to estab- 
lish a very thin film which prevents direct rubbing contact be- 
tween the stationary and rotating seal elements. This design 
significantly reduces friction and temperature rise at high 
sliding speeds. A spiral-groove seal has been operated success- 
fully for 100 hours at sliding speeds up to 800 feet per sec- 
ond. A seal of this type is presently being designed for retro- 
fitting into a 1500-horsepower turboshaft engine in a helicopter. 
Gas-Path Seals 
At the present time, an intensive program for the development of 
ceramic seals for the turbine blade shroud is being carried 
out. Present engines have metal shrouds which must be coolea 
with engine airflow. They also have low rub tolerance, which 
necessitates large tip clearances. These two factors - the need 
for cooling air and the need for large tip clearances - result 
in performance losses. 
Figure VIII-l, although simplified, shows the locations of tne 
gas-path seals. A large engine contains over 50 dynamic sealing 
locations. The purpose of gas-path sealing is to minimize leak- 
age from the primary flow path through the compressor, burner, 
and turbine. This leakage occurs across the blade tips and at 
the labyrinth seals between stages; it has a very significant 
cumulative effect, not only on specific fuel consumption, but 
also on compressor stall margin and engine thrust. Furthermore 
gas-path sealing becomes more critical as engines advance to 
higher pressures and temperatures. One of the sealing locations 
most critical to specific fuel consumption is the high- 
pressure-turbine blade tip, which is shown in detail in figure 
VIII-5. 
From a sealing standpoint, the operating environment is the most 
severe with gas temperatures near 26000 F and with pressures 
near maximum. In small engines, the turbine rub shroud is a 
single ring: in large engines, it is constructed of segments in 
order to reduce thermal strains. Typically each segment is im- 
pingement cooled and is held in place by a cooler outer case 
structure. 
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Figure VIII-6 indicates the problems induced by the high pres- 
sures and temperatures of advanced engines. These problems in- 
clude 
(1) High cooling requirements, which can be 2 to 3 percent of 
flow through the compressor 
(2) Low durability, which shows up in the form of wear, ero- 
sion, cracking, and warping 
(3) Lack of abradability, which means the shroud out-of- 
roundness or eccentricity cannot be corrected by being worn 
down by the turbine blades (illustrated in fig. VIII-7) 
For engine efficiency, minimum clearance between the blade and 
shroud is desired. However, the high-pressure-turbine shroud 
out-of-roundness, exaggerated in figure VIII-7, is common be- 
cause of 
(1) Nonuniform temperatures 
(2) Nonaxisymmetric structures 
(3) Flange leakage 
(4) Nonuniform distribution of cooling air 
(5) Localized flow, in particular, hot gas recirculation 
An important point is that the out-of-roundness is often greater 
than the desired operating clearance. Therefore, with conven- 
tional blade and shroud construction, either the initial assem- 
bly clearance must be large enough to preclude rubbing or the 
out-of-roundness will cause blade wear. In either case, the 
out-of-roundness results in an increased clearance which can be 
as large as 1 to 2 percent of the blade height. This clearance, 
in turn, can result in a significant penalty in terms of specif- 
ic fuel consumption. 
Typically in a modern, highly loaded turbine, a clearance cnange 
of 1 percent of blade heignt changes the specific fuel consump- 
tion by 1.5 to 2.0 percent. Each 1 percent of specific fuel 
consumption is a very significant figure because fuel costs ac- 
count for nearly 50 percent of the direct operating cost, which 
is most of the ticket price. A l-percent change in specific 
fuel consumption applied to the Nation's commercial fleet repre- 
sents about 150 000 000 gallons of fuel per year. A significant 
portion of the fuel loss due to large out-of-roundness clear- 
ances could be saved if the local bumps were abraded away with- 
out blade wear as indicated in figure VIII-8. 
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Several new shroud concepts are being developed witn tne goal of 
mitigating the problems of high cooling requirements, low dur- 
ability, and lack of abradability. Abradable metal shrouds have 
been developed for use in present engines. ceramic shrouds for 
even higher temperatures are under development. Ceramic shroud 
development is not yet complete, but some very interesting re- 
sults have been obtained. 
The most challenging and immediate problem connected with the 
use of ceramic materials in the high-pressure-turbine seal ap- 
plication is retention of mechanical integrity under conditions 
of severe thermal gradients imposed by the engine operating 
cycle. Currently being evaluated are two approaches to ensuring 
mechanical integrity of ceramic seals, both based on plasma- 
sprayed zirconium oxide (Zr02). 
One approach, shown in figure VIII-g, incorporates metal-ceramic 
composite intermediate layers between the alloy substrate and 
the fully ceramic layer adjacent to the gas path. The function 
of the metal-ceramic intermediate layers is to mitigate thermal 
stresses imposed on the brittle ceramic by gradually varying the 
thermal expansion and mechanical properties from those of the 
metal substrate to those of the ceramic layer. Variations on 
this approach include nickel or cobalt alloys with chromium, 
aluminum, and yttrium (NiCrAlY or CoCrAlY) as the metal con- 
stituent and different arrangements and compositions of inter- 
mediate layers. Pioneer analytical and experimental work on 
this approach was conducted under NASA contract by the Pratt & 
Whitney Division of United Technologies Corporation. 
The Other approach, shown in figure VIII-lo, employs a strain 
isolator pad of porous metal with Zr02 sprayed on top. The 
strain isolator pad, in this case a Brunswick fiber metal, looks 
very sparse on a microscopic scale, but is structurally very 
sound and protects the ceramic from the thermal expansion dif- 
ference between the ceramic and the metal. The grey ceramic is 
the zr02. Other strain isolator pad systems being evaluated 
include alternate fiber and metal layers, low-density sintered 
metals, and low-density plasma-sprayed metals. 
The durability of the ceramic shroud materials is ~being investi- 
gated in thermal cycling tests in which the surface temperature 
of the ceramic is held at 24000 F. As illustrated in figure 
VIII-11, an oxyacetylene torch is used, and the ceramic is 
cycled into the torch and then into a stream of cold air. The 
ceramic is alternately heated to 24000 F and cooled to about 
5000 F. In the heating portion of the cycle, the temperature 
of the ceramic surface reaches 2OOOo F in about 20 seconds and 
24000 F in another 10 seconds. Cooling air is directed onto 
the metal backing so that the backing temperature is about 
lloo" F. The hot portion of each cycle lasts about 33 min- 
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utes. The thermal gradients in this test are more severe than 
those imposed by the engine. 
Figure VIII-12 shows a graded layer specimen after 1000 thermal 
cycles. The shroud segment is in excellent condition; needless 
to say, a metal shroud that had been at 24000 F would be in 
very poor condition. Similar results were obtained with the 
strain isolator pad specimen, shown in figure VIII-13 after bO0 
cycles. There is no delamination cracking of the bond between 
the ceramic and the porous metal substrate. 
The effect of high cooling flow requirements on engine core flow 
is illustrated in figure VIII-14. The cooling flow requirement 
of a conventional shroud, which must be held to about 18000 F, 
can be as high as 3 percent of the engine core flow; this is a 
significant penalty. In contrast, a ceramic shroud can be oper- 
ated at a higher temperature and requires less cooling. The 
immediate goal is 24000 F, and for th's shroud temperature, 
i the cooling flow requirement is only -i-percent of the engine 
flow. The differencelin cooling flow requirements in tnis typi- 
cal illustration is 2Fpercent, which translates into a specific 
fuel consumption decrease of about 1 percent. For this reason 
alone, the ceramic shroud concepts are very attractive. 
Another aspect of durability is erosion resistance to particles 
in the hot gas stream; generally these particles have an im- 
pingement angle of about 150, as illustrated in figure VIII- 
15. One inherent advantage of ceramics as compared with metals 
is that the erosion resistance at low impingement angles, like 
150, is generally good. At high impingement angles, ceramics 
are generally less erosion resistant than metals. Fortunately 
the impingement angles are small. 
The test setup used in work performed under NASA contract by 
Pratt & Whitney to measure erosion is shown in figure VIII-lb. 
The specimens are positioned at the end of a combustor nozzle at 
an angle that approximates the impingement angle in an engine. 
The surface temperature is brought up to 24UUo F, and then 
hard particles are introduced at a controlled rate. Some re- 
sults are shown in figure VIII-17. 'The zirconium oxide was neld 
at 24000 F; the metallic system was held at 2000° F. The 
erosion rate of the metal was significantly higher. 
The problem of lack of abradability is being investigated, and 
one approach is shown in figure VIII-18. Abradability is ob- 
tained by bonding abrasive grits to the turbine tips. The tur- 
bine then acts as a grinding wheel. At this time, only prelim- 
inary results have been obtained. A second approach is to make 
the ceramic layer more abradable by introducing porosity. Some 
methods of doing this are currently being evaluated under NASA 
contract by Detroit Diesel Allison Division of General Motors 
Corporation. Figure VIII-19 shows a porous ceramic specimen 
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that has been rather cleanly cut by turbine blades without sig- 
nificant wear to the blades. 
In summary, gas-path sealing becomes more critical as engine 
pressures and temperatures increase. A particularly critical 
sealing location is the high-pressure-turbine blade tip. Here 
the ceramic shroud offers a solution to the problems of high 
cooling airflow requirements, low durability, and lack of abrad- 
ability in advanced engines, where the potential reduction in 
specific fuel consumption is a very significant 2 to 4 percent. 
Rotor Dynamics 
One of the keys to achieving better fuel economy is to make the 
seal clearance small. The minimum seal clearance is limited by 
the vibration amplitude of the rotor; that is, clearance has to 
be greater than tne dynamic motion of the rotor or it will rub. 
The art and science of controlling rotor vibrations is called 
rotor dynamics. 
There are three principal goals in rotor dynamics. The first is 
to minimize vibration amplitudes. The second is to minimize 
vibratory forces on the rotor support bearings. Obviousiy 
achieving this will increase bearing life. The best rotor sup- 
port system for low amplitude is not always the best one for low 
bearing forces, so the design has to be a compromise. The third 
goal is to reduce stresses due to vibration in the rotor and 
support structure. 
Rotor dynamics must be considered more and more in designing and 
operating rotating machinery because of two principal factors: 
first, engine and airframe structures are lighter and more fiex- 
ible, and second, macnines are being operated at high speeds, so 
that the power per pound increases. The effect of these two 
factors is that rotors are now running above one or more bending 
critical speeds. A bending critical speed is a resonance where 
a significant part of the motion that occurs is bending of the 
rotor itself, as opposed to deflection of the bearings or other 
static structures. Figure VIII-20 illustrates a bending crit- 
ical speed. 
When the rotor speed is higher than a bending critical speed, 
the rotor is operating supercritically. Supercriticai operation 
is more difficult than subcritical. The problem occurs not in 
running supercritically, but in passing through the critical 
speed because the rotor is not balanced perfectly; that is, the 
mass axis, or center of gravity axis, does not coincide with the 
axis of rotation. Because the rotor is not balanced perfectly, 
there is a rotating force applied to the rotor, and at resonant 
speeds, the vibration amplitude can be quite large. 
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Certain things can be done to make supercritical operation fea- 
sible. First, the rotor can be balanced very accurately to re- 
duce the exciting force. 'Second, the rotor can be accelerated 
through the critical speed rapidly so that the amplitude does 
not have time to build up. Third, the rotor supports can be 
modified to keep the amplitudes and bearing forces toleraole 
even with an imperfectly balanced rotor. This modification en- 
tails designing appropriate stiffness and damping in the sup- 
ports between the bearing and the engine case (fig. VIII-l). 
Actually both accurate balancing and properly designed supports 
are needed; research is being carried out in both areas. The 
acceleration rate often cannot be chosen, so that option usually 
is not available. 
High-Speed, Multiplane Balancing 
Under NASA contract, Mechanical Technology, Inc., has been work- 
ing on applying the influence coefficient method of high-speed, 
multiplane balancing. Most recently the research has included 
the use of a laser to do the actual balancing. Figure VIII-21 
shows a laser beam firing at a test rotor being balanced. A 
computer controls the laser and gives it the right number of 
pulses to remove the proper amount of materiai. With tne laser, 
the rotor can be balanced while spinning; it does not have to be 
stopped as when grinding or drilling is used. 
Typical results of the experimental laser balancing are shown in 
figure VIII-22. Successive corrections were made to reduce the 
rotor vibration amplitude. More than one run is needed because 
the calculated required number of laser shots was based on a 
trial of only a few pulses. When a large number of pulses were 
fired, the amount of metal removed per pulse decreased. 
In this work, a fairly small laser was used. It puts out a 
pulse every 2 seconds, and each pulse takes off about 2 milii- 
grams of rotor material. The next phase of this work will in- 
volve larger scale rotors and a more powerful laser. 
High-speed, multiplane balancing has also been applied to the 
power turbine of the T55 engine, shown in figure VIII-23. It 
looks substantial, but an analysis shows a good deal of bending 
at the critical speeds. As shown in figure VIII-24, there is 
not as much bending at the first critical, 12 000 rpm, as at the 
second, 21 000 rpm. A rotor response analysis snowed that at 
the normal operating speed, 16 000 rpm, the rotor moue shape is 
that of the second critical speed. So even though normal oper- 
ation is at 5000 rpm below tne second critical speed, bending 
still occurs and causes trouble. In the iaboratory experiments, 
high-speed balancing did a good job of smoothing out this rotor: 
even a rotor that was previously low-speed balancea was a lot 
quieter. A hiyn-speed balancing rig is presently being in- 
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stalled at the Army's overhaul depot at Corpus Christi. The rig 
can accommodate power turbine rotors of the T55 engine and also 
the smaller T53 engine. 
Although the T55 rotor is rather thick and rigid, rotors in some 
of the new engines are much more flexible. A current-technology 
turboshaft engine rotor is shown in figure VIII-25. This rotor 
is about 3 feet long. It has to run through two bending crit- 
ical speeds on the way up to its normal operating speed. The 
manufacturer balances this rotor by using traditional methods, 
but high-speed balancing may be advantageous, particularly if it 
is coupled with a laser in an automated procedure. 
There are several areas in which computer-controlled laser bal- 
ancing might be applied. It can,be most easily used for compon- 
ent balancing, as an automated replacement of present methods. 
The real potential, though, may be in high-speed balancing of 
complete rotor assemblies. The best balancing would be done on 
an assembled engine because the balance would not be disturbed 
by disassembly and reassembly. Most present engines are not 
designed for this procedure. It will have to be planned for 
when the engine is designed. Access to the balancing areas will 
be needed as well as enough sacrifical material that can be re- 
moved by the laser. If force or displacement sensors were 
placed in the engine permanently, rotors could be rebalanced 
even with the engines still installed on the airplane. This 
balancing would provide smoother running engines; there would be 
fewer unscheduled removals for high vibration, and engines could 
be expected to run longer between overhauls. 
Elastomer Dampers 
One means of allowing supercritical operation is to properly 
tailor the stiffness and damping properties of the rotor sup- 
port. Getting stiffness is quite easy with mechanical springs, 
so most of the research effort has been on dampers. Some of the 
functions of bearing support dampers are (1) to absorb vibra- 
tional energy, and in so doing reduce vibration amplitudes and 
bearing forces; (2) to allow an engine to shut down safely if it 
loses a blade; and (3) to allow less accurate balancing, because 
dampers lower vibration amplitudes and bearing forces. 
There are three basic types of dampers used in rotating machin- 
ery. The first, the dry-friction or Coulomb damper, is not 
really suitable for high-speed machinery. 
The second, the hydrodynamic or squeeze-film damper, has been 
applied very successfully in many different applications. Many 
turbine engines would hardly run without them. Two principal 
disadvantages are that an external oil supply is needed and that 
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the damping coefficient increases very sharply for large damper 
motions. 
The third, the elastomer damper, largely eliminates tnese dis- 
advantages. It is self-contained and, for the range of ampli- 
tude usually designed for, does not exhibit the stiffening 
effect of the squeeze-film damper. Of course, it has some dis- 
advantages of its own, but for some applications, it can perform 
very well. For the past 7 years, a technology effort has been 
carried out by Mechanical Technology, Inc., under NASA contract, 
to study the properties of damping materials from an engineer's 
point of view rather than a physicist's or a chemist's. At 
first, measurements were made from simple shear specimens on a 
shaker. Then the basic properties were used in designing a 
damper for a rotor support system. The damper design, shown in 
figure VIII-26, is extremely simple and versatile. In a typical 
application, the rotor turns in a ball bearing whose outer race 
is pressed into the inner damper housing. Between the inner and 
outer damper housing, three or more buttons of elastomer mate- 
rial are placed. 
This damper was evaluated on a rig simulating a power turbine 
rotor. The rotor was balanced very carefully and then run with 
varying known unbalance to evaluate damper performance. As a 
final test, the elastomer buttons were removed from the damper 
and replaced with steel blocks. Tne change in rotor benavior 
was quite dramatic. Figure VIII-27 shows a plot of rotor vibra- 
tion amplitude over a range of speed. Witn the elastomer sup- 
port, there were no amplitude peaks in the operating speed 
range, though when discrete unbalances were used, a critical 
speed was noted at about 10 000 rpm. On rigid supports, the 
critical speed shifted up to about 19 UOU rpm, and the amplitude 
increased to almost 10 mils. So the elastomer support was ex- 
tremely effective in reducing vibration amplitude. 
In anotner comparison, both a squeeze-film damper and an elasto- 
mer damper were designed for a long drive shaft tnat was intend- 
ed to run supercritically. The two dampers were run successive- 
ly with identical shaft balance. Figure VIII-26 snows a plot of 
vibration amplitude as a function of speed. The squeeze-film 
damper was more effective in limiting rotor amplitude at the 
first critical speed, but the elastomer damper was more effec- 
tive at the second critical. So, overall, the elastomer and 
squeeze-film dampers performed comparably. 
As discussed in this section, elastomer dampers have several 
advantages: they are self-contained; the design can oe very 
simple; dimensional tolerances are not as critical as in other 
dampers; and tne stiffness and damping do not increase rapidly 
as the amplitude increases. Elastomer dampers have limitations 
too: many rubbers have to be kept away from any oil; elastomer 
properties can change with age; and elastomers are sometimes 
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severely affected by temperature change (this effect can be cru- 
cial, since the vibration energy absorbed by the damper is con- 
verted to heat, whicn raises the damper temperature). For some 
applications, though, an elastomer damper is the best kind. 
HELICOPTER TRANSMISSIONS 
A transmission is nothing more than an assembly of bearings, 
gears, shafts, and seals which transfers power mechanically, 
usually from a high speed to a low speed. In a helicopter, it 
transfers power from the engine to the main rotor and to the 
tail rotor drive. The goals of transmission research are to 
increase life and reliability; reduce maintenance intervals; 
reduce weight, noise, and vibration; and increase efficiency and 
allowable operating temperature. In the area of gearing, new 
gea,r steels are being tested, and new methods of predicting gear 
reliability are being developed which will result in more reli- 
able gears with longer lives. Also being investigated are im- 
proved gear designs which will increase gear life and reliabil- 
ity and also reduce noise and vibration. High-speed photography 
is being used to study ways of more effectively lubricating 
gears for more efficient operation and better cooling. 
Improvements in one area are expected to benefit that area and 
others as well. For instance, reductions in impact loading of 
gear teeth through improved design methods will increase gear 
life and at the same time reduce noise and vibration. 
Transmission Tests 
Helicopter transmission tests are currently being conducted at 
Lewis by using the test rig shown in figure VIII-29. The figure 
shows a view from the control room, looking through the obser- 
vation window into the test cell. The helicopter transmission 
is mounted in the test stand. 
The general method used is to first research bearing and gear 
components by using analysis and experimental bench testing. 
When a component looks promising after this testing is done, it 
is put into the transmission system for further testing and 
evaluation. 
Figure VIII-30 shows a cross section of the helicopter transmis- 
sion currently being tested. This transmission consists of a 
high-speed input shaft with a spiral bevel gear driving the in- 
termediate shaft by transmitting power through a planetary gear 
train. The planetary gear train consists of a sun gear, three 
planet gears, and a ring gear. The overall reduction ratio is 
approximately 17.5:l. This transmission contains 8 gears and 14 
bearings. Note the stack of three ball bearings supporting the 
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input pinion shaft. This is one of the complexities designers 
would like to eliminate because proper load sharing in a three- 
tandem-bearing array is difficult. Even if the bearings are 
made with perfect geometric accuracy, thermal and mechanical 
distortions can result in one bearing carrying more than its 
share of the load and in premature bearing failure. 
Figure VIII-31 shows the transmission retrofitted with advanced 
components. These components will offer improved reliability 
and higher power transmission capacity. Improved tapered roller 
bearings on the input and output shaft will be used, as will 
improved spiral bevel gears and high-contact-ratio gears with 
improved bearings for the planetary train. After these changes 
are made, the transmission will be tested and compared with the 
standard transmission. 
Gear Research 
Figure VIII-32 shows the spur test gears used at Lewis in the 
gear fatigue test rig. These gears are 3.5 inches in pitch di- 
ameter and have 28 teeth. They are run in the spur gear test 
rig shown in figure VIII-33. Four such rigs are used to perform 
long-term endurance tests. Tne effects of materials, lubrica- 
tion, and design on gear life are being studied. 
Several different types of gear failures occur, as shown in fig- 
ure VIII-34. Scoring is caused by poor lubrication and high- 
temperature operation. Tooth fracture is caused by high tooth 
bending stresses and is aggravated by poor heat treatment. 
Fracture usually begins at the root of the tooth, but may also 
originate at a surface fatigue pit. Surface fatigue pitting is 
caused by repeated application of contact stress. The nigher 
the contact stress, the more rapidly failure occurs. 
Gear materials. - Scoring and fracture failures may be con- 
trolled by proper design, but fatigue pitting is an intrinsic 
problem in gear applications. Pitting is an unavoidable event 
that eventually ends the useful life of a gear. Figure VIII-35 
shows data for test gear failures due to pitting fatigue. The 
failure points are plotted on Weibull coordinates, which give 
the cumulative percentage of failed specimens as a function of 
running time. The notable feature of presenting the data this 
way is that it emphasizes the relation between life and reli- 
ability. For instance, the life at which 10 percent of the gear 
specimens have failed is denoted the L-10 life. This is con- 
ceptually identical to the B-10 life for bearings. The L-10 
life corresponds to YO percent reliability; the L-50 life cor- 
responds to SO-percent reliability. Other life numbers may be 
defined as the degree of reliability required changes. 
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In figure VIII-35, the fatigue data for two gear steels are com- 
pared. The L-10 life of CBS 1000 steel is twice that of AISI 
9310 steel, which was used as a baseline material. 
Figure VIII-36 shows the results from the fatigue tests of six 
gear steels. AISI 9310, the baseline for comparison, is assign- 
ed a relative life of 100 percent. In the tests, only pitting 
fatigue failures occurred in this material. The CBS 600 gears 
had an L-10 life 7.5 times that of the AISI 9310 gears. The 
failure mechanism was primarily pitting. In some cases, the 
cracks near the pitting failure propagated through the tooth to 
cause fracture. The forged M-50 material behaved similarly, 
with a life six times that of the baseline AISI 9310. The M-50 
and CBS 1000 gear steels have good high-temperature hardness 
retention, which results in longer life at elevated operating 
temperatures. 
Gear designs. - High-contact-ratio gears are being investigated, 
since they have potential for improving life and reliability as 
well as reducing dynamic loading of gear teeth. Figure VIII-37 
shows test gears of high-contact-ratio and standard-ratio de- 
signs. Contact ratio is simply the average number of teeth in 
meshing contact. High contact ratios are ratios greater than 2, 
and low contact ratios are those between 1 and 2. 
High-contact-ratio and standard gears were tested at the same 
power level to compare performance. The results are presented 
in figure VIII-38. Compared with standard gears, high-contact 
ratio gears show a 300-percent improvement in L-10 life. The 
improvement in fatigue life, however, is not without a price. 
As found in additional tests, high-contact-ratio gears are more 
susceptible to scoring by a 22-percent margin in allowable 
load. The bending endurance fracture limit is 15 percent iower 
because the teeth of the high-contact-ratio gear are more slen- 
der. Also these gears run hotter because of increased sliding 
of the longer teeth. With proper lubrication and design, 
though, the high-contact-ratio gear can be used to achieve long- 
er life and more reliability. 
Gear lubrication. - Research into lubrication of high-speed 
gears has been conducted by using high-speed photography. The 
lubricant in a high-speed, highly loaded gear system has two 
functions: to provide a lubricant film between the meshing 
teeth and to provide cooling of the gears. The effectiveness in 
performing these two functions is directly related to the depth 
of penetration of the jet of lubricant between the gear teeth. 
Lubrication jets may be tangentially directed into the mesh exit 
side of the gear pair, as shown in figure VIII-3Y, or directed 
radially, as shown in figure VIII-40. High-speed photography 
showed that more effective penetration to the dedendum, or root 
region, of the tooth was achieved with the radially directed 
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jet. From the results of the lubrication study, an analytical 
model was developed. From the model, a lubricant supply 'system 
can be tailored to provide the desired penetration of the lubri- 
cant jet and thus assure good lubrication and cooling of the 
gear teeth. 
Tapered Roller Bearings 
Tapered roller bearings can support high radial and thrust 
loads, so they can, in theory at least, be used to replace a 
stack of two or three ball bearings, such as used in convention- 
al transmissions (fig. VIII-30). This replacement would simpli- 
fy mechanical design. Conventional tapered roiler bearings are 
not designed for high-speed operation, however, so it has been 
necessary to upgrade both bearing design and lubrication. A 
tapered roller bearing designed for high-speed operation is 
shown in figure VIII-41. 
Proper lubrication is especially important in high-speed bearing 
applications. Figure VIII-42 shows the experimental results Ob- 
tained with two high-speed tapered rolier bearing designs and 
three lubrication systems. Bearing temperature is plotted as a 
function of speed for an optimized high-speed design and a more 
conventional design. The test objective was'to operate at high 
speed without exceeding temperature limits. 
First the baseline design bearing was jet lubricated in the con- 
ventional manner with a flow of 3 gailons per minute. Next the 
flow was split so tnat 2 gallons per minute was jetted in and 1 
gallon per minute was introduced into the cone-rib area through 
a series of equally spaced radial holes in the inner ring. With 
this change in the lubrication system, considerably higher 
speeds could be achieved without exceeding the temperature 
limits. 
Further gains were achieved with the optimized high-speed bear- 
ing. This design consists of redesigned rolling elements and a 
new inner ring riding cage. A new lubrication scheme was also 
used: the lubricant flow of 3 gallons per minute was equally 
divided among circumferentially spaced holes, from wnich it lub- 
ricates the cage running surface as well as the critical neat 
generation zones of the rollers. 
The new design makes it possible to run at shaft speeds twice as 
fast as with the baseline design without exceeding the operating 
temperature limits. 
A contractor is now conducting endurance tests of tapered roller 
bearings at the high speeds required for advanced transmissions. 
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SUMMARY 
Some of our program results and their potential impact on aero- 
nautics are as follows: 
(1) Finer lubricant filtration should be considered for all 
rotating machinery, especially where dirt ingestion, wear, and 
premature failures occur. The investment is modest, and the 
payoffs can be significant. 
(2) Self-acting seals offer tremendous promise for improved 
seal performance and life in high-speed rotating machinery. The 
4-inch-diameter seal Lewis is retrofitting into tr;e i>U0-horse- 
power turboshaft engine will save 32 norsepower bec.:ii;se of re- 
duced leakage. 
(3) Successful application of abraiisal? cerdxiz ‘iLii:dltle 
blade tip seals would save tne use of lS0 to 6uir million gallons 
of fuel per year oy the Nation's commercial airline fleet. 
(4) Control of rotor vibration is one of the essential 
elements entering into successful operation of ali high-speed 
machines. High-speed, I;lultiplalle balancing is more effective 
than conventional low-speed, two-plane balanclny. Supercrltical 
operation of shafting is feasible witn good balancing and proper 
use of dampers. Elastomer dampers can be very effective in at- 
tenuating rotor vibrational amplitudes in the regions of criti- 
cal speeds. 
(5) High operating cost is one of the major impediments to 
expanding the market for nelicopters. Extended gear life can be 
achieved with new gear materials. High-contact-ratio gear 
designs may also extend life and may reduce noise. Improved 
gear lubrication and the use of advanced-technology tapered 
roller bearings will increase transmission efficiency and re- 
liability. 
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IX. INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
William C. Nieberding, David R. Englund, Jr., 
and George E. Glawe 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Current propulsion instrumentation needs are characterized by 
the requirement to make measurements under more severe condi- 
tions than in the past - such as at higher temperatures, on the 
rotating parts, in a higher vibration environment, or in very 
small passages. There is also a need to get more high-frequency 
data sucn as dynamic pressure, flow velocity and angle, temper- 
ature, strain, stress, and blade position. This leads to vast 
quantities of data. To be of any practical use, these data must 
be processed and reduced to humanly understandable form very 
rapidly. This usually means some form of on-line data proc- 
essing coupled with an easily interpreted display. 
Those are the problems. Fortunately, new technological advances 
can and are being exploited to solve these problems. Two of the 
most significant technological advances affecting new measure- 
ment system development are optics and microelectronics. 
The field of optics ,with its lasers, finer optics, and electro- 
optic Lievices makes possible noncontacting, nonintrusive, and 
environmentaLiy tolerant sensors and transmlsaion schemes. The 
field of microelectronics extends from the ultra-small semicon- 
auctor sensors for jynamic measurements to the data-handling 
power and econo,mics of the computer, especially the small com- 
puter. 
Ti:iS qd.t>er deScK i.Ie:; ;OinP of tne efforts made at Lewis in apply- 
ing these new tools to today's measurement problems. The topics 
covered in this paper were selected as representative of the 
areas Lewis is working in. The first topic is a blade-tip 
clearance system. Tne second topic is a pulsed-thermocouple 
system used to measure gas temperature with a thermocouple at 
temperatures aoove the melting point of the thermocouple. The 
next topic is an optical technique for measuring blade flutter. 
This is followed by tne results of work aimed at measuring un- 
steady pressure on rotating blades. The last two topics deal 
with flow measurement. The first is a probe for dynamic flow 
and flow angle measurement, and the second is a laser anemometer 
system for rapidly mapping the flow profiles between tne blades 
of a rotating colmpressor. 
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BLADE-TIP CLEARANCE MEASUREMENT 
One of the conclusions of the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) 
program, described earlier in this conference publication, is 
that increased blade-tip clearance is one of the major contri- 
butors to performance deterioration in modern commercial air- 
craft engines. Tne importance of blade-tip clearance is also 
emphasized by the work described in the preceding paper on 
abradable rub strips to reduce the effect of blade rubs. It is 
important to be able to accurately measure the tip clearance of 
fan, compressor, and turbine blades in an operating engine. 
An optical blade- tip clearance measuring system developed by 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft under an NASA contract is described 
here. The objective of the development program and the perfor- 
mance goals for the system are listed in table 1X-l. The range 
of measurement was to be from 0.005 to 0.125 inch, accuracy was 
to be within 0.002 inch, and resolution was to be within 0.001 
inch. The probe was to be cooled so that it could operate in a 
turbine environment with a wall temperature as high as 19000 F. 
The probe used in this system works on the light triangulation 
principle shown in figure 1X-l. With this technique a spot of 
laser light is focused onto a blade tip. If the blade moves up 
to the dashed-line position, which indicates a reduction in tip 
clearance, the spot of laser light moves from point A to point 
B. An objective lens projects an image of the light spot onto 
the detector array. With the blade in the original position, 
the image falls at point A on the detector; with the blade in 
the dashed-line position, the image is at point B. The detector 
is a linear array of photodiodes that puts out a signal only 
from the diodes that are illuminated. Thus the system provides 
a discrete signal that indicates the blade-tip clearance. 
This technique has the advantage that the output signal is not 
determined by the magnitude of the light falling on the detector 
but rather by its position. This means that a variation in the 
reflectance of the blade tips does not cause an error; the only 
requirement is that sufficient light be reflected to provide a 
signal. 
The actual system is shown schematically in figure 1X-2. The 
engine-mounted sensor is a cylinder less than an inch in diam- 
eter. The relatively small diameter is achieved by placing a 
prism in the tip of the probe. This makes the incoming laser 
beam and the reflected light beam more nearly parallel to the 
probe axis. For use at high temperatures the prism is made of 
sapphire, and nitrogen gas is passed through the probe for 
cooling. The gas exits over the face of the prism to keep it 
clean. Fiber optics are used to couple the probe to a remote 
package that contains the laser and the detector. This arrange- 
ment results in a smaller probe and a more acceptable environ- 
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ment for the contents of the remote package. The fiber optic 
bundle carrying the reflected light signal is a coherent bundle 
so as to preserve the relative position of the light spot. An 
image intensifier is inserted between the coherent fiber optic 
bundle and the detector array in order to provide sufficient 
light at the detector for measurements of individual blades. 
The detector has 256 photodiodes in a l/4-inch array to provide 
the required resolution. The output signal from the detector is 
fed into a data system incorporating a small computer that cor- 
relates clearance with blade number. More detail on the design 
and operation of this system is available in reference 1. 
The system has been delivered to Lewis and is being evaluated in 
the laboratory. Test results show that the performance goals 
have been met, including accuracy within 0.002 inch and resolu- 
tion within 0.001 inch. Tne probe mounted in a test fixture un- 
der a compressor wheel is shown in figure 1X-3. 
Future plans in tip clearance measurement inciude the develop- 
ment of a multiple-probe system so that a number of optical 
probes can be used with a single data-handling package. Also, 
advanced capacitance systems are being considered with the hope 
of developing lower cost, flyable, tip clearance instrumentation. 
PULSED THERMOCOUPLE 
In selecting a thermocouple for measuring high-temperature 
gases, one important limiting consideration is the melting point 
of the thermocouple material. Also to be considered are physi- 
cal and chemical changes that degrade the thermocouple and 
shorten its useful life when it operates continuously at high 
temperatures and pressures. A pulsed-thermocouple system has 
toeen designed to alleviate these problems (ref. 2). 
A representative sketch of a pulsed-thermocouple probe is shown 
in figure 1X-4. It has a simple "V"- snaped thermocouple ele- 
ment, which is cooled by a jet of inert gas coming out of a noz- 
zle on the leading edge of the probe body. The curve in figure 
IX-4 shows the operating cycle on a temperature-time plot. The 
top horizontal line represents gas temperature, and the second 
horizontal line represents the melting point of the tnermocouple 
material. The initial part of the curve during the cooling-on 
time period shows the temperature level to which the thermo- 
couple is initially cooled by the gas jet. 
Wnen a measurement is to be taken, the cooling jet is turned off 
and tile thermocouple begins to heat up. Before the thermocouple 
reaches its melting point, cooling is automatically reapplied. 
This heating curve is recorded by a high-speed digital system. 
The data are then sent to the computer, where they are curve fit 
and extrapolated. The extrapolated curve shads tne indicated 
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equilibrium temperature that the thermocouple would have at- 
tained if its melting point would have allowed it to do so. 
A three-element pulsed-thermocouple probe used in a recent re- 
search combustor program is shown in figure 1X-5. The probe was 
run in a 38000 F gas stream, where the extrapolated temper- 
ature steps were each about 300 degrees F. The thermocouple 
element is "V"-shaped and extends from a cone-shaped nozzle, 
which brings the cooling jet within l/8 inch of the junction. 
Data taken from an actual computer printout are shown in figure 
1X-6. Here the thermocouple was initially cooled to 22400 F. 
When the cooling was turned off, the thermocouple temperature 
rose to 32000 F, as shown by the solid line (the recorded data 
curve). Cooling was reapplied at 3200° F. The recorded data 
were sent to the computer and curve fit (circular symbols on the 
data curve). From the data curve-fit, the computer program gen- 
erated the extrapolated curve (diamond symbols) extending to 
3500O F. The extrapolation involves a complex computer pro- 
gram for curve fitting. To estimate the accuracy of the extra- 
polation, we operated the system at a lower temperature. 
A combustor run at a lower temperature level, where the thermo- 
couple can go through the full heating curve without burnout, is 
shown in figure 1X-7. The data of the full heating curve (solid 
line) were recorded. Then as a check on the computer program, 
the computer is instructed to curve fit only the first 65 per- 
cent of the temperature rise (circular symbols) and then to ex- 
trapolate the rest (diamond symbols). Since the full curve has 
already been recorded, this is an in-situ check of the entire 
system that can be made just before a series of extrapolated 
runs. The agreement between the final computed temperature and 
the measured temperature is better than 1.5 percent, which is 
good agreement at this level. 
In conclusion, it looks as if the pulsed-thermocouple probe, 
which extends both the life and temperature range of thermo- 
couples, will help make the necessary measurements in the new 
generation of combustors operating at high temperatures and high 
pressures. The idea of a pulsed-thermocouple system has been 
around for some time, but advances in data acquisition and 
microelectronics have finally made it practical. Work is con- 
tinuing on this system to upgrade probe design, data acquisi- 
tion, and computer software. 
OPTICAL MONITORING OF BLADE FLUTTER 
A previous paper in this conference publication deals with the 
work being done on aerodynamic instability of blades, commonly 
called flutter. If flutter might occur, planned or not, in a 
fan or compressor stage during testing, it is crucial that it be 
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carefully monitored. 
The most common method of monitoring flutter has been to mount 
as many strain gages as possible on as many blades as pos- 
sible. The gages are usually located at spots preselected for 
maximum strain. The problem with the strain-gage technique is 
that the available slip-ring capacity prevents the application 
of nearly enough gages to cover all the suspected modes on all 
the blades. In addition, gages did not last long in Lewis en- 
gine tests. 
Although the strain-gage technique has been used at Lewis, we 
felt that it should be supplemented with something better. An 
optical blade-tip detection scheme was further developed for 
this purpose. It has some significant advantages. Each blade 
tip is sensed on every revolution. This means that a researcher 
does not have to be lucky enough to have a strain gage on the 
blade that is fluttering with maximum amplitude. The optic 
probes are case mounted, so they provide the dual advantage of a 
noncontacting measurement without any sensors on the rotor. 
System operation is illustrated in figure 1X-8. Shown is the 
compressor, or fan, whose blades are to be monitored. From the 
shaft a once-per-revolution synchronization pulse is picked up. 
One or more optical probes (two in this illustration) are 
mounted in the engine casing. Each probe consists of a bifur- 
cated fiber optic bundle. Half the fibers conduct light from a 
source to the blade tips; the other half return light reflected 
from the tips to a photodetector. Both the detectors and the 
light source are outside the test tank. 
The inset in figure IX-S shows more detail of the probe instal- 
lation. A lens focuses the incoming light onto a tiny spot on 
the blade tip. It also collects light reflected from this spot 
and directs it onto the end of the fiber bundle. Thus, a pulse 
of light is generated in each probe for each blade passage. In 
this illustration, one probe senses the trailing edge of each 
blade tip; the other probe senses near midchord. The photo- 
detector signals and the once-per-revolution pulse are fed to an 
electronics box that uses television-like techniques to generate 
a display on an oscilloscope. Two oscilloscope displays - one 
during no flutter, tne other during flutter - are shown in fig- 
ure 1X-9. 
The idea is to measure the time of arrival of the blade at the 
probe location relative to the once-per-revolution pulse. The 
display consists of one horizontal line for eacn blade, much 
like a television raster. On each line is a brightened spot 
whose horizontal position is proportional to the arrival time of 
that blade at the probe. If the blade is not fluttering, the 
spot stays still. If the blade is fluttering, the spot moves 
back and forth by a distance proportional to the tip motion 
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caused by the flutter. By using various combinations of the 
probe signals and the once-per-revolution signal, the system can 
be set up to monitor a selected flutter mode of the blades, such 
as torsion or bending. 
The displays depicted in figure IX-9 were taken during monitor- 
ing of an F-100 fan for the first torsion mode of flutter. It 
is obvious from this display that all the blades must be moni- 
tored because some blades flutter a lot more than others. At 
any one time during this particular test, the blade showing 
maximum flutter on this display exhibited an amplitude five 
times that of the blade showing maximum flutter based on strain- 
gage signals. 
This system is now used for all Lewis engine testing whenever 
flutter is a possibility. In some tests we have even been able 
to detect stalls and rubs from the display characteristics. 
UNSTEADY PRESSURE ON ROTATING BLADES 
Previous papers in this conference publication have presented 
discussions on fan noise and blade flutter. Both these problems 
have generated great interest in measuring the unsteady pressure 
on the surfaces of the rotating blades. Fluctuating pressure 
(and therefore lift) is a source of both noise and flutter 
(vibration). A recently completed contract effort with Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft to develop improved techniques for measuring 
unsteady pressure on rotating compressor blades is described 
here. 
The objectives of the program were to design configurations for 
mounting pressure transducers on the blades and then to identify 
and quantify the sources of measurement error. The mounting 
configurations included surface mounting of a subminiature, flat 
pressure transducer and more complex mountings that required a 
recess or hole in the blade but resulted in less disturbance of 
the aerodynamic shape of the blade. 
Figure IX-10 shows examples of two of these mountings on JT15D 
fan blades that will be tested here at Lewis as part of the for- 
ward velocity effects program that is described in paper III, 
NOISE REDUCTION. Surface-mounted transducers are shown on the 
second and fourth blades, counting from left to right. The dia- 
phragm of the surface-mounted transducer appears as a white dot 
near the left end of the mounted assembly. Epoxy-coated lead 
wires are routed along the blade surface. The white material 
surrounding the transducer is silicone rubber, which is used to 
fair the installation to the blade surface. Soft rubber is used 
for this rather than epoxy in order to isolate the transducer 
from local strain in the blade. The total thickness of this 
mounting is about 0.015 inch and this, of course, represents a 
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disturbance of the aerodynamic surface at the point of measure- 
ment. A second configuration is shown on the first and third 
blades. In this case the transducer is mounted with its dia- 
phragm facing the blade and centered over a 0.06-inch-diameter 
hole, which acts as a pressure tap. This means that the point 
of measurement is on the opposite surface of the blade. The 
installation is about 0.018 inch thick on the transducer side of 
the blade, but there is no disturbance on the side of the blade 
from which the measurement is made, except for the pressure tap. 
More detailed information on these mountings and the pressure 
transducers is available in references 3 and 4. 
The environmental conditions specified for this work included up 
to 90 000 g's centripetal acceleration. This is the accelera- 
tion expected on the blade of a 20-inch-diameter compressor op- 
erating at 18 000 rpm. The temperature was limited to 300° F, 
which is the maximum operating temperature of the diffused sili- 
con pressure transducer. Finally, because the interest in this 
work originated with aeroelastic flutter, in which there is con- 
siderable blade vibration, dynamic strain up to +lOOO micro- 
strain was included as part of the environment. -The transducers 
and mountings survived in the environment, and measurement er- 
rors for a typical application are estimated to be +6 percent of 
reading due to sensitivity changes and +0.02 psi due to vibra- 
tion and dynamic strain. The 0.02 psi Ts a signal that is in- 
duced in the. transducer and that cannot be differentiated from 
the pressure signal. This signal determines the minimum un- 
steady pressure signal that can be measured. The 6-percent sen- 
sitivity error is a combination of a sensitivity change due to 
the rotating environment and uncertainty in calibrating the 
mounted transducers. Periodic recalibration after mounting is 
advisable; appreciable calibration shifts were encountered in 
mounting and testing these transducers. 
One further conclusion from this work is that, for most applica- 
tions, it is probably not feasible to measure steady-state pres- 
sure with blade-mounted transducers of the configurations used 
in this work. Zero shifts of up to 2 psi were measured under 
conditions that were aimed at minimizing zero drift. It is 
expected that normal test conditions would lead to totally 
unacceptable zero drift errors. 
Further detail on this work is available from references 3 and 4. 
DRAG FORCE ANEMOMETER 
Over the past few years, there have been more and more requests 
for instrumentation to make dynamic measurements in turbo- 
machines. Two parameters of particular interest are the dynamic 
flow angle and the dynamic flow rate, which is related to dynam- 
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ic velocity nead. A device to make such measurements has been 
developed. It is called a drag force anemometer (ref. 5). 
The operation of the device is depicted in figure 1X-11. The 
measuring element is a cantilevered beam exposed to the flow. 
The drag force due to tne flow over the beam generates a bending 
moment that is measured with strain gages at the base of the 
beam. The equation in figure IX-11 shows that tne drag force is 
the product of the drag coefficient, the exposed area, and the 
velocity head. The drag coefficient varies with flow angle, as 
snown in this plot. For flow angles from auout 61)o to 900, 
the drag coefficient is constant. This means that when the beam 
is approximately perpendicular to the flow (as shown in the 
sketch), the anemometer signal is only a function of velocity 
head. Conversely, wnen the flow angle is beiow 4Uo, the drag 
coefficient is proportional to flow angle. Thus, wnen the beam 
is approximately parallel to the flow, the anemometer can be 
used to measure flow angle. 
A number of drag force anemometers have been buiit with both 
silicon and steel beams. A probe that has a silicon beam pur- 
chased from a semiconductor transducer manufacturer is depicted 
in figure 1X-12. The beam is mounted on a pedestal inside the 
hollow tip of the probe so as to protect the strain gages. The 
beam is 10 mils thick and the exposed part of the beam is 60 
mils on a side. The probe support is l/4 incn in diameter. 
The advantages of the silicon beam are its small size and its 
high-frequency response. The natural frequency of the silicon 
beam is 40 kilohertz: this gives a flat frequency response to 
a-bout 8 kilohertz. The disadvantages of the silicon beam are 
its susceptibility to breakage by particles entrained in the 
flow and its relatively poor zero stability. Steel beams with 
conventional metal-foil strain gages minimize these problems, 
but the frequency response is roughly half that of silicon. 
Different designs of the drag force anemometer have been used in 
a variety of applications. Fluctuating flow was measured down- 
stream of the F-100 fan during flutter testing. By using the 
anemometer signals, along with other measurements, it is pos- 
sible to identify flutter frequencies and rotating nodal pat- 
terns. A number of anemometer probes were also used in a com- 
pressor dynamics experiment. One of these was a high- 
sensitivity beam to measure inlet flow at a velocity as low as 
100 feet per second. Other measurements included dynamic flow 
angles downstream of a turbine and turbuience intensity. 
In summary, it appears that the drag force anemometer is a very 
versatile addition to the group of instruments used for dynamic 
flow measurements. The output of the anemometer is linear with 
velocity head up to a Mach number of 0.6. The device can meas- 
ure transient flow even with flow reversals. It can measure dy- 
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namic flow angle over a range of +4Oo and, finally, it has - 
high-frequency response. 
LASER ANEMOMETER 
The laser anemometer (sometimes called the laser Doppler veloc- 
imeter) is used extensively in mapping flow velocity fields. In 
engine and engine component testing, it used to be enough to ob- 
tain the velocity map upstream and downstream of the stage. 
Mathematical models were then used to get the map within the 
stage. This is no longer good enough. Real data are needed be- 
tween the blades to verify the models. The laser anemometer has 
recently been applied to the acquisition of the velocity map 
within the rotating stage, that is, between the blades. Lewis 
has developed a system that obtains these data rapidly and ef- 
ficiently. 
A previous paper in this conference publication gives some of 
the results obtained with this system. The major optical com- 
ponents of the system are shown in figure 1X-13. It works in 
the following way. The laser beam is split into two beams that, 
by means of a lens, are caused to intersect at a location within 
the compressor blade row. This location is called the probe 
volume. Within this tiny volume the two beams interfere to pro- 
duce a series of parallel planes that are alternately bright and 
dark. These planes are perpendicular to the plane of the fig- 
ure. Tiny seed particles, a micrometer or less in diameter, are 
intentionally injected into the flow upstream of the stage. 
Laser light is scattered from any of these particles that happen 
to pass through the probe volume. Some of this scattered light 
is collected by tne receiving optics and focused on the photo- 
multiplier tube. As the particle traverses the series of light 
and dark planes, the scattered light flashes on and off. The 
frequency of this flashing is proportional to the particle ve- 
locity component perpendicular to the planes. Thus, for each 
particle that happens to pass through tne probe volume, a burst 
of signal comes from the photomultiplier with a frequency 
proportional to this velocity component. Since it is realiy 
airflow that is being measured, the particles must be small to 
follow the flow. 
The hardware in the Lewis instrument test facility is shown in 
figure 1X-14. The two beams cross to define the probe volume 
within the blade row. Recall that the data are ootained from 
this tiny probe volume, which is essentially a point in space. 
As the stage rotates, data can be obtained from all the points 
on a circumferential line as they pass through the probe vol- 
ume. To get at other circumferential lines, stepper motors, as 
shown in the figure, are used to reposition the whole optics 
package and hence the probe volume. 
be mapped. 
Thus, tne whole stage can 
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A simplified biock diagram of tne system is shown in figure 
1X-15. Shown is the rotor with its blades and a once-per- 
revolution pickup for synchronization. Each time a particle 
passes through the probe volume, a burst of signal comes from 
tne photomultiplier. Tne laser anemometer processor converts 
the signal burst into a digital number proportional to veloc- 
ity. This number is fed to the minicomputer. 
The trick is to tell the computer where, on the circumferential 
segment, this velocity number was obtained. To solve this prob- 
lem, we invented an electronic device that we call an electronic 
shaft-angle encoder. It always has at its output a digital num- 
ber that is proportional to the shaft angular position relative 
to the once-per-revolution pulse. In other words, it gives the 
position on the circumference at any time. Each time a velocity 
event occurs, as signaled by the processor box, botn the veloc- 
ity and the angle are fed into the computer. These velocity- 
angle data pairs are stored, sorted, and processed by the com- 
puter. 
A key component is a CRT terminal, which presents graphics data 
to the experimenter in practically real time. From it he can 
tell whether tne data are any good and what he should do next. 
The equipment in the control room is shown in figure 1X-16. 
Shown are the minicomputer, the laser anemometer signal proces- 
sor, the electronic shaft-angle encoder, and the operator work- 
ing at the graphics CRT terminal. The optics system installed 
in the compressor facility is shown in figure 1X-17. The laser 
beam travels through the optics and enters a specially contoured 
window in the compressor housing. 
Tne primary contribution to the state of the art witn tnis sys- 
tem is rapid data acquisition. Data are accepted over a whole 
circumferential segment at whatever time they arrive. 
Previously reported systems gated the electronics to accept the 
data from only one point at a time until enough velocity events 
were recorded for good statistics. This system, as currently 
operating, accepts the data from 1000 different locations at 
rates from 5000 to 150 000 points per minute. Thus, it is or- 
ders of magnitude faster. This, coupled witn the graphics to 
guide decisionmaking, cuts running time significantly. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper has illustrated the application of optic and micro- 
electronic technology to propulsion instrumentation. Other top- 
ics as well as otner technology fields, could have been cover- 
ed. The point to be made is that the solution to measurement 
problems depends heavily on drawing from a wide variety of tech- 
nologies. 
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X. CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
John R. Szuch 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Today propulsion control technology is advancing at a tremendous 
pace, and, as a result, there are dramatic changes taking place 
both in the things one can expect the control system to do and 
in the equipment that is becoming available to do the controls 
job. This paper focuses on gas turbine engine controls by prov- 
iding an overview of engine control technology and a glimpse of 
where this technology is heading. The role of the government, 
and NASA in particular, in advancing this technology is also 
discussed. 
CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
The basic functions that have to be performed by the engine con- 
trol system include starting the engine, accelerating and decel- 
erating the engine from one thrust level to another, regulating 
or governing the engine speed to maintain a desired thrust, pro- 
viding some form of overspeed protection, metering and shutting 
off the fuel flow to the engine, and providing control for other 
engine variabl such as compressor vanes and bleed. 
These functions have been and still are, for the most part, be- 
ing performed by hydromechanical control systems such as the one 
shown in figure X-l, which is a cutaway of a Pratt & Whitney 
F-100 engine fuel control. This hydromechanical control is sim- 
ilar to an automotive fuel control system in that it uses cams, 
springs, levers, and valves to deliver the right fuel flow for a 
given combination of throttle setting, engine speed, and ambient 
conditions. The hydromechanical units are rugged, dependable, 
and generally capable of performing the basic control func- 
tions. However, there are practical limits on the number and 
types of calculations one can reasonably expect from a hydrome- 
chanical computer before paying a significant penalty in control 
weight, cost, performance, and reliability (refs. 1 and 2). One 
factor that is dictating a search for new ways to control en- 
gines is the continuing trend (fig. X-2) toward more complex and 
demanding propulsion systems. If the number of controlled vari- 
ables is used as a measure of system complexity, it can be seen 
that over the last two to three decades we have gone from simple 
turbojets like the J47 with only fuel flow to control to today's 
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high-performance, afterburning turbofans like the F-100 which 
has seven control variables. This trend, which can be attrib- 
uted to requirements for increased thrust to weight ratios, red- 
uced fuel consumption, and lower life-cycle costs, can also be 
seen in the commercial engines as well. And if one looks ahead 
to the next generation of variable-cycle engines and engines for 
VTOL propulsion (refs. 3 and 4), there probably will be 10 or 
more variables that have to be controlled. 
DIGITAL ENGINE CONTROLS 
It is generally accepted that hydromechanical controls will be 
unable to satisfy the multivariable control requirements of fu- 
ture propulsion systems. As a result, the Government and the 
propulsion industry are aggressively pursuing the use of elec- 
tronics for both military and commercial enqine control applica- 
tions (refs. 5 and 6). In addition to multivariable control, 
electronic engine controls offer new opportunities for automatic 
thrust rating, temperature limiting, self-trim capability, en- 
gine condition monitoring, fault tolerance, and communication 
with the other aircraft systems. 
Figure X-3 illustrates how this move from hydromechanical con- 
trols toward electronic controls has been progressing. For mil- 
itary engines, we have already seen the introduction of control 
systems having some form of electronic supervisory trim capa- 
bility - either analog or digital. Figure X-4 shows the F-100 
engine controls. A hydromechanical control unit performs all 
the basic control functions, while an engine-mounted digital 
computer trims the fuel flow and exhaust nozzle area commands ,to 
increase thrust and to give better thrust regulation at high 
power conditions throughout the flight envelope. The trim com- 
puter, or EEC as it is referred to, also has full authority con- 
trol of the fan inlet guide vanes. 
After demonstrating the suitability of digital electronics for 
trimming hydromechanical controls, it would seem logical to turn 
more and more of the control tasks over to the digital compu- 
ter. As shown in figure X-3, successive steps might include a 
full authority digital control with a simple hydromechanical 
backup to provide flyback capability in the event of an elec- 
tronics failure and, finally, a full-authority digital control 
with backup provided by complementary or redundant electronics. 
This same evolutionary process is expected to occur with commer- 
cial engine controls but at a somewhat slower pace due to the 
simpler engines. The new Boeing 757 and 767 aircraft will have 
hydromechanical controls with supervisory digital electronics. 
There is a possibility that commercial engine manufacturers will 
then be able to go directly to all-electronic controls. A lot 
depends on the outcome of the Navy's FADEC program and the ongo- 
ing reliability flight tests of dual channel electronic controls 
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on the 727 aircraft (ref. 6). In any case, programs such as 
QCSEE (ref. 7) and the Energy Efficient Engine program (refs. 8 
and 9) indicate that digital electronic controls will play a 
prominent role in future commercial aircraft. 
DIGITAL CONTROL RELIABILITY 
While the future for digital engine controls looks bright, the 
question of their reliability remains a major stumbling block to 
their widespread acceptance for man-rated systems. Of particu- 
lar concern are future VTOL applications where the engine con- 
trols will become, in effect, the flight controls. 
Figure X-5 gives a quantitative look at the reliability of both 
the propulsion and flight controls on modern fighter-attack and 
commercial transport aircraft. Reliability is expressed as the 
mean time between control system failures (MTBF). It can be 
seen that the commercial transports exhibit higher control reli- 
ability than do the military aircraft. This is due, in part, to 
the simpler commercial engines. As an example, the hydromechan- 
ical control system on the Pratt & Whitney JT9-D engine, which 
powers many of today's wide-bodied transports, has an MTBF in 
excess of 10 000 hours. By comparison, the F-100 engine, with 
its supervisory digital control, exhibits an MTBF of about 1000 
hours. Later this paper will describe a number of technology 
programs aimed at bridging this reliability gap and thus making 
possible the development of full-authority digital controls for 
future, more complex commercial engines. Figure X-5 indicates 
that the reliability of flight controls is orders of magnitude 
higher than propulsion control reliability (refs. 10 and 11). 
This poses a significant problem in the development of electron- 
ic controls for future VTOL propulsion systems since it is rea- 
sonable to expect that flight control reliability requirements 
will be imposed on the VTOL propulsion controls. The current 
approach to achieve this high reliability in flight controls is 
to use many levels of redundancy. However, this approach may 
result in severe penalties in control system cost and weight 
when considered for the engine control application. Therefore, 
it is expected that a significant number of improvements in con- 
trol technology will be required if electronic controls are to 
become a reality for VTOL aircraft. 
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS 
A number of technology areas have been identified as having a 
significant effect on the reliability of electronic controls. 
One is the computer itself. This includes such things as com- 
puter design, parts selection, fabrication, packaging, and test 
procedures. Another area is computer software. Given the digi- 
tal computer and its capabilities, one can reevaluate how con- 
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trol laws are designed and how one can use digital logic to pro- 
vide the desired level of reliability without resorting to many 
levels of redundancy. The third area involves computer inter- 
face components such as sensors and actuators. Here it is im- 
portant to start thinking in terms of digital-compatible compo- 
nents that do not require a lot of signal conditioning electron- 
ics that can adversely affect the system reliability. And fi- 
nally, there is, control integration. While one usually thinks 
in terms of the performance benefits of integrated controls, 
communication between the various aircraft computers can improve 
control system reliability since it opens up possibilities for 
computer health monitoring and the trading off of control func- 
tions if faults are detected. 
NASA, in fulfilling its obligations to fund high-risk research 
and technology programs and to provide unique facilities for 
this research, has been active in all of these technology areas. 
Both separately funded and jointly funded NASA-DOD programs have 
been conducted to make maximum use of available resources and to 
avoid duplication of effort. Each program is contributing to 
the evolution of reliable electronic control systems. 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR ENGINE (ATDE) PROGRAM 
The Army's Advanced Technology Demonstrator Engine (ATDE) pro- 
gram is a 4-year effort to provide a technology base for devel- 
oping an 800-horsepower turboshaft helicopter engine in the 
mid-1980's. As part of the ATDE program, the engine developers 
(AVCO Lycoming and Detroit Diesel Allison) are using engine- 
mounted, full-authority electronic controls. Even though the 
ATDE only has two control variables, fuel flow and inlet guide 
vanes, the Army recognizes the potential payoff from electronic 
controls in terms of improved performance and lower costs. The 
computer technology being used has evolved from a number of Army 
programs (refs. 12 and 13). Figure X-6 shows the internal con- 
struction of the hybrid (part-digital, part-analog) control unit 
developed by Chandler-Evans that was tested in 1976 on the Pratt 
& Whitney Small Advanced Gas Generator (STAGG). The STAGG tech- 
nology subsequently formed the basis for the ATDE design. Also 
shown in figure X-6 are a burner pressure sensor and detector 
circuitry for use with an optical pyrometer to measure turbine 
blade temperatures. A more advanced version of the control is 
being developed for the ATDE and will be undergoing engine tests 
in 1979. 
QUIET, CLEAN, SHORT-HAUL EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE PROGRAM 
The NASA-sponsored Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine 
(QCSEE) program was covered in detail at the 1978 NASA Powered 
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Lift Conference (ref. 7). It should be noted that General Elec- 
tric did develop a full-authority digital control for the QCSEE 
OTW engine. General Electric, by using the state-of-the-art 
computer technology and sophisticated software techniques, was 
able to show in sea level tests at Lewis a number of performance 
and operational benefits of using digital controls for powered- 
lift propulsion systems. These included thrust-rating control, 
rapid thrust response (essential for the powered-lift applica- 
tion), failure identification and corrective action software, 
engine condition monitoring, and an aircraft computer interface, 
which would allow integration of the engine and aircraft con- 
trols. 
FULL-AUTHORITY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL PROGRAM 
Probably the most ambitious of the computer hardware-oriented 
programs is the Navy's Full-Authority Digital Electronic Control 
(FADEC) program (ref. 5). In this program, which began in 1976, 
a dual-channel, full-authority digital control system is being 
developed to operate advanced variable-cycle engines (VCE) for 
future supersonic aircraft. In this case, the variable-cycle 
engines will have as many as 13 controlled variables. Both 
Pratt & Whitney and General Electric are designing, fabricating, 
and testing FADEC systems. The stated FADEC goals are to reduce 
control life cycle costs by 30 percent, control acquisition 
costs by 25 percent, control weight by 25 percent, and control 
maintenance time by 50 percent, and to achieve an MTBF of 2000 
hours. This reliability goal represents a significant improve- 
ment relative to the F-100 EEC experience and the reliability 
that could be expected from a QCSEE-type computer operating the 
more complex VCE. This is illustrated in figure X-7 where the 
computer (or processor) MTBF is plotted against control complex- 
ity. Complexity is expressed as a function of both the number 
of control inputs and the number of control outputs. In this 
case, the VCE would be represented by a complexity of about 
350. Data are plotted for both a hydromechanical computer and a 
QCSEE-type computer utilizing medium-scale integration of cir- 
cuits and multilayer circuit board construction. From figure 
X-7 two things are obvious. First, while hydromechanical con- 
trols may be preferred for less complex control tasks, they are 
out of the question for the VCE task. Second, using QCSEE cir- 
cuit technology would result in less than half the desired FADEC 
computer reliability. As a result, both Pratt & Whitney and 
General Electric have had to take advantage of the latest ad- 
vancements in large scale integration of circuits and advanced 
circuit board construction techniques to try to reduce the num- 
ber of potentially troublesome circuit interconnections. Indi- 
cations are that the FADEC design goals will be met or exceed- 
ed. Altitude tests of the Pratt & Whitney FADEC are being con- 
ducted at the NASA Lewis Research Center on an F-401 engine; 
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engine tests of the General Electric FADEC are to begin in late 
:1979. 
MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
The Multivariable Control Synthesis (MVCS) program was sponsored 
by the NASA Lewis Research Center and the Air Force Aeropropul- 
sion Laboratory. This joint program began in 1975 and was com- 
pleted early in 1979. In the MVCS program, it was decided to 
abandon the idea of merely implementing conventional control 
laws in the digital computer and instead to exploit the capabil- 
ities of the computer to handle sophisticated control algorithms 
such as those coming out of the so-called modern or optimal con- 
trol theories. This marked the first application of Linear 
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) theory (ref. 14) to the design of con- 
trols for a modern turbofan engine - in this case, the Pratt & 
Whitney F-100. This also involved a computer-aided design pro- 
cess whereby the control designer could specify a design crite- 
ria or measure of performance and have a high-speed digital com- 
puter then compute the set of optimum gains for the control. 
Systems Control, Inc. (Vt) was contracted to develop the control 
logic which was then programmed on a NASA minicomputer (ref. 
15). The control was then verified using a real-time hybrid 
computer simulation of the F-100 engine (refs. 16 and and 17). 
Figure X-8 shows a photograph of the NASA hybrid computer system 
that was used in the MVCS studies. This approach to software 
verification has proved to be very convenient and cost effective 
in that it allows one to debug, modify, and fully evaluate the 
control software prior to engine testing. Following the hybrid 
computer studies, the same control hardware and software were 
used to remotely control the operation of an F-100 engine in the 
NASA Propulsion Systems Laboratory (PSL). Figure X-9 shows a 
controls engineer monitoring the MVCS engine tests from the hy- 
brid facility where the control computer was located. Figure 
X-10 shows the F-100 engine installed and instrumented in the 
NASA altitude chamber. The engine tests were tremendously suc- 
cessful; they represented a free world first for the LQR control 
concept. 
CONTROL INTERFACE COMPONENTS 
Recognizing the importance of the control interface components 
to the overall control system, the NASA Lewis Research Center 
began a long-range research program in 1975 aimed at advancing 
the state of the art in reliable, digital-compatible sensors and 
actuators. Several contracts are underway to promote research 
in these areas. Central to these activities is the extensive 
use of fiber optics with its inherent advantages of simplicity, 
low weight, passivity, and compatibility with the digital compu- 
ter. Devices being considered for the engine control applica- 
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tion include pulse-width-modulated fuel valves, optical tachome- 
ters, tip clearance sensors, and optical temperature sensors. 
Figure X-11 shows a photograph of the Fabry-Perot optical tem- 
perature sensor being developed for NASA by Rockwell. The sen- 
sor is quite small. Light from a source in the computer enters 
the sensor through a fiber optic bundle. The thermal expansion 
of a small brass ring at the tip of the sensor changes the size 
of an internal air gap and produces a filtering effect on the 
light which is reflected back to a receiver in the computer (al- 
so through a fiber optic bundle). The frequency content, or 
color of the reflected light, is a measure of the temperature. 
Figure X-12 shows results from laboratory tests of this sensor. 
Distinguishable color patterns have been produced over a 140 
temperature range. The next steps in the development of this 
promising concept will be to extend the temperature range and 
come up with a suitable detecting and decoding scheme to convert 
the color patterns to digital words that can be used in a con- 
trol. 
INTEGRATED PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEM (IPCS) PROGRAM 
In 1973, the Air Force and NASA initiated the Integrated Propul- 
sion Control System (IPCS) program (ref. 18). The objective was 
to demonstrate in flight the benefit of integrating engine and 
air inlet controls on a high performance supersonic aircraft. 
Figure X-13 shows the F-111 aircraft that was used for the IPCS 
flight tests. An onboard digital computer provided full- 
authority control of the inlet and the TF-30 gas generator, af- 
terburner, and exhaust nozzle. The IPCS flight tests resulted 
in improved aircraft maneuverability, better steady-state and 
transient thrust performance, lower fuel consumption, and ex- 
panded stall-free operation. 
INTEGRATED PROPULSION-AIRFRAME CONTROL (IPAC) PROGRAM 
While the IPCS program showed that integrating the inlet and 
engine controls could improve performance, a number of studies 
have indicated that even more benefits can be derived by inte- 
grating all the aircraft control systems, including the engine, 
inlet, and flight controls. Recognizing a need for research in 
this area, NASA, the Navy, and the Air Force have joined to 
sponsor the Integrated Propulsion-Airframe Control (IPAC) pro- 
gram. This program is aimed at developing a flexible flight 
research facility for conducting flight evaluations of concepts 
related to controls integration. In addition to these integra- 
ted control studies, the facility will be ideal for conducting 
research in energy management, full-authority digital electronic 
controls, engine diagnostics, failure accommodation, electronic 
and optical data bus technology, and other advanced control 
hardware and software. The IPAC system will be built on the 
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NASA F-15 aircraft (fig. X-14). The IPAC schedule calls for 
initial flight tests of the Navy FADEC control system in 1983 
with integrated multivariable control research tests to follow. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper has dealt with the increasing demands on propulsion 
control systems and a number of ongoing programs aimed at devel- 
oping the required technology base. Results to date indicate 
that significant advancements in computer technology are being 
made which should provide future control designers with an al- 
most unlimited computational capability. This will permit using 
sophisticated control algorithms, like LQR, and other software 
features, such as fault accommodation, engine diagnostics, and 
integrated control functions. Also, there is every reason to 
believe that the work going on in advanced sensors and actuators 
will result in a number of simple, yet accurate and reliable, 
devices. These will then mesh with the improved computer hard- 
ware and software to form electronic control systems to provide 
better performance, higher reliability, and lower costs. 
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Xl. SUPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
Albert G. Powers, Robert E. Coltrin, Leonard E. Stitt, 
Richard J . Weber, and John B. Whitlow, Jr. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
At the close of the U.S. attempt in the commercial supersonic 
transport market in the early 1970's, both the government and 
aircraft industry recognized that significant technical advance- 
ments would be required to make a second generation supersonic 
aircraft economically viable and environmentally acceptable. 
Consequently, in 1972, NASA initiated a limited effort to advance 
supersonic technology. The intent of the Supersonic Cruise Re- 
search (SCR) program is to investigate areas requiring new and 
improved technology that will lead to substantial improvements in 
performance, social acceptability, and cost effectiveness. 
The Langley Research Center, the lead center for the overall SCR 
program, is working closely with three airframe contractors, Boe- 
ing, McDonnell Douglas, and Lockheed. Reference aircraft (fig. 
X1-1) configurations are being studied that show improvements in 
range, payload, gross weight, and, hence, cost effectiveness. As 
indicated in figure X1-2, these improvements are results of re- 
cent advancements in structures and materials (including manufac- 
turing techniques), airframe aerodynamics, system integration and 
advanced control concepts, and propulsion, which is obviously the 
major environmental culprit. 
To adequately cover the progress of the overall SCR program, the 
Langley Research Center is planning a four-day conference in 
November 1979. However, since this is primarily a propulsion 
conference, this report concentrates on propulsion and a few 
closely related disciplines. 
PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES 
In 1971 the national SST program was still in progress (fig. XI- 
3) l Boeing was designing a preprototype airplane that was pow- 
ered by a General Electric afterburning turbojet. Full-scale 
engines had actually been built and were being tested. However, 
in retrospect, this engine was borderline in performance and was 
a poor neighbor in terms of noise and pollution. This was recog- 
nized even at that time, and alternative cycles for the produc- 
tion airplane were just starting to receive serious attention 
when Congress terminated the SST program. 
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Determining the best propulsion system for a supersonic transport 
is not a simple matter because of the diverse requirements tnat 
must be satisfied. Figure XI-4 illustrates a typical flight path 
and identifies the critical operating requirements. Tne airplane 
must, of course, be capable of efficient, sustained supersonic 
cruising. Also, there is the controversial need to limit NO, 
emissions to avoid damage to the ozone layer. The best super- 
sonic engine tends to be a low-bypass turbofan, possibly even a 
turbojet, and augmentation is often desirable. 
On the other hand, for low-noise takeoff and efficient subsonic 
climb, plus at least some amount of occasional subsonic cruising, 
a high-bypass-ratio turbofan that is similar to those used in 
modern wide-body transports is preferred. 
These conflicts in engine requirements necessitate a search for 
some type of compromise design that can best suit the airplane on 
the average. Alternatively, one can in theory imagine an engine 
that is so versatile that it can modify its mode of operation 
during flight so as to best match the requirements of the air- 
plane from moment to moment. This is the concept of the variable 
cycle engine (VCE). In practice, of course, providing this ver- 
satility causes penalties in weight, complexity, and component 
efficiencies; therefore, it is not entirely obvious that the VCE 
is really the final solution. 
As already mentioned, NASA started its SCR program in 1972. 
Since there were no longer the constraints of a rigid time sched- 
ule of a true development program, it was possible to reexamine 
the engine situation with a fresh approach. As shown in figure 
x1-5, an extensive series of propulsion studies was initiated 
with General Electric and Pratt & Whitney. The goal was to 
screen all the engine concepts that seemed to have any merit. 
These included all the usual, conventional turbojets and turbo- 
fans plus a wide variety of VCE's. In successive years, the 
studies weeded out the least promising approaches and analyzed 
the survivors in progressively more detail. This process pro- 
duced a small number of favored concepts that are presently being 
studied for such refinements as differences in complexity and 
maintainability and the technology requirements of the particular 
components. 
The relationship of these studies to other phases of the SCR pro- 
gram is indicated in figure X1-6. The propulsion results are fed 
into the Langley system studies, and they in turn help identify 
the desirable engine types and the particular versions needed to 
match the various airplane configurations. The engine studies 
were also supported by research in the key environmental areas of 
emissions and noise. By 1976 the engine concepts were understood 
well enough for large-scale experimentation; also, work has begun 
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on the inlets and nozzles necessary to match the engines that 
have evolved. 
Some of the surviving engine concepts are illustrated in figures 
XI-7 and X1-8. Figure XI-7 shows a fairly conventional turbofan; 
its bypass ratio is so low, however, that this turbofan is prac- 
tically a turbojet. Figure XI-8 shows the presently favored VCE 
offerings of the two contractors. They are both versions of tur- 
bofans and capitalize on the coannular noise benefit that was 
described in paper III. 
Because of the unusual features of these two VU's, they were 
selected for investigation in the large-scale experimental pro- 
gram. However, this is not intended to suggest tnat one of these 
is necessarily the engine that would be chosen by industry if an 
actual development and production program were started in tne 
future. Considerations of development risk, cost, reliability, 
technology readiness, and so forth are more properly the respon- 
sibility of the manufacturer and his customer than they are of 
the government. Later sections will describe the operation of 
these VCE engine concepts and the experimental program that is 
now underway. 
The projected performance of these engine types, as applied to a 
typical supersonic transport mission, is shown in figure X1-9. 
Airplane takeoff weight for a fixed range and payload is used as 
the figure of merit. The independent parameter is the unsup- 
pressed takeoff noise generated by the engines. The circled 
point on the far right shows the capability of the 1971 turbojet, 
which is much noisier than the noise constraint that until re- 
cently was imposed on new subsonic transports (Federal Air Regu- 
lation 36, 1969). The present VCE concepts are competitive with 
each other and can reach the general level of FAR 36 (1969). It 
should be stressed, however, that these calculations are probably 
rather optimistic, and the noise goal is not attained with enough 
margin to create much confidence. The more conventional engine 
is inherently somewhat noisier, but if it were fitted with an 
advanced jet noise suppressor it could possibly achieve similar 
performance to the VCE's. 
Despite the significant improvement since 1971 (fig. XI-9), there 
are no grounds for complacency. The FAA has announced its intent 
to subject future supersonic transports to the same noise limits 
as those that will apply to new subsonic transports of the same 
time period. The latest subsonic limit, shown at the left side 
of figure X1-9, is about 8 decibels lower than the 1969 rule, 
which is barely achievable. Consequently, satisfying the new FAA 
goal poses quite a challenge. 
To elaborate on this important issue, consider figure X1-10, 
which shows the noise of a typical VCE at the three FAA measuring 
points: sideline, community, and approach. Tne open bars pre- 
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sume that jet noise is reduced by the coannular effect. Compared 
to the 1969 rule, sideline noise is high, but community and ap- 
proach noise are low. Hence, after trades are made, the traded 
limit is just about met. But this is not good enough for the 
1978 goal. 
One way to improve the situation is to combine the coannular noz- 
zle with a simple mechanical suppressor in the outer stream 
only. This is represented by the shaded bars. Since the situ- 
ation is considerably improved, this is a useful direction to 
pursue. A later section will comment further on jet noise sup- 
pressors. 
A different type of noise is involved in the bar labeiea ap- 
proach. At this flight condition, the engine is throttled back, 
and a major noise contributor is the fan, rather tnan just the 
exhaust jet. With the present technology the multistage, high- 
pressure-ratio fan used in these engines is very noisy. However, 
in this figure it was presumed that a reduction of 15 to 20 deci- 
bels was achieved by such techniques as inlet choking and wall 
treatment. These techniques may also be needed at the community 
point. The section on inlet design discusses this requirement. 
It was mentioned when discussing figure X1-9, that the VCE's and 
the suppressed conventional engines were competitive. But this 
conclusion is influenced by the mission selected for the airplane 
which, for figure X1-9, is an all-supersonic-cruise case. Vari- 
ations in the mission are examined in figure X1-11. Direct oper- 
ating cost is used as the figure of merit, and what is plotted is 
the value of that parameter for a conventional low-bypass engine 
(LBE) relative to the value for a VCE. These data were ail gen- 
erated by a single contractor to minimize the influence of dif- 
ferent technology assumptions. For a full-range, all supersonic 
mission (circled point), the two engines yield similar perform- 
ance (fig. X1-9). However, when one looks at how airplanes are 
actually used once in the fleet, they rarely fly their maximum- 
range capability. In fact, the average range for these long- 
distance vehicles is more like 70 percent of maximum. This 
slightly enhances the importance of the always present subsonic 
phases involved with takeoff and descent; hence, the LBE suffers 
slightly with respect to the VCE. This effect really becomes 
noticeable if substantial amounts of subsonic cruise become nec- 
essary to avoid sonic boom exposure over land areas. After all, 
not all airports are located next to seacoasts. For the example 
shown, the LBE is 12 percent more expensive to operate than the 
VCE at the average-range point. The significance of this factor 
must again be assessed by the manufacturer and the customer air- 
line when selecting a production engine. 
To summarize, it seems fair to say that major strides in propul- 
sion have been achieved since the old SST program by means of 
both imaginative cycle concepts and improved engine components. 
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VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE COMPONENT PROGRAM 
During the propulsion optimization studies, two unique and at- 
tractive VCE concepts were identified as possible solutions to 
the conflicting propulsion requirements for supersonic trans- 
ports. These VCE concepts incorporate unique components and un- 
usual flowpath arrangements. Certain technologies were identi- 
fied as critical to the successful development of these engines. 
To assess the feasibility of the concepts and to develop the most 
critical of the engine components, the Lewis Research Center ini- 
tiated a VCE component program in 1976 through a series of con- 
tracts with Pratt & Whitney and General Electric. The next two 
sections describe these engine cycles and address a few of the 
critical technology components. 
Variable Stream Control Engine 
Figure XI-12 is a scnematic showing the basic arrangement of the 
major engine components of the Pratt & Whitney variable stream 
control engine (VSCE). Also shown is an illustration of the in- 
verted jet velocity profile at takeoff. The engine is a twin- 
spool configuration similar to a conventional turbofan but witn 
the added feature of a burner in the fan duct. The VSCE derives 
its name from its ability to independently.control the primary 
and bypass streams. The fan and compressor both have variable 
geometry components and are driven by advanced tecnnology tur- 
bines. The main burner and duct burner both use low-emissions, 
high-efficiency combustor concepts, based on NASA's Clean Com- 
bustor program. The coannular nozzle provides variable throat 
areas for the core and fan duct flow and also includes an 
ejector - thrust-reverser system. 
The flexibility of this concept to meet the diverse requirements 
of low jet noise at takeoff and good fuel consumption at cruise 
can best be illustrated by describing the operation at its tnree 
most critical operating conditions: takeoff, subsonic cruise, 
and supersonic cruise (fig. X1-13). 
At takeoff, the primary stream is throttled to an intermediate 
power setting while the duct burner is operated at its maximum 
design temperature. The independent control of the two streams 
provides the unique inverted velocity profile tnat is needed to 
take advantage of the coannular nozzle noise benefit. The bypass 
jet velocity is about 60 to 70 percent higher than tne primary 
jet velocity. This inverted velocity profile provides a signifi- 
cant reduction in takeoff jet noise. 
At subsonic cruise, the main burner is throttled to a low temper- 
ature and the duct burner is turned off. Variable geometry fea- 
tures are used to "high flow" the engine to match the inlet air- 
flow and thus reduce both the inlet spillage drag and the nozzle 
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boattail drag. The velocity profile is nearly flat, and the en- 
gine approaches the performance level of a moderate bypass ratio 
turbofan engine designed strictly for subsonic operation. 
At supersonic cruise, the primary burner temperature is increased 
relative to takeoff, and the duct burner is operated at part 
power. The resulting velocity profile again is nearly flat for 
good propulsive efficiency, and this concept then provides a fuel 
consumption that approaches that of a turbojet cycle designed 
exclusively for supersonic cruise. 
VSCE/F-100 component testbed program. - A comparison of the VSCE 
with Pratt & Whitney's component testbed configuration is shown 
in figure X1-14. The NASA component testbed program at Lewis 
began in 1976 to provide a large-scale evaluation of some of the 
unique and critical components of the selected VCE concepts. To 
keep the costs to a minimum, the critical component hardware is 
applied to existing high-technology engines. In the Pratt & 
Whitney program, the testbed system is designed to provide a 
large-scale evaluation of two of the most critical technology 
components of the VSCE - the low-emissions duct burner and the 
low-noise coannular nozzle. These components are added at the 
back of an F-100 engine which is used as a gas generator. The 
F-100 engine has the best potential to simulate the desired ex- 
haust conditions of the VSCE without any major modifications. 
Low-noise coannular nozzle. - Model nozzle tests are being con- 
ducted concurrently to support the component testbed program. An 
aero/acoustic design procedure for coannular nozzles was applied 
to several candidate exhaust systems to identify the most attrac- 
tive nozzle for the VSCE. A schematic of the selected design is 
shown in figure X1-15. At supersonic cruise, the nozzle is a 
conventional convergent-divergent configuration. Two internal 
clamshells are positioned to provide the initial portion of the 
expansion surface of the ejector shroud. Variable throat areas 
are provided for both the primary and fan flows. At low-speed 
conditions, the nozzle converts to an auxiliary inlet ejector. 
Actuated inlet flaps are opened to admit external airflow into 
the shroud. Panels located immediately downstream of the double- 
hinged doors are translated aft to provide additional area for 
the ejector, and the internal clamshells are alined with the in- 
let flow. Floating tail feathers are aerodynamically positioned 
to provide the proper exit flow area. The clamshells are also 
used for thrust reversal by rotating them back to the nozzle cen- 
terline. The reversed flow is then expelled through the open 
inlet doors. 
Scale models of this nozzle configuration have recently been 
tested in the Lewis 8 by 6 Foot Wind Tunnel (fig. X1-16). Thrust 
performance levels were established for this nozzle design at 
both subsonic and supersonic speeds. The results of this experi- 
mental investigation are shown in figure X1-17. The measured 
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nozzle thrust coefficients are compared to the SCR study goals at 
three critical flight conditions - takeoff, subsonic cruise, and 
supersonic cruise. The supersonic cruise point is simulated at 
Mach 2.0, the highest Mach number available from the wind tun- 
nel. The performance at this flight condition is very good. 
This is encouraging since this is the most critical operating 
point for the exhaust system. The low-speed performance was dis- 
appointing, especially at subsonic cruise when the measured per- 
formance levels are from 5 to 6 counts lower than the study 
goals. Diagnostic tests of the subsonic cruise configurations 
showed that the lower performance levels were the result of an 
aerodynamic flow separation over the inlet doors of the ejector. 
It is obvious that additional work is required to improve tne 
off-design performance of this ejector nozzle concept. 
Low-emissions duct burner. - Segment rig tests are also being 
conducted concurrently to evaluate the performance and emissions 
characteristics of duct burner configurations. An analytical 
screening study of low-emissions, high-performance duct burner 
concepts indicated that a three-stage burner, operating on tne 
vortex burning and mixing concept (vorbix), offered the best con- 
figuration for the testbed engine within its risk and scneduie 
constraints. A schematic of the selected configuration is shown 
in figure X1-18. The requirement that the duct burner be capable 
of operating smoothly over a wide range of fuel-air ratios leads 
to the need for a multistage combustor system. The first, or 
pilot prechamber, stage is sized for stable operation at very low 
fuel-air ratios to provide a soft light and to minimize distur- 
bances to the fan operation. The combined first two stages 
(pilot prechamber and pilot secondary) are designed to operate at 
supersonic cruise, and the third, or high power, stage is design- 
ed to operate only during takeoff and transonic climb. 
Emissions and performance measurements have been obtained for 
this three-stage vorbix configuration in both a two-dimensional 
segment rig test and more recently in the F-100 testbed engine. 
Emissions measurements from these experimental tests at two sim- 
ulated flight conditions, takeoff and supersonic cruise, are 
shown in figure X1-19. The design goals for carbon monoxide (CO) 
and unburned hydrocarbons (THC) are based on a combustion effi- 
ciency of 99 percent. These goals are intended only as a stan- 
dard for comparison and are not related to any proposed or estab- 
lished regulation for advanced supersonic aircraft. Since the 
measured combustion efficiencies are very high (near a value of 
1.0) I the emissions levels for CO and THC are well below the de- 
sign goals. The design goal for oxides of nitrogen (NOx) is 
the lowest value that can be obtained with this duct burner con- 
cept and assumes complete mixing. The measured NO, emissions 
levels are quite low and very near the goals at both takeoff and 
supersonic cruise. It should be pointed out that the duct burner 
only contributes a small part of the overall engine NO, emis- 
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sions when compared to the main burner, as can be seen in figure 
x1-20. 
In figure XI-20 the projected emissions characteristics of the 
VSCE have been updated to reflect the duct burner emissions mea- 
surements from both the segment rig and testbed engine tests. 
The data used for projecting tne emissions of the main burner 
were based on results from the Clean Combustor program, and the 
main burner was assumed to be a two-stage vorbix concept. Figure 
XI-20 shows the projected emissions levels for both the airport 
vicinity and at altitude cruise. The shaded area depicts emis- 
sions from the main burner, while the unshaded area shows the 
emissions from the duct burner. The results at the airport indi- 
cate that the engine is capable of meeting the 1984 emissions 
requirement for the class T5 advanced supersonic transport en- 
gines. Tne NO, emissions at high altitude cruise are higher 
than the proposed Climatic Impact Assessment Program (or CIAP) 
goal of 3.0. Although the requirements for altitude NO, are 
not yet established, if they are constrained to this proposed 
CIAP level, more advanced emissions-reduction technology must be 
employed to meet the goal. This is particularly true for the 
main burner, since it produces nearly 90 percent of the total 
NO, emissions at altitude cruise. 
One of the major concerns with a duct burner is its starting 
problem and how that influences fan stability. This problem was 
addressed in this concept by designing the pilot prechamber stage 
to operate at a very low fuel-air ratio. Soft lights have been 
demonstrated with no significant pressure disturbance at the de- 
sign starting fuel-air ratio of 0.002. Another concern was 
screech. No acoustic instabilities have been encountered to date 
after 46 hours of duct burner operation. The cooling system was 
worked out, and the duct burner was able to operate on all three 
stages for periods of several hours. As mentioned previously, 
the performance and emissions characteristics have been very 
good. Combustion efficiencies are near a value of 1.0. The 
thrust efficiency at the cruise condition was better than 97 per- 
cent, which was well above the design goal of 94.5 percent. 
Thrust efficiency is a measure of the uniformity of the temper- 
ature distribution at the fan duct nozzle exit plane. The tem- 
perature profile should be as uniform as possible to produce the 
maximum thrust. However, the uniformity of the exit temperature 
profile is limited by the necessity of cooling the nozzle. A 
thrust efficiency of 97 percent is considered excellent. 
A photograph of the testbed engine installed in the test stand at 
East Hartford is shown in figure X1-21. This is a rear view of 
the testbed with the ejector nozzle removed. A photograph of the 
exhaust flow with the duct burner lit is shown in figure X1-22. 
It is evident that the exhaust flow is extremely clean. 
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Program status. - The component testbed program at Pratt & Whit- 
ney is in the fourth year of a total five-year program. The 
emissions and performance testing of the baseline duct burner 
configuration on the testbed engine is nearly completed. There 
are still items to be done in the present program. The model 
nozzle program is continuing with an effort to improve nozzle 
performance, especially at the off-design conditions where the 
measured performance to date has been poor. Duct burner segment 
rig tests will continue to refine the three-stage vorbix concept 
and to initiate work on a more simplified configuration. This 
effort will lead to a second emissions test on the testbed en- 
gine. The large-scale aero/acoustic test of the coannular nozzle 
on the testbed engine and the measurement of duct burner combus- 
tion noise levels remain to be completed. 
In summary, the performance and emissions measurements obtained 
to date from the component testbed program at Pratt & Whitney 
have been very encouraging. Successful operation of these ad- 
vanced and unique engine components will remove some of the tech- 
nical barriers that now inhibit the development of an advanced 
supersonic cruise aircraft. 
Double Rypass Engine 
The General Electric Company's VCE, previously identified as 
their most promising concept from the NASA-sponsored SCR propul- 
sion studies, is a double bypass turbofan - so called because the 
fan has been split into two blocks. A schematic drawing of this 
engine is shown in figure X1-23. Each fan block has its own sep- 
arate bypass duct; hence, the terminology double bypass engine. 
Splitting the fan apart gives the designer additional freedom in 
sizing this component and additional control over bypass ratio. 
Description of concept. - Some of the unique features of this 
engine, 
X1-23. 
which help control the flow, are illustrated in figure 
The split fan consists of an enlarged front block, which 
is designed to accommodate all the airflow required for takeoff 
with low jet noise, and a smaller, lower capacity rear block, or 
third-stage fan, which has variable inlet guide vanes for addi- 
tional flow control. They are partially closed to divert flow 
through the outer duct in double bypass operation, which is the 
mode shown in the view above the engine centerline in figure Xl- 
23. This third-stage fan is driven by the high-pressure turbine, 
as opposed to the more normal low-pressure turbine drive system. 
This unique drive arrangement provides a better turbine work 
split between the high- and low-pressure spools and allows the 
fan tip diameter to be reduced because of the higher core shaft 
speed. The improved work split also reduces the cooling air re- 
quired for the low-pressure turbine because more energy is ex- 
tracted from the high-pressure turbine. 
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Another unique component is the forward bypass control valve, 
which is located immediately downstream of the split fan at the 
juncture of the two bypass streams. In double bypass operation, 
it varies the discharge opening of the inner bypass duct to bal- 
ance the static pressure in this duct with that of the outer by- 
pass stream so that they can be combined at minimum loss into a 
single stream. This flow is then brought to the crossover 
struts: these struts support the nozzle plug and channel the flow 
through the hot stream when the inner plug is translated open. 
This setup provides the inverted flow with the hot gas on tne 
outside and the cold fan air on the inside for the maximum jet 
acoustic benefit. 
The more conventional single bypass operating mode of this engine 
is shown below the centerline in figure X1-23. The outer bypass 
duct is closed off by the bypass selector valve, and the inlet 
guide vanes on the third-stage fan are opened so that this stage 
can accommodate all the flow from the front block fan. In this 
case, the nozzle inner cone is translated aft to block any cold 
flow from discharging through the inner nozzle. The rear bypass 
control valves, located between the crossover struts, are opened 
to allow the bypass flow to be mixed with the main engine exhaust 
flow to provide a uniform jet velocity prof.ile. 
The simplified schematic drawings in figure XI-24 illustrate the 
three critical flight conditions referred to in the previous sec- 
tion about the Pratt & Whitney VCE: takeoff, subsonic cruise, 
and supersonic cruise. At takeoff, the General Electric engine 
is operated in the double bypass mode with the fan at an over- 
speed condition to maximize airflow for reduced jet noise. Un- 
like the Pratt & Whitney VCE, this engine does not have a duct 
burner to provide the inverted jet velocity profile desirable for 
low noise: instead, it relies on the flow inversion of the engine 
and fan exhaust streams for this effect. 
At subsonic cruise, the engine is throttled back and is again 
operated in the double bypass mode at high flow. The higher by- 
pass ratio improves the specific fuel consumption at this flight 
condition. Because the airflow is kept high, the throttle depen- 
dent installation losses remain low. Most of the fan discharge 
air is mixed with the main exhaust flow ahead of the nozzle to 
obtain a uniform, low-velocity jet profile, which is desirable 
for good propulsive efficiency. 
At supersonic cruise, the engine operates as a conventional sin- 
gle bypass mixed-flow turbofan for high specific thrust. The 
bypass and core exhaust streams are mixed ahead of the exhaust 
nozzle to obtain a single uniform jet for high propulsive effi- 
ciency. 
Early acoustic test program. - The early acoustic testbed engine, 
shown schematically in figure X1-25, was assembled to assess the 
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feasibility of some of the most critical technologies relevant to 
the double bypass VCE concept, especially with respect to the 
operation of the coannular exhaust system and the unique inverted 
velocity profile desirable for low jet noise. A series of aero/ 
acoustic tests with the testbed engine was completed in October 
1978 at a General Electric test facility at Edwards, California. 
Prior tests were conducted with this engine using a conventional 
mixed-flow exhaust at a General Electric test cell at Lynn, 
Massachusetts. To save costs and to get an earlier test date, 
the NASA program started with a Navy-modified YJlOl split fan VCE 
configuration with double bypass flows. The forward bypass con- 
trol valve system was then added for the Lynn tests and the coan- 
nular plug exhaust system was later added for the Edwards test. 
The reduced size YJlOl/testbed engine design is obviously very 
similar to the advanced study engine shown in figure X1-23. The 
third-stage fan, however, is driven by the low-pressure turbine, 
and the front block is not enlarged but is the same flow size as 
the rear block. Also, losses in the testbed engine might be ex- 
pected to be somewhat higher because of the increased bypass 
stream turning in the vicinity of the forward bypass control 
valving and the increased fan block spacing necessitated by the 
use of existing YJlOl hardware. In spite of these differences, 
takeoff exhaust conditions of the advanced study engine can be 
simulated by the testbed engine. 
A photograph of the testbed engine on the Edwards test stand is 
shown in figure X1-26. A large protective screen is shown ahead 
of a bellmouth inlet. In this photograph the engine is set up 
for the initial calibration testing with a baseline single-stream 
conic mixed-flow nozzle. Figure XI-27 is a photograph of the 
engine on the stand with the coannular plug exhaust nozzle in- 
stallation. A laser velocimeter is shown to the side of the ex- 
haust nozzle. It was used to make a velocity survey of the jet 
plume at various positions downstream of the exit plane. Two 
laser beams can be seen emanating from the laser velocimeter, 
which is on a track-mounted traversing system. Through a combin- 
ation of different plug crowns and outer nozzle shrouds, tests 
were conducted with three different outer nozzle radius ratios at 
a constant throat area. The effect of nozzle area ratio was also 
investigated by translating the inner cone of the plug noazle,.to 
vary the exit area of the inner stream. Both conic and conver- 
gent-divergent outer nozzle terminations were investigated. 
Figure XI-28 shows the thrust loss resulting from bypass system 
pressure losses. In this bargraph, thrust loss is compared at 
typical takeoff exhaust conditions for both single and double 
bypass operation. The single bypass case represents an exhaust 
condition with a mass-averaged jet velocity of 2300 feet per sec- 
ond and an inner to outer area ratio of 0.1. In other words, 
even though the fan is operated in the single bypass mode, a 
small amount of bypass air is allowed to flow through the cross- 
over struts and out through the inner plug to obtain an area 
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ratio of interest from the VCE conceptual engine studies. The 
cycle limitations of the testbed, which was constrained by the 
use of YJlOl hardware, necessitated operation in the single by- 
pass mode to obtain this high a level of jet velocity; the con- 
ceptual study engines, however, would obtain this exhaust condi- 
tion in the double bypass mode. The double bypass case, repre- 
sented by the second pair of bars in figure X1-28, is for a mass- 
averaged jet velocity of 2000 feet per second at an area ratio of 
0.4. The highest losses would be anticipated at these conditions 
since the strut flow is at a maximum, as evidenced by the higher 
area ratio. 
Bypass system losses were of some concern prior to tne Edwards 
testing because of the rather tortuous flowpath from the fan dis- 
charge through the bypass ducting and the crossover struts to the 
inner plug nozzle entrance. There was concern that these losses 
might be higher than analytical prediction techniques indicated, 
thereby detracting from an otherwise attractive concept. These 
predictions, as well as the actual testbed engine results, are 
shown in figure X1-28. For single bypass operation, the predict- 
ed losses are in close agreement with the actual test results and 
are fairly inconsequential. FOK double bypass operation at the 
strut design flow condition, the predicted thrust losses were 
around 2 percent, but the actual measured loss was only slightly 
greater than for single bypass - a very encouraging test result. 
Figure XI-29 shows engine specific fuel consumption as a function 
of fan airflow on the test stand at part throttle conditions with 
constant thrust. This type of operation is representative of 
cutback at the takeoff flyover noise measuring station OK sub- 
sonic cruise. It shows that a 29-percent increase in airflow is 
possible for double bypass operation compared to the normal sin- 
gle bypass operation without exceeding the minimum specific fuel 
consumption in single bypass. At cutback, this could mean a 6 to 
10 perceived noise decibel (PNdB) reduction in jet noise because 
of the lower jet velocity. At subsonic cruise, the greater mass 
flow implies reduced throttle-dependent installation drag because 
the inlet spillage and nozzle boattail are reduced. Trades are 
possible, however, between increased airflow in double bypass and 
lower uninstalled specific fuel consumption. FOK instance, an 
uninstalled specific fuel consumption about 5 percent lower could 
be obtained at an airflow about 13 percent greater than at the 
single bypass minimum specific fuel consumption point. 
Incidentally, another important objective in these tests was met 
by successful transitions between single and double bypass modes, 
and vice versa, without engine stall over a wide range of power 
settings. 
The acoustic test results for both the coannular plug nozzle and 
the baseline single-stream conic nozzle are shown in figure XI- 
30. Perceived noise level (PNL) is plotted at the peak sideline 
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angle against the mass-averaged jet Velocity. The data shown 
here have been scaled to study engine size, and the distance has 
been scaled to the sideline measuring station in a flight situ- 
ation. All the coannular data shown are for an inner to outer 
nozzle area ratio of 0.2. The outer nozzle has a convergent- 
divergent termination designed for a 2.9 pressure ratio. Its 
radius ratio was 0.85. The acoustic benefit of the coannular 
plug is about 6 PNdB relative to the conic at the higher jet ve- 
locities representative of takeoff conditions. A velocity ratio 
of approximately 1.5 between the hot and cold exhaust streams was 
maintained above a mass-averaged velocity of about 1750 feet per 
second. Below this velocity, the velocity ratio and the coan- 
nular benefit began to deteriorate because of the fixed nozzle 
areas used in this test. 
The sideline directivity of the PNL observed in the Edwards test- 
ing is snown in figure XI- 31 at various angles measured from the 
inlet axis. Test data are shown for both the reference mixed 
conic and the coannular plug nozzles. The peak sideline PNL 
occurs in the aft quadrant at an angle of 1.300 where the coan- 
nular nozzle is about 6 PNdB quieter than the baseline conic, the 
same result shown in the preceding figure for this mass-averaged 
jet velocity of 1350 feet per second. In the forward quadrant 
there also appears to be about 7 PNdB in shock noise reduction 
from the coannular nozzle. Small-scale model coannular data are 
also shown for the coannular plug as a broken line. Very close 
agreement was obtained between the model and testbed engine data 
when both are scaled to full size and a common distance. 
Core-driven fan stage VCE testbed. - The acoustic test of the 
initial testbed engine configuration shown in figure XI-25 was 
completed in October 1978. Figure XI-32 shows a testbed engine 
now being built which is more similar to the advanced double by- 
pass study engine. This engine, to be tested in 1980, will have 
a core-dKiven third-stage fan, closer spacing between the fan 
blocks and compressor, and certain exhaust system modifications 
to allow for testing a simple outer stream mechanical suppres- 
sor. Figure XI-33 shows a retractable shallow-chute suppressor 
as it might be applied to the outer stream of the advanced double 
bypass study engine. Such a lightweight, low-loss suppressor 
could probably be added to a flight-type engine with very little 
penalty to the aircraft mission or cost effectiveness. Further 
reductions to the sideline and community cutback noise would re- 
sult relative to that obtained with only the coannular inverted 
velocity profile benefit alone. Studies are now underway to de- 
termine the mission/acoustic trades possible with such systems. 
Using suppressors such as these should bring the projected noise 
levels closer to those specified by FAR 36 (1978). The version 
to be used on the testbed is still in the initiai design phase, 
but it would be a similar, although nonretractable, boilerplate 
design. Yodel scale suppressor work, which is now starting, 
should provide some further design information for this suppres- 
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sor, in addition to that available from the previous DOT/FAA- 
funded experimental studies done by General Electric. 
Program status. - The accomplishments of the General Electric 
component testbed program have, thus far, been very encouraging. 
The coannular jet noise relief of 6 PNdB obtained at the sideline 
condition verified the acoustic predictions based on the scale 
model work. The part-power airflow extension capabilities at 
lower specific fuel consumptions in the double bypass mode have 
demonstrated another of the variable cycle benefits. Successful 
transitions between double and single bypass modes have also been 
accomplished. Furthermore, the bypass system losses from the fan 
discharge through the crossover struts to the inner nozzle were 
less than expected. Next year, a major goal in the General Elec- 
tric program is to verify the unique core-drive fan system and 
evaluate any additional acoustic benefit derived from a simple 
outer stream suppressor. 
SUPERSONIC CRUISE INLETS 
So far in this discussion only the engine and the exhaust nozzle 
have been discussed. Another important element of the propulsion 
package is the engine inlet. At the supersonic cruise speeds of 
interest, the inlet develops a pressure ratio of up to 20 to 1, 
thus generating over half of the propulsive thrust. 
Basic Inlet Properties 
There are several design factors that an inlet designer must con- 
sider when designing an inlet. Each of these factors tries to 
shape the inlet its own way. These factors are shown around the 
outside of figure X1-34, while the basic inlet properties which 
the designer must select are shown inside the box. Each of these 
basic properties will be described, and the factors will be dis- 
cussed as appropriate. 
Geometry type. - The first and most basic inlet property is geom- 
etry type. The inlet would really like to be made of rubber so 
that it could change its shape to just match the airflow require- 
ments at each aircraft speed. But, to be practical, a basic 
shape must be selected as well as a method of varying the inter- 
nal flow area. Figure XI-35 shows the trend of three inlet prop- 
erties for three typical geometry types. One curve shows the 
trend of inlet complexity and the other curve shows the trend of 
both inlet weight and inlet off-design airflow capacity. 
The inlet on the left is a twin duct two-dimensional expanding 
wedge inlet. A photograph of this inlet type with the ramps in a 
vertical orientation is shown in figure X1-36. This photograph 
was taken from a position ahead of and below the inlet with the 
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flow going into the page. The internal area of this inlet is 
varied by a simple doorlike movement of the aft portion of the 
ramp, about a hingeline on the ramp surface. The curves in fig- 
ure XI-35 show that this inlet tends to be the least complex. It 
also has the largest off-design airflow capacity due to its large 
throat area capability. However, it does tend to be the heaviest. 
The middle inlet in figure XI-3S is an axisymmetric expanding 
(axi expanding) centerbody inlet which is also known as a collap- 
sing centerbody inlet. 
in figure X1-37. 
A photograph of this inlet type is shown 
The internal area of this inlet is varied by 
the movement of overlapping leaves about a hingeline on the cone 
surface. This mechanization is similar to that of an iris noz- 
zle. Figure XI-35 shows that this inlet tends to be the most 
complex. But it is lighter than the expanding wedge inlet and it 
has a moderate off-design airflow capacity. 
The inlet on the right in figure XI-35 is an axisymmetric trans- 
lating (axi-translating) centerbody inlet. A photograph of this 
inlet type is shown in figure X1-38. The internal area of tnis 
inlet is varied by translating the centerbody along a support 
tube. Figure XI-35 shows that the basic axi-translating inlet 
(lower edge of shaded bands) tends to be somewhat more complex 
than the expanding wedge inlet. It tends to have the lowest 
weight, but it also has the least off-design airflow capacity. 
In fact, at speeds near Mach 1, the axi-translating inlet may not 
be able to supply enough airflow to the engine. The addition of 
auxiliary (AUX) devices, such as auxiliary inlets, can increase 
its airflow capacity, but these devices will also make it heavier 
and more complex. All three SCR airframers presently snow some 
type of axi-translating iniet on their aircraft. Also, all the 
VCE engines have been matched to this inlet type. But It must be 
remembered that its potential 1acK of off-design airflow capacity 
may result in marginal or inadequate transonic thrust. 
Compression split. - The second inlet property is compression 
split and is described in fiqure X1-39. The upper sketcnes will 
be used to define some terms: The left sketch-shows that at su- 
personic cruise the inlet uses multiple shock waves to slow the 
air to subsonic speeds before It enters the engine. The oblique 
shocks are produced by the inlet flow area contraction. The 
final wave is a normal shock which sits downstream of the minimum 
area called the inlet throat. External compression is defined as 
the flow area contraction occurring ahead of the cowl lip, and 
internal compression is that occurring between the cowl lip and 
the throat. The inlet is said to ue started when the shocks are 
in this high-performance position. But if the normal snoc& is 
pushed into the converging area ahead of the throat, by something 
like increased angle-of-attack or a control error, it is unstable 
and will be abruptly expelled to a point in front of the cowling, 
as shown on the right. This process is cal’Led an inlet unstart. 
The unstart transient can be very violent and the unstarted re- 
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covery very low. These unstart characteristics impart large un- 
symmetric forces on the aircraft. 
The curves in figure XI-39 show that the desire for higher re- 
covery and lower cowl drag will push the inlet designer toward 
high internal compression. The penalties will be greater bleed 
drag I lower angle-of-attack (~1) tolerance before unstart, greater 
unstart severity, and lower unstarted recovery. The figure also 
indicates the amount of internal compression that would be em- 
ployed by the translating and expanding inlet concepts. The axi- 
translating (TRANS) inlet must employ high internal compression. 
The high internal compression is required so the translating in- 
let can obtain the needed off-design area variation. The expand- 
ing (EXP) concepts allow the choice of more modest amounts of 
internal compression. The choice would be the least amount of 
internal compression consistent with relatively good recovery and 
cowl drag, thus reducing the bleed drag and unstart penalties. 
Variable geometry features. - The third inlet property, required 
variable geometry features, is described in figure X1-40. This 
figure shows the gyrations of an axi-translating centerbody inlet 
during a typical mission. The supersonic cruise shock structure 
has already been described. Since the inlets are normally sized 
at cruise speed, the inlet is always matched to the engine at 
this condition. 
The supersonic throat is too small in the off-design speed range 
and must be increased by extending the centerbody. The throat 
now occurs near the cowl lip and the terminal shock sits in front 
of the cowling. Toward the upper end of this speed range, bypass 
may be needed to spill air the engine cannot use. However, as 
speed is further reduced to near Mach 1, the bypass will be 
closed. At this point, as mentioned before, the translating in- 
let has difficulty obtaining all the flow area the engine demands. 
The inlet must deliver a large quantity of high recovery airflow 
to the engine at takeoff so as to reduce jet noise. However, a 
sharp lip separation is present at this condition which forces 
the addition of auxiliary inlet airflow to supply enough good 
quality air to the engine. 
Fan noise suppression of up to 20 decibels may be required in the 
terminal area. This suppression will most likely be accomplished 
by a combination of acoustic treatment on the internal walls, 
similar to that described by the noise reduction panel, and oper- 
ation of the inlet at high throat Mach numbers near choke. The 
auxiliary inlets will have to be open for some noise suppression 
conditions in order to supply enough air to the engine. There- 
fore, in addition to the main duct, the auxiliary inlets will 
also have to incorporate some form of noise suppression for these 
conditions. This figure shows what a complex machine the inlet 
can be. 
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Design Factors 
Now that the basic inlet properties have been described, the de- 
sign factors of figure XI-34 will be discussed. Noise suppres- 
sion, cruise speed, performance, weight, and alpha tolerance have 
already been covered. The need for good shock stability has also 
been implied. But it should also be mentioned that shock stabil- 
ity systems are being studied that will tend to prevent unstarts, 
or at least reduce their frequency of occurrence. But these 
shock stability systems will add complexity. The engine cycle is 
alSO an important driver on.inlet selection. For a VCE to oper- 
ate as advertised, it must be matched to an inlet which can effi- 
ciently provide the airflow that the engine demands over the full 
speed range. The mission is important as it defines such things 
as the need for subsonic cruise legs which in turn can dictate 
the required inlet throat area. The nacelle location dictates 
the Mach number and flow angles at the inlet station. Good com- 
patibility and controlability are required for any supersonic 
cruise vehicle and must be considered early in the inlet selec- 
tion process. Maintainability and reliability of the various 
inlet systems are nebulous quantities, particularly early in a 
development cycle, but can be all important to a final inlet se- 
lection. 
Axi-Expanding Inlet Evaluation 
The previous review of supersonic cruise inlets has alluded to 
some potential airflow and low internal compression advantages of 
the axi-expanding inlet. In 1978 it was decided to further ex- 
plore these potential advantages by having the three SCR air- 
framers - Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed - conduct preliminary 
axi-expanding inlet evaluation studies. Each airframer was to 
aerodynamically and mechanically design an axi-expanding inlet to 
match their aircraft and VCE. Then they were to estimate its 
performance, weight, complexity, and operating characteristics 
and define any unique features associated with this inlet con- 
cept. They were then to compare all of these characteristics 
with those of their present axi-translating inlets. Finally, 
they were asked to identify inlet technology areas that require 
future effort. Since each airframer was studying a different 
aircraft at a different Mach number, three different answers 
might be expected. 
General agreement. - There were several items on which all three 
contractors agreed. They agreed that the axi-expanding inlet 
requires less bleed, has a greater alpha tolerance and a milder 
unstart, and can deliver a larger off-design airflow. The axi- 
expanding inlet has a less complex centerbody bleed system, but 
it does have complex centerbody leaf seals with possible leakage 
problems. Since very little is known about noise suppression in 
supersonic cruise inlets, the relative suppression advantages of 
the two inlets could not be identified. All of the contractors 
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felt fan noise suppression testing is required. The other find- 
ings of each contractor are now reviewed in order of increasing 
design Mach number. 
Douglas evaluation. - Figure XI-41 shows simplified cross sec- 
tions of the two inlet types for the Douglas Mach 2.2 aircraft. 
The bypass and auxiliary inlet systems are shown in different 
positions on the top and bottom of the cowl to illustrate move- 
ment. The axi-translating inlet incorporates two unique fea- 
tures. One is a telescoping centerbody for added transonic air- 
flow. The aft portion of the centerbody is translated forward, 
with the spike tip in the full aft position, in order to open an 
auxiliary flow path through the centerbody. The other unique 
feature is the forward translating cowl auxiliary inlet system 
which is used for added takeoff airflow. An aft bypass door sys- 
tem is also employed in which the doors rotate about an axial 
axis, somewhat like a furnace damper. The axi-expanding inlet, 
shown on the bottom, also incorporates the translating cowl aux- 
iliary inlet system and the aft bypass rotating system. The 
bleed system on this inlet is much simpler than the bleed systems 
on the axi-translating inlet. 
Douglas found that the axi-expanding inlet resulted in 3.3 per- 
cent more range due to the 27 percent less weight, a better sup- 
ersonic cruise specific fuel consumption, and more climb thrust. 
It also required fewer operating mechanisms. A negative factor 
on the axi-expanding inlet was less area for acoustic treatment 
due to the shorter length and overlapping leaves. Douglas found 
that the axi-expanding inlet is a valid VCE concept but that ver- 
ification is required. Also, since all the VCE's have been 
matched to an axi-translating inlet, Douglas recommends that VCE 
cycles should be pursued that might take better advantage of the 
added flow capacity of the axi-expanding inlet. 
Boeing evaluation. - The Boeing inlet geometries for their Mach 
2.4 aircraft are shown in figure X1-42. The Boeing axi- 
translating inlet is a typical translating design. The aft door 
system, which is used on both inlets, is a combination bypass and 
auxiliary inlet system. This aft door system rotates out for 
bypass and in for auxiliary inlet operation. The axi-expanding 
inlet incorporates the unique feature of an added hinge point in 
the subsonic diffuser in order to obtain better throat position 
and area control. Again, the bleed system on the axi-expanding 
inlet is much simpler than those on the axi-translating inlet. 
Boeing found that the axi-expanding inlet resulted in 1.7 percent 
less range; this was due mainly to the inlet's 42 percent greater 
weight even though it provided better SFC at cruise and climb. 
Although they felt that the axi-expanding inlet would have 
greater benefit for the lower cruise speeds and that it is a 
valid VCE concept, they also felt that verification is required, 
particularly on the subsonic diffuser. Boeing's main near term 
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interest, however, is in combining existing three-dimensional 
flow. codes into the three-dimensional analytical models needed to 
design supersonic cruise inlets and their associated control sys- 
tems. They would prefer to use an existing axi-translating wind 
tunnel model, which has a large available data bank, to experi- 
mentally verify these analytical models. 
Lockheed evaluation. - The Lockheed inlet geometries for their 
Mach 2.55 aircraft that incorporates overwing and underwing in- 
lets are shown in figure X1-43. Both the over and under inlets 
are designed for the local Mach number at the overwing position 
of 2.75. The axi-translating inlet is a typical translating de- 
sign. The aft door system, which is used on both inlets, is a 
combination bypass and auxiliary inlet system. The aft door sys- 
tem opens as one door for bypass but opens several small louvers 
for takeoff auxiliary airflow. The axi-expanding inlet is unique 
in that it incorporates translation to maintain better shock po- 
sition and airflow control. Again, the bleed system on the axi- 
expanding inlet is much simpler than those on the axi-translating 
inlet. 
Lockheed found that the axi-expanding inlet had a 3 percent range 
advantage due to its better supersonic cruise SFC and better 
climb engine flow match. A better takeoff recovery is also ob- 
tained with the axi-expanding inlet. The absence of cowi bleed 
on the axi-expanding inlet permits the installation of acoustic 
treatment between the engine face and the auxiliary inlets and 
also gives increased auxiliary inlet position options. However, 
the axi-expanding inlet was 21 percent heavier. Lockheed felt 
that, within the scope of this study, the axi-expanding inlet was 
their preferred inlet but that concept screening should continue. 
Evaluation summary. - The three SCR airframers reached the fol- 
lowing conclusions: 
(1) The range of an aircraft with an axi-expanding inlet was 
comparable to the range of an aircraft with a axi-translating 
inlet. 
(2) Factors other than performance were more important as 
decision criteria in selecting an inlet type. These items in- 
clude engine flow matching, angle-of-attack tolerance, noise 
suppression characteristics, and complexity. 
(3) The axi-expanding inlet is a viable SCR inlet candidate 
which adds a VCE flow match option. 
The three airframers recommended the following: 
(1) Experimental verification of the potential advantages of 
the axi-expanding inlet should be obtained. 
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(2) New inlet concepts should be screened or old concepts re- 
vised so as to generate new and perhaps better inlet-VCE combin- 
ations. 
(3) Early testing is needed to define the low-speed perform- 
ance and fan noise suppression characteristics of supersonic 
cruise inlets. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of the Supersonic Cruise Research program is to 
provide this country with an advanced technology data base to 
support possible future civilian and military supersonic cruise 
aircraft. 
This report has shown some of the recent technical advancements 
in supersonic propulsion that indicate cost and environmental 
improvements are possible in a second generation supersonic 
transport. The paper has also described, in some detail, the 
work being done on variable cycle engines. These unique propul- 
sion concepts, together with advanced supersonic inlets and low 
noise coannular nozzles, promise to provide good operating per- 
formance at both supersonic and subsonic flight, are reasonably 
quiet during takeoff and landing, and have acceptable exnaust 
emissions. 
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XII. HYPERSONIC PROPULSION 
H. Lee Beach, Jr. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Research at NASA on vehicles and propulsion systems for hyper- 
sonic flight in the atmosphere is aimed at providing viable 
technological options for future civil and military applica- 
tions. Within the uncertain framework of social, economic, de- 
fense, and environmental issues, a wide spectrum of possibili- 
ties exists. It is imperative, therefore, that key technologies 
be pursued that can provide the alternatives when they are re- 
quired. Various airbreathing and rocket propulsion system al- 
ternatives are shown in figure X11-1. Of tne airbreathing sys- 
tems, turbojets have the highest performance (as measured by 
specific impulse) up to Mach numbers of approximately 3. Above 
this speed, turbine inlet temperature constrains performance, 
and ramjets become more attractive. About Macn 6, dissociation 
losses caused by slowing the high-velocity stream to subsonic 
speeds greatly reduce ramjet performance. It is then more effi- 
cient to allow the engine internal flow to remain supersonic and 
the engine to operate as a scramjet (supersonic combustion ram- 
jet). All systems in figure XII-1 except the turbojet are shown 
for both hydrocarbon and hydrogen fuels. 
Hypersonic propulsion research is concerned with Mach numbers of 
4 to 6 and beyond. At these speeds, the scramjet is the primary 
system of interest because of its obvious performance advan- 
tages. Specifically, the research program now unoer way at tne 
NASA Langley Research Center deals with hydrogen-fueled scram- 
jets. Hydrogen is being studied because it provides a very 
large performance benefit that yields specific impulse levels at 
Mach 7 comparable to those of JP-fueled turbojets at about Mach 
2. Hydrogen also has the excellent and necessary capability to 
cool both the engine and parts of the airframe in high Mach num- 
ber flight. 
This paper discusses the current NASA program in hypersonic pro- 
pulsion. The program is first put into context by a brief dis- 
cussion of past and other ongoing scramjet programs. The status 
of the research is then discussed; and emphasis is given to com- 
ponent developments, computational metnods, and preliminary 
ground tests at Macn 4 and 7 of subscale scramjet engine modules. 
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BACKGROUND 
The United States' commitment to scramjet research began in the 
early 1960's and has continued at various levels of effort 
through support from NASA, the U.S. Navy, and the U.S. Air 
Force. Much work has been done, and considerable progress can 
be claimed in all pertinent technology areas. An excellent re- 
view of scramjet development efforts in the United States is 
given in reference 1. Much of the discussion in the next sec- 
tion is derived from that reference. 
Brief Review of Scramjet Research 
The U.S. Air Force became involved with scramjets 20 years ago 
through interest in external-burning and single-stage Earth-to- 
orbit vehicles. Engine development programs were sponsored with 
the United Aircraft Research Laboratory, the General Electric 
co., General Applied Science Laboratories, and the Marquardt Co. 
Four research engines were built and ground tested in the 
1960's. These engines were hydrogen fueled and generally 
achieved the internal performance levels that had been pre- 
dicted. Features included in one or more of these engines were 
the variable-geometry inlet; staged fuel injection for operating 
over a wide Mach number range; rearward-facing steps for com- 
bustor-inlet isolation; and thermal compression. At the conclu- 
sion of these test programs, the Air Force began concentrating 
on smaller missile systems that used hydrocarbon fuels. Subse- 
quent research has been related to piloting such missile systems. 
U.S. Navy-sponsored scramjet research has continued since the 
early 1960's under the direction of Johns Hopkins University's 
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL). This work has been missile 
related, with emphasis on unmanned systems that are constrained 
by the launching and handling requirements of ships. such sys- 
tems are volume limited; therefore, storable fuels and passive 
cooling are most desirable. The research has included testing 
of both engine components and complete engine models. Inlet de- 
velopments have resulted in inverted, internal, axisymmetric 
compression flow fields split into three or four modules. These 
inlets appear to perform well and use sweep to minimize heat- 
transfer problems. The combustor configuration that has evolved 
from many tests of autoignitible hydrocarbon fuel uses a rear- 
ward-facing step, a constant-area isolation section, and a coni- 
cal section that expands to an area ratio of 2. Free-jet tests 
of engine models with these features have been conducted at Mach 
numbers of 5, 5.8, and 7. Net thrust (thrust greater than en- 
gine drag) was measured for at least one configuration at all 
three Mach numbers. More recent research at APL has focused on 
an integral-rocket, dual-combustion ramjet for the volume- 
limited missions. This concept uses an embedded dump-combustor 
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ramjet system to serve as a fuel-rich, hot-gas generator for a 
primary scramjet system (ref. 2). 
NASA also began its scramjet research in the 1960's with a pro- 
gram to advance the technology for manned vehicles. The Hyper- 
sonic Research Engine (HRE) project provided the focus for this 
effort; the original goal was to test a regeneratively cooled, 
flight-weight engine on the X-15 research airplane. Although 
the cancellation of the X-15 program precluded the achievement 
of this goal, two engines were designed and built by Garrett 
AiResearch and ground tested. The HRE was axisymmetric and used 
a translating spike to position the shocks and to control the 
inlet airflow over a Mach number range of 4 to 8. Combustor op- 
eration was controlled by staging fuel injection streamwise over 
the Mach number range. Structural, nonburning tests of a com- 
plete flight-weight, regeneratively cooled version of this en- 
gine were made in the Langley Research Center's 8-Foot High- 
Temperature Structures Tunnel. Thrust performance was deter- 
mined in separate tests at the Lewis Research Center's Plum 
Brook Station of a water-cooled, heavy-walled version of the en- 
gine. The measured internal performance at Mach 5 to 7 was very 
close to the design goal. These two sets of tests verified the 
structural and cooling design and manufacturing techniques and 
demonstrated the feasibility of good internal thrust over a 
range of flight speeds. 
Although good internal thrust performance remains a primary goal 
for any propulsion system, it must also achieve high installed 
performance (internal thrust minus external drag). This fact 
has driven the emphasis of scramjet research away from most of 
the engine types examined in the 1960's to concepts tnat are in- 
timately integrated with the vehicles on which they are in- 
stalled. 
Airframe-Integrated Scramjet Concept 
The meaning of airframe - propulsion-system integration for 
scramjets is illustrated in figure X11-2. In this concept, tne 
entire undersurface of the vehicle is part of the propulsion 
system. Integration is needed at high Mach numbers because al- 
most all the airflow between the vehicle and its bow shock is 
required for good performance. This suggests an inlet capture 
area with an annular shape. By splitting the annular area into 
smaller rectangular modules, the primary engine becomes a system 
of identical units of a size and shape appropriate for testing 
in ground facilities. Within this frameworK, the vehicle fore- 
body performs a significant part of the inlet function, and the 
afterbody becomes the nozzle expansion surface. Engine module 
external surfaces can therefore be easily shaped to minimize in- 
stallation losses, and the vehicle base region can provide the 
large expansion ratios that are necessary. 
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The rectangular module concept that takes advantaqe of this ap- 
proach is shown in the center of figure X11-2. Since the vehi- 
cle compresses the flow in the vertical direction, the module 
inlet side walls have wedge shapes to compress the flow horizon- 
tally. This tends to minimize flow distortion over a flight 
Mach number range. Sweep of these wedges, in combination witn a 
recess in the cowl, allows spillage to occur efficiently with 
fixed geometry. Inlet compression is completed by three wedge- 
shaped struts located at the minimum-area section of the mod- 
ule. These struts also provide multiple planes for fuel injec- 
tion and therefore shorten the required combustor length. A 
cross-sectional view of the strut region, shown to the left in 
figure X11-2, illustrates the technique used to control the dis- 
tribution of heat release in the combustor. At Mach numbers of 
7 and higher, almost all the fuel is injected perpendicular to 
the airflow over the struts. This is an inherently fast mixing 
process and results in rapid heat release close to the struts 
for maximum performance. At Mach numbers below 6, too much per- 
pendicular injection produces too rapid mixing and reaction, and 
the flow thermally chokes. To prevent this, most of the fuel is 
injected from the base of the struts parallel to the local flow 
direction. Mixing thus occurs much more slowly, and the heat 
release is stretched out over the length of the combustor. 
The scramjet concept now under investigation is tnerefore a 
fixed-geometry module using three dimensionality and mixed-mode 
fuel injection to allow flight over a wide Mach number range. 
The sections that follow describe the nature and status of the 
research program to support this concept. 
THE AIRFRAME-INTEGRATED RESEARCH PROGRAM 
The NASA Langley Research Center is currently engaged in a 
broad-based research program (refs. 3 and 4) to establish the 
aerothermodynamic lines and performance potential of this scram- 
jet airframe-integrated module concept. The program includes 
research on engine components (inlets, combustors, and nozzles), 
computational fluid mechanics for internal flows, component in- 
tegration (subscale engines), structures, and flow diagnostics. 
The performance of the module itself is the key technology area 
and is the focus of the remaining discussion. Airframe integra- 
tion (including nozzles) and structures are also briefly covered 
for completeness. 
Inlet Research 
Four generations of aerodynamic tests over a period of years 
have brought the inlet concept to a relatively mature state of 
development (refs. 5 and 6). Figure XII-3 shows one of the test 
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models. A foreplate with boundary-layer trips was installed to 
partially simulate the boundary layer on the undersurface of a 
vehicle. One side wall of the model has been removed to show 
the struts and instrumentation rake used to measure flow pro- 
files at the throat. 
Tests were conducted at Mach numbers ahead of the inlet from 2.3 
to 6, corresponding to flight Mach numbers from 3 to 8. Results 
were presented in the proceedings of the 1975 Aeropropulsion 
Conference (ref. 7) and indicated variations in throat Mach num- 
ber, contraction ratio, mass capture, and pressure recovery sim- 
ilar to those of a variable-geometry inlet. It appears that the 
vehicle boundary layer can be ingestea without separation or 
other problems, at least as long as the effects of the combustor 
flow do not feed forward. 
Although some inlet testing has taken place in the last few 
years, the basic inlet has not changed significantly. Its per- 
formance is considered to be excellent; the key remaining ques- 
tion is that of inlet-combustor interaction, which is discussed 
in a later section. 
Combustor Research 
The difficulties in achieving rapid mixing and combustion in the 
fraction-of-a-millisecond residence times available in a super- 
sonic combustor have dictated that considerable research be con- 
ducted on the physics and thermodynamics of such flows. Fuel 
injector and combustor configurations are experimentally evalu- 
ated by direct-connect tests in a combustion-heated facility 
(refs. 8 and 5). The facility burns a mixture of hydrogen, oxy- 
gen, and air to form a high-enthalpy test gas with an oxygen 
mole fraction identical to that of air. Stagnation conditions 
up to 500 psi and 4700° R can be produced; sucn values are re- 
preselltative of Mach 8 flight. 
A large number of configurations has been tested over the past 8 
years. These have included fuel injection from walls (refs. 10 
to 12), from single struts with perpendicular or parallel injec- 
tion (ref. 13), from multiple struts (ref. 14), and from swept 
struts (refs. 15 and 16). Through these tests, the mixing per- 
formance of the baseline concept has been established. Mixed- 
mode, perpendicular and parallel injection appears to provide a. 
viable mechanism to control mixing and heat-release, and tne de- 
sign length of the module comoustor appears to be adequate for 
approximately 95 percent mixing. 
An interesting issue of potential importance emerged from sev- 
eral of tnese tests, as well as from the subscale engine tests 
discussed later. Inconsistencies in ignition and flameholding 
behavior were noted. For example, much-delayed ignition was 
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sometimes observed when rapid autoignition was expected. A sim- 
ple autoignition test program was begun (ref. 17) to investigate 
these inconsistencies and to solve the ignition and flameholding 
problems without altering the basic mixing performance that had 
evolved through years of research. 
The model used in these tests is shown schematically in figure 
X11-4. A Mach 2.7 nozzle was mounted at the exit of the combus- 
tion heater described previously. The injector model was a sim- 
ple flat plate on which fuel injectors (usually three) were 
drilled near a rearward-facing step. Such steps are used on the 
fuel injection struts in the engine concept to help isoiate the 
inlet from the combustor and to help stabilize the flame. The 
step is shown swept to simulate sweep in the engine. Variables 
in the test program were free-stream conditions, fuel tempera- 
ture, wall temperature, sweep angle, boundary-layer thickness, 
and various injection parameters such as injector location rela- 
tive to the step, injector size, and step size. 
Figure XII-5 shows three typical photographs taken during the 
tests. All are for Mach 7-simulated conditions with a stagna- 
tion temperature of 4000 o R and a static pressure of 1 atmo- 
sphere. The flow is from left to right in these photographs, 
and the step location has been indicated with an arrow. For in- 
jection 1.67 step heights upstream of tne step (x/h, = -1.67), 
ignition occurs at the point of injection, and the fuel contin- 
ues to burn as it expands over the step. The problem with this 
configuration is its relatively high susceptibility to inlet- 
combustor interaction through boundary-layer feedback. When the 
injectors were moved just downstream of the step to x/h, = 1, 
the base region apparently became too fuel rich, and ignition 
was severely delayed. This can, of course, have serious impli- 
cations for engine performance. By moving the injectors an ad- 
ditional 2 step heights downstream to x/h, = 3, this problem 
was alleviated. Ignition began near the injectors, and the 
flame stabilized at the step; this condition is the one desired 
for the engine. The 3-step-height criterion proved to be an op- 
timum for locating the injectors, independent of sweep, as long 
as the distance was measured perpendicular to the sweep line. 
Several other important results were produced by the ignition 
tests. There was a very large effect of boundary-layer (energy) 
thickness on the temperature required for ignition. For exam- 
-f+=, up to 1200 degrees R higher temperatures were needed to ig- 
nite the fuel with a thick (0.15 in.) boundary layer than with a 
boundary layer five times thinner. In addition, up to 700- 
degree R differences in ignition temperature were found for wall 
temperature differences of 200 degrees R, where the boundary- 
layer thicknesses were about the same. Heating the hydrogen 
fuel had only a small effect. However, the hydrogen temperature 
was always much lower than the air temperature, and mixture tem- 
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peratures near the ignition point were therefore not affected 
substantially. Interestingly, the pressure-scale product was 
confirmed in these tests to be a scaling parameter for ignition 
in scramjet flow fields. 
The results of this simple test program have explained inconsis- 
tencies observed in various tests and have provided valuable de- 
sign and scaling information for use in future configurations. 
It is clear that sensitivities are large, and that extreme care 
must be taken in controlling boundary-layer thickness, exact in- 
jector location, and wall temperature for effective ground simu- 
lation. 
Computational Fluid Mechanics Research 
To support the inlet and combustor component research, a signif- 
icant effort in computational fluid mechanics for scramjets has 
been under way for several years. The objective is to provide 
reasonably detailed and reasonably accurate computational tools 
for engine design and analysis, with emphasis on such perfor- 
mance parameters as combustion efficiency and heat-release con- 
trol. The scramjet environment is an extremely challenging one 
for analysis since the flow field is highly three-dimensional 
and has turbulent mixing and chemical reaction, regions of sepa- 
ration and recirculation, and shock waves throughout the inlet 
and combustor. Relative to other propulsion systems, however, 
the scramjet presents a unique opportunity. Because the hydro- 
gen is injected as a gas, the combustor flow is single phase. 
In addition, hydrogen-air chemistry is the most studied and best 
understood of any fuel. The geometry is also quite simple 
(relative to turbojets), and the fact that tne flow remains 
largely supersonic gives several computational advantages. 
Because of the relative lack of understanding of the combustor 
flow field, recent emphasis has been on the combustor. Three- 
dimensional codes have been developed (refs. 18 and 19) for com- 
puting scramjet flows downstream of the fuel-injector struts, 
where separation and recirculation no longer occur, and the 
equations describing the flow are parabolic. These codes are 
spatially marching, require two-dimensional storage, and give 
good agreement with experimental data (refs. 20 and 21). The 
most serious problem in applying them is the specification of 
initial conditions, which must come from experimental data or 
some other analysis describing the injector-strut near field. 
Research is now under way to address this near-field analysis 
problem. 
Figure XII-6 shows the sample problem being used for near-field 
focus. It depicts the sonic, underexpanded injection of a hy- 
drogen jet into a supersonic crossflow. The features include 
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jet shocks from the underexpansion, separation of the boundary 
layer ahead of the jet, recirculation zones ahead of and behind 
the jet, and bow shocks off the separated zone and the jet. 
Several methods are being used to solve this problem. A semi- 
empirical method (ref. 22) has been shown to give acceptable re- 
sults for certain cases; a more exact metnod to solve the 
Navier-Stokes equations describing the flow is also being pur- 
sued. In the latter case, the differential equations are ellip- 
tic, and the computing requirements increase tremendously over 
cases with parabolic equations. For example, complete computer 
storage is required for each spatial dimension. Full three- 
dimensional storage is therefore needed for three-dimensional 
problems. Computer run times also tend to increase dramatically 
because time-relaxation techniques requiring many steps are 
necessary. 
The problem shown in figure XII-6 has recently been analyzed two 
dimensionally (ref. 23); that is, the fuel injector was a slot 
rather than a discrete orifice. Velocity vectors from such an 
analysis with an air Mach number of 2.5 are shown in figure 
X11-7. The top and bottom of the plot correspond to the bound- 
ing walls. The direction of the arrow indicates flow direction, 
and the arrow length indicates relative velocity. Some of the 
flow-field structure shown in figure XII-6 has been superimposed 
for clarity. Both the front and rear recirculation zones have 
been computed as shown by the vectors turning around. The vec- 
tors also turn up, then back, as the flow crosses the up-running 
bow shock and its down-running reflection. The bow shock for 
this 'particular calculation was strong enough to separate the 
top-surface boundary layer. Fuel mass contours are shown in 
figure X11-8. The lines are for constant mass fraction and are 
useful to indicate where the fuel is going. Similar plots are, 
of course, generated for temperature, pressure, and other flow 
variables. 
This two-dimensional analysis has progressed to the point that 
comparisons with experimental data are now being made, and plans 
to extend the technique to three dimensions are being formu- 
lated. The ultimate objective is to couple this near-field ap- 
proach (or a semi-empirical one) witn the three-dimensional 
downstream approach to provide a complete combustor analysis ca- 
pabilty. It should be emphasized that in all computations of 
this type, the results are only as reliable as the turbulence 
and reaction models that go into them. Such modeling is perhaps 
the weakest link of all in the analysis of scramjet flows. Cur- 
rently, two-equation turbulence models are being used in the 
parabolic codes, and the elliptic code uses an algebraic model. 
Reaction schemes ranging from complete reaction to full finite- 
rate chemistry are being used, and modeling to account for com- 
bined turbulence and reaction effects is also being done. It is 
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clear that computational fluid mechanics for scramjets has come 
a long way in the last several years. Complex two- and three- 
dimensional flows are being computed, and these calculations are 
now beginning to affect both scramjet analysis and design. For 
example, strut contours in the latest subscale engine model were 
designed with such analyses, and detailed mixing and performance 
data from direct-connect tests are now being analyzed. The fu- 
ture importance of computational fluid mechanics for scramjets 
therefore appears to be large. 
Component Integration Research 
Concepts, results, and experience in component testing have been 
assembled in the form of component integration, or subscale en- 
gine modules. Initial wind-tunnel tests at flight-simulated 
Mach numbers of 4 and 7 have been conducted in two ground facil- 
ities (ref. 24). These tests are the first known for an air- 
frame-integrated concept and were intended for research rather 
than performance demonstration. Mach 4 testing was done at the 
General Applied Science Laboratories (GASL), Inc., Westbury, 
N.Y.; to date, there have been approximately 70 tests totaling 
12 minutes test time. Mach 7 testing was conducted in the 
Langley Scramjet Test Facility; to date, there nave been ap- 
proximately 100 tests totaling about 25 minutes test time. Both 
flight Mach numbers were simulated because they represent engine 
operation over a wide Mach number range. At Mach 7, almost all 
the captured flow passes through the engine, most of the fuel is 
injected perpendicular to the airflow coming by the struts, and 
the fuel will probably autoignite. In contrast, Mach 4 spillage 
can be as much as 40 percent, most of the fuel is injected par- 
allel to the airflow, and the fuel will not autoignite. The 
susceptibility to inlet combustor interactions should also be 
quite different at the two Mach numbers. 
The model being tested at Mach 7 is shown in figure X11-9. It 
is constructed of copper and is primarily a heat-sink design 
with water cooling only in high-heat-flux areas such as leading 
edges. The engine is heavily instrumented to measure internal 
wall static pressures, temperatures, and heating rates. It is 
mounted in the test facility on a one-component force balance to 
measure thrust and drag. Attention was given in the design to 
allow research on different configurations by changing or sub- 
stituting components. The model is 6.4 inches wide, 8 inches 
high, and about 5 feet long. The primary differences in the 
Mach 4 engine are that it is constructed of nickel and is en- 
tirely a heat sink. 
The Langley Scramjet Test Facility is shown in figure XII-1U. 
It is an arc-heated facility, supplying 10 megawatts of power to 
provide Mach 7 simulation of 40000 R stagnation temperature 
and 116 000 feet altitude. The front part of the model is 
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visible in the test-section viewing port. In these tests, vehi- 
cle bow-shock precompression that would occur in flight is simu- 
lated by expanding the Mach 7 energy flow to only Mach 6. The 
facility at GASL uses a hydrogen combustion heater and expands 
to Mach 3.4 for a Mach 4 simulation of 16OOO R and 70 000 
feet. Ingestion of the vehicle undersurface boundary layer is 
simulated at both Mach numbers by alining tne engine top surface 
with the nozzle exit so as to ingest the facility boundary 
layer. This is shown more clearly in the facility schematic at 
the top of figure X11-11. 
Preliminary scramjet engine performance is snown at the bottom 
of figure X11-11. The performance parameter AF, defined as the 
difference in the thrust balance reading with and without fuel, 
is plotted as a function of fuei-air ratio (percent stoichio- 
metric). The symbols represent selected experimental data, and 
the lines are theoretical predictions representing performance 
levels that would be required to cruise a hypersonic aircraft. 
For ratios less than 50 percent, the experimental data approach 
the predicted performance levels. This is a very encouraging 
result from preliminary tests. For flight application, however, 
it will be necessary to operate at equivalence ratios near 1. 
No experimental data are shown at higher ratios because at botn 
Mach numbers inlet-combustor interactions occurred that adverse- 
ly affected performance. These interactions were not surpris- 
ing, particularly at Mach 4, and appear to be caused by a combi- 
nation of boundary-layer feedback effects and local thermal 
choking leading to complete engine unstart. 
The challenge for future tests is obviously to raise the fuel- 
air ratio without causing inlet-comoustor interactions. To help 
insure that this will occur, inlet and combustor component tests 
to examine various aspects of the interaction problem nave been 
started. The objective for the component integration research 
is to demonstrate useful levels of thrust within the next sev- 
eral-years. Two more generations of models and tests will prob- 
ably be required to accomplish this. 
Other Related Research 
Several areas of research relating directly to the scramjet mod- 
ule developments already discussed involve significant commit- 
ments in other disciplines. These include airframe integration, 
structures, and flow diagnostics. 
As stated earlier, intimate propulsion-system - airframe inte- 
gration is necessary for efficient hypersonic cruise. This in- 
volves careful design of the vehicle forebody so as to provide 
aerodynamic efficiency and high-quality flow to the module in- 
let. It also involves extremely careful design of the aft 
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vehicle surface (or engine nozzle), which at Mach 6 generates 
about half the net thrust of the propulsion system. The nozzle 
flow is supersonic and must account for interactions between 
module wakes, spillage from the inlet, and other effects that 
change with altitude and flight Mach number. These very complex 
problems are currently being studied through a combination of 
sophisticated computational methods (ref. 25) and experimental 
simulation (ref. 26). 
Structural concepts for regeneratively cooled scramjets are also 
being developed. The starting point for the current research 
was the HRE technology mentioned previously. The HRE used a 
Hastelloy skin backed by an integral offset-fin heat exchanger 
through which the hydrogen fuel was circulated for cooling. 
Thermal cycle life was estimated to be approximately 100 for 
that design. As discussed in reference 27, tnis is extended to 
about 500 cycles by changing to the airframe-integrated design 
approach. An additional 500 cycles can be realized by improved 
fabrication techniques in which fin coolant passages are photo- 
chemically etched into the aerodynamic skin and hot-skin brazing 
is eliminated. Future improvements in materials could raise tne 
expected engine cycle life at least another order of magnitude. 
These and other structural problems related to scramjets and 
fuel injection struts are now being investigated by AiResearch 
(ref. 28). 
Flow diagnostic limitations for both combustor and engine flow 
fields continue to affect both the kind and quality of experi- 
mental data acquired. In-stream probes for reacting flows tend 
to be quite large, since they must be water cooled, and they al- 
most invariably perturb the state of tne stream in which they 
are attempting measurements. Using nonintrusive techniques is 
therefore very desirable. In response to the need for more and 
better measurements in reacting systems, several nonintrusive 
approaches are being examined to measure static temperature 
and/or species concentration. Infrared and sodium-line-reversal 
techniques have either been tried or are being implemented, al- 
though neither is expected to give the kind of detailed data 
that are being sought. A method that appears to have promise 
for making temperature measurements uses the low-resolution ab- 
sorption spectra of the OH (hydroxyl) radical associated with 
electronic transitions in the ultraviolet (ref. 29). The near- 
term application of this technique will involve spatially aver- 
aged measurements across a combustion duct at several streamwise 
stations. For spatially resolved measurements, a fiber-optics 
probe that reduces the optical path length to approximately 0.5 
centimeter is being designed. Ultimately, tne solution to com- 
bustion measurement problems may be found in coherent anti- 
Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS). The signal strength and 
laser-like signal character of CARS give inherent advantages 
over conventional Raman spectroscopy. The feasibility of using 
this technique to make temperature and species measurements in 
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supersonic comr,ust ion flow fields is currentiy being examined 
under an :;A% contract (NASl-15491) witn United Technologies 
Researcn Center and Dr. Aian Eckbreth. A conceptual CARS system 
design f or tne Langley Scramjet Test Facility has been formu- 
lated. 
co NCLUDING REXARKS 
Over the past several years, considerable progress nas been made 
toward tne goai of deveioping a viable airframe-integrated 
scramjet concept. The fixed-geometry inlet has been demon- 
strated to give good performance over a wide range of Mach num- 
bers. Also, mixed-moae perpendicular and parallel fuel injec- 
tion has been shown to be an acceptable way to control heat re- 
lease over a Mach number range. Initial research tests of two 
subscale engine modules have been conducted, and results look 
quite promising. In addition, detailed analytical approaches to 
supersonic combustion are now beginning to affect design, and 
the related technologies of airframe integration, structures, 
and flow diagnostics have continued to advance. 
It is clear, however, that many challenges remain. Operation at 
high fuel-air ratios must be achieved without inlet-combustor 
interactions. Tne aerothermodynamic design must be optimized, 
although the detailed design might be mission dependent. Ulti- 
mately, the airframe-integrated scramjet tecnnology must be dem- 
onstrated both on the ground and in flight. Flight tests will 
be required since the vehicle is actualiy an important part of 
the propulsion system. Such demonstrations are expected to 
verify the viability of an airframe-integrated scramjet propul- 
sion system option for future systems. 
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XIII. VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING (VTOL) 
PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
Carl C. Ciepluch, John M. Abbott, Royce D. Moore, 
and James F. Sellers 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
The propulsion systems of vertical-takeoff-and-landing (VTOL) 
aircraft present some challenging problems. Accordingly, an 
adequate propulsion technology base will be a key factor in de- 
veloping these aircraft for either military or commercial use. 
This paper identifies the unique propulsion problems and ad- 
vanced-technology requirements of VTOL aircraft. It also dis- 
cusses programs in this area currently under way at the Lewis 
Research Center. 
VTOL PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 
The propulsion-system technical challenge is illustrated by sev- 
eral VTOL aircraft concepts. Figure XIII-1 shows one of several 
concepts for a Navy subsonic, multimission VTOL aircraft. Ver- 
tical lift is obtained by rotating the engine nacelles to a ver- 
tical attitude and by incorporating a lift fan in the aircraft 
nose. This concept is usually referred to as the tilting- 
nacelle approach. 
In addition to providing the aircraft lift, the VTOL propulsion 
system must provide aircraft control during landing and take- 
off. This is a new and relatively complex requirement for air- 
craft propulsion systems and their controls. Roll is controlled 
by modulating the thrust of the engines on either side of the 
fuselage. Pitch is controlled by modulating the thrust of the 
nose fan relative to that of the main engines. Aircraft yaw is 
usually controlled by using aerodynamic vanes in the propulsion 
exhaust. 
Another unique requirement of the VTOL propulsion system is that 
its thrust response must be much faster than that available by 
the usual method of varying engine speed. Fast thrust response 
can be obtained by using either a variable-pitch fan or a vari- 
able-inlet-guide-vane fan. 
The Navy aircraft (fig. XIII-l) is designed to land safely if a 
main engine core has to be shut down or fails. The engine fans 
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are mechanically interconnected through shafts and gearing, and 
the cores are sized so that either could land the aircraft. The 
power for driving the nose fan is also provided through shafting 
and gearing. This shafting and gearing must be capable of 
transmitting 15 000 horsepower and also must be lightweight and 
reliable. The gear and bearing research reported in paper VIII, 
MECHANICAL COMPONENTS, of this conference publication is con- 
tributing to the VTOL propulsion-system technology base. 
During landing and takeoff the vertical attitude of the nacelles 
coupled with the aircraft forward velocity results in a very 
severe inlet flow angle of attack. Lightweight, compact ad- 
vanced-technology inlets a're therefore necessary for acceptable 
pressure recovery and low flow distortion to the fan. 
Another class of VTOL aircraft is characterized by fixed na- 
celles rather than the tilting nacelles shown in figure X111-1. 
A representative fixed-nacelle VTOL aircraft is shown in figure 
x111-2. Vertical lift is obtained with this type of propulsion- 
system installation by deflecting the engine exhaust downward 
with deflector nozzles. These nozzles must be not only aerody- 
namically efficient, but also lightweight and compact. They 
therefore represent another advanced-technology area for VTOL 
propulsion systems. 
This particular fixed-nacelle aircraft has a tandem-fan propul- 
sion system. In this concept, each engine has two interconnect- 
ed fans. The deflected flow from the forward-located fan pro- 
duces a lift force forward of the aircraft center of gravity, 
and the deflected flow from the aft-located fan and the engine 
exhaust produce a lift force aft of the center of gravity. Air- 
craft pitch is controlled by modulating the forward and aft lift 
forces. 
Although the inlet flow environment is less severe for the fix- 
ed-nacelle aircraft, tne tandem-fan propulsion concept illus- 
trated in figure XIII-2 presents a special inlet problem because 
two closely coupled inlets are required for each nacelle. 
These are some of the special propulsion problems associated 
with subsonic VTOL aircraft. The following sections of this 
paper present results of the Lewis Research Center VTOL technol- 
ogy program that addresses these problems. To be discussed are 
high-angle-of-attack-capability inlets, rapid-thrust-modulation 
fans, and propulsion-system - aircraft-control integration. 
INLETS 
The aerodynamic performance of inlets for all types of VTOL air- 
craft is being investigated at Lewis. This discussion is con- 
centrated on the tilting-nacelle inlet because it encounters 
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more extreme flow conditions than the fixed-nacelle inlet. A 
tilting-nacelle V/STOL aircraft is shown in figure XIII-3 in two 
configurations: with the nacelles level for cruise, and with 
the nacelles tilted back 900 as they would be during vertical 
operation. For this particular example, the aircraft is shown 
as it would be configured during a portion of the landing ap- 
proach. The nacelles are tilted back 900, the aircraft is 
descending, and the resultant inflow angle to the inlet is 
1200. 
Inlet Requirements 
A typical landing-approach flightpath for a tilting-nacelle VTOL 
aircraft is shown in figure X111-4. As the aircraft begins its 
landing approach, the nacelles begin to tilt back at a forward 
velocity VO of about 160 knots. The inlet reaches a maximum 
angle of attack of 1200 at 4U knots forward velocity. This is 
the example that is illustrated in figure X111-3. The inlet 
airflow also varies during the approach with the necessary vari- 
ation in engine thrust. 
The primary objective of the inlet designer for a tilting- 
nacelle aircraft is to design an inlet that provides separation- 
free airflow to the engine at all operating conditions. Inlet 
internal-flow separation is to be avoided because the resulting 
sudden high pressure losses and high pressure distortions can 
lead to sudden changes in engine thrust and to fan or compressor 
blade stresses. 
The inlet is most likely to encounter internal-flow separation 
at a forward velocity of 120 knots, an inlet angle of attack of 
600, and an inlet airflow of 56 percent of maximum. This flow 
condition is labeled "critical" in figure X111-4. An inlet that 
operates separation free at this critical flow condition will 
operate separation free at all other flow conditions en- 
countered during approach and takeoff. At conditions prior to 
the critical condition, the inlet angle of attack is lower and 
inlet operation is therefore more stable. At conditions beyond 
this critical condition, the forward velocity is lower and the 
inlet airflow is higher. Therefore these iater conditions are 
less critical, even though the inlet angle of attack is actually 
higher. For the remainder of the discussion, this critical 
point in the landing approach is called the tilting-nacelle- 
inlet design requirement. 
Inlet Performance 
In designing an inlet to operate with unseparated internal flow 
at this critical condition, the first approach.that comes to 
mind is to provide enough inlet lip thickness to effectively 
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turn the flow into the inlet (refs. 1 to 6). To determine just 
how much lip thickness is needed for effective flow turning, 
Lewis conducted an experimental test program on both 12- and 
20-inch-diameter inlets (refs. 7 to 11). 
The 20-inch-diameter inlets were tested on a 20-inch-diameter 
model fan installed in the Lewis 9- by 15-Foot Low-Speed Wind 
Tunnel (fig. X111-5). The model fan has a pressure ratio of 
about 1.2 and is powered by a core turbine driven by high- 
pressure air supplied through the support post and pylon. A 
typical tilting-nacelle inlet is shown installed on the fan. 
The inlet was instrumented to determine its aerodynamic perform- 
ance. The model-fan blades were also instrumented with strain 
gages, and blade stress data were gathered as part of the re- 
search data. 
The results of the test program to determine lip-thickness re- 
quirements for tilting-nacelle inlets are shown in figure XIII- 
6. The figure illustrates how the inlet-lip contraction ratio 
affects the angle of attack at which the internal flow sepa- 
rates. The lip contraction ratio AHL/AT is defined as the 
ratio of the inlet highlight or leading-edge area AHL to the 
inlet throat area AT and is hence a direct indication of 
inlet-lip thickness. The higher the contraction ratio, the 
thicker the lip. The data are for the critical flow condition 
described earlier: a forward velocity of 120 knots and an inlet 
airflow of 56 percent of maximum. The inlet angle of attack at 
which the internal flow separates from the inlet lower lip 
aSEP is plotted against the inlet-lip contraction ratio. 
The horizontal line drawn on the figure is the 6U0-angle-of- 
attack tilting-nacelle-inlet design requirement. 
The data in figure XIII-6 suggest that for separation-free inlet 
flow, the lip contraction ratio must be about 1.65. Thinner 
lips, those with contraction ratios below this value, have sep- 
arated internal flow at the critical 600 angle of attack. 
Hence, by making the inlet lip thick enough, a tilting-nacelle 
inlet can be designed to operate at this most critical condition 
in the aircraft landing approach. It will then, of course, op- 
erate effectively over the entire approach and takeoff flight- 
paths. 
Effect of Inlet Flow Separation on Fan Blade Stress 
How the fan blade stress is affected by separated inlet flow LS 
shown in figure X111-7. Blade stress levels from the 20-incn- 
diameter model fan are plotted against inlet-air weight flow. 
The data are for the same flow conditions as tnose in figure 
X111-6. Two curves are shown: one for a relatively thin inlet 
with a contraction ratio of 1.46, and one for a relatively tnick 
inlet with a contraction ratio of 1.76. 'The 1.46-contraction- 
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ratio inlet has separated flow at these conditions. The result- 
ing fan blade stresses increase witn increasing inlet-air weight 
flow and exceed the limit at the required 56 percent airflow. 
The thicker, 1.76-contraction-ratio inlet initially has sepa- 
rated flow at low inlet-air weight flows and the fan blade 
stresses begin to increase. But the flow attaches before the 
critical inlet weight flow of 56 percent is reacned, and the 
blade stress then decreases to low levels. The spike in the 
blade stress curve after the initial attachment point corre- 
sponds to a first-bending-mode excitation of the fan blades. It 
results from the inlet flow not being completely attached along 
the entire length of the inlet internal surface. The point to 
be made is that, when the inlet flow is separated, the fan blade 
stresses can be unacceptable and, when the inlet flow is 
attached, fan blade stresses are not a problem. 
Methods to Prevent Flow Separation and Minimize Inlet-Lip 
Thickness 
Lip thickness can be increased to the point where an inlet will 
meet the requirements of a tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft. A 
thicker lip, however, does have some disadvantages in that 
. weight, surface area, and hence cruise drag will increase. 
These disadvantages can be minimized by making the inlet unsym- 
metrical - thick on the bottom, where angle of attack is impor- 
tant, and thinner on the sides and top. 
In the interst of reducing inlet weight and surface area even 
further, however, it would be desirable to somehow make the 
lower lip as thin as possible. That leads to considering meth- 
ods by which the angle-of-attack capability of an inlet with a 
given lower lip thickness can be extended. Several methods are 
illustrated in figure X111-8: an extended centerbody, lower-lip 
blowing, a scarf inlet, lower-lip suction, a lower-lip slot, and 
lower-lip vortex generators. Each method is intended to improve 
the inlet lower-lip performance to the point where a given 
angle-of-attack capability can be attained with a thinner lip. 
Results for the first three methods are discussed here; the per- 
formance of the other methods will be evaluated in future tests. 
Extended centerbody. - The effect of extending the inlet center- 
body on inlet flow separation is shown in figure XIII-g. The 
data are shown in the same format and at the same flow condi- 
tions as figures XIII-6 and X111-7, with the angle of attack at 
flow separation being plotted against the lip contraction 
ratio. The lip-thickness-effect data with a short centerbody 
are repeated here and labeled as "reference." As indicated, 
extending the centerbody forward increases the flow separation 
angle by about loo for a 1.46-contraction-ratio inlet - a sig- 
nificant improvement. The method works by changing the area 
distribution within the inlet duct to make it more favorable to 
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the inlet internal flow, thereby extending the separation 
angle. Additional results are reported in reference 8. 
Lower-lip blowinq. - The effect of lower-lip blowing is shown in 
tigure X111-10. The plot format is again the same, and the data 
indicate that lower-lip blowing can extend the separation angle 
for a 1.46-contraction-ratio inlet by an impressive 200 to a 
value very close to the tilting-nacelle-inlet requirement. This 
large improvement in angle-of-attack capability results from the 
flowing air energizing the lower-lip boundary layer and thereby 
making the flow less likely to separate. This result was at- 
tained with a blowing-air pressure of 1.1 times atmospheric and 
a blowing-air mass flow of about 6 percent of the inlet flow. 
Additional results are reported in reference 12. 
Scarf inlet. - The third method of extending the inlet flow sep- 
aration angle is shown in figure X111-11. The data indicate 
that extending the inlet lower lip to form a scarf inlet can 
increase the flow separation angle for a 1.44-contraction-ratio 
inlet by about 200 - the same amount that was attained with 
lower-lip blowing. This method works because a scarf inlet 
draws in air more from above than from below. This effectively 
reduces the local angle of attack on the lower lip of the inlet 
and thereby permits a higher inlet angle of attack to be attain- , 
ed before the internal flow separates. Additional results are 
reported in reference 13. 
Benefit of thin lip. - As stated previously, these different 
methods for extending the flow-separation angle of attack are 
being investigated so that a thinner inlet lip can be used to 
meet the tilting-nacelle-inlet design requirement. As an exam- 
ple of the potential benefit of a thinner inlet lip, figure 
XIII-12 shows two nacelle layouts - the top one without lip 
blowing, the bottom one with lip blowing. Both inlets have been 
designed to provide exactly the same angle-of-attack capabil- 
ity. Without lip blowing, the inlet lower lip is relatively 
thick, and it is therefore relatively heavy and has higher 
cruise drag. With lip blowing, however, the angle-of-attack 
requirement is attained with a thinner lip and the inlet is 
lighter and has less cruise drag. In addition, the lip-blowing 
inlet is somewhat shorter. The inlet thickness also affects the 
nacelle thickness aft of the inlet. All in all, from a nacelle- 
weight and cruise-drag standpoint, it is highly desirable to 
design an inlet that meets the tilting-nacelle-inlet flow design 
requirement and is as thin as possible. 
In summary, the tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft concept presents 
the most challenging low-speed inlet design problems. Tests at 
Lewis have shown that, by increasing inlet lower-lip thickness 
enough, the inlet can be made to provide separation-free inter- 
nal flow over the full aircraft operating range. Other test 
results have shown the promising potential of various methods to 
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provide a given angle-of-attack capability with a thinner inlet 
lip. A strong motivation exists to use thin inlet lips since 
thinness results in reductions in overall nacelie weight and 
length and in cruise drag. 
Lewis is also doing some work on non-tilting-nacelle inlets. A 
fixed-nacelle VTOL inlet that has been tested at Lewis is shown 
in figure X111-13. This is a tandem-fan propulsion system inlet 
model that is compatible with the fixed-nacelle, tandem-fan VTOL 
aircraft described previously. The model is shown installed in 
the Lewis lo- by lo-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel, where low-speed 
tests were just recently completed. 
two inlets - 
The model is composed of 
the front axisymmetric inlet for the front fan, and 
the top S-duct inlet for the aft fan. 
been tested, 
Only the top inlet has 
in isolation, with the front inlet faired over. 
The test results indicated only a 4 percent loss in total pres- 
sure and an 8 percent distortion in total pressure at the most 
extreme condition tested. Plans include testing the model as 
shown in the figure with two fans, one for each inlet, in order 
to determine the aerodynamic interaction of the two inlets. 
RAPID-THRUST-MODULATION FANS 
As already stated in this paper, either a variable-pitch fan or 
a variable-inlet-guide-vane (IGV) fan is being considered to 
provide the rapid thrust modulation needed for aircraft stabil- 
ity and roll control. A sketch of a variable-pitch fan is shown 
in figure X111-14. The variable-pitch mechanism, located in the 
rotor hub region, is quite complicated. There has been some 
concern about the durability and reliability of variabie-pitch 
rotor blades, and therefore some approaches favor a fixed-pitch 
fan with variable IGV's. A sketch of a variable-inlet-guide- 
vane fan stage is shown in figure X111-15. The rotor blades are 
at a fixed setting angle. The IGV angle-changing mechanism is 
much simpler;' a geared motor and a synchronous ring are shown. 
Since the mechanism is located on the outer casing, the engine 
thrust controls can easily be incorporated into the variable-IGV 
systems. 
All VTOL two-engine configurations must be capable of safe oper- 
ation with one engine out. The fan stages in both nacelles must 
be capable of being driven by one engine and must each provide 
the required thrust for all modes of operation. The thrust 
level of either propulsion system can be controlled individually 
by adjusting its variable blade during constant-speed, one- 
engine-out operation. Both a variable-pitch-rotor-blade fan 
stage and a variable-IGV fan stage were tested at Lewis in order 
to determine the feasibility of such designs for rapid thrust 
modulation (refs. 14 and 15). 
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Variable-pitch fan staqes. - The variable-pitch fan stage was 
designed and fabricated by the Hamilton Standard Division of 
United Technologies Corp. The stage was designed for a pressure 
ratio of 1.38 at a flow of 65.3 pounds per second, which corre- 
sponds to a specific flow of 41 pounds per second per square 
foot of annulus area. The design tip speed was 950 feet per 
second. 
The rotor is shown in figure X111-16, and the stators are shown 
mounted in the casing in figure XIII-17. The 20-inch-diameter 
rotor has a hub-tip ratio of 0.52. The 19 variable-pitch rotor 
blades have an aspect ratio of 1.26. The rotor-blade setting 
angle was changed manually. The 38 stator blades were spaced 
about 2 rotor chords downstream of the rotor trailing edge. 
So that the variable-pitch rotor blades can turn to feather, tne 
blade tip contour is basically a circular arc (fig. X111-18) in 
the chordwise direction. In an attempt to reduce the effects of 
tip clearance, the casing above the rotor was recessed as 
shown. The radius at the blade leading and trailing edges is 
equal to the nominal casing radius. At the blade radial axis of 
rotation, the blade tip radius is greater than the nominal cas- 
ing radius. In an actual engine application, this configuration 
has the disadvantage that a split casing would have to oe used 
to allow for rotor removal. 
Variable-inlet-guide-vane fan. - Hamilton Standard designed a 
set of IGV's (fig. X111-19) to be added to the variable-pitch 
stage so that the effects of variable IGV's on performance could 
be investigated. NACA-63-series airfoil shapes where used for 
the IGV elements. The front portion of the vanes was fixed and 
only the rear portion rotated. For this series of tests, the 
rotor blades were set at an angle of 60 closed. Botn stage 
configurations were tested in the Lewis single-stage compressor 
test facility described in paper VII, TUKBOMACHINEKY TECHNOLOGY, 
of this conference publication. 
Performance with Variable-Pitch Fan 
The performance with the variable-pitcn fan is shown in figure 
x111-20. Pressure ratio is plotted as a function of weight flow 
for several delta blade setting angles. The data presented are 
for design speed. Also shown in the figure are the stall line 
and an assumed operating line that corresponds to a constant- 
throttle valve position. The definition of blade settiny angle 
is presented in figure X111-21. Positive setting angles close 
tile blade passages from the design setting and reuuce the flow. 
tiegative setting angles open the blade passages and increase the 
flow. At the design setting angle (Oo), the measured perform- 
ance agrees reasonably well with design (fig. XIII-2U). How- 
ever, the stall margin is only 5 percent. The stall margin 
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based on the operating-line performance is iU percent. As snown 
in the performance plots, the fan can operate over a wide range 
of blade setting angles. At high positive angles, the operating 
line crosses the low-pressure-ratio side of the performance 
curves. At -80, the operating line is very close to the stall 
line with only about a 2 percent stall margin. 
The effect of blade setting angle on static thrust is snown in 
figure X111-22. Tne operating-line calculated static thrust is 
plotted as a function of the delta blade setting angle. The 
static thrust varies from about 100 pounds at an angle of 250 
to about 1800 pounds at an angle of -80. 
Variable-pitch rotor blades show promise for VTOL application 
because the thrust of each fan can be independently varied while 
the engine is operating at a constant speed. However, for this 
particular fan, the stall margin at. negative blade setting an- 
gles is low. If the expected inlet flow distortions occur, the 
stall margin will be inadequate. 
In an effort to improve the stall margin, several modifications 
were made to the rotor (ref. 14). First, the blade leading edge 
was recoined in the tip region. This resulted in only a slight 
improvement in stall margin. Next (fig. X111-23), the recessed 
contour above the rotor was replaced by a cylindrical Insert and 
the blade tips were trimmed. Finally, the skewed-slot casing 
treatment shown in figure XIII-24 was inserted above the rotor 
tip. This insert replaced the cylindrical solid insert shown in 
figure X111-23. 'The axial location of the fence separating the 
two rows of slots corresponds to the rotor-blade axis of rota- 
tion. Its slots are skewed 600 from radial in the direction 
of rotation. The performance with both the solid casing and tne 
skewed-slot casing treatment is presented in figure X111-25. 
Pressure ratio is plotted as a function of weight flow for three 
blade setting angles. The operating line is the same as tnat 
shown in figure X111-20. At the high flow blade angles, casing 
treatment substantially increased stall margin. At 150, cas- 
ing treatment did not affect the stall point. The blade-element 
data show that the rotor-tip element was not controlling stall 
at tnat angle, and thus the casiny treatment provided no bene- 
fit. At the design angle, the casing treatment increased tne 
stall margin by 13 percent. However, there was a 4 percent loss 
in efficiency. Further studies are required to determine a cas- 
ing treatment that will give the improved stall margin with bet- 
ter efficiency. 
Performance with Variable-Inlet-Guide-Vane Fan Stage 
The effects of the variable-inlet-guide-van& fan stage on over- 
all performance are shown in figure XIII-2b. Pressure ratio at 
design speed is plotted as a function of weight flow at several 
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IGV angles. The stall line and the operating line are also 
shown. The operating line corresponds to a constant throttle- 
valve position, and it is different from that obtained with the 
variable-pitch stage. 
The definitions of vane setting angle are illustrated in figure 
X111-27. Positive IGV angles turn the flow in the direction of 
blade rotation and close tne rotor-blade passage. Negative IGV 
angles turn the flow opposite to the direction of rotation. 
The operating line of the variable-inlet-guide-vane stage is 
limited at low flows by stall. At the high flows, the stage 
experiences a maximum flow condition, as iliustrated by the 
-1-I. So and -25O IGV angles having the same performance (fig. 
X111-26). This is a result of the very high losses associated 
with the high, negative IGV angles. Figure XIII-28 shows the 
effect of vane setting angle on the calculated static thrust and 
compares the tnrust with that for the variable-pitch stage. The 
operating-line static thrust, as a percentage of that obtained 
at design angle, is plotted as a function of delta setting 
angle. The change in thrust with angle is not as great with the 
IGV's as with the variable-pitch rotor. At the positive angles, 
thrust is limited by stall; at the negative angles, thrust is 
limited by choke. 
In summary, both the variable-pitch and variable-inlet-guide- 
vane fan stages show promise for VTOL application because the 
thrust of each fan can be independently varied while the engine 
is operated at a constant speed. The type of fan stage select- 
ed will probably depend on the specific application. The vari- 
able-pitch fan gives a much greater thrust modulation. However, 
if the required thrust modulation is about +2U percent, the 
variable-inlet-guide-vane fan might oe chosen because of its 
simpler design. From the data shown, it is obvious that much 
more work is needed before the optimum fan configuration for a 
paricular application can be identified. 
In addition to the model-fan program just described, Lewis also 
has in progress a large-scale evaluation of the variable-IGV 
thrust modulating concept. A variable-IGV module has been in- 
stalled in the TF-34 engine, as shown in figure X111-29. The 
variable IGV's are designed to affect only the bypass flow and 
not engine-core supercharging. This is to prevent the core from 
being desupercharged when the guide vanes are adjusted to reduce 
engine thrust. The variable IGV's are shown in figure X111-30. 
This view of the engine front face shows the inner ring to which 
the end of each guide vane is attached. The trailing edges of 
the vanes articulate, but the leading edges are fixed. 
The thrust-modulating experiments are being conducted in one of 
Lewis' altitude test facilities. The engine installation is 
shown in figure XIII-31. This program, which has been under way 
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for only several months, is investigating the variable-IGV-fan 
thrust modulation range, stall margin, and blade stress over a 
range of inlet-guide-vane deflection angles. 
PROPULSION CONTROL 
Some of the propulsion control problems of VTOL aircraft have 
already been discussed, for example, the use of variable- 
geometry fans to obtain rapid thrust response. Some of the 
methods used to integrate the controls of these complex propul- 
sion systems are discussed here. During hovering flight, a VTOL 
propulsion system has to do the same job that the wings and con- 
trol surfaces do during conventional flight. Therefore a much 
higher degree of aircraft - propulsion control integration is 
required in VTOL aircraft than in more conventionai aircraft. 
Piloted Simulators 
The success of the control-system design for a VTOL airplane is 
measured by the pilot's ability to land the airplane safely on a 
small landing pad. In studying this problem, it is necessary to 
consult the pilot for his opinion on aircraft handling quali- 
ties. The safest and most economical way to do this is to use 
piloted simulators like the one shown in figure X111-32. This 
facility is located at the NASA Ames Research Center and is 
called the flight simulator for advanced aircraft (FSAA). The 
pilot sits inside the enclosed cab at the left of the figure. 
The cab is driven by actuators that simulate actual aircraft 
moments. The actuators are positioned by a digital computer 
that solves the aircraft equations of motion. 
Inside the cab, the pilot is provided with a complete set of 
controls and displays. His view of the landing area is provided 
by a television screen. This screen displays a picture taken by 
a camera that traverses a scale model of the landing area. The 
television camera is operated by the same computer that operates 
the cab. 
For proper simulation of VTOL operations, the FSAA's computer 
should be capable of solving the equations that model propul- 
sion-system dynamics, ground effects, and even ship motion for 
Navy operations. At present, the computer does not have enough 
capacity to handle all these calculations in real time. Plans 
are to expand the computer's capacity; however, for the present, 
investigations have been confined to propulsion systems that are 
somewhat simpler than those required for VTOL aircraft. These 
investigations are nonetheless relevant to VTOL research since 
VTOL aircraft belong to the general class of powered-lift air- 
craft. This class of aircraft includes STOL aircraft and heli- 
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copters as well as VTOL aircraft, and these types of aircraft 
share many similar problems. 
For all these types of aircraft, power modulation is used to 
control aircraft lift. This implies that aircraft maneuvers 
cause changes in engine speeds, temperatures, and surge mar- 
gins. Monitoring of these internal engine variables is impor- 
tant for an adequate integrated-control-system design. The pi- 
lot becomes an important element in the overall system, and con- 
sequently pilot opinion has a critical effect on propulsion con- 
trol requirements. The pilot has to be satisfied with the 
thrust response since he uses the engines to maneuver the air- 
plane. Engine failures are also a critical problem for all pow- 
ered-lift aircraft since engine failures limit the lift avail- 
able for controlling the flightpath. 
STOL Aircraft Simulation 
These problems were investigated by performing a piloted simula- 
tion of the STOL propulsion system shown in figure XIII-33. 
This system is the Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine 
(QCSEE) . This engine has such VTOL technology features as a 
variable-pitch fan and a digital control. The hydromechanical 
backup control is designed to provide engine protection in case 
of a digital control failure. Since QCSEE was designed for a 
powered-lift aircraft, it was a good candidate for a piloted 
simulator evaluation. In cooperation witn NASA Ames, the Lewis 
Research Center developed a simulation of QCSEE suitable for use 
on the FSAA. 
The engine simulation was combined with a simulation of the air- 
craft snown in figure X111-34. This is an externally blown-flap 
STOL airplane. As for a VTOL airplane, one of its critical 
problems is engine failure during a landing approach. This par- 
ticular airplane experiences rolling and yawiny moments after an 
engine failure. 
The piloted simulator is quite safe, in contrast to actual air- 
craft flight testing, so it is an ideal tool for investigating 
the pilot's reaction to propulsion-system faiiures. A number of 
failure modes were investigated in this experiment, incluaing 
failure of the QCSEE digital control and engine failure. The 
pilot could easiiy compensate for failure of the (,&SEE digital 
control. The hydromechanical backup system proved adequate to 
prevent a serious loss of thrust. Total engine failure, which 
did cause a thrust loss, was considerably more difficuit for tne 
pilot to handle. Some results of simulated engine failures are 
discussed here because they illustrate the importance of the 
pilot's role in overall system performance and because tney den- 
onstrate the need for adequate modeling of internal engine be- 
havior. 
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A typical result of an engine failure is shown in figure XIII- 
35. The upper trace shows distance from the center of the run- 
way in feet as a function of time. The lower trace shows 
changes in engine turbine-inlet temperature. The vertical 
dotted line indicates when engine failure occurs. The pilot's 
first warning of failure comes from a light that illuminates 
when the engine pressure ratio drops below a specified value. 
He must compensate for the failure manually. The engine failure 
causes the airplane to veer off the center of the runway by 
about 80 feet. There is a slight increase in turbine-inlet tem- 
perature about 1 second after the failure, when the pilot ad- 
vances the throttle. For this flight, the temperature vari- 
ations were small but flightpath control was marginal. 
An automatic thrust control system was devised to help the pilot 
correct for engine failure. The automatic system was designed 
to keep the sum of all four engine thrusts at a level requested 
by the pilot. The automatic system was engaged at all times; 
sor when an engine failed, it would automatically increase the 
thrusts of the working engines. 
This system was evaluated with the piloted simulator. The re- 
sults are shown in figure X111-36. When unexpected failures are 
simulated, it is impossible to draw any final conclusions from 
the results of only two flights, but some general observations 
can be made. First, it appears that the automatic system was 
helpful since the airplane stayed near the center of the run- 
way. From the flightpath information alone, the automatic sys- 
tem appears to be highly successful. However, this conclusion 
is questionable when the time history of turbine-inlet temper- 
ature is considered. The range of temperature variation is 
about 900 degrees F, much greater than for the manual system. 
The reason for this was the high gain of the automatic control 
and also the fact that the automatic system felt different to 
the pilot. As a result, his throttle activity was greater than 
with the manual system. Another surprising result was that the 
pilot used the throttle more before the failure than after. 
When the failure occurred, he turned his attention to the flight 
controls and let the automatic system take care of thrust. 
At present, it is not possible to determine exactly what these 
temperature variations mean. A likely problem is an excessive 
reduction of engine thermal fatigue life. Lewis has begun a 
study to determine whether the complex process of engine fatigue 
life prediction can be simplified enough to provide system de- 
sign criteria. 
Future Controls Research 
The results discussed in the preceding sections are for a STOL 
aircraft landing on a 2000-foot runway. The problems will be 
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even more severe for VTOL aircraft landing on small pads. Lewis 
is currently trying to simulate more complex VTOL propulsion 
systems, like the one shown in figure X111-37. This system in- 
cludes variable-pitch fans connected by cross shafts and high- 
angle-of-attack inlets. In cooperation with NASA Ames, Lewis 
will investigate problems similar to those discovered in the 
STOL aircraft simulation. These problems include thrust re- 
sponse, engine failure, and low-cycle fatigue. Lewis will also 
continue to use the piloted simulator as a tool for investi- 
gating VTOL propulsion control problems without the safety haz- 
ards and cost of actual aircraft flight testing. 
SUPERSONIC VTOL PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
The previous discussion dealt primarily with subsonic VTOL air- 
craft technology programs. Because of the military's interest 
in VTOL fighter aircraft, Lewis is also conducting advanced- 
technology programs applicable to supersonic VTOL propulsion 
systems. Work is beginning on inlets, nozzles, and propulsion 
controls. The inlet must function efficiently at both super- 
sonic and subsonic speeds, where it will encounter a relatively 
severe angle-of-attack environment during takeoff and landing. 
Ejectors could improve the performance of remote burner nozzles 
and aircraft control jets. The ejector could also reduce the 
problems associated with remote burner hot-gas impingement and 
reingestion during takeoff and landing. And finally, integra- 
tion of the propulsion system and the aircraft controls will be 
studied, and programs to improve control-system reliability will 
be undertaken. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper has reviewed the unique propulsion problems and tech- 
nology requirements associated with VTOL aircraft. The Lewis 
Research Center is currently active in technological development 
applicable to subsonic VTOL aircraft and is also beginning work 
applicable to supersonic VTOL aircraft. The objective of this 
overall program is to provide an adequate technology base so 
that the development of military and commercial VTOL aircraft 
can be undertaken with a reasonable degree of risk. 
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XIV. HIGH-PERFORMANCE-VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY 
Louis A. Povinelli 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
This paper discusses some of the special needs of one of the most 
important types of aircraft, the high-performance military fight- 
er. Figure XIV-l shows a modern aircraft of this type used by 
the Air Force, the F-15. Such aircraft use highly advanced tech- 
nology in all systems, especially in propulsion, to perform im- 
portant functions in national defense. Aircraft of this general 
class may also constitute a major portion of international sales 
of U.S. manufacturers. The discussion in this paper is limited 
to the following propulsion-related topics: (1) inlet perfor- 
mance, (2) nozzle performance and cooling, and (3) afterburner 
performance. 
The discussion indicates trends in future concepts and describes 
some NASA activities to supplement those of the military agencies 
and industry to further advance the technology required for high- 
performance aircraft. 
INLET PERFORMANCE 
First consider the type of inlet that is required. Figures XIV-2 
to XIV-4 show three current high-performance aircraft and illus- 
trate the fact that inlet geometry differs significantly with 
aircraft design. Figure XIV-2 shows the Air Force F-16. For the 
F-16, which is a single-engine aircraft, the inlet has a "smile" 
configuration at the entrance, is vertically offset, and is 
mounted beneath the fuselage. Figure XIV-3 shows the F-18, a 
Navy aircraft. The twin-engine F-18 has a D-shape inlet, the 
offset is primariy in the horizontal direction, and a wing root 
mounting is used. In both aircraft, the inlet concept is unique. 
A special research aircraft is shown in figure XIV-4. It is the 
new Air Force/NASA highly maneuverable aircraft technology 
(HiMAT) vehicle for a flight research program. 
piloted. 
It is remotely 
The inlet has similarities to that for the F-16: it is 
fuselage mounted, vertically offset, and "smile" shaped. 
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Figure XIV-5 gives examples of a concept that may be needed for 
future Air Force missions; it illustrates some interesting re- 
sults of recent study contracts of stealthy configurations. In 
each case, portions of the airframe are used to hide the inlet so 
that it can be less easily detected by ground radar. Inlets act 
as beacons, reflecting radar signals in a very focused manner, 
whereas the convex underside of a fuselage and wing scatter the 
radar signals. Again the inlet geometry (fig. XIV-5) is dif- 
ferent from any other. 
There are, however, some common geometrical and operational re- 
quirements for inlets, which can be summarized as follows: 
(1) High degree of integration with airframe 
(2) Simple, lightweight design, short length, large offset, 
and geometric transition 
(3) Wide range of Mach number and angle of attack 
(4) Stall- and buzz-free operation 
(5) Low radar cross section 
It is important at this point to inquire as to the consequences 
of these requirements on the aerodynamics. The progression from 
rather conservative toward more advanced inlets may cause serious 
problems with the internal flow. Typical problems are shown in 
figure XIV-6. Of particular importance are a strong shock - 
boundary-layer interaction at the entrance to the inlet, which 
could cause flow separation, and another tendency for flow sep- 
aration farther downstream in the subsonic diffuser that results 
from the curvature of the duct. It is necessary to achieve re- 
attachment of the flow at the entrance so that shock stability 
can be assured and also so that pressure recovery and distortion 
of the flow at the engine face are established at acceptable 
values. 
Boundary-layer control techniques are discussed in the previous 
paper (ref. 1) and are listed at the bottom of figure XIV-6. 
These techniques have been useful in the past and will undoubt- 
edly be even more so in the future. The applications of these 
techniques have historically been developed through experimental 
research for each unique inlet. Analytical methods to guide ex- 
perimental research in applying vortex generation, bleeding, and 
blowing are now becoming sufficiently advanced so that they will 
play a greater role in guiding the experimental work than they 
have in the past. As an example of the use of analysis, consider 
the use of one of the viscous computer codes discussed by the 
panel on computational fluid mechanics (ref. 2). It is called 
the Annular Diffuser Deck (ref. 3) and was developed under con- 
tract by United Technologies Research Corporation. One of the 
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configurations it was applied to is shown in figure XIV-7. It is 
the F-16 inlet model which was tested in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel. In order to perform the calculation, 
SeVeral assumptions were required regarding the F-16 geometry. 
The method of analysis was developed by this author. It was as- 
sumed that the passage was an annulus having a centerbody shaped 
like the ramp surface. A number of radial struts which extended 
through the length of the inlet divided the flow into compart- 
ments. The flow through each of these compartments resembled the 
F-16 flow. The proper entrance-exit area ratio was matched as 
well as the correct contour on the ramp and cowi surfaces. The 
offsets between the entrance and the exit on the cowl and ramp 
surfaces were also matched to those of the F-16. Figure XIV-8 
shows results for this duct obtained from the computer analysis 
by using the Annular Diffuser Deck. Shown at the top are veloc- 
ity profiles for the flow between the throat and the compressor 
face. An accurate indication of flow separation is the corre- 
sponding calculation of local skin friction on the ramp and cowl 
surfaces. As shown at the bottom of the figure, the coefficient 
was positive at all locations and, hence, would not be expected 
to separate. No separation was observed in this portion of the 
flow in the model tests. 
Compared with the F-16 inlet, the HiMAT inlet is considered to be 
a more aggressive design in that it combines a large amount of 
offset with a short length: it is required to perform over a wide 
attitude and speed range. Figure XIV-9 shows the test model of 
the HiMAT mounted in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tun- 
nel. The same computer program used for the F-16 was used for 
the HiMAT duct, with the same assumptions. The corresponding 
analytical results are shown in figure XIV-lo. Velocity profiles 
are at the top, and skin friction is at the bottom. A tendency 
for flow separation was predicted on the ramp side and, in fact, 
was observed in the model test. The analysis, therefore, pre- 
dicted the location of the flow separation. Unfortunately para- 
bolic marching procedures do not calculate beyond the separation 
point, and, hence, reattachment cannot be determined. Navier- 
Stokes analyses or some type of empirical modeling through the 
separated region would be required in order to calculate the en- 
tire flow. The current marching solutions do, however, predict 
where separation will occur and, therefore, where boundary-layer 
controls should be employed in order to prevent separation. The 
distortion at the HiMAT compressor face resulting from the sepa- 
ration was not so severe that engine stall would necessarily re- 
sult. The tendency for separation was easily suppressed with 
vortex generators, which were designed before the test in antic- 
ipation of the problem as predicted by the analysis. Without 
question, this and other analysis methods will play a significant 
role in future inlet development efforts. 
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NOZZLE PERFORMANCE AND COOLING 
Consider now the other end of the engine - the exhaust system. 
As in the case of inlets, there also exist geometrical and oper- 
ational requirements for nozzles. Some of the special require- 
ments of current interest for the nozzle are 
(1) High degree of integration with airframe 
(2) Stealth considerations 
(3) Thrust deflection and reversal 
An important item is a high degree of integration with the air- 
frame. Studies at the Langley Research Center have underscored 
the growing interest in nonaxisymmetric nozzles for this pur- 
pose. Illustrated in figure XIV-11 are some study concepts that 
demonstrate the dramatic effect that can be achieved in aircraft 
design. On the left is a twin-engine axisymmetric nozzle concept 
that quite likely will encounter external flow separation. On 
the right are wedge or two-dimensional nozzles that would clean 
up the external lines very effectively. In addition, require- 
ments (2) and (3) may be more easily met. In particular, thrust 
deflection and reversal may be implemented with less mechanical 
complexity. Deflection and reversal capabilities are of growing 
interest in order to increase flight maneuverability and decrease 
ground roll after landing. Although the wedge nozzle provides an 
important simplification of the external flow field of the air- 
craft, it may also lead to complexities of the internal flow 
field of the jet. To illustrate, figure XIV-12 shows some Lang- 
ley results (ref. 4). At the top of figure XIV-12 is shown the 
jet flow on the lower side of the wedge nozzle. The sketch indi- 
cates the emergence of the jet at an off-design pressure ratio 
where overexpansion shock waves are present in the flow. Beneath 
that are plan views of the wedge surface and shock patterns for 
nozzle pressure ratios of 3 and 6. The position and nature of 
these shocks were determined experimentally by the use of oil 
patterns on the wedge surfaces. At the lower pressure ratio, the 
flow is basically two-dimensional. At the higher pressure ratio, 
three-dimensional flow is indicated by the unexpectedly complex 
shock pattern. The planar shocks become curved, recirculation 
patterns appear, and vortex slip lines emanate downstream of the 
shock interaction points. 
The pressures measured along the centerline of the nozzle on the 
wedge surface are plotted at the botton in figure XIV-12. For 
comparison, the results of a two-dimensional, inviscid, time- 
dependent computer program by Cline (ref. 5) are also shown. At 
the lower pressure ratio, the agreement between theory and exper- 
iment is excellent. At the higher pressure ratio, the same com- 
parison shows that the analysis does not predict the pressures 
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correctly. Additional work on the analysis is required, and work 
is under way at Langley to develop a three-dimensional computer 
program for this flow. 
Another problem of the jet internal flow that is being studied at 
Lewis is film cooling of the nozzle walls to protect them from 
the hot flow resulting from afterburner operation (ref. 6). In a 
preliminary phase of this effort, a simple axisymmetric plug noz- 
zle is being used; for a later phase, a more complex two-dimen- 
sional nozzle is being procured. Figure XIV-13 shows the axisym- 
metric plug nozzle mounted on a J-85 engine in an altitude test 
cell. 
Figure XIV-14 shows the plug nozzle during afterburner opera- 
tion. Film coolant is injected just downstream of the cowl. 
Overexpansion shock waves are clearly evident in this flow. Fig- 
ure XIV-15 shows the variation in local film cooling effective- 
ness as a function of a nondimensionaiized parameter which in- 
cludes length, coolant mass flow ratio, and slot height. The 
data correlate well with an empirical design curve except for 
specific points well below the design curve. These points cor- 
respond to conditions where shock waves in the jet disrupt the 
flow of the cooling film. Additional effort is required for cor- 
relation of these effects. A future phase of this cooling re- 
search program will progress to nonaxisymmetric nozzles of the 
type illustrated in figure XIV-16. 
This two-dimensional, convergent-divergent exhaust nozzle may be 
used in a variety of operating positions. This nozzle concept 
was developed by General Electric under contract to Lewis. On 
the model shown in the figure, one of the side plates is removed. 
The geometry at the top of the nozzle is set for low pressure 
ratios. The top and bottom plates are adjustable for changes in 
power and pressure ratios. At the left in the figure the plates 
are rotated and the nozzle is positioned for thrust d,flection. 
On the right in the figure, rotation of a clamshell-like arrange- 
ment closes off the normal exhaust path. The two halves of the 
clamshell turn the flow. Top and bottom ports are opened when 
the clamshell is rotated. These ports allow the flow to exit in 
the forward direction. This nozzle will be used on a J-85 en- 
gine, and both cooling requirements and thrust characteristics 
will be evaluated. 
An alternative concept for thrust reversal is to use external 
flaps in conjunction with wedge nozzles (ref. 7). In this case, 
the reversal is accomplished externally rather than internally as 
in the two-dimensional clamshell geometry. Figure XIV-17 shows a 
model of the F-18 aircraft with a twin-wedge nozzle installation. 
Deflection plates are instalied on the top and bottom surfaces of 
both wedges. The plates are stored in the retracted position 
when no thrust deflection is required. Deployment of the plates 
provides increased maneuverability or thrust reversal. This 
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study at the Langley Research Center evaluated the effect of flap 
geometry, for example, the effect of sideplates on the deflection 
flaps. A sideplate is used on both sides of each of the flaps so 
that the cross section is U-shaped. Flaps with sideplates were 
more effective than flaps without sideplates for increasing the 
amount of thrust reversal. 
AFTERBURNER PERFORMANCE 
The first goal of the afterburner program conducted at Lewis 
(refs. 8 and 9) was to increase altitude limits for stable com- 
bustion without rumble. Rumble is defined as a traveling pres- 
sure disturbance of 20 to 300 hertz. Operation of the after- 
burner in high-amplitude rumble causes fatigue failure of the 
afterburner with subsequent nozzle damage in a matter of minutes. 
The second goal was to increase blowout limits for transients 
from idle to maximum augmentation throttle. For this work, an 
F-100 engine was used. 
Figure XIV-18 shows the research afterburner. The flameholder 
and injection rings can be seen. The novel feature of this af- 
terburner was the introduction of swirl in the core flow. The 
method used is shown in figure XIV-19. The standard production 
augmentor is shown at the top of the figure, and the new swirl 
augmentor at the bottom. The latter is called a partial swirl 
augmentor, since only the core flow is swirled, not the fan flow. 
The 20° of core swirl around the centerbody was achieved by 
recambering the turbine exit guide vanes. Additional pressure 
loss was created by the presence of this swirl. However, swirl- 
ing allowed the removal of the flameholder fingers and thereby 
eliminated some pressure loss. The net result was no overall 
performance penalty. A digital electronic engine control system 
was also added in order to control fuel flow rates and nozzle 
opening more precisely. Performance results are shown in figure 
XIV-20. The outer lines show the altitude and Mach number oper- 
ating envelope of the engine without afterburning. The engine 
operates at any point inside this envelope. The limits of the 
productuion afterburner are shown by the inner lines, which 
indicate a loss in rumble free operational capability for very 
high altitudes at low Mach numbers. As indicated by the cross- 
hatched region, the swirl afterburner pushed the operating limit 
to much higher altitudes - increased it as much as 15 000 feet. 
Although not shown in this figure, the transient blowout altitude 
limit was simultaneously increased by a minimum of 8000 feet. 
This research afterburner may be flight tested in an F-15 at the 
Dryden Flight Research Center in the near future. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A few areas of NASA work which are related to high-performance 
vehicles have been discussed. Unique inlet concepts will con- 
tinue to evolve, but their design will be aided by computational 
methods to a greater extent than in the past. Nonaxisymmetric 
nozzles will provide cleaner external lines and enhanced maneu- 
verability, but the internal flows will be more complex. And fi- 
nally, novel concepts for swirl afterburners show promise for en- 
anced performance in the high-altitude, low Mach number region. 
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FLIGHT MACH NO. 
Figure XIV-20 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTORS AND GRANTEES 
NASA relies heavily on the support and expertise of industry, universities, and 
research organizations in conducting its research and technology programs in aero- 
nautical propulsion. The following is a list of contractors and grantees who are 
currently supplementing the in-house efforts of the NASA Lewis Research Center in 
this program area. In view of the large number of organizations involved, inad- 
vertent omissions are possible, for which apology is duly expressed. 
Industry 
Aeromexico 
Aeronautical Research Associates of 
Princeton, Inc. 
AiResearch Manufacturing Co. 
Air New Zealand, Ltd. 
American Airlines, Inc. 
Atlas Consortium 
Avco Corp., Avco Lycoming Division 
The Boeing Co. 
Bolt, Beranek, & Newman, Inc. 
Chandler Evans, Inc. 
Colt Industries, Inc. 
Continental Air Lines, Inc. 
Cooper Airmotive, Inc. 
Detroit Diesel Allison Div., GMC 
Douglas Aircraft Co. 
Eastern Air Lines, Inc. 
Exxon Research and Engineering Corp. 
Finnair OY 
Flow Research 
Flow Simulators, Inc. 
Fluidyne Engineering Corp. 
Frontier Airlines 
Garrett AiResearch Aviation Co. 
General Applied Science 
Laboratories, Inc. 
General Dynamics Corp. 
General Electric Co. 
Grumman Aerospace Corp. 
Hamilton Standard 
Hersh Acoustical Engineering 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Educational and Research Institutions 
Arizona State University 
Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbia 
Laboratory 
Case Western Reserve University 
Cornell University 
George Washington University 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Iowa State University 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
New York University at Westbury 
Pennsylvania State University 
Federal Agencies 
Federal Aviation Administration 
U.S. Air Force Aeropropulsion 
Laboratory 
U.S. Army Research & Development 
Command 
Industrial Tetronics, Inc. 
International Nickel Co. 
KSSU Consortium 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. 
McDonnell Douglas Corp. 
Mechanical Technology, Inc. 
National Airlines 
Northwest Airlines, Inc. 
Nielsen Engineering 
Pacific Airmotive Corp. 
Pan American World Airways, Inc. 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group 
Rockwell International Corp. 
Scientific Research Associates 
Solar, Division of International 
Harvester Co. 
Solar Turbines International 
Southwest Research Institute 
Systems Control, Inc. (VT) 
Tech Development, Inc. 
Therm0 Mechanical Systems, Inc. 
Trans World Airlines, Inc. 
TRW, Inc. 
United Air Lines, Inc. 
United Technologies Corp. 
United Technologies Research Center 
Vought Systems Div., LTV Aerospace 
Corp. 
Western Air Lines 
Western Gear Corp. 
Purdue University 
Stanford University 
State University of New York at 
Stoneybrook 
Trenton State University 
University of California at Los Angeles 
University of Colorado 
University of Michigan 
University-of Missouri 
University of Notre Dame 
University of Texas 
Wichita State University 
U.S. Army Research & Technology 
Laboratories (AVRADCOM) 
U.S. Naval Air Propulsion Center 
U.S. Naval Sea System Command (NAVSEA) 
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